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M
edie val medica l teaching started as a 
"studium generale" including Theol ogy, 
Canon and Civil Law , Arts , Medicine and 


other lawful faculties. Some of the early ma sters ma y 
ha ve professed medicine , but , at first , teaching was 
sporad ic and probably linked more with astrology 


than with clinical practice. Most doctor s were trained 
through apprenticeships , receiving several years of 
training before they were officially considered 
physicians. The access to textbooks of anatomy and 
medicine was the preserve of educated doctors who 
knew Latin . Surgeon s were lower ranked in status , 
being professional barbers in the vast majority of 
cases , people who had no classical education and no 
access to universit y and scientific works. In 168 7, the 
great scientist Isaa c Newton published his Principi a 
Mathematica in Latin ; during the 18th and 19th cen
turie s, Latin remained the language of diss ertations 
and classical scholars hip . 


A doctorate in medicine was granted by the 
European universi ties. Little is known of the 
regulations for this degree , but initially a thesis 
written in Latin was demanded. The first recorded 
M.D. at St. Andrews University , Scotland , is John 
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Arbuthnot , who submitted his thesis ( Theses Medicae 
de Secretione Animalv to St. Andrews in 1681. The 
subjects of medieval medical dissertations were often 
related to anatomy and chemistry , but few were 
topics of direct importance to the medical care of the 
sick. One such small tract appeared in 1761 in 
Vienna, De Inventu Novo, in which Leopold Auen· 
brugger (1722-1809) described percussion as a means 
by which the alterations of the thoracic organs could 
be observed in living patients . Six years later , his 
fellow townsman , Joann. Mich. Schosulan , found it 
"indeed very difficult to choose the subject" for his 
"inaugural address " and doubtful he should take "the 
subject of wines, considering that few people have 
been dealing with wine in their works. " The topic of 
wine, however , was not that uncommon. A thesis on 
Hungarian wine (Dissertatio Physico·Medica Inaug· 
urahs de Vino H ungarico Soprom·ensiJ was submitted 
by Friderici Liidii (physician in Basel) in 1715, and in 
1758 Dr . Joannis Gowdie published his D1ssertatio 
Medica Inaugurahs de Vino in Edinburgh. 


Schosulan 's Dissertatio Inaugurahs Medica de 
Vinis, a small octavo booklet of 55 pages, devotes the 
first XXVII paragraphs to Wine in General, then De 
Vino Hungarico §§ XXVIII·XXXVIII, De Vinis Italicis §§ 
XXXIX·XL, De Vinis Galliae §§ XLI·XLIII, De Vinis 
Hispaniae §§XLIV·XLV, De Vinis Germaniae §§XLVI·LII 
and De Vinis Austriacis §§ LIII·LV. Paragraphs LVI· 
LXXXX elaborate on the medical virtues of wine in 
general while paragraphs LXXXI·XCI give directions on 
the medical use of wine from the various countries. 
The dissertation ends with five paragraphs on De 
Artificiis (Vina Emendandi) describing how wines 
were "corrected" with examples as "the pernicious 
suggestion to sweeten wine with lead acids." For 
your enlightened reading, Schosulan 's first twenty · 
two paragraphs are here presented. 


The Translation of D1ssertatio de Vims 


INAUGURAL MEDICAL 
ADDRESS 


ABOUT WINES, 
BY 


JOHN MICHAEL SCHOSULAN . 


VIENNA 
PRINTER JOHN THOMAS Nobleman of TRATTNERN 


1767 


I found it indeed very difficult to choose the subject 
for the inaugural address; as a matter of fact, about 
what can one dissertate , a candidate of medicine , 
lacking solid experience until now? Undoubtedly 


many subjects occurred to me , of which some were 
already dealt with by such men whose footprints 
nobody is allowed to follow , unless he wants to ruin 
his reputation. Other subjects indeed looked so hard 
to explore it was as if I wanted take upon my 
shoulders an excessive burden. Doubtful , I took the 
subject of wines , considering that few people have 
been dealing with wine in their works. If some public 
success occurs then I shall have achieved my end ; in 
any case , I hope to distinguish myself by offering to 
other people with sharper minds the pretext for 
investigating this matter more exactly in the future . 
Stay healthy! 


DE 


VINO IN GENERE. 


~ 
l8}~~ S, L ill~ L 'l< iquor • vitium botris exprefius 


l ff"' , • per pnmun fcrmentauonem m 
~~~ liquidumfpirituofum clarumine.i 


~li brians mut.a.tus, vinum audit 
~ (nun aneefermentauonem liquor 


me muftum dicitur) a chemici1 autem defini
tur liquidum inebrians fpirituofum , = .• 
aquz - olei - falis tciw - &: terrz m1-
ftlone & combill1tione natum per primam 
fmnent.ationem. · 
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ABOUT WINE IN GENERAL 


§ I 
The liquid squeezed from the bunches of grapes and 
by means of fermentation transformed into an 
alcoholic , bright , intoxicating liquid is called wine (in 
effect, before fermentation , this liquid is called wort ). 
By chemists it is also defined as an alcoholic , 
intoxicating liquid , with a given mixture and 
combination of water , oil , acid salt and earth, 
originated from primar y fermentation . 


§ II 
This liquid , as defined above , is widely used by us , 
the Germans and by almost all the inhabitants of the 
Earth and rightfull y because , after water . wine is a 
beverage very much appropriate to our natur e; in 
fact , wine also has advantages over water , since not 
only is it humidifying and thirst quenching but also , 
at the same time , it feeds and fortifies the body if 







consumed in the right quantit y; not to mention all 
the things which , for th e merit of different wines , are 
used in medicine ; I will expand later on other wine 
attributes ; now only I would like to say that this 
liquid , if used in an appropriate qua ntity can infer 
wonderful effects , but that , nevertheless , if we abuse 
this nectar , it can produce amazing harms. 


§ III 
These good things depend on the excellence of the 
wine , which can be defined in two ways; one is made 
by the right proportion of the constituent elements 
and by the abundance of the alcoholic part , the other 
is made by observation , which presents the different 
medical properties of the different wines, whereby 
the same wine can be good and profitable for one but 
harmful to another , even if our ancestors wanted to 
recall the good characteristics with the phrase CST 
[in Latin, COS: Color, Odor, SaporJ; as a matter of fact 
the wine proves its excellence with Colour , Smell and 
Taste. To which the school of Salerno is adding 
others , stating: the wine is evaluated on the basis of 
smell , colour , brightness and taste or also : if you 
want good wines , these five things are praised in 
them: strength , good appearance , fragrance , fresh· 
ness and seasoning. But we find few wines with all 
these characteristics. 


§IV 
Considering that wine can usually produce many 
beneficial effects and many damages in our body , I 
have decided to describe the elements which are 
constituting the wine , to explain the defects of 
harmful elements and how to remedy them , to 
investigate the methods of conservation and , together 
and individually , the factors constituting good wine , 
eliminating defects or reducing them. In one other 
chapter , I will relate about the great many ki nds of 
wine everybody knows and , after adding their 
history , finally I will talk about medical properties , 
not only of the wine generally , but also of the 
preparation. 


§V 
Wine , investigated according to the standards of 
chemical science , has the following constituents , 
exactl y: water , alcohol , acid salt , oil and earth ; of 
which the right union and combination will produce 
the excellence of wine; because really if one or other 
element is in excess the wine can 't be defined as good; 
it is necessary to consider attentively the remedies 
for the defects that occur this way, remedies which, 
if used properly , can lead to a very perfect nectar, 
everywhere perfect for its excellence. And , consid · 
ering that wine defects are found in the constituents 
of wine itself , we must consider the grapes and the 
wort elaborated from them. 
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§ VI 
We refer now to the first element highlighted by 
chemical analysis , water , for which wines either for 
the characteristics of wort (excess of the watery part ) 
are faulty in the same way: the watery wort does not 
produce generous wine or also if a wine , recom · 
mended to everybody for its generous nature by the 
avaricious and eager-for-profit innkeepers, diluted 
with water , is weakened. 


§ VII 
The corre ction of the excess of this constituent can be 
tried in many ways; it can be made partly in the 
grapes, partly in the wort, partly in the liquid already 
fermented. As this defect must be hidden in the 
grapes themselves, when the juice has a quantity of 
watery part higher than the right level , it is 
advisable , before ripening , to break the ends of the 
roots , in this way the grapes are deprived of the 
otherwise plentiful water (even if this advice requires 
great effort and free time) , or to leave the grapes 
exposed to the sun for a longer time and to harvest 
them later , but we have to report that this can 't 
happen in our regions because the grapes can be 
attacked by the moist and colder autumn storm 
instead of being corrected by the required drying up. 


§ VIII 
One other method to remedy this defect could happen 
in the wort; if the wort is too watery. The experience 
suggests to remove the abundant water through 
evaporat ion but there are few suppliers who don't 
avoid this suggestion because doing this they would 
fill many pots less . Another suggestion is to prepare 
the wort extract from different pots because , 
distributed in remaining pots in equal proportion , it 
favours the exit of the watery part . A very good 
method , I think , really will be to throw the watery 
wort on better and more generous bases; this method 
is used by many people with a very good result. 


§IX 
If wine is faulty for water excess, it is advised by 
many people to modify the alcohol of wine by 
infusion; what happens next , I leave the judgment to 
the chemical experts, as other people , starting from 
completely different advice, say that , if the wine 
alcohol is infused , we can 't hope anything good to 
happen , and that alcohol can't be mixed with the 
remaining constituents , unless during fermentation , 
and for this reason they made experiments which 
proved that wines are smelling of alcohol if corrected 
this way, but it is not my proposal to settle a chemical 
controversy. 


§X 
Lastly , the advice is given to freeze the wine 's watery 
excess , an operation moreover called concentration. 
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This method was invented by chance , because only 
the water is freezing while usually the other con· 
stituents go to one or other side if the cask is tied up 
strongly enough by iron rings and is filled by wine , 
leaving some space empty and exposed continuousl y 
to cold or the vessel is closed in a faulty way. So, after 
exposing the vessel to cold for 5 or 6 days , the frozen 
water goes in the outside part of the vessel and , in 
the middle , a very concentrated and very good wine 
is held , which comes out after piercing the ice. It is 
worth noting that this fact must principally be 
understood about generous and very old wine , that if 
only the water is converted into ice, after removing it , 
the active and alcoholic constituent is concentrating 
more . About that we have many significant examples 
in many locations in France. Certainly near Geneva 
there are wines called "Franginer " of a very healthy 
nature. During one year and in the winter they are 
exposed to open air in vessels , because the local 
inhabitants think that the roughness is corrected and 
the alcoholic content is improved by the cold 
vehemence. 


§ XI 
The second constituent is the acid salt which , if 
abundant in wine , is corrected in many different 
ways , dictated by chemists . Anywa y, anything can be 
referred about this subject , but the greatest remed y 
is ageing , which is well known to the Austrians ; from 
everyday experience we learn that wine sweetens by 
ageing. About the pernicious suggestion to sweeten 
wine with lead acids I will speak elsewhere . 


§ XII 
Oil is defined as a third constituent. Can wines have 
defects because of oil? To man y people this seems 
incredible , and rather people think that if wine 
should abound in some part , it has to abound in oil 
and , convinced by common sense , they think the more 
oil there is in wine , the more generous is the wine . 


§ XIII 
The forth constituent is earth ; if it is in excess , wine s 
become nasty and sour; for this defect we do not know 
an easy remed y, except the fact of mixing this wine 
with a quantit y ten times bigger of better qualit y 
wine . This defect mainl y originates because man y 
people are extracting the juice with a press until the 
juice of the other nasty and sour parts (lik e stalks , 
grape seeds , grapes etc.) is added to the generous 
juice of nectar by the strength of pressing. 


§ XIV 
The fifth constituent is alcohol [Latin: Spiritus in· 
flammabilis] , which doesn 't sho w until th e wine is 
studied by chemical anal ysis ; this analysis is known 
by experts. so I decided only to declar e that win e is as 


generous as the amount of alcohol that it contains. 


§XV 
We have seen now to what extent wines can have 
defects due to their constituents ; they are anywa y 
subject to other defects , even if there is a ver y exact 
proportion , mixture and combination of these 
elements , because we may see that by an external 
cause , a considerable defect is caused ; so I will , first 
of all , refer to the origin of these defects and after I 
will try to show the things that can favour the 
integrity and conservation of the wine. 


§ }.'VI 
Now air deserves a special section ; really a full 
volume would be needed , to explain how greatl y air is 
altering substances and can destro y the mixture of 
blends . What evils are arising , if surgeons do not 
protect wounds from the excess air? And do acidulous 
and health y waters not lose all their quality and 
taste , if we allow the air access ? So, it is necessary to 
protect wines with great care and attention from the 
free access of air . 


§ XVII 
The difference in air is anyway big, as taught by 
experience ; of course wines are changed by the 
summer air ; if there ha s been a long , rainy season 
there are problems for wine ; if, on th e contrary , it is 
a cold, dry and clear air , there are not problems of the 
same intensity for wines . An amazing phenomenon 
happens in wines in the period when the vine is 
blossoming ; it happens as a matter of fact that , as the 
sweeter wines are fermenting, some of them are 
streaming out of casks or are breaking them with 
irreparable damage . This effect must not be ascribed 
to the flower but rather to the condition of the air 
which , when the vine is blossoming , is shaken by a 
very penetrating and inc onstant health. For this 
reason it is necessary to keep casks and their rings 
under observation , so that the casks are not breaking. 
Is the gravity and lightness of air fixed in ii.quids, 
now keeping them together now releasing them from 
constraints , so creating an internal movement? Many 
explanations about lightning , air and winds could be 
presented , if the limits of this booklet should allow it. 


§ XVIII 
Without doubt it will not be difficult to give the 
reason why casks always must be keptcomplet ely full 
as an effusion of this kind can happen. In order to 
avoid it in some wines , some people ar e filling cask s 
with carefully washed and cleaned stones but not 
without a big advantage and profit for any kind of 
wine. At last it is not blameworth y what also is 
suggested , to pour in olive oil so that the surface is 
protected. 







§ XIX 
Many other remedies are suggested to prevent the 
damages which are caused to wine by the air , such as 
to light alcohol or sulphur in a way that air is 
expelled or destroyed in casks. There are different 
ways to carry out this operation: 1) linen covered by 
melted sulphur is lit, depending on the size of the 
cask; 2) other people are preparing somehow 
aromatic spices , sprinkling a cloth and lighting it; 3) 
other people are using only nutmeg or other aromatic 
essences instead of sulphur , a method which for me 
is not to be approved , because empyreumatic oil 
[made by organic substances which , when heated , 
tend to carbonise , with an unpleasant smell] can be 
produced which can transmit to wine a nauseating 
smell ; 4) other people are lighting alcohol while 
others are preferring even different methods. But Cl. 
Neumann reckons all these things needless and that 
the sulphur alone is fulfilling the scope. 


§XX 
It is also worth noting the fact that red wine does not 
tolerate sulphur , because the colour of red wine is 
destroyed. And while we see that not all the colours 
of vegetables are destroyed if sulphur is lit , or at least 
most of them remain unchanged the red rose , subject 
to lit sulphur , takes on a whitish colour . 


§ XXI 
Besides , to the history of wine belongs its colour. The 
colour , red , sky-blue or of this kind must not be 
derived from the grapes ' juice , but from skin or better 
from pigment contained in the skin. To prove the 
truth of this statement I will do a simple experiment: 
take mixed grapes , red , black or sky -blue ; squeeze 
the juice out of them calmly ; never will you obtain red 
or sky -blue wine but always green wine, because no 
foreign pigment is changing this colour. 


Some wine can then be conserved longer , others 
less. The Rhine wine not only lasts 100 years , but 
also is not easily altered by mixing with wines of 
another kind (they must not be sweet and prone to 
fermentation) , while the Italian, French , the majority 
of Hungarian, the Neckar and the Moselle wines 
easily, while mixed , are deviating from their nature 
and are not tolerating the mixture with other wines 
and the sweeter ones mixed with acids become 
vinegar. Lastly , this thing is to be noted abou t 
containers , that new, recently made casks can be of 
use for wort, because they are not blocking the follow
ing fermentation , but are not fit for receiving the very 
old wine , because in them it is easily deteriorating. 


§ XXII 
Having reviewed these things , which refer to the 
constituents of wines , to the correction of their 
defects and to the conservation methods , I am obliged 
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to talk about those things that allow us to distinguish 
the wines made good by these precautions ; in order to 
allow anybody to know better which wines are 
profitable and healthier for the human body, I 
deemed it necessary to bring some notes and 
characteristics of not little importance. First , it will 
be healthy the wine which: 1) has a pleasant and 
comforting smell; 2) received and kept in the mouth , 
is leaving on the tongue a soft astringent action and 
for the penetrating strength is going to the nostrils 
and head; 3) is transparent, limpid and provided with 
natural colour; 4) more quickly goes though the 
kidneys and on the following day is provoking in the 
body some humidity or some sweat or is making the 
guts more slippery; 5) is not leaving any pain or 
exhaustion to the head or to other limbs ; 6) is 
stimulating appetite and is helping the digestion ; 7) 
if drunk in more generous quantities is not inducing 
calculus or gout . 


A NOTE ON THE TRANSLATOR Fiero Perron , a native 
Italian, is a nuclear engineer who has spent almost 
all of his professional life in the brewing industry. He 
studied Latin in high school for eight years , and has 
been practicing it ever since-sometimes to the 
dismay of family members at the dinner table. 
During the past several years, while making an 
investigation into the 101


h century Saracens in the 
Provence and the Alps regions , he translated many 


I~ 0JSS1.RTAT10 og VtNO 


Denique de vafi.s 1d notandum venit ~ quod 
vafa nova & recenter fad.a polimt inforvire 
pro rnuflo, quia tnde fermentacio fobrequen.s 
non imped.Hur, fed vino vetullo excipien
do inept• funt, facile enim ibidem comun, 
puntur. 


5. XXIT. 
Recenfitis iis, quz circa vinorum prin


.cipia, horum peccantium corredionem & 
mod um confervandi verfantur, ordo poftu
lat , u! de iis fennoaem injiciam, quce vina 
his caucelis bona reddita difcernere valeant, 
nt igitur eo melius quisque cognofcere poffit, 
qu:ienam vina ex his auc aliis corpori huJIW10 
proficua & falucaria fine, certa.s quasdam no
tas &: durad:eres adferre non exigui mo
menti dux.i. Primu.ll i_gitur falubre vinum 
erit illud, quod grato & reficicnte odoro 
pra!dicum eft; SE'" quod recepcum & deten. 
tum in ore relinquit in lingua blandam ad
ftridionem, & ob vim penetrantem nares & 
caput pervadit; 3"' fi pellucidnm & clarum 
ell, & naturali przditum colore; 4" quad 
citius pertranfit renes, & altero die madorem 
vel fudorern quemdam in corporeexcitat, vel 
alvum lubricam reddit; 5" quando nuUum 
dolor~m vel laffitudinem in capite, vel 
inembro quodam relinquit ; 6" quod appet i
tum ei.:citat, & cancottionem adjuvat; 7-


early Latin 
texts using 
the ten ·vol
ume, Du 
Cange Glos
sarium Med
iae and Jn
fimae Latim·
ta tis (first 
published in 
1678). Even 
though pres
ident of As
sobirra (Ital
ian Brewers 
Association) 
and past 
president of 
the Brewers 
of Europe, he 
gratefully ac· 
knowledges 
the role of 
wine among 
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erages. He enjoyed translating Dr . Schosulan 's thesis 
and discovering how many medical properties were 
attributed to wine in 1767. He reports that during 
this translation, realizing how beneficial wine is for 
almost all diseases, he has nonetheless been able to 
stay a moderate, even if dedicated , consumer. Salute! 


EDITOR NOTE: As Erik Skovenborg indicated when he 
first proposed this article and translation for pubh· 
cation in our WTQ, Schosulan's Dissertatio 
Inaugurahs Medica de Vinis is quite scarce. We 
know of only three copies in institutional libraries 
(National Library of Medicine, University of 
California at Davis , and Bayerische Staatsbibliotek, 
Munich). On my library catalogue card I have a 
notation of four copies being sold: The Leon Lambert 
Sale, 1966; H . P. Kraus Bookseller , 1988 (Un zelman 
copy); Cooks Books Cat.56 , 1991 (to a Spanish anti
quarian bookseller) ; and Wine & Food Library , 2003 
(Skovenborg copy). The title was located in only one 
wine bibliography, Schoene's Bibh'ographie zur 
Geschichte des Weines. While Andre Simon lists 
several wine·related dissertations in his Bibh'othecas , 
he does notlistSchosulan 's work. We are indebted to 
Erik Skovenborg for this interesting , rare , and 
important treasure of wine literature. 


Herm~tag e "for th e stomach's sake." 


From: REDDING , Every Man His Own Butler , 1839. 


"Books, we knoH~ 
Are a substantial world, both pure and good; 


Round these, with tendrils strong as flesh and blood, 
Our pastime and our happiness will grow." 


TENNYSON. 


-~=== & NOTES NEWS""~ 


Wnatever Fortune sends , 
Let me have a Good Store of Wine, 
Sweet Books and Hosts of Friends. 


Welcome, new Tendrils! Compliments of a gift 
subscription from Robert Muzzy, we welcome John 
Robinson. Professor Liz Thach (hzthach@aol.com) 
celebrates her new Tendril membership with her first 
WTQ contribution , "The Ancient Connection Between 
Women and Wine " (see page 8). 


Shenandoah Valley and Amador Wine Country 
by Kimberley Wooten and R. Scott Baxter is a new 
title in the "Images of America" series from Arcadia 
Publishing (2008, $20). Among the many pioneers 
presented in this photographic , "deep-rooted " history 
of winegrowing in California 's Amador County is 
Tendril Leon Sobon and his family . Many of the 200 
photos are from the collections of local families , and 
never before published. At the end is a listing of 
present-day wineries in the region, and a short list of 
References. Alas , as is so often the case with Arcadia 
publications , an Index to the book is not provided. 
Still, this is a fine addition to the California Wine 
History bookshelf. 


Konstantin Frank Historic Book Collection to 
Cornell University, New York 


We recently received word that "the New York State 
Agricultural Experiment Station - Frank A. Lee 
Library has newfound wealth: a collection of 132 
books donated by the Dr. Konstantin Frank Vinifera 
Wine Cellars and the Frank family. " Of special note 
are French and Russian ampelographies and a multi
volume history of horticulture in Russia-many of the 
books with Frank 's handwritten notes on grape 
varieties and vineyard practices. For details of the 
collection see www .news .cornell. edu/stories/Feb08 / 
winebooks.jo.html. 


2008 WINE LITERARY AW ARD 
is being presented to Charles L. Sullivan for his 
exceptional contribution to the literature of wine. 
Among his man y, and valuable , works · are A Com· 
pam ·on to Caliform·a Wine -' An Encyclopedia of Wine 
and Winemaking from the Mission Period to the 
Present (1998)- "a thoroughl y researched and 
authoritative work ... an essential reference for 
everyone interested in California wine." [Gabler, p.358). 


Like Modern Eden s: Winegrowin g in Santa Clara 







Valley and Santa CruzMountains, 1798--1981(1982); 
Napa Wine: A History from Mission Days to Present 
(1994). The znd edition , enlarged and brought up to 
date , is due out this year. ZinfandeJ: A History of a 
Grape and Its Wine won the Veuve Clicquot Wine 
Book of the Year Award (2003). Tendrils will recall 
that this definitive history was first published as a 
nine-part series in The Wavward Tendrils (1999-
2001). Charles has also written over 100 articles for 
other wine and history journals, including Wine 
Spectator, Wines & Vines, California Historical 
Societv Quarterlv, and the Journal of the American 
Wine Society. Charles Sullivan 's California Wine 
History research database, containing over 30,000 
citations to primary source materials , is available on 
the web at Winefiles.org. Our heartiest congratula
tions to Charles , who joins a prestigious group of 
Wine Literary Award laureates , including Leon 
Adams, Harry Waugh , Hugh Johnson, Gerald Asher, 
Jancis Robinson , Robert Lawrence Balzer, Michael 
Broadbent , and Tom Stevenson. 


"PIRATES" STILL AFLOAT! 
In our January WTQ we brought up the issue of 
pirated editions of works by Andre Simon. A quick 
recent search of the Kessinger Publishing Reprint 
website , found the offending Simon title, History of 
the Wine Trade in England, Vol.2, available once 
again , now joined by In Vino Veritas . There are 
several 19th century wine titles available (Husmann , 
Phin , Thudichum , Denman , Anstie, and others), but 
also listed are 20th century titles by Massee and 
Churchill that were printed in the 1960s. Although 
"reading copies" of earlier works could be appreciated 
(see Judge Lynch below), we do not understand 
Kessinger 's copyright position on the later books. 
Also , may we complain about the very plain, gaudy 
and unattractive, glossy paperback covers used on 
these reprints-a terrible blight to any decent 
bookshelf! 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organizationfounded 
in 1990/or Wine Book Collecfors. Yearly Membership I Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (ISSN 1552-9460) is $25 
USA and Canada; $30 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested. 
Please address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, 
P.O. Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. tendrils@Jps.net. 
Editor and Publisher: Gail Unzelman. -
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EARLIEST CALIFORNIA WINE NOVEL: 
"a poor affair" 


Judge Lynch:A Romance of the Caliform·a Vineyards 
written by George H. Jessop and published in 1889 
(Chicago: Belford , Clarke , & Co. /London: Longmans, 
Green) takes the honor of being the first novel to have 
a California wine setting. Tendril Thomas Pinney 
critiques the book in his History of Wine in America: 
From the Beginnings to Prohibition , (Berkeley: U.C. 
Press, 1989 , p.368): "It is a poor affair, melodramatic 
and conventional; and though Jessop was a 
Californian , he shows no authentic understanding of 
the scene. The setting is somewhere in southern 
California, on the western slope of the Coast Range ; 
a few purple patches of description about vines and 
wine cellars are sewn onto the fiction from time to 
time, though otherwise the story might just as well 
have transpired in the High Sierra-or in Patagonia , 
for that matter. But the book is at least interesting as 
evidence that California , as early as 1889, and as far 
away as London , was popularly thought of as a land 
of vineyards." Almost impossible to find in its 
original edition , Judge Lynch is now available as one 
of the Kessinger Publishing's Rare Reprints series 
(see above notice). 


THE POET OF BACCHUS 
by Kenneth Hare 


[In our rather loosely bunched theme this issue of Gods and 
Goddesses, Greeks and Ghosts , among other worthies, we present 
an excerpt of "The Poet of Bacchus ," which was pubhshed in the 
Spn'ng 1945 number of Wine & Food, London . Our gracious thanks 
for their kind permission to reprint . - Ed.) 


A wineless board begets no merry thought 
And who will dance until the wine be brought? 


NONNOS: The Dionysiacs. Bk.12.1.260 . 


N
onnos of Panopolis: how musically the Greek 
syllables glide , with a chime as of a rippling 
brook that courses over the pebbles! Nonnos of 


Panopolis-the City of Pan-the Singer of Dionysus! 
Though he lived in the mid-fourteenth century , he 
composed in the pure Greek of Homer. Where was 
Panopolis? The learned Frenchman , Count Marcellus , 
the poet 's translator and commentator , identifies it 
with the modern Akhmin [in Egypt , on the Nile 
River]. However that be , the city as Nonnos knew it , 
is no more. The towers have fallen ; the moat is dry: 
but the song remains! 


To dip into the Dionysiacs is a memorable 
experience. I say "dip" because I sometimes fancy 


continued on p .15 -
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The Ancien t Connection 
Be tw ee n W ome n a nd Wine 


by Liz Thach 


[ With this article, we welcome our newest Tendril member and 
Quarterlv contributor . Dr. Thach is a professor in the Wine 
Business Center at Sonoma State University, and has published 
numerous articles in wine business and marketing Journals. She 
is also a J!'d year candidate in the Masters of Wine program . The 
enchanting wine goddess drawing that graces the back cover of 
this issue is by recognized wildhfe, landscape, and portrait artist 
Vivian Olsen, mother of our author. Please see www. vivian 
olsen.com for a portfoh ·o of her exqwsite work. Our sinceres t 
Tendril thanks to both author and artist! -Ed.] 


r,a=~ ... ~-==~-=-"'i""..,::;::==::,:..==::;:::=:1 ost historians 
now agree that 
wine was most 
likely discovered 
by a woman . 
However what is 
often left out of 
the history books 
are the ancient 


.--,..-..~, stories of the 
goddesses of wine 


• - the majority of 
ill ~~~·,IJ w horn came into 


being centuries before Bacchus and Dionysus. 
Modern technology and carbon-dating has helped 


us prove that wine from cultivated grapes was being 
made in what is now modern -day Georgia , in the 
Caucasus Mountains around 6,000 B.C. There are 
also reports of wine remains in Armenia , Turkey , 
Iraq , Iran , and China which claim to be older than 
those found in Georgia - though there is some 
confusion over whether it is grape , rice , date , or 
honey wine. Regardless of the birthplace of wine , it 
is commonly agreed that because women were 
involved in the gathering of berries , grapes , and other 
crops that it was most likely a woman who picked 
some grapes and placed them in a pottery container 
in a cool dark corner. When she remembered to 
check the container a few weeks later , she found a 
fermented beverage that had a delightful flavor and 
a pleasant inebriating effect. Thus wine was born . 


From Persia , there is an ancient legend 
documented in the Epic of Gilgamish that supports a 
woman discovering wine. She was a member of the 
harem in the palace of King J amshid , and she 
suffered from severe migraine headaches. One day 
th e king found that a jar containing his favorite 
grapes had a strange smell and was foaming. 
Alarmed he ordered that it be set aside as unsafe to 
eat . When th e woman heard of this , she decided to 
drink from the container in an effort to end her life 


with the poison inside . Instead she found the taste of 
the beverage very delightful. Furthermore , it cured 
her headache and put her in a joyful mood . When she 
told King Jamshid , he tasted the "wine " as well and 
then ordered that more should be made and shared 
with the whole court . 


Gest in 


I t was from this same part of the world , in the 
Sumerian Empire in what is modern-day Iraq , 
that the most ancient goddess of wine is first 


mentioned . Her name was Gestin and she was being 
worshiped as early as 3000 BC. Gestin - which trans
lates as wine , vine , and/or grape - is also mentioned 
in the ancient Indus manuscript , the Rig Veda. 
Experts believe that it is quite reasonable that the 
first gods of wine were women , because the oldest 
deities were female agriculture goddesses of the earth 
and fertility. Gestin was very likely born from this 
agriculture base , and over the centuries came to 
represent wine. 


Gestin is also mentioned later in Akkadian texts 
as Geshtinanna , goddess of wine and fertility. The 
Akkadian language was spoken by the Assyrians who 
lived in modern-day Turkey , northern Iraq and Syria . 


Page t 


L
ater , in 1500 BC, we find mention of another 
wine goddess , Paget , in the same part of the 
world. The clay tablets refer to her as working 


in the vineyard and helping to make wine . 


Sidur i 
Then around 300 to 400 BC as wine became more 
prominent in Sumeria , a new wine goddess , Siduri , is 
described as living near the city of Ur . She is 
reported as welcoming the hero in the Epic of 
Gilgamish to a garden with the tree of life which is 
hung with ruby red fruit with tendrils . Siduri is 
referred to as the Maker of Wine. 


Ren en-ut et an d Ern utet 


A
cross the deserts in Egypt the wine goddess 
Renen-utet is mentioned on hieroglyphic tab
lets as blessing the wine as early as 1300 BC. 


Interestingly she is known as both a wine and snake 
goddess. She us ually had a small shrine near the 
wine press and often her figure would appear on the 
spout where the grape juice flowed into the receiving 
tank. She is sometimes joined by Ernutet , the 
Egyptian goddess of plenty , in blessing the grape 
harvest. 


Myr tos 


I
n the Mediterranean , on the island of Crete , the 
Goddess of Myrtos appears in archeological sites 
dated from 1500 B.C. Statues of her were placed 


outside rooms that were dedicated to winemaking . 







The pottery pieces that have survived show her as 
having a large bell-shaped body with a long slender 
neck and she cradles a jug of wine. 


Dionysus and Bacchus 


W
hat is intriguing about these wine goddesses 
is how little is known about them , whereas 
Dionysus and Bacchus have much more 


coverage in the literature. It is possible that this is 
because they are more recent. The earliest records of 
Dionysus , the Greek wine god, show he appeared 
around 500 BC in the Greek Islands , whereas Gestin 
dates from 3000 BC. However, the concept of 
Dionysus , as a child god who was born of a mortal 
woman and a god, is very ancient and can be traced 
back 9000 years. These depictions however-which 
are amazingly similar to the images of Mother Mary 
with the Baby Jesus-do not include wine. Dionysus 
as a wine god came later. Indeed , another legend 
says that Dionysus came from the lands near 
Sumeria to the islands of Greece . Is Dionysus some· 
how connected with Gestin , Paget and Siduri? 


Bacchus , the Roman name for Dionysus, became 
known in the literature around 200 BC, as the Greek 
Empire was fading. Other wine gods included Osiris 
from Egypt and I-Ti from China. 


Women and Wine 


S
o what are the implications of these ancient 
connections between women and wine? Why 
have the ancient wine goddesses been lost in the 


history of time? Is it because culture changed 
towards a more masculine image , which gave rise to 
the male wine gods? Is this why in the period of the 
Roman Empire, women were banned from drinking 
wine? Indeed , a husband who caught his wife 
drinking wine could legally kill her on the spot. And 
the depiction of the raging Bacchanalia rites, in 
which women chased after Bacchus in drunken 
ecstasy while they tore animals to shreds is hardly 
flattering to women. 


So perhaps it is time to resurrect the image of the 
ancient wine goddesses , and the blessings of a 
plentiful harvest and the joy that wine can bring in 
moderation. After all , the cultural tides of the world 
have changed again , and today in wine-drinking 
countries, women are the primary purchasers of 
wine. The connection between women and wine has 
always been there. Today it is growing stronger , with 
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"EX-LIBRARY, OTHERWISE FINE": 


BOOK PROVENANCE 


by Nina We.myss 


[For several years, vintage Tendril and noted wine historian Nina 
Wemyss has been overseeing the developmen t of a fi.rst·class 
library at The Napa Valley Reserv e, a private membership winery 
near St . Helena , California. We welcome this second contribution 
to our Quarterly . For her excellen t earlier presentation , "Wine & 
Civihzation : Wine's Rich Relationship with the Arts' ; see Vol.14 
#4. -Ed.] 


W ayward Tendril members are 
certainly familiar with the -~=:, 


'! bookseller 's description "ex· 
library , with usual markings , 
otherwise a fine copy ... " The 
bookseller has in his hands a 
book that once resided in a 
public or institutional library , 
now banished from its shelf , 


· but still carrying the tell·tale , 
scarring remains of library ownership: the pocket 
pasted to the endpaper , Dewey Decimal numbers in 
indelible white ink on the spine , the library name 
stamped (often embossed ) here , there , and every· 
where. A disgraceful specimen for a collector . But , 
there are intriguing exceptions. 


Private provenance is usually another matter. 
Ownership is reflected with a pleasing bookplate , or 
signature ; if these are of a known association , all the 
better. And , of course , author-inscribed copies are 
not considered "defaced," but desirable. (Copies 
inscribed "From Aunt Martha to Jim and Carol , 
Christmas 1999" demand toleration.) 


Thudichum & Dupre 


R
ecentl y, The Napa Valley Reserve library 
acquired two copies of J. L. W. Thudichum and 
August Dupre 's important Treatise on the 


Origin, Nature , and Varieties of Wine: Being a 
Complete Manual of Viticulture and Oenology 
(London/New York Macmillan & Co, 1872) . They are 
splendid examples of acceptable , even appreciated , 
provenance. 


At the time of publication , the authors stated 
"they availed themselves of the writings of previous 
authors for the purpose of guiding or supplementing 
their observations , and ... they have consulted and 
used nearl y two hundred out of the six hundred 
works which compose the world 's cenological litera· 
ture ." We wish they would have listed these works
it would have given us an informative insight into 
pre-1900 wine literatuxe . One pioneering work they 
surel y examined was William Speechly 's Treatise on 
the Culture of the Vine published in 1790 , "a model 


of the sound , practical , well-written and beautifull y 
printed manual " [Gabler , p .350], and later called the 
most important work published during the 18th 
century on the culture of the vine . More on Speechly 
in a moment. 


In his 1913 Bibh"otheca Vinaria , Andre Simon said 
this about Thudichum & Dupre 's book "Thudichum 
was a medical practitioner and Dupre a Professor of 
Chemistry ; their work is a valuable contribution to 
the literature of the Wine Trade , chiefly as a resume 
of all that had been written in England , during the 
1860s , in favour of 'Natural Wines,' and also of what 
had been published in France and Germany about 
viticulture and the art of wine-making. There are 
many blemishes in the book , due to the fact that the 
two authors lacked all practical knowledge of wine, 
and were too ready to ignore or deny what they failed 
to understand or were unable to explain scientif
ically. With all its faults , this book is nevertheless 
the most comprehensive modern treatise on the vine 
and its fruit in the English language ." 


Provenance 


O
ur first copy of Thudichum & Dupre , in a 
handsome binding of red o/. leather and cloth , 
bears the bookplate of the "United States of 


America War Office Library ," while oval stamps 
labeled "War Department Library " mark several 
pages of the book , including the title page . Such an 
interesting association! "Make Wine , not War!"? 


<JLib_rar)?. 


The second Treatise has a splendid ducal prove
nance. It bears the engraved armorial bookplate of 
Welbeck Abbey, one of the great stately manors of 
England , in Nottinghamshire , and home to the 
Dukes of Portland . The binding is exquisite: o/. black 
morclcco and marbled boards , with the very pleasing 
marbled paper carried through to the endpapers ; all 
page edges are gilt. The spine , with raised bands , 
displays the gilt title: "THUD ICHUM & DUPRE ON 
WINES"; above the title , also in gilt , is the royal letter 
'ff!' topped with an ornate crown. This lovely book at 
one time graced the shelves of the librar y of the 5th 
Duke of Portland . 







William Henry Bentinck , the first Duke of Port· 
land , attained Peerage in 1716. The 3rd Duke of 
Portland (1738-1809 ) was the most famous , as 
statesman and Prime Minister , and it was during his 
tenure that William Speechly, "Gardener to the Duke 
of Portland ," wrote his 1790 Treatise on the Cul.ture 
of the Vine, while he managed the grand gardens at 
Welbeck Abbey. Speechly dedicated his opus to the 
Duke in gratitude for his encouragement and the use 
of "his Grace 's noble library." History tells us that the 
5th Duke, who was the master ofWelbeckAbbey from 


1854-1879 (and the r·-,
owner of our Thudi· 
chum & Dupre) , was v 
"an eccentric recluse , . c;jg , 
who shunned visitors." I @ffo ~ ,\i 


Yet he employed thou· V 
sands of workmen to 
carry out his grandiose ~' 
projects at the estate , 
including the establish· 
ment of 22 acres of 
kitchen gardens , and I 
the excavation of sever , t 
al miles of elaborate ~ 
undergroundchambers ,1 ~lhckJlbbe13. J 
and tunnels that ~ 
housed a library , art ~·- ·"---. . 
gallery , opulent ballroom, and a billiard room large 
enough for a dozen full·size tables. The library , of 
magnificent construction and the work of many 
years , was divided into five large rooms , one opening 
on to the next , to form a grand hall , 236 feet long and 
lit by brilliant chandeliers . 


Here , in these titled surroundings , Thudichum & 
Dupre 's valued Treatise resided with kindred 
magnificently bound books , on a stunning estate'. 
This book's provenance has opened a world of fasci· 
nating connections and remarkable history . 


WELBECK ABBEY, 1829 


NOTE: There is a wealth of information available on th e 
interne t abou t WelbeckAbbe y and the Dukes of Portland. 
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UNZELMAN , cont . from p. 12 -


rather reserved , I anticipated , in his smart prep 
school blazer . Very different from the trusting baby 
who had trotted round the room in his blue pyjamas 
on my last night at home. 


"Robin can stay up a little longer, " Anne had said. 
"This is a special occasion ." 


"Yes," said Richard ; "we must have a bottle of the 
1912." 


On any special occasion , grave or gay , Richard 
would open a bottle or two of the famous 1912. There 
had been , Richard would say , no year to equal it. If 
only his father had realized soon enough and bought 
more ... I remembered how , on that distant evening 
in 1943, he had said: 'Tve only a dozen left now, But 
I shall save a bottle for the day you come back." 


"When will Uncle Jonathan come back?" asked 
Robin. 


"Quite soon ," I said. 
"How soon is quite soon?" 
"When the war 's over. The time will pass very 


quickly. " 


This , then , was the family to which I was return· 
ing after so long. My sister , her gentle husband , 
and nephew Robin . And , of course, the last 


bottle of 1912 . How wonderful it would be to sit with 
them all again , hearing Richard's quiet voice tell of 
the crops or the summer 's cricket , persuading Robin 
to take me back into his life and to talk of his school 
and friends , and drinking the noblest of all wines 
from Anne 's beautiful glass . I was not ashamed that 
I thought almost as much of the wine as of the people 
I loved , for that bottle of wine had become a symbol 
to me as the years went on. It was the symbol of my 
return ; when it appeared , cradled in Richard 's careful 
hands , it would be a sign that the years of pain were 
finally done and that at last and forever I was home . 
What more seemly offering to the returning soldier 
and what more fitting object for this thoughts? Wine , 
that make th glad the heart of a man ...... . . 
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A VINTAGE GHOST STORY 


by Gail Unzelman 


s often happens, while researching something else, another fascinating wine literature 
tidbit pops-up: this one a reference to The Oxford Book of English Ghost Stories , 
chosen by Michael Cox and R. A. Gilbert [Oxford/New York Oxford University Press , 
1987 , 504 pp]. Their anthology presents forty-two of the very best English ghost ;Jr~ stories , written between 1829 and 1968-stories that "combine a serious literary 


ml"I~....., purpose with the plain intention of arousing pleasing fear at the doings of the dead." 
Being quite unfamiliar with the literature of the ghost, I appreciated the very 
informative and interesting introduction by compilers Cox and Gilbert that 
"demonstrates the historical development as well as the major themes and 
characteristics" of the genre. They ask and answer the questions: "What is a ghost 


~~aw~~~~•- story?"" ... a good ghost story? " " ... a successful ghost story? " 
Among the selections is The Bottle of 1912 , written by Simon Arthur Raven (1927-2001) and first published 


in 1961. Raven, an English novelist, essayist, dramatist, raconteur , and hon vivant , enjoyed a forty-year writing 
career during which his "mischievous and often cruel delight in the outrageous" and his "fascination for the 
supernatural" frequently caused "controversy, amusement , and offence. " His captivating tale takes up a mere 
five pages: the first half of the story is presented below; the W-T reader must secure the book to read the ghostl y 
ending. But a serious question remains: is this the only wine ghost story , or are there others floating out there? 


The Bottle of 1912 
by Simon Raven 


I
n the Spring of 1947 I returned , you might say , 
from the dead. Never mind what I had been 
doing. I suppose you would call me a spy ; I had 


penetrated into a world so remote that it was a long 
time before I learned of the end of the war, and even 
longer before my task was done and I could make my 
way back, by slow and careful stages , to the Head· 
quarters in Delhi . Here they were in the fever which 
precedes departure, for India would be independent 
in a few months ; and besides being thus preoccupied , 
they were rather embarrassed to see me. 


''We didn't expect to see you again ," said Stetson 
accusingly ; "we gave you up last summer ." 


"It all took longer than we thought. " 
"Evidently. How long will it take you to make out 


your report?" 
"A week ... ten days. And then I suppose I can go 


home?" 
"Yes," said Stetson, "you can go home. " 
"By the way," I said, "you should have all my mail 


here. I gave this as my holding address." 
"We did have it. But we sent it off to your next of 


kin when we ceased to expect you back. A married 
sister in Kent , I think?" 


"That's right." 
"You'll just have to wait a few days longer for your 


bills. After all , you've waited some years alread y .... " 
Yes , I thought: four years. Ever since 1943, when 


I left England, reported to Stetson , and wen t off into 


the hills. A few days more would hardly matter. But 
I should like to have read the letters from my sister; 
to have heard the news of her husband and my little 
nephew and the farm in Kent. And there was another 
thing-something that had not really occurred to me 
in the mountains but was obvious now that I was 
aback in the familiar world : my sister would think I 
was dead. Or at best missing. In 1946 she would have 
received the parcel with my mail in it, along with a 
polite letter from Stetson-" ... Very much regret ... 
has failed to report back ... must reluctantly conclude 
.... " So that for all I knew there was a tablet bearing 
my name on the church wall by now. How awkward 
it was coming back from the dead . 


No wonder Stetson had been so put out. But it 
would be easier with my sister: I would not shock her 
with a cable but would send her a long , soothing 
letter . She wouldn 't have time to reply , but tha t 
didn 't matter . She would have been prepared ... and 
gently. I would tell her to keep my mail and to expect 
me in about ten days-I should be flown home , 
Stetson said-and that I should warn her as soon as 
I reached London. 


So I wrote to my sister ; then I settled to my report 
for Stetson; and nine days later I left by air for home. 


And so now at last I was to see them all 
again-the only famil y I had . My sister Anne , 
Richard her husband , my nephew (and my godson) 
Robin. Robin had been five when I left in 1943, a 
merr y, bubbling infant ; now he would be nine , 
gravel y dressed in grey shorts and knee-stockings , 


continued on p . 11-







BOOKS & 
BOTTLES 
by 


Fred McMillin 


WINE WIT ... AND WISDOM 


The Book: Desert Island Wine by Miles Lamber t· 
Goes. Williamsburg , VA: Ambeli Press , 2007 . Dis· 
tributed by Wine Appreciation Guild . p.b. , $14.95. 


E
xactl y two years ago , in our April 2006 issue , 
we visited the entertaining and "affectionate 
travelogue of Greece 's countr y wine , food, and 


colorful characters " written by Grecophile Miles 
Lambert Goes, GreekSalad -ADionysian Travelogue , 
published in 2004 . Earlier , he had written The 
Wines of Greece, an "award-winning account of the 
vineyards , grape varieties , producers , wineries , and 
wines. " Now, with Deser t Island Wine, the author 
invites all to enjoy the lighter side of wine - 190 
pages of highly original mirth . 


In this glorious romp through the world of wine , 
from ancient days to the present , we are enlightened 
and entertained with visits to Dionysus , Socrates , 
Pliny , Thomas Jefferson , Andr e Jullien , Aristotle , H . 
Warner Allen , Captain Ahab , "Mr . Corky" and other 
noted masters and writer s of wine . Complexity , 
acidit y, noble food and drink , non-conformism , 
forgeries , geo·enology , and the absurdities of con· 
temporar y win e writing are all topics of the author 's 
scrutin y and satirical insights . 


The opening chapter comes "Live from Olympus " 
when CNN pr esents the first·ever interview with 
Dionysu s, whos e "place is a shambles - we can only 
imagin e the ruckus the gods kicked up last night.. ." 


Late r on , th e author admits tha t "nothing could be 
mor e damning of me as a contemporar y enophile 
than the difficult y I have applying the latest rallying 
chirp of win e folks , 'Drink less , but drink better .' 
Drinking less is not a problem as such , but I alwa ys 
end up drinking more trying to determine whether I 
am drinking bette r. I suffe r from Quality Recognition 
Deficienc y Syndrome ." 


He remind s us that "win e complexit y" is not a 21st 
centur y phenomenon : "Let 's not leave the wrong 
impression abou t th e age of our fascination with 
complexit y . Even the ancien t Greeks were onto its 
scent . From the 5th centur y B.C . we have the evi· 
dence of a poem by Hermippus , in which he elatedl y 
praised an aged win e for smelling at once of violet , 
rose, and hyacinth ." 
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In his chapter called "Colonial Food Fingered as 
Whit e Zin Culprit ," the author reports: "At a press 
conference in Williamsburg , Virginia , an official 
delegation of California wine professionals an· 
nounced that Early American food may be the root of 
all White Zin . As a result , the outlook for the 
ridiculed and embattled wine type is the rosiest it has 
been in years ." (The Zins of Our Fathers! ) 


In "Acid Reign " ("Never in the history of wine was 
there a time when acidity was not appreciated "), he 
explains "There must be something hormonal about 
it. I , at least , was most active in seeking it between 
the ages of 15 and 30. I am speaking of course about 
the darling constituent of today 's wine lover : acidity. " 


The book's final chapter , 'Wine Bore Bonus -
Discovery of Cabernet's Ancient Greek Ancestor " 
(and all kidding aside here ), is a "factual , sourced 
account of the Greek origin of Cabernet ... with specific 
identification of the Greek grape variety from which 
it is descended ." 


The Bottles: Since Lambert·G6cs ends his book with 
the "no kidding " chapter about Cabernet , we end 
with the best five Cabernet Sauvignons recently 
tasted in my San Francisco City College classes. 


p t - Jarvis Reserve , Napa Valley , 2001. $160. 
2nd - Smith & Hook , Central Cost , 2005. $25. 
3rd - Steele Wines, Lake County , 2004. $32. 
4th - Kenwood Vineyds , Sonoma Co., 2004. $18. 
5th- Ch .Julien Wine Estate , Monterey , 2005 . $10. 


EDITOR NOTE: Throughout this work , the learned Mr. 
Lambert·G6cs quotes extensively from classical 
authors and has provided a useful bibliography for 
readers. All editions cited are from the Loeb Classical 
Library , published by Harvard University Press , 
Cambridge , MA. 


Athenaeus: The Deipnosophists , Vol.II, Vol.VII. 
Columella : De Re Rustica , Vol.I. 
Hippocrates: Regimen , Vol.IV. 
Horace: Satires . 
Pausanias: Description of Greece, Vol.III. 
Pliny: Natural History, Vol.IV. 
Plutarch: Morah'a, Vol.VIII. 
Theophrastus: Concerning Odours, Vol.II. 
Xenophon: Memorabih'a , Vol.IV. 
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WINE TALES 
by 


Warren R. Johnson 


[In this installmen t of "Wine Tales,» our super sleuth of wine 
fiction has uncovered another two titles , vintage 1993, for us to 
enjoy. You are invited to investigate his Second Harvest website 
and its fine database of Novels, Mysteries , Romances , Poems, 
Toasts, Anthologies , and other such entertaimng works. - Ed.] 


• Vintage Polo by Jerry Kennealy . New York: St . 
Martins Press , 1993. 246 pp. 


A nother sparkling-wine facility has opened in 
Sonoma County , California , to great aplomb. 
Baroni Estates has a hotel and golf course to go 


with its new winery building. The winery itself has 
been around for a long time , having survived Prohibi· 
tion , recessions , droughts and attempts of foreign 
takeover. Angelo Baroni has succeeded where other 
wineries have failed. Now semi·retired , he sees the 
new wine building as the capstone of his career. Yet , 
there are those who resent his success. 


Nick Polo, a former San Francisco police officer 
and now a private investigator , has tagged along with 
his sometimes on ·again , off·again , lady friend Jane 
Tobin , to attend the gala weekend opening. Jane is a 
journalist with the San Francisco Bulletin ; she is also 
one knockout of a looker - all heads turn when she 
enters a room. Baroni Jr ., thinking Jane deserves 
him , comes on strong. She deftly-Judo chop style
sets him in his place. Let's get one thing clear: Jane 
will choose her partners. 


Early in the weekend Nick Polo , summoned by 
Baroni Sr. to a private talk , learns that someone is 
trying to bring the winery to its knees . Baroni ha s 
had a tank of Chardonnay salted, irrigation systems 
dismantled , and theft. He and his son have 
attempted to check this out but with no luck , and the 
investigator hired by their lawyer has found nothing . 
Baroni wants someone with imagination and guts to 
get to the bottom of this. He thinks Polo is his man. 


The gala affair is disrupted by the sound of a large 
explosion-the new winery building is flattened , 
clearly the work of an arsonist. Baroni is convinced 
that the motive is revenge for the car crash that 
crippled him and killed his companion, Linda Cado . 
But Linda 's son Jimmy is already in prison and her 
daughter , Dolores , married to Baroni Jr., has asked 
for a divorce and will likely get a large settlement 
from that. Dolores is connected to gamble r Paul 
Tobias. He gets killed , but Polo discovers that Tobia s 
has been bugging Dolores ' home . Why? 


Add to this mix Victor Mardesa , another mobste r 


who got shouldered out of Nevada and is now running 
his own casino operation in Emeryville , across the 
bay from San Francisco. Mardesa is well known for 
his crime operations and money skimming , but the 
police have been unable to prove anything. When Polo 
goes to the casino to find out about this operation , he 
ends up at the bottom of some stairs he doesn 't 
remember falling down . Shortly thereafter , Jimm y 
escapes from prison. 


An absolutely delightful character in this book is 
Mrs . Diamante , Polo 's tenant in San Francisco . She 
is secretive , curmudgeonl y and highly eccentric ; she 
serves as a protector , doctor , and occasional cook for 
Polo. She also sides with him in this adventure . Polo's 
lawyer , Collin Wilcox (another mystery writer ) and 
Inspector Paul Paulsen , Polo's ex·partner in the 
SFPD , make for two more colorful characters. Polo is 
a guy who goes where angels fear to tread , and some 
of his moves seem pretty stupid. In addition to the 
stairs incident , he gets shot at , handcuffed , beat over 
the head with a frying pan , and left for dead in a car 
which has plunged off a bridge into freezing water . 
But , he always survives . 


Author Jerry Kennealy , a real· life private investi · 
gator in the San Francisco Bay Area for man y years , 
has used his experiences to feed his Nick Polo crime 
novels. He is likely also to be a reader: his books have 
the taste of the classics of Dashiell Hammett and 
Ross Macdonald . If you like mysteries with a tight 
plot , multiple puzzles , and a sparse , contemporary 
vernacular , you should enjoy the dozen·plus Nick 
Polo series. 


VINTAGE POLO 


Jerry Kennealy 


• Murder in the Napa Valley . A Margaret Barlow 
Mystery , by David Osborn . New York: Simon and 
Schuster , 1993 . 174 pp . 


N
ot just another murder in a winery , David 
Osborn 's novel is a step above many of the 
works of this genre . He has captured the spirit 


of the win e valley , its people and winemaking . Best 







yet, he has created a winery unlike most wineries 
( Christian Brothers a possible exception) . His is a 
former 200-year-old monastery , complete with chapel 
and underground crypts and passages. Entering this 
scene is Margaret Barlow , a 50-ish journalist and 
amateur sleuth. 


Margaret is visiting the Napa Valley to go hot-air 
ballooning, and then tour the Abbaye de Ste. Denise 
as part of a freelance photo-journalism project. When 
she arrives at the winery , she finds the owners in a 
heated discussion. These owners are the Selridges
John and his wife Elissa, John 's former wife Hester 
and John 's brother , Bryant. It quickly become~ 
apparent that there are problems at the winery and 
each of the four co-owners have their own fix-it plan. 
For the past several seasons there have been strange 
goings·on at the winery-sabotage really-including 
the destruction of vintages by a pesticide in the 
fermentation vats , burned acres of vines , and the 
death of a migrant worker who seemed to know 
something about all these events. 


Shortly after another round of these family 
"discussions," Hester is found cruelly murdered in the 
destemmer-crusher machine. Now the police have to 
be involved. Consequently , Margaret and the family 
are sequestered behind the gates of the winery. Also 
locked-in is a young woman named Lureen a 
mysterious relative of some kind. Margaret can't help 
but get involved. A neighbor, who has longed for the 
winery's property , is a chief suspect. So is one of the 
large winery owners in the Central Valley-a recluse 
who lives within a giant walled compound-and 
produces huge amounts of boxed wines while 
relishing a boutique winery in the Napa Valley. 
Margaret decides she has to get in to see him. So she 
rents a glider and sails right in, claiming she had to 
make a forced landing. She fools nobody, including 
the owner. 


Back at the winery, Margaret comes to believe 
that someone within the winery is likely a brutal 
murderer. But who? She finds herself caught up in 
family greed , dark secrets, corrupt power-as well as 
another murder , a secretary at the winery who 
catches Margaret snooping in the offices late at night. 
In a fast·paced ending, Margaret gets trapped in the 
cloister cellars by the killer , or killers ... 


Murder in the Napa Valleyis David Osborn 's third 
mystery novel, the first with a winery setting. His 
characters are real next-door neighbor types. Espec· 
ially delightful is the local newspaper journalist , a 
grand character in his own right. Together, he and 
Margaret uncover a Swiss man posing as a French· 
man, and secret love affairs. Osborn masterfully 
twists and turns the plot and keeps the tensions alive 
and intriguing. There is a drive to read the book in 
one sitting. You won't be disappointed. • 
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BACCHUS, continued from p. 7 -


that no one ever read the poem in its entirety , save 
No.nn?s who composed it! Yet "dipping" is delightful . 
It 1s l~e ~auntering through some princely gallery , 
and viewmg works which rival those of such later 
masters as Botticelli, and Titian, and Tintoretto. 


_If to.day one detects few people reading the 
D10nys1acs, as they haste, of a morning, after buses or 
taxis, or climb into airliners , it is doubtless because 
the poet 's approach to life is too leisurely for the Age 
of Speed. Disdaining as a mere epigram, the epic of 
twelve books , Nonnos presents us with twenty-four! 
D10nysus , the Hero, is not born until the eighth; and 
he has not invented wine before the twelfth. Assume 
now that this stupendous achievement is complete, 
and let us watch him presenting his gift to the other 
Immortals, in rivalry with Aristaeus , a son of 
Phoebus , who has invented mead. 


"The braggart inventor of honey ... strove for the 
palm of victory with Dionysus , the Pourer· Forth ·of· 
Wine. " Now, Dionysus approaches! 


"It rejoiced their souls to drink great floods of the 
limpid and abundant liquor ; and there was nothing 
but the pouring forth of wine throughout the livelong 
~ay! Th~y steeped themselves in wine, marvelling at 
its suavity , and they kept continually calling for one 
cup after another ; their hearts enchanted, in untiring 
bliss! Zeus had admired indeed the labour of the 
honey-dropping bees , but he gave the palm of victory 
for the Bacchic draught, for that assuages care! " 


Later , Dionysus finds himself in a "city without 
roofs" ... he is amongst a crew of wild goat-herds who 
dwell in caves. Now Broggos , an aged goatherd 
instinctively realizes that he is in the presence of ~ 
divinity. With reverend piety, he drags from its pen 
a woolly-fleeced sheep and makes ready for sacrifice. 
In commiseration for his poverty , the God stays his 
hand , but accepts his offer of hospitality. Dionysus 
eats insatiably of the abject meats set before him for 
a regale: unripe olives swimming in brine , a cheese 
yet moist from the press. But when Broggos produces 
a bowl of warm goat 's milk , and proceeds to temper it 
with snow , the Giver-of-Joy feels that things have 
gone far enough ! 


"Accept , Old Man ," cries Dionysus , "this gift! It 
chases care! You will not desire milk when you taste 
this odorous dew. This is the earthly counterpart of 
that Nectar which Ganymede draws in Heaven to 
rejoice the heart of mighty Zeus!" 


And with bounteous hand , the God pours forth the 
honey-breathing wine, and instructs his new disciple 
in the craft of making it . 


0 
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Amidst the Confusion of Andre Simon's 'Wines of the World' Pocket Library Series 
by Gail Unzelman 


A recent conversation with Tendril Joseph Lynch to help him clarify his holdings of the Pocket Library series , 
edited by Andre L. Simon and published by the Wine & Food Society , London , 1949-1951 , sent us digging 
through our multiple copies to compare notes. Several years ago , while researching the preparation of a new , 
detailed bibliography of Simon 's works , I reviewed all of the issues of Wine & Food , the quarterly of the Wine 
& Food Society and a valuable chronicle of Simon 's publications during these years (1934 onward ). So with some 
notes on the series that proved to be useful , we offer the following information to fellow "confused " Tendrils . 


A
ndre Simon announced the 'Wi"nes of the World' 
Pocket Library in the Autumn 1949 issue of 
Wine & Food. It was to be a planned series of 


twenty -four "attractive little books " (bound in colorful 
paper-covered boards ), "each fifteen pages and two 
thousand words in length dealing with one or more of 
the famous wines of the world , published for those 
Society members who have no time to read and no 
room for books !" Each book in the series , designed by 
Newman Neame , displays similar title page and 
colophon page layouts , each has a relevant map at 
the front , and each binding is graced with a front 
cover title printed inside a small decorative border 
that suggests an antique bottle-ticket . The Library 
was presented in two "series." 


The "First Series" 


Ten books comprised the "First Series. " 
Champagne and Port were issued in 1949; it is 
important to note that these two books differ 


from their subsequent followers in that they lack the 
spine titles seen on the 1950 and 1951 issues. Also 
note that many references to the Pocket Library 
series erroneously list the first series of ten books as 
published in 1950, ignoring the 1949 publication date 
of Champagne and Port. The eight other titles of the 
First Series , in order of their publication in 1950 are: 
Sherry, South Africa , CJm_.et, Sauternes , Burgund y, 
Hocks & Moselles , Brandy , and Rum. By Autumn 
1950, the ten books of the First Series were available, 
either singly at 2s 6d or at one Guinea for a set of 
any eight titles in an "attractive little case-navy 
blue [cloth] with gold lettering " or , later, "in a gaily 
coloured gift case " (see note at end) . Most of the First 
Series titles enjoyed a second edition printing in 
1951 , but all the books were bound in either yellow or 
maroon colored paper boards , with black or white 
lettering , respectively. Interestingly , and confusingly , 
all of these second edition printings suggest , by the 
listing on their colophon pages , that Italy (Second 
Series ) might be two books: I- Table Wines , and II · 
Dessert Wines. This heading does not appear in any 
of the Second Series colophons ; Italy is just Italy , and 
was so printed as a single book in 1951. 


The Books of the First Series 
CHAMPAGNE 


1949. Yellow boards ; white lettering (no spine title ). 
1951. znd ed. Yellow boards ; black lettering. 


PORT 
1949. Maroon boards ; white lettering (no spine title ). 
1951. 2n d ed . Maroon boards ; white lettering. 


SHERRY 
1950 . Yellow boards ; black lettering. 


There are two known issues of Sherr y, 1950 : one lists 
on the colophon page four titles "Published in 1950": 
Sherr y, South Africa , Claret, Sauternes . The other lists 
eight titles: the above four , plus Brandy, Rum , 
Burgund y, and Hocks & Moselles . 


1951. znd ed . Yellow boards ; black lettering . 


SOUTH AFRICA 
1950. Maroon boards ; white lettering . 
1951. znd ed . Maroon boards ; white lettering. 


CLARET 
1950. Maroon boards; white lettering. 
1951. znd ed. Maroon boards ; white lettering. 


SAUTERNES 
1950. Yellow boards ; black lettering. 
1951. 2nd ed. Yellow boards ; black lettering . 


BURGUNDY 
1950. Maroon boards ; white lettering. 
1951. znd ed. Maroon boards ; white lettering. 


HOCKS & MOSELLES 
1950. Yellow boards; black lettering . 
1951. znd ed. Yellow boards; black lettering. 


BRANDY 
1950 . Yellow boards ; black lettering . 
1951. Green boards ; white lettering . 


On the colophon page , Brand y is now included (for 
whatever reason ) in the Second Series , and omitted 
from the listing of First Series titles . 


RUM 
1950. Maroon boards ; white lettering. 


One wonders why Rum was considered to be par t of a 
wine library , and Hungary or Toka j was not included ? 







The "Second Series" 


D
esignated as the Second Series of the 'Wines of 
the World ' Pocket Librar y, seven books were 
produced in 1951: Caliform ·a, Ital y, Lofre , 


Madeira , Rhone , Switzerland, and Yugoslavia. The 
books in the Second Series were bound in either 
green or red paper-covered boards , all with white 
lettering. With these seven titles , the originall y 
proposed Librar y of twent y-four small books "to be 
printed in due time " was concluded , with seventeen 
titles. The Spring 1952 issue of W & F promised the 
remaining books , but they never appeared , and no 
further word of them was mentioned in the 
quarterly. (Simon wa s bus y producing four other 
titles in 1952, and was obviously hard at work on his 
BibHotheca Gastronomica published in early 1953.) 
Inexplicabl y, the colophon pages of the books of the 
Second Series presen t confusing bibliographic issues : 
Brand y is now listed as being part of the Second 
Series (showing 8 titles ), and Rum has disappeared 
completely from either series (leaving each series 
with 8 titles ). 


The Books of the Second Series 
CALIFOR NIA 


1951. Red boards ; white lettering. 
Written by Maynard A Amerine (University of 
California professor of enology & viticulture and 
prominent member of the Wine & Food Society ), this is 
the only book in the Simon·edited series to have an 
additional author listed on the title page . 


ITAL Y 
1951. Red boards ; white lettering. 


LOIRE 
1951. Green boards ; white lettering . 


Title page : Alsac e - Arbois la Loire - Monbazillac · 
Jurancon. Spin e I cover titl e: Loire . 


MADEIRA 
1951. Red boards ; white lettering . 


RH 6NE 
1951. Red boards ; white lettering . 


Title pag e: Rh one - Provence - Languedoc · Roussillon . 
Spine I cover titl e: Rhone . 


S WITZERLAND 
1951. Green boards ; white lettering . 


YUGOSLA li7A 
1951. Green boards ; whit e lettering . 
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NOTE: To date , two "gaily coloured " paper-covered 
slipcases have come to light: one with a red & green 
striped-paper pattern to the front and side panels, 
embellished with dainty Victorian decorations ; the 
top and bottom sides are black. The front panel is 
labeled "Wines of the World - Andre Simon ." (See 
illustration) The other case is done in blue , maroon , 
and yellow ; the side panels show "world globes" in 
the center and bands along the top and bottom dis· 
play different types of wine bottles from around the 
world . The front panel is labeled "Wines of the World 
- Wine & Food Society. " If Tendrils have other 


_ examples , please send descriptions and/or scans! If 
anyone has information on additional or variant 
issues of the books themselves , please write! (See 
also "A Tale of Two Pirates " in Vol.18 No.l I January 
2008 WTQ for notes on some pirated copies of the 
Pocket Library books. ) 


"A Httle Hbrary, growing laTger every year , is 
an honourable part of a man's history . It is a 
man's duty to have books . A Hbrary is not a 
luxury , but one of the necessities of life ." 


- HENRYW . BEE CHER (l81 3-188 7) 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
by Christopher Fielden 


[ We welcome another fine harvest of wine book reviews from our 
astute keeper of a "once depleted, " but now "rapidly reviving " 
library. - Ed.] 


... a glass a day ... 
• The Healing Power of Champagne-History, 
Traditions, Biology and Diet , by Dr. Tran Ky & Dr . 
F. Drouard; translated by Reginald Duquesnoy . 
Bristol: Savoir-Boire Ltd. , 2006. 156 pp. £25 . 


S
ome years ago, somewhat out of the blue , I was 
told that I must never drink again. I have been 
brought up to believe that one should have trust 


in doctors and do what they say ... so I gave up drink. 
After a year of total temperance , I asked for further 
tests to see how my health was progressing . 
According to my doctor , these suggested that , whilst 
there was a general improvement, in two directions 
my condition had deteriorated. I thought this 
demanded a second opinion and after two days of 
intensive tests at the local clinic, the medical team 
pronounced that all they could find wrong with me 
was excessive wind. I now know this is called 
aerophagia and the best way to treat this is by 
regularly taking a glass of Champagne. For this 
information I am indebted to The Heah'ng Power of 
Champagne by Drs. Ky and Drouard. 


There is scarcely anything new in a medical 
treatise on the beneficial effects and/or dangers of 
wine. Indeed the first book in English about wine (A 
New Boke of the Natures and Properties of all 
Wines . ..) was written in 1568 by William Turner , who 
had studied medicine at Cambridge and warned 
against the risks of drinking too much strong , sweet 
wine. In his day, Rhenish was the healthy alterna· 
tive. 


Personally, I have relied on steady ingestion of 
wine to maintain my health, but I find it comforting 
that such eminent professors are there to support 
me. It is also comforting to know that Champagne is 
the answer to a variety of medical problems , many 
more serious than burps . These include insomnia , 
constipation , obesity, old age , lack of libido , and 
appetite loss. I am prepared to take the authors ' 
word for this, for reading through the book is not 
easy unless you are a hypochondriac. I need to know 
the solution , not the cause. 


On the other hand , this is a book that should grace 
any wine library. It has a generous selection of light· 
hearted illustrations, depicting all aspects of Cham· 
pagne as a wine that brings joy and gaiet y; the 
chapter headings are blessed with an eclectic selec
tion of wine quotations , many of them new to me . 


"the key to the country' 
• The Wine & Food Lover's Guide to Portugal , by 
Charles Metcalfe & Kathryn McWhirter . Haywards 
Heath , Sussex: Inn House Publishing , 2007. $25. 


Portugal has been terra incognita for many wine 
lovers , but this guide opens up the country 
remarkably , talking not only about the pro· 


ducers and their wines , but also about wine shops , 
bars , restaurants and hotels . There are very few wine 
books that I would rate as absolutely essential , but 
this is one of them. Published by the authors 
(husband and wife team of Metcalfe and McWhirter ), 
the guide 's 440 pages are packed full of information , 
spiced with a host of colourful pictures. Until today , 
I would not have dared to venture out into the 
vineyard regions of Portugal , and this includes 
Madeira and the Azores , but now I have the key to 
the country in my hand. 


"an ideal gift ... " 
• Through the Grapevine-An Illustrated Guide to 
Wine Grapes , by Candace Ann Frasher . Spokane: 
Marquette Books, 2007. $17 . 


C ~nda _ce Frasher is a longstanding friend who 
first mtroduced me to the wines of Washington 
State. For many years she has been a wine 


educator in Spokane and now she has put this 
experience to good use , with a small book called 
Through the Grapevine . There are many who find the 
whole business of wine knowledge intimidating. Her 
book is something that should put such people totally 
at ease. The book , which might have had as its sub · 
title , The Beginner's Guide to Grape Varieties , takes 
eighteen varieties , gives a brief description of them 
and the wines they make , and offers suggestions as to 
the food that might accompany them best. There are 
colourful illustrations by artist Selina Shehan . The 
book would make an ideal gift for a girl hesitantly 
dipping her toe into wine for the first time. (I say a 
girl for I feel that this is a book created by women for 
women .) On the back cover , it says "This is the first 
in a series of illustrated wine books. " I look forward 
to seeing future offerings . 


... a dangerous addiction ... 
•, Les Grands Vins de Bourgogne-La Cote d'Or. 
Etude et Classement par Ord.re de Merite , by R. 
Danguy & Charles Aubertin. Dijon: H. Armand , n.d. 
[1892) . 


T
he final book I want to mention is one that I 
have known for a long time . Indeed , I once 
owned a copy, which I gave awa y when I 


realised that my addiction to collecting antiquarian 
wine books wa s becoming dangerous . The fact that I 
recentl y was given another magnificent copy of Les 







Grands Vins de Bourgogne might well set off my 
addiction again. For anyone trying to establish a 
collection of wine books on Burgund y this is one of 
the , perhaps four , essential components. (The other 
three would be Arnoux, Lavalle , andMorelot.** ) This 
wonderful book , 662 pages in length and acknowl· 
edged as one of the most important , and complete , 
19th century works on the wines of Burgundy , gives 
a detailed , village by village account of the Cote 
d'Or-the growers , vines , statistics , &c. Among the 
numerous illustrations throughout the book are 
folding "grand vues" of Dijon and Beaune , and a 
large 16"x29" fold-out map of the vineyards . I am 
proud to own this once again , but slightly frightened 
of the possible consequences! 


** EDITOR NOTE: Christopher Fielden has a special 
passion for Burgund y and its wines , and is keenl y 
familiar with its literature . Amongst the man y wine 
titles CF has written (see Gabler , pp .132-133), two 
are on Burgundy : Burgund y Vines and Wines, with 
JohnArlott (l976 , 1978) and WlnleBurgundy (l988 ). 
Here are a few bibliographical notes on the "other 
three " referred to above : 


• Claude Arnoux 's Dissertation sur la Situation de 
Bourgogne , sur Jes Vins ... , published in London in 
1728, is acknowledged by CF in JiVlzite Burgundy as 
"one of the first books specifically [written] about the 
wines of Burgundy. " Although a small book of only 
55 pages , with a folding map of the Cote d'Or , it is 
full of history and information about the crus and the 
wines. The first edition is extremely rare ; in 1978, 
after 250 years , a facsimile reprint was published in 
a limited edition of 150 copies . The first English 
translation of Arnoux 's work was incorporated into 
the 2nd edition of Philip Miller 's The Gardener's 
Dictionary in 173 3. 


• Histoire et Stati.stique de la Vigne et des Grands 
Vins de la Cote d'Or by Dr . Jean Lavalle wa s 
published in Paris in 1855. This handsome , lavishl y 
illustrated and printed two-volume work is a wealth 
of detailed information , including harvest dates , 
vintage assessments , and grape prices . Published the 
same year as Bordeaux 's 1855 Classification , the all· 
important feature of the book is Lavalle 's class i· 
fication of the Cote d'Or. The companion "Album " 
contains a stunning fold-out map and a series of 
exquisite panoramic lithographs of the Cote d'Or. 
Copies of Lavalle have always been very scarce ; a 
reprint edition of 500 numbered copies , with the ma p 
and lithographs reduced in size , was issued in 1982 . 


• Statistique de la Vigne dans le Departement de la 
Cote d'Orby Dr. [Jules] Morelot (Dijon , 1831). We 
are indebted to fellow Tendril Sean Thackre y and th e 
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invaluable "archaeology of pleasures " on his websit e 
(www.wine·maker .net ) for the following information 
·on Morelot and his important treatise . Sean ha s 
transcribed an extensive extract from Morelot 's book , 
including not only "virtually all of his winemaking 
instructions , but also his lengthy notes on the sensual 
qualities Burgundy should have ." This extract is 
prefaced with remarks about the doctor/wine· 
maker/author , why "many of his statistiques ar e 
worth reading , even now ," and "what classic 
Burgundy was like ." We find that "Lavalle , 1855, 
lists a 'Morelot ' as proprietor of vines in several 
locations within the Cote d'Or , including Le 
Montrachet , Volnay , Pommard , Beaune , &c ... ". 
Notably , Morelot , in 1825 , published Statistique 
Oenologique de l'Arrondissement de Beaune, which 
suggests he owned his vines around Beaune. 


A conversation with Sean Thackrey brought the title 
• Delle Viti. di Vini di Borgogna e dell 'acquavite 
Memoria di Domenico Sestini ... by Domenico Sestini 
(Milano , 1845), as a proposed addition to our list of 
essential Burgundy books . Sean notes that this 66· 
page book is "a wonderfully interesting little book, a 
reprint of the original edition of 1779" (the second 
earliest monograph on the wines of Burgundy ), and 
is "arguably as important as the Arnoux in terms of 
understanding Burgundian winemaking in the 18th 
century ." Sestini translated into Italian a manuscript 
that was originall y written in French by a Cistercian 
monk , and which was brought back to Florence by an 
envoy of the Grand Duke of Tuscan y, who wanted to 
find out everything possible about winemaking in 
Burgund y. 


Tendril members are encouraged to go to Sean 
Thackrey 's website and enjoy the many treasured , 
ancient texts posted there . 


Ch at ea u de Cha mboll e- Mus igny 


Propr ie Le de M. Frede r ic M UGN!ER de Dijon . 


[From : DANGUY & AUBERTIN, 1892) 
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Vinaceous Correspondents: 
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles 


The Third Article in a Series I Fifteenth Section 
by Barbara Marinacci 


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND .MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976) 
-15-


rflh.is installment continues the portrayal of the long, wine-focused friendship between California winegrower Martin Ray 
1 and enology professor Maynard A . Amerine of Um'versity of Califorma, Davis. Hlhen considering the dwindling 


commum ·cation between them in the 1111.'d·1950s, it presents the rarely told story ofwhatlv.[]l called his Wine Quah'ty Control 
Fight . Aimed atthehigherendofthestate's wine industry, it occupied much of his and his wife Eleanor's time , attention , and 
efforts throughout much of 1955, and into the next year . The Rays had discounted Amerine's downnght disapproval of their 
campaign tactics: attaclang the practices and integn'r:y of other winen ·es while enh'sting support from the numerous wine 
retailers, writers, and wine connoisseurs who had tasted and appreciated the dramatic difference between Martin Ray's pure 
varietal wines and the ii11· more widely distributed blended ones being labeled and sold as varietals. 


Martin Ray was author Barbara Mannacci's stepfathei-. First meeting "}lusty" Ray when she was 17 years old shortly befoi-e 
her mother's marriage to him , she regarded him with commingled fascination and i-ebellion, and soon distanced herseH 
geographically not only from m's vehement opinions and "dark" side , but also from the autocratic ways manifested 1n his new 
and unaccustomed pa tn 'archal role . Later in life , after his death , she began to ponde1 · the sources of his chansma tic bu tfla wed 
complexity and to appreciate h1's admirable quah'ties-especially when working on her mother's memoir/biograph y, Vineyards 
in the Sky (pubhshed in 1993 and still available ), and then while spencb.ng a year going through the extensive MartJ.n & 
Eleanor Ray Papers before turning them over 1n 1999 to Special Collecti'ons in UC Davis's General Library, which has copied 
man y letters for hei- and granted permission to quote from them . 


As always , Marinacci is extremely grateful to Gail Unzelman for enabhng her to pubh'sh successive segments of this Jong 
series , begun in 2004. She doubts that the Caliform 'a wine industry has produced other winemakers as pugnaciously 
impassioned in push.mg for quah'ty as Martin Ray ... or so um·quely and eloquently prolific in their correspondence ovei-many 
years . Certainly among a number of latter-day vintners he was, and still 1'.s, an influentJ. 'al and even inspiratJ.'onal figure . 


re::~~----~~ artin Ray hoped that the 
rather fawning letter he'd 
written to Andre Simon in 
October of 1955 would 
persuade him to compose a 
disapproving commentary in 
the next quarterly issue of 
Wine & Food , sent out to 
Wine and Food Society mem -
bers , on the other premium 
California wineries ' evident 


W~:!~:!~~~~~ evasion of accepting quality· 
control measures that he 'd been advocating for two 
decades now. Although Maynard Amerine often 
contributed pieces to W &F , if MR had asked him 
earlier to write about the QC war he'd begun waging , 
his friend would certainly have declined to do it. 
From the start , Maynard had made it clear that he 
objected to the strong-arm tactics and threats in· 
valved , along with MR's trying to undermine 
wineries' reputations through adverse publicity-and 
kept on telling him so (shown in segments 9-14 in WTQ 
October 2006-January 2008). 


MR himself in fact had little respect for the 
Society 's various urban branches , though he wel· 
corned any support he might get from them for his 


noble cause: upgrading the reputation of California 's 
better wines through wineries ' adoption of self· 
imposed quality controls , belated as it would be. The 
Society's memberships , he often declared (starting 
when he owned Paul Masson , from 1936 to 1943) , 
consisted mainly of wine dilettantes and downright 
phonies. But naturally he was happy whenever 
members praised his wines , publicly in print , or 
privately-even while they used their connections 
with vintners like him to freeload on wineries ' wares. 
For as he 'd write bluntly to author John Melville in 
the following year: 


You might be interested to know that I have virtually 
never sold any wine to any of the members of the Wine 
& Food Society. They are mostly beer and whiskey 
drinkers, who love wine only for the ceremony they are 
permitted to perform over it at their "state" dinners . 
Their membership is filled with men who have no 
home life, who are queer and out of balance socially. 
By mastering the phraseology of wines, and the lingo 
they talk , they are able to establish themselves as 
superior creatures , which they are not. [3/17/56] 


Probably MR had never gone to any Societ y 
gatherings. His judgments came from socializing with 
a few member-officers, such as San Franciscan 
Harold Price, whom he 'd known for years , and from 







hearing other people 's candid opinions-one of whom 
probably was Amerine. So if this was MR's cynical 
opinion of the Society's overall membership, what on 
earth did he think and say about its founding father? 


MR's Perspective on Andre Simon 


U
nlike many other wine lovers on the planet , 
MR didn 't revere the international Wine & 
Food Society's progenitor. He sometimes took 


verbal jabs at Andre Simon 's high standing as both 
connoisseur and much-published author . In April of 
1955, just before his Wine Quality Control Fight 
began heating up , he'd expressed a dubious assess
ment of Simon 's current ability as an expert 
winetaster in a letter to oenophile Dr . Marcus 
Grahan , a psychiatrist and gourmand in Los Angeles 
who with his librarian wife avidly collected precious 
gastronomic and wine literature. [EDITORNOTE:Marcus 
E. Crahan (1901·1978) will be the subject of an upcoming WTQ 


article.] Grahan had been corresponding with Andre 
Simon in an attempt to impress him with the caliber 
of some better California wines, and had told MR 
that he was shipping some off to England for Simon 
to evaluate. "I am really worried about those wines 
you are sending to Andre Simon," MR began. 


You know, I do not know what any of them are , nor 
a bout Andre Simon himself . He is eighty years old and 
cannot any longer even sit through a dinner, let alone 
taste young and unknown wines . And you know he 
made his money by being the Pommery Greno agent 
for the British Empire . He devoted his life to being a 
French wine merchant in Great Britain . I do not see 
how it is possible for you to get at his hands treatment 
that you deserve. His name carries great prestige , but 
his age and prejudices make him a dangerous judge . 
California winegrowers sent wines over there before, 
you know, and nothing came of it . 
And here MR inserted a remark that presaged a 


crucial future development in California winemaking , 
partly because he and his wines provided a working 
model for the ''boutique" winery that would grow or 
buy fine wine grape varieties, and from them produce 
wines on a small scale , in an almost handcrafted 
manner-then sell them at high prices. 


The only recognition we need concern ourselves with 
is that of our own country . If we can attract half a 
dozen young men of high ideals , determination and 
proper financial backing we can have, in fact, 
premium growers who won't need any artificial 
supports to hold them up. 
Incidentally, in this letter MR had then gone on 


to praise UC Davis's work , and Maynard Amerine 's 
in particular, in promoting wine quality - always 
done at the risk of making enemies in an industry 
that , after all , was partly financing the Viticulture & 
Enology Department's work in vine and wine 
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research, educational training, and outreach to both 
growers and vintners. 


The University of California at Davis has done more to 
make the growers and the consuming public conscious 
of varieties and quality standards than all the money 
spent by the Wine Institute and the Wine Advisory 
Board. On the surface the two institutions profess to 
have a common interest, but it is my personal belief 
that they are opposing interests. And if you find any 
grower against Dr. Amerine , as you mentioned, it is a 
dead give·away that that grower cannot meet the 
quality standards advocated by Dr. Amerine and so 
wants to eliminate him, or anyone sponsoring high 
standards. [415/55] 
MR liked so much what he 'd written to Grahan 


that several weeks later he directly quoted two 
paragraphs from this letter when writing to John 
Melville: the first extract above and another one that 
had preceded and then precipitated the comments 
about Simon and Amerine. (The other paragraph he 'd 
quoted to Melville will appear in a later subhead 
section. For , ironically , just as MR was composing 
this letter to Grahan, the entire sequence of events 
coming afterwards would challenge the close 
relationship he 'd long enjoyed with Amerine .) 


Although MR's dismissive remarks about Simon 
were expectable , he was never so obtuse that he 'd 
neglect to steer a trusted envoy toward the British 
wine authority , because he 'd calculate that benefit 
might accrue through the contact. And this would 
happen two years later , when his adopted son Peter 
Martin Ray was in England doing post-doc botanical 
research. Using a few letters of introduction MR had 
written earlier , Peter had visited some of Europe 's 
prominent winegrowers. While at Harvard , too, he 
had become known to noted wine dealers and 
connoisseurs in the Boston area , and was even giving 
talks about winegrowing in Europe. Viewing PMR's 
wine-focused tangential avocation as a means of 
promoting his own wines , MR wanted it understood 
that he 'd also be setting the stage for his and his twin 
brother's eventual inheritance of the wine estate. 
Though they could stay with their science careers , 
they 'd always need to promote all the Martin Ray 
wines , past , present , and future. 


It is my idea that the interest you should take in our 
wines should be similar to the interest you might have 
taken in the Dawn Redwood, had you rediscovered it 
in interior China and brought back to civilization the 
first seeds. You would be sending seeds or plants out 
to all the botanical world and you would be interested 
in furthering knowledge ofit and you would naturall y 
feel something like the sponsor of its establishment in 
every climate suited to its growing. So with our wines, 
not that you have discovered them , but you have such 
an interest in them . You are not "selling" them. You 
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are not even directly concerned with the financial 
problems surrounding their growth and marketing . 
But the wines you are interested in , because you know 
they are the best grown in the country and because 
they are grown by your family and you are quite 
naturall y devoted to them even more so than you are 
to the great growths of the older wine countries . So, 
keep your interest in proper perspective but keep it 
vigorous and straightforward. The time must come 
when you and Barclay must, through your friends and 
your friends ' friends , support a substantial portion of 
the sales of our vineyards , just as it was true with old 
Dr . Rixford. It may seem far away to you now but it is 
very near. [5/23/56) 
So now MR expected him to initiate the same 


kind of contacts and subtle promoting in London 
through getting to know well-placed wine people , 
including renowned dealerships. 


You will be having the dinner or luncheon at the Berry 
Bros. before long , I suppose , and we will have great 
interes t in a report of the event . They will no doub t 
bring out some very rare vintages for you . It is a great 
source of satisfaction to see how very properl y and well 
you have developed all these wine connections . You 
now know the great growers of Burgundy , Bordeaux 
and Germany , and you have developed genuine 
friendship with them all. 
There was strategic value , then , in having Peter 


become acquainted with celebrated wine authorities . 
Such persons could boost and spread the reputation 
of Martin Ray 's wines , to prove California 's great 
winemaking potential. They 'd also feel assured that 
this unique winery's future operations would be 
carried forward successfull y into the distant future 
by this capable , enthusiastic , sophisticated young 
member of next Ray generation. So in his 
instructional letter to PMR , MR declared: 


There remains after Berry Bros one more man I 
believe you two [here MR thoughtfully included Peter 's 
wife , Terry] should know before he is dead. He is an 
old man alread y but no one has ever had quite the 
stature he has developed. He is Andre Simon , 
International head of the wine and Food Society. 
When hearing from others that this brilliant 


young plant physiologist who had made friendships 
with notable European vintners was also a budding 
winemaker himself , Simon would indubitably 
recognize Peter 's upcoming importance in the wine 
world-and therefore desire to meet him . So to 
explain his plan , MR firs t described Simon. 


He has written dozens of books and booklets on all the 
various wines and spirits of the world. And while I 
have often disliked certain of his writings and have 
alway s regarded him as the very essence of all the 
over sofistication [sic] that has been built up around 
wines , he is never-the -less a great personage. So, I 


think I will ask him to have you in for a little visit in 
his London home. He has written some very nice 
things about us and we have met man y people over the 
years who are personal friends of his . 
MR then counseled his son about desirable 


deportment , which would make an unsullied contrast 
to that of the usual wine fakers he always enjoyed 
caricaturing . 


Being straight forward and genuine with these people 
of the wine world who occupy the very top positions at 
once places you not only in their favor but in this day 
and age itis great encouragement to these older people 
to know that there is in the world at least you two .... 
So accept it and understand it and then just go right 
on being your own natural selves . Guard always 
against becoming the phony sophisticate like Bob 
Knudsen , Harold Price , et al [frequent guests of the 
Rays , or else their hosts , and ostensibly MR's good 
friends]. Simon may very well be like that . But ifhe is , 
he is at least the greatest of them all! And in the years 
to come it will be well to be able to remember him and 
recall that you knew him. [8/25/57] 
Peter and Terry Ray were indeed treated to an 


elegant midday meal in London at the Berry Bros. & 
Rudd , close to one of the royal palaces. As PMR now 
recalls it-


Other than the posh Edwardian appearance of the 
wood-paneled second-storey room where the dinner 
was held , and the impression that everything about 
the occasion was very friendly and pleasant (no 
commercial or other pressures ), the main thing I 
remember about the dinner is that they opened and 
served a magnum of 1895 Chateau Lafite·Rothschild. 
This is of course a Premier Crus claret , so 
appropriately great expectations were associated with 
it . It also was one of the oldest wines I've ever had , and 
I remember it as having been magnificent , despite its 
age . They presumably had brought it up from th eir 
cellar containing a vast collection of remarkable wines , 
which had somehow survived the bombings of London 
in WWII. I did not , however , meet Andre Simon on 
that or any other occasion . But I certainly remember 
that MR deprecated him and claimed him to be a 
phon y expert , his basis for which I do not know . [Email 
to BKM, 1/24/08) 


Mll, Wine Literature, and Current Winegrowing 
Practitioners 


M
artin Ray wouldn 't have eagerl y sought , and 
bought , Simon 's books . His library holdings 
were scarcely those of an avid wine book 


collector - whether of historical, scholarl y, technical , 
or popular wine publications ; most of his books about 
wine to be invested in would have been given to him 
and needed a personal connection. Amerine over the 
years had often sent or lent him wine literature , 







which he 'd peruse . Yet MR liked books , as the Rays ' 
sizable library shows. Busy though he always was , 
he 'd try to get acquainted with worthwhile literature , 
whether classics or current. Often reading aloud to 
each other in the evening , he and his two sequential 
wives consumed much good :fiction and nonfiction-in 
the latter category , especially biographies and 
history. He had good recall of what had been read , 
though he might reshape information to make it fit 
with already set opinions or distorted perspectives 
particularly if the subject was wine or politics (past 
or present in either topic ). 


MR didn't regularly subscribe to the few trade 
journals of the times , such as Wines & Vines to keep 
abreast of personnel changes , the latest research , 
technological innovations , and marketing trends in 
the wine industry. (According to MR, an editor at 
W &V, sometime in the late 1930s , had told him that 
the magazine , under instructions from the Wine 
Institute , which helped underwrite its publication 
costs , could no longer accept either articles or even 
Paul Masson advertisements from him. ) 


Instead , MR's interest focused on gathering the 
state agriculture department's annual harvest and 
wine-production statistics on all major grape 
varieties-wine , table , and raisin types - so as to 
prove that even the better wineries used the latter 
two (particularl y the superabundant Thompson 
Seedless grapes , in fresh , juice concentrate , or 
desiccated forms ) for vintaging the overall huge 
gallonage produced. And because the state tracked 
specific winegrape acreages , he could also demon
strate that many wines labeled as fine varietals 
would actually have been grossly blended with 
inferior high-producing winegrapes , such as Chenin 
Blanc and Zinfandel. (So where did all the wine being 
marketed as Chardonnay come from , he argued , if 
the acreage was too low even to be statistically 
identified? And since MR considered the latter grape 
close to an abomination , he was invariably outraged 
whenever he detected dominant presence of "Zin" in 
wines claimed to be Pinot Noir and Cabernet 
Sauvignon .) 


Rust y Ray preferred to stay aloof and get any 
industr y news and gossip second- or third-hand (as 
he had received it for almost 20 years from Amerine ). 
Also , as the absolute monarch of his own mountain , 
from the start of his winemaking career MR declined 
to attend meetings or go to banquets where he might 
have socialized and exchanged information with 
winegrowing peers and other wine professionals . 
Distancing himself from others also made it easier to 
render harsh judgments about wines , along with the 
peopl e who 'd made them . And by holding court at 
dinner s given on his secluded mountaintop , he could 
choos e the dishes and wines to be served , along with 
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dominating the conversation among the Rays' captive 
yet invariably captivated guests. 


The sophisticated Andre Simon for years had 
starred in a very different , broadly intercontinental , 
literary milieu. MR's disdainful attitude toward him 
and other wine sophisticates (whether they were 
genuine or pretentious ) may have provided smoke
screens to conceal his own deep insecurities-even 
from himself. After all , his upbringing had been that 
of a California farm boy. And in spite of his 
admiration of the noble French and German wine 
estates and their products , he hadn 't yet traveled to 
Europe (and never would , doubtless partly because 
he 'd feel insecure far from his control center ). But he 
could send letters introducing his adopted sons and 
favored friends whom he judged well qualified to 
meet with some of Europe 's wine-royalty families. 
Andre Simon and the English (who didn 't produce 
wine on their island , anyway) were just two of 
numerous persons and populations that MR tended 
to denigrate in both correspondence and conversa
tion. He could proclaim, with fixated conviction , 
negative opinions about almost anything and 
anybody , including entire civilizations , nations , and 
racial or ethnic groups , as well as wineries' histories 
and wine people. Thus in early 1955, having heard 
that John Melville, like Dr. Crahan , was seeking to 
get wine-loving Brits ' approval of certain California 
vintages , MR launched one of his mini-diatribes in a 
warning letter to him: 


My feeling is that nothing out of America could ever 
please them . And on top of this if the wines were good, 
which I doubt , they would not admit it.... The 
California growers just don 't seem to realize no one in 
his right mind is going to drink their blends and 
frauds when they have a taste and the money to buy 
better .... It's as if they are frantically trying to sell 
themselves that their wines are superior. And England 
has the pick of the French wines . 
Then MR couldn't resist adding one more jab at 


America 's Mother Country--over its apparent 
ingratitude for the U.S. generosity during WWII with 
Lend Lease and then joining up with Britain in the 
crucial fight against the Axis nations . 


As for her press, you know it is 100% anti 
American. Why wouldn 't it be, after we have 
saved their lives and given them so much! That is 
human nature. Lend a friend money and lose the 
friendship and the money. 


The last comment was in line with MR's reluctance or 
refusal , based partly on adverse past experience , ever 
to lend money to anyone. (Later on, had he adhered 
to this dictum , he could have avoided the disastrous 
financial and personal entanglements and property 
losses that ensued from his co-founding the Mount 
Eden Vineyards Corporation. ) 
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When ending his letter to Melville, MR returned 
to his great fixation on quality control, which had 
been mightily reactivated earlier in the month after 
he 'd received Louis Gomberg's letter, memorandum , 
and telephone call. His final sentences show how 
encouraged he was by the enthusiastic approval of 
recipients of his recent mailings about instigating 
quality control. 


See you soon, John. Keep up the good work and dont 
let me discourage you. But try to direct attention to 
our great chances for making fine wines here and 
keeping the market we have ri1?:ht here. To hell with 
what the English think. Better we consider here what 
our own people think. Got another batch of letters 
today , all applauding. We are going to force the issue! 
[5/22/55] 
MR's basically unflattering opinion of Simon's 


winemaking knowledge is reflected in a letter 
Eleanor wrote , 16 years after the Rays' 1955 QC 
battle, to a Mrs. Russell Clarke, whose son, currently 
at the Air Force Academy , had expressed a "deep 
interest in wines" and was considering becoming a 
winemaker. 


Perhaps some day you can come and bring him here, 
when he is on vacation with you. We would like very 
much to meet him. It will be difficult for him in his 
research to be able to sift actual fact from "old wives ' 
tales" and the usual amateur explanation of 
winemaking techniques , as such have been passed 
along from one writer to another , none of whom know 
what they're talking about! Some who have even 
acquired quite a name as "authorities" such as Andre 
Simon actually are not even educated people, lack all 
knowledge of chemistry, biology, physics, even 
history-have no experience or even comprehension of 
basic facts about wine or its making , confuse grape 
varieties , etc. (He was a wine salesman all his life, 
until he made his success with his Wine & Food 
Society.) 
And from here ER leapt into a generalization that 


both she and her husband often made . 
So often the truth about winemaking is the very 
opposite to "authorities." Tell him not to accept the 
printed word as fact. Students naturally are inclined 
to give respect to authors . We sometimes wonder if all 
history is as absurdly incorrect as is history involving 
just this one subject that we happen to know first· 
hand-winegrowing. We suspect it is - and once 
current history goes back beyond those alive today, it 
becomes almost impossible to right all the errors . 
[4/24/71] 
This provocative observation perhaps deserves 


pondering. Wine scholars and historians , when 
researching wines made before their time as experi· 


enced imbibers, and perhaps never having even 
tasted them (whether in the wines ' prime or past it), 
may rely unduly on printed texts and records of wine· 
contest outcomes that often were based on adroit , 
strategic promotions . Also , because MR, out of 
principle, for many years never submitted his table or 
sparkling wines for either private or public (such as 
county) competitive judgings, they are not listed 
among the gold ·medal awards selected to identify 
those wines of outstanding quality that were 
produced in the state , and in the entire U.S. itself , 
from the late 1930s until the mid·l970s (the time of 
MR's death) . Furthermore , wineries customarily set 
aside superior lots of varietals known to be far 
superior to ones made in highly blended bulk batches , 
which were then bottled, labeled as varietals , and 
shipped off to distributors and to retailers for public 
consumption . Such specially vintaged wines-to 
which the commercial releases could seem identical 
counterparts-would be reserved for use at important 
wine-judging venues or to impress influential visiting 
experts. 


Wine scholars might also consider various 
reasons why mentions of Martin Ray and his pure· 
varietal wines were usually absent from mainstream 
coverage in books and periodicals about notable 
California wineries and wines . (The intriguing tale of 
Frank Schoonmaker 's nastily deliberate excision in 
1941 of an entire chapter he 'd already written for 
American Wines about Martin Ray as proprietor of 
Paul Masson was told in the April 2004 WTQ.) 


MR's hostility in his perennial quality-demanding 
stance alienated him not only from the potent 
influence -peddling Wine Institute and Wine Advisory 
Board , but also from most winery owners and the 
winemakers in their employ , who would go along with 
any blackballing of Ray-if they heard or thought 
about him at all. He was deliberately ostracized from 
recognition. (For whatever reasons, though , wine 
insider Louis Gomberg , starting in the late 1930s, 
appeared to genuinely esteem MR and his wines. ) 
Additionally, Martin Ray wines didn 't get wide 
attention anyway , since they were produced in 
comparatively minuscule amounts , were hard to find , 
and cost far too much compared with seemingly 
similar California varietals or champagnes . There· 
fore , by primarily researching the "official" sources of 
that period and depending on lists of contest winners , 
most wine writers and historians covering the score 
(and more ) of years ranging between Prohibition 's 
Repeal in 1933 and the first detectable signs of the 
oncoming , much-celebrated Wine Revolution , have 
failed to give Martin Ray , his wines , and his single· 
minded push for quality control their just due. 







While MR Bullies, Amerine Carries On ... 


I
f Maynard was unduly upset by Martin Ray 's 
behavior, as he had indicated in that July phone 
conversation with his vintner friend , he wouldn't 


have permitted his feelings to interfere much with 
either his personal life or his professional work. For 
a while he had been composing a special essay for 
publication in the programme booklet commemor
ating the 1955 Vintage Tour of wineries to be taken 
by members of the combined San Francisco and Los 
Angeles Wine & Food societies on September 24th 
and 25th_ Titled "The Well-Tempered Winebibber," it 's 
both an eloquent statement about wine appreciation 
and a specific guide to tasting wines, for their 
individuality , quality, and comparison with others. It 
indicates the kind of philosophical yet impassioned 
discussions about wine that he must have had with 
MR in earlier , quieter times together, when the latter 
was unlikely to become obnoxiously inebriated. 


Amerine began by saying that because works of 
art in general-music , painting , literature-have 
certain characteristics that distinguish great and 
lasting ones from those that are lesser and transi
tory, "The greater our understanding of these 
characteristics, the greater becomes our capacity for 
enjoyment and the wider our range of appreciation." 
The basic principles of aesthetics essentially involve 
"an appeal to our intellect that distinguishes the 
ordinary from the extraordinary , the short-lived from 
the timeless masters." And so, too, was the pleasure 
that people took in drinking wine , Amerine averred. 


It is the thesis of this essay that our enjoyment of 
wines is also essentially intellectual and subject to 
aesthetic principles similar to those applying to any 
other work of art. Furthermore, that wines of the most 
diverse types may be judged by the same basic 
aesthetic standard providing we give to them the 
requisite experience . [p. 6] 
The author, however , had to admit that although 


numerous "learned treatises " expounded the princi
ples of appreciating the arts-and here he even added 
cuisine, citing the M.F.K. Fisher 's books about 
food-little was available on wine aesthetics. There 
were books presenting tradition and price , and in 
those making judgments on particular wines lacked 
explanations of the "foundations " behind them. So 
helpfully he now began to explicitly set down "a 
rational basis for distinguishing the good and the 
bad ." As shown in earlier phases of his enological 
career , this Davis professor aimed to establish a 
scientific basis for judging both wine quality and the 
definite distinctions to be found among different 
types of wines , including varietals. 


Why would he do so? In this passage Amerine 
seemed to agree with both Martin Ray 's stand 
against the PWP 's hucksterish plan to promote 
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California wines and the PWP 's dislike of consumers ' 
annoying penchant for buying French imports. And 
he also cautioned readers against believing that every 
wine made by a certain ''brand " winery was bound to 
be superlative (and defect-free) , compared with its 
winemaking competitors ' products. (Was he recalling 
too how MR always claimed that of his wines? ) 


Furthermore , the modern huckster has brought to 
such an intensity the art of propagandizing as 
superlative the cheap and the poor that even the wry 
and experienced consumer may be fooled. (Oh yes , 
there are wine hucksters , too!) The intelligent wine 
drinker therefore owes it to himself to acquire some 
organoleptic skill and aesthetic appreciation in order 
to free himself from the merciless attentions of the 
salesmen who would have us believe that the 
expensive is good, that the imported is , per se, better , 
or that a certain brand of vintage is always , ipso facto , 


superior. [p. 6] 
Through its 15 pages , Amerine 's intellectually 


elegant essay carried literate wine imbibers through 


THE 


WELL-TEMPERED 


WINEBJBBER 


.._ - ~ N our appreciation of music, painting, or literature we readily 


I 
admit that certain chanctcristica distinguish the works that 
give great and lasting pleasure from the lesaer and transitory. 
The greater our understanding of theae characteristics, the ;&l greater become, our capacity for enjoyment and the wider our 


fu nnge of appreciation. 
~ - -. > Our 6nt reaction to a work of art is apt to be a purely person· 
al mattcr, cmouonal a.nd unthinking. We like or dislike, arc pleased or dis. 
pleased, in va.rying degrees. For a more lasting judgment, we apply, c.on• 
sciously or unconsciously, objective &.sthctic criteria that may enhance our 
enjoyment or, perhaps, confi.rm our aversion. We may also be led to reverse 
that first, irrational judgment because of these criteria. Through their 1ppli
cation, we may come to find enjoyment in what we originally condcmned,or 
to regard a., unworthy a product that made• pleasing fint impression. 


5 


- Maynard Amerine 's essay appeared in the 1955 Vintage Tour 
program printed for members of the San Francisco and the Los 
Angeles Wine & Food societies. Following the "Winebibber'' is the 
schedule of wineries, fare, and wines to be enjoyed during the tour, 
of which Amerine was the Chairman. The 24-page 12" x 9" booklet , 
an exquisite example of the fine press work of Grabhorn Press, San 
Francisco, was issued in an edition of only 100 copies. -
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such separate issues , in terms desirability or defects , 
as color , clarity or texture , odor (aroma , bouquet , 
foreign scents or off-odors ), taste (acid or " dry," sweet , 
salty , astringent or bitter); the proper sequence of 
serving wines ; the best type and size of wine glass for 
tasting , and defects ; reasons for variations in 
personal taste. He also noted the important factor of 
experience in acquiring tasting ability. 


Those who have learned to drink wine as a child 
usually have a wide range of appreciation , for they 
have begun this education of the palate early . The 
acquiring of prejudices and fixed tastes comes with 
age . A major evil of Prohibition is that it robbed so 
many of this natural habituation period . Beginning as 
adults , they must now go through a slower and more 
difficult training sequence in order to cultivate a taste 
for the more austere and complex types of wine. [p. 17] 
Amerine , nearing his conclusion , described what 


makes a "fine wine" so fine , akin to the great works 
of art in other fields of human creativity-though the 
appreciation is necessarily ephemeral except in one's 
memory , to be experienced again only when an 
identical bottle is opened and its contents imbibed. 


The fine wine has so many facets of goodness that we 
are continually finding new aspects of its quality . This 
is particularly true of red wines , and supremely so of 
well·aged red wines . Just as we return to a great 
painting or symphony again and again, each time 
making a new discovery , so, too, can we enrich our 
enjoyment of a fine wine-some new facet of its 
superior quality is revealed with repeated tasting. 
Moreover , the whole cannot be attained by merely 
adding up the individual parts . 
Such an abundance of discovery leads to endless 
discussion. Try, on the other hand , to describe an 
ordinary wine . The difficulty is likely to be in finding 
anything specific to say . It is generally dismissed as 
not being very good, and we let it go at that. It is upon 
this level that we need not let aesthetic principles 
bother us in the least. We like them or not. We need 
not waste time praising or condemning them, for their 
potentialities-except for quenching our thirst (which 
is not unimportant)-are small . But about great wines 
there is always a great deal to say and , hence, to 
appreciate. Great wines are also distinguished from 
mediocre ones by having no perceptible defect. 
Inability to recognize defects, incidentally, is one of the 
faults of the inexperienced taster. 
Finally, all truly fine wines are memorable. True , we 
also remember the characteristics of bad wines. But 
the point is that wines falling between these extremes 
drop out of mind. The wine that does not excite us 
enough to be remembered can never be great. [pp. 18· 
19] 
Amerine then appropriately ended his discourse 


with that health-boosting toast, "Prosit!' 
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Ten years later , when Maynard Amerine 
published , with Vernon Singleton , the popular book 
Wine: An Introduction for Americans (University of 
California Press , 1965) , for the penultimate chapter , 
"Wine Appreciation, Evaluation , and Service, " he 
drew upon points made in this earlier essay. For 
several decades , Amerine 's didactic services would be 
much in demand for conducting special classes to 
winegrowers in the technical aspects of critically 
evaluating wines. He also offered courses in Wine 
Appreciation to the lay public-part of the fast· 
growing and near-ubiquitous interest in wine tasting 
on the part of middle-class Americans. 


Reprising MR's Wine Quality Fight 


W
hen Martin Ray wrote his letter (above ) to 
Dr. Marcus Crahan in April of 1955 , he also 
shared his initial reactions to the formation 


of the Premium Wine Producers of California. He had 
begun his typewritten , single·spaced letter of four 
pages by mentioning the invitation that he had 
recently received earlier by mail from Louis Gomberg , 
asking hitn to join this new promotion-bent group . 
Gomberg had enclosed his memorandum about the 
alarming expansion of competition from European 
wines and his plan for countering it. MR had only 
gotten around to really reading it carefully that 
morning-which then precipitated the following 
reaction (and more), which he shared with Crahan. 


There is not a single authentic unblended Pinot Noir 
or Chardonnay grown in California which is worthy of 
mention except our own. Can you not see , then , why it 
is so important to make it known what fine wines are 
and that they can be grown in California? We must 
have new men in the industry , new growers . These so· 
called "premium winegrowers " we now have are bound 
together through organization , effort and lack of fine 
wine appreciation, and their objectives are not based 
on growing finer wines but rather on forcing the 
American public to accept products of uniform low 
quality. 
Then came a coincidental interruption in MR 's 


epistolary discourse: a phone call from Louis Gorn· 
berg. Not having received response yet from Ray , he 
wanted to talk with him directly. 


You would be interested to know that even as I have 
been writing this letter , Mr . Gomberg telephoned me 
from San Francisco making a personal request that I 
join his group of growers in the effort which I have 
discussed. I told him just what I have told you . He 
then asked that he be permitted to use my name in 
soliciting other growers , representing that I favor their 
action ; but I was obliged to decline his request . I told 
him that any time he wanted to bring anyone here 
important to the industry we would be happ y to hold 
a luncheon for them , show them through tastin g our 
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wines against the best European wines what can be 
done in California by confining efforts to actually 
growing fine wines as opposed to falsely claiming such. 
[4/5/55) 


(It should be pointed out that almost two decades 
earlier , at Masson , MR had made a similarly self
confident , hospitable invitation to winegrowers to 
visit his own premises and there drink comparatively 
both his wines and excellent foreign ones as the best 
way to show them what California could do. But few 
ever took him up on it. ) 


And now in early November of 1955, six months 
after these letters to Crahan and Melville , MR was 
still in occasional contact with Louis Gomberg. 
Communication went on despite his suspicion that 
the PWP and the Wine Institute had managed to 
sabotage his and Eleanor 's adroitly planned QC 
publicity blitz in the summertime. Clearly, though , 
he still held onto a faint hope that Dr . Winkler would 
soon be summoned to present ideas for initiating QC 
plan. Thus he could tell Amerine in one of his now
routine monthly communications-


Gomberg wrote an encouraging letter last week on the 
attitude of the growers . But I want to talk to Dr. 
Winkler before I accept any assurances about Quality 
Control. Gomberg says Dr. Winkler is preparing a 
report to the growers on my suggested plan and 
Gomberg no longer speaks of it in a questioning 
manner but rather as a thing that takes time. Perhaps 
he is thinking in terms of another 20 years . He did not 
say what he meant by time ! I have begun to suspec t 
Gomberg is giving me the run·around and is stalling. 
That is why I want to talk to Dr . Winkler. [11/12/55) 
But in fact by then-although he didn 't want to 


admit it yet to Maynard-MR was fairly sure that , 
despite Gomberg 's seemingly positive attitude , the 
Premium Wine Producers wouldn 't decide in favor of 
quality control , soon or ever. Earlier , Winkler had 
told him that nobody as yet had summoned him to 
the Wine Institute 's headquarters in San Francisco , 
to present to the Premium Win e Producers group his 
ideas on how to go about establishing quality control 
measures within their ranks. So as early as the third 
week in October (as shown in his letter to Angelo 
Pellegrini ; see #14 in January 2008 WTQ), MR was 
convinced that his efforts to win quality control had 
been deliberatel y "double-crossed " by the PWP group 
-probably under advisement from officers of its 
sheltering organization , the Wine Institute . 


Doubtlessly brewing in Martin Ray's mind 
already was a plan to eloquently summarize this 
deplorable , wholly unacceptable rejection of QC-if 
tha t was how things were going to turn out . 


Maintaining an Epistolary Connection 


D
uring the late summer and earl y fall of 1955 
Martin Ray was plenty occupied with 
preparations for and then taking charge of the 


several vintages on Mt. Eden , as well as other 
projects-such as the increasing entertainment of 
visitors . It bothered him , though , that Amerine had 
stopped calling , as he often used to do. Maynard also 
mostl y failed to respond to his letters , and on the rare 
occasions when he did write , his messages were 
superficial , unsatisfactory . After all , for years MR 
had considered MA his dearest friend and confidant , 
especially after Julian Street died in 1947. CAnd for 
six years , anyway , though convenient for subsequent 
archival purposes , that had been strictl y an 
epistolary relationship until the Connecticut-based 
Streets visited Martin and Elsie in 1946, after WWII 
ended. ) Martin would never forget that right after 
Elsie 's death in the summer of 1951 Maynard had 
rushed to his side to console him in that all-night
long , wine-swilling , two-man wake . 


Amerine had clearly put their friendship "on ice," 
as he 'd told MR in July he needed to do, since 
important wine people weren 't talking to him 
anymore-obviously thinking he was in cahoots with 
MR in pushing hard for the qualit y control measures 
that would adversely affect their business operations. 
This social ostracism came about despite the fact that 
Amerine from the start had disagreed with MR's 
methods , involving widel y circulating written 
condemnations of other wineries ' winemaking 
methods and deceptions in marketing "fraudulently " 
labeled varietals. 


Of course MR thought-hoped-that Amerine 
only meant this social hiatus to be temporary , until 
his long-ongoing QC battle with the higher end of 
wine industry reached a conclusion pleasing to both 
of them , as for a time it appeared to be doing. He 
hadn 't expected a real and sustained rupture. But 
since he was experiencing mostly silence on the other 
end of what used to be frequent communications , MR 
no longer wrote Maynard anywhere as often as before 
or said as much. He also refrained from making 
further personal attacks after his blast of July 26. 
And he didn 't phone him , wishing to avoid either 
causing annoyance or being rebuffed outright. 


Carefully pacing his overtures, he now wrote 
Maynard only monthly. In October he had reported at 
length about the official winery inspectors ' unex
pected intrusion in his cellar . In mid-November he 
typed up a two-page letter to MR mostly giving 
miscellaneous news and observations . First , he told 
him about a small group of dedicated wine lovers in 







Reno who intended to visit UC Davis next sum m er 
and were eager to meet Amerine. Then he moved on 
to the subject of wine writers an d wine books. 
"Eleanor and I want to tell you that we liked your 
reviews in Andre Simon 's WINE AND FOOD. [One was 
of Melville 's Guide to California Wines, given as a 
sidebar in January 2007 WTQ.] Suppose you have 
seen John Storm's INVITATION TO WINES. He 
deliberately misq uoted me." It 's difficult to believe 
that MR would take offense at this comment which 
the author had made in a footnote: 


Mr. Ray, whose impeccable taste has done a lot to 
raise the standards of winemaking in California, 
believes passionately that only by honest varietal 
labeling can California wines compete successfully 
with the fine wines of Europe. 


What probably bothered MR came afterwards , 
because it implied that he took credit for a discovery 
that Amerine for some years had insistently told him , 
and which MR's adopted son Peter had confirmed 
when in France the previous year. 


His [MR's] tireless research has lately revealed that 
the vine grown in California as the Pinot Chardonnay 
is not , in fact , the true Pinot. For this reason he now 
labels his wine simply Chardonnay. [An Invitation to 
Wines, 1955 , p.121.J 
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Anyway , the statement gave MR the chance to do 
yet another critical riff on defects in wine literature. 
But it was followed at once by acknowledging that 
recent books like Melville 's and Storm 's were 
definitely raising consumers ' interest in wines - and 
in Martin Ray wines in particular. No doubt , too , the 
special promotional efforts being mounted by both 
upscale California wineries and Gomberg 's PWP 
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group were also having positive effects. 
It makes one understand the action of Corporations , 
Agencies of the Government and even individuals, who 
employ publicity or press men to write hand ·outs so 
that it can be insured that what is desired can be put 
across. But however bad our wine books, interest in 
wines grows with leaps and bounds .... 
Doubleday told me that Melville 's book sales will reach 
10,000 copies by year end . That is a big sale for a wine 
book. I am sure the second printing or the revised 
edition , when and if it comes, will show improvements. 
I have had a long talk with Melville and he has agreed 
to certain changes and I believe your criticism will 
have its influence on him, although I have not seen 
him since the Autumn number [of the Wine and Food 
Society's quarterly] came out . 


(Of course MR would tell John Melville about 
Amerine 's disgruntlement over the poor sales of his 
own book compared with JM 's popular one.) 


As before, MR 's letters to Amerine document how 
the rapidly rising demand for Martin Ray wines in 
the mid · 1950s had begun pressuring him to expand 
his vineyard domain in order to grow his 
business - the expected American way. 


We have constant inquiries from all over the country 
now. Yesterday there were two wanting to buy. Our 
sales this year will be greater than what [wines] we 
have made- a situation both good and bad. We must 
some how cut our sales deliberately or extend our 
vineyard . We will likely plant further in January . I 
have never liked one thing that effects [sic:! all of us 
sooner or later: We must go on forever doing more and 
more and more or suffer the turn backward. Business 
always grows or starts to die . Even life is that way. It 
is the element of time in its determined effort. 
Apart from that problematic attempt to force the 


wine industry to institute quality control , MR at least 
felt that he and his own varietal wines, both still and 
sparkling , had gained gratifying and financially 
rewarding attention during the past year. This had 
come about through several ways: his strenuous sales 
efforts among retailers ; informative mailings that he 
and Eleanor had written and sent out to retailers and 
customers---especially about the need for QC 
regulations among California 's finer wines ; and 
favorable publicity given by others , both verbally and 
in print , notably Melville 's guidebook to wineries and 
their wines that had sold well within the state and 
accelerated wine tour ism. 


Then MR 's November letter veered in a social 
direction , hoping to bring Amerine back into his and 
ER 's winegrowing life and ambience at their 
Thanksgiving table. 


Now that recognition and success has come to our 10 
year effort here on the Mountain , Eleanor and I want 
to share it with you. And I think the time has come for 
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an old time dinner and get together . And there is no 
better time than during the festive season we are 
about to enter. [11/12/55) 


But would Maynard Amerine take this proffered 
bait? 


Attempts to Resurrect and Repair a Sundered 
Relationship 


A
fter marrying MR four years earlier , Eleanor 
had often written to Maynard , especially when 
he was in Europe during all of 1954 , for she too 


was very fond of him. Now, knowing well how much 
her husband was upset by the friendship 's apparent 
breakup , she composed a note to send him on the 
same day Rusty would mail his (above). She tried to 
keep the tone flippantly stylish , as she had usually 
done before. So she devised nine mostly absurd 
questions for him to answer. 


Dear Maynard: 
1. Tell me this , what would cause this? An old cognac 
addict finds that suddenly any cognac burns holes in 
his/her stomach. 
2. What is the proper thing to say when an arrogant 
socialite at a dinner party gives you a lecture on why 
Petri sherry tastes better than any imported sherry? 
3. How can you account for this? Waking up and 
looking out the window I saw Frosty lazily chewing 
something , suddenly he jumped to his feet with 
surprise as a bird flew out of his mouth and away ! 
4. If while dancing with a seemingly sensible bachelor 
he cracked your finger causing permanent injury , 
what should you do? [Earlier in the year , Maynard had 
sprained or even broken ER 's little finger as he twirled 
her around while the y were dancing at his home.] 
5. How soon can you normally distinguish sex in a 
kitten? 
6. What do you think Woodward was doing (nude ) out 
in the hallway? 
7. Would you be flattered or insulted if you received a 
letter addressed to Dr. Maynard Morningstar , and 
why? [Herman Wouk 's novel , Marjon·e Morningstar , 
was a current bestseller. Some Ray acquaintance may 
have referred to Amerine using that ludicrously 
erroneous surname.] 
8. Would you accept an invitation to come up for 
Thanksgiving dinner if I promised to play you a 
priceless recording of "Over the River and Through the 
Woods to Grandmother's House We Go"? 
9. Do you consider it a natural phenomenon that as 
you grow older , people formerly cherished seem 
increasingly unbearable? 


ER saved the really crucial question for number 10. 
10. How should a wife go about trying to mend 
relations between her husband and his best friend who 
have tiffed but not over her ? 


Ten days later Maynard responded succinctly, in his 


own hand and on Bohemian Club notepaper , to both 
of the Rays ' letters . 


Dear Rays : I am sorry I cannot come to dinner . Tis 
better this way lest there be any tiffs. I shall be glad 
to see the Reno people anytime and show them what I 
can of our work. Just so I know a few days in advance. 
I plan to be here until mid·August .... 
Alas , I cannot find adequate answers to Eleanor 's 10 
questions , except #10 which the 2nd sent ence above 
covers. 
Yours , Maynard a.a . [11/22/55) 
Still hoping to bypass the hurtful relationship 


break , in early December Eleanor ignored MA's 
withdrawal from their lives and reported on recent 
doings to Amerine. ("Papa " was a fond nickname for 
Rusty Ray that she, and Elsie before her , sometimes 
used. ) 


Papa 's working every day from about 5 a.m. to 7 p .m . 
in the cellar getting out what seems a mounting 
avalanche of holidays orders!! ! So don't think he 's 
forgetting you just because he hasn 't gotten around to 
answering your nice note . We're about dead around 
here from crucial overwork, but happy happy , and 
would be still happier to see your smiling face up 
here-and it's no casual statement to say that you're 
exactly the only one who is the perfec t answer to a 
winegrower 's dream , to have for dinner-or jus t to 
drink wines with , as a matter of fact . I could tell you 
some tall stories on that! 
Paying no attention at all to what you said but please 
don 't say it again , could you come up for dinner some 
Sunday soon and bring Ellen [MA's sister] and her 
husband? We've wanted to have them up here . 


ER went on to report how as an unmatchable team 
they 'd been working strenuously to package up the 
sparkling and table wines for holiday-season ship
ments to dealers and direct-purchase customers. 


Last Sunday Rust y and I all by ourselves bottled 940 
bottles of champagne , and do you know , we made far 
better time than any other two workers in history on 
this job? We both go like race horses when we get 
started , born demons for work-and what' s more , 
complete perfection , you might say , blowing my own 
horn loudly. 
Today Rusty 's decanting wines for order s to go out 
tomorrow , and labeled ten cases , besides getting out a 
few of our special gift boxes , have you seen thes e? John 
Esquin says it's the most beautiful wine packag e he's 
ever seen either here or in Europe , a shallow wooden 
box with the two champagnes and thre e still wine s 
individually partitioned off as in a showcase , each 
bottle wrapped in cellophane appropriat ely colored to 
the wine-ah , they shimmer like rare jewels ! A terrifi c 
job to get all this special box and liners mad e, not to 
speak of finding cellophane in exactly th e colors we 
wanted - and then assembl e everything per fectly-







most people would say it' s far more work than it' s 
worth-but there 's a deep satisfaction in sheer beaut y. 


(In a letter written a few days earlier to Burgess 
Meredith , ER had told how the two of them had 
bottled a cask of champagne , then celebrated 
afterwards. "Rust y's so fussy that it's a rare person 
who can handle an y one of the three separate 
operations involved to suit him ," she said , "so it gets 
down to basic famil y members ." [11/28/55]) 


Finally Eleanor came to the crucial issue with 
Maynard : 


I've so man y questions stored up to ask you that if you 
don't come soon I'll be forced to be a nuisance via the 
postal system ! And not only questions , I've stories to 
tell you-like about our Thanksgiving . Nobody else 
will do, I insist it must be you, Maynard. Nobody could 
love you so much as your two lil friends up here on the 
moun tain , so please say to hell with tiffs , leave them 
to chaps who really despise each other , and join forces 
with us up here for a rousing get·together in good old 
pre· holiday fashion ! [12/4/55] 


(Amerine was fortunate to have evaded the Rays ' 
Thanksgiving feast . ER complained to Burgess Mere· 
dith that the various assembled guests , unnamed by 
her , caused a "frost " in that celebratory occasion. A 
half·year later , MR would detail in a letter to 
Maynard the several dramas that had transpired 
that da y -to be presented in the next installment.) 


ER signed her letter to Amerine , ''With many 
flourishes of love from us both- " And sometime 
afterward , perhaps years later , ER hand wrote this at 
the top of the carbon copy she 'd retained , "Their 
friendship of long standing was almost killed by 
Martin 's Quality Fight , trying for a Quality Control. " 
Almost killed? It was near-dead by the end of 1955, 
though the Rays were unable yet to accept this sad 
realit y and for some while would persist in their 
epistolar y effor t to reclaim Maynard as their intimate 
friend . 


There was one route , though , through which 
Martin Ra y would be able to sustain contact with 
Amerine , slight and occasional as it would be over the 
years. And that would be to ask for his opinion or 
advice from time to time in matters connected with 
the making of wine . Thus before terminating his 
November 1955 letter to Maynard (partially quoted 
ear lier ), MR posed a technical question that he hoped 
Dr . Amerine the enologist could answer. 


Will you please write me a short explanation as to why 
our Pinot Nair red wine always finishes its 
fermentation so fast while the free·run (white ) and 
pres s (pink) always ferment for from a month to six 
weeks . And why is the tourney [sic] always in the free · 
run and never in either the press or the wine 
fermented on the skins? If it were not for its absence 
in the wine fermented on the skins I would conclude 
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tha t the free run merely washes and carries it away. I 
would like your appraisal of the situation because I 
have not been able to get it out by early filtration into 
a sulphured puncheon . The e>q>erience goes back to 
1937. I have never failed to find it and have always 
gotten it out as described. Once when I delayed the 
filtering the taste remained for several months 
perhaps a year or longer but graduall y it then 
disappeared until finally I could no longer find it ! 
[11/12/55] 
Maynard 's very brief response came in the note 


he had sent to the Rays on November 22nd. "Best 
explanation I can think ofre press vs. free·run is that 
tannins act as partial antiseptic . Also free·run 
probably gets more organisms (from surfaces ) ." And 
over a half-century later , Peter Martin Ray , a retired 
Stanford plant physiology professor and former 
winemaker , now living in Fairbanks , Alaska , 
contributed the following commentary: 


I remember that MR had a mistaken notion of the 
spelling of the wine disease called tourne in France 
(with an accent on the e, hence pronounced tour
NAY). This is the past participle of the verb to urn er, 
which means both to turn, and (at least for milk) to 
turn sour. As I recall it , this disease is caused by a 
bacterium that grows as long chains of cells, creating 
in the infected wine an impression , macroscopically , of 
silkiness or silky threads when the wine is poured 
(making the chains of cells align with one another ). 
Since it has a disagreeable flavor and aroma , my 
recollection is that MR was fearful of getting tourne 
infections in his wines. He must have had this happen 
some time in the past , since he described to me the 
silky appearance-which I haven't actually seen , since 
I never got a tourne infection . [Via email , 1/28/08] 
Between the two formerly close friends there 


would be bouts of correspondence ahead of them . The 
folders containing letters and notes between MR and 
Maynard Amerine from 1956 on , until MR 's death in 
early 1976-slim indeed compared with those of 
previous years-indicate that MA never failed to 
reply to MR 's requests for technical information , nor 
did he decline to arrange for , and then report in some 
detail on , any Martin Ray wines sent to him for 
testing. But that wonderful camaraderie of old was 
never to be resumed. 


[To be continued in the next issue] 







"GODDESS OF WINE" 


From an original drawing by Vivian Olsen, 2008. 


(See "The Ancient Connection between Women & Wine " by Liz Thach, this issue) 
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Vinaceous Correspondents: 


Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles 
The Third Article in a Series I Fourteenth Section 


by Barbara Marinacci 


This long-running sen ·es (since April 2003) is based primarily on Caliform·a winegrower Martin Ray's correspondence, much 
ofit now archived in Special Collections at the UC Davis Library. Following the Introduction , the second article, in four 
parts , covered MR's primarily epistolary relationship with East Coast wine a uthon'ty Julian Street during the early to mid· 
1940s. (The Princeton L1hrary holds these extraordinary letters) Subsequently, this lengthy article portrays the close 
friendship between MR and UC Davis enology professor Maynard Amerine , begun in the late 1930s. In this installment 
thegrowingconllictbetween them-overMR'sstridentpush within toward forcing the creation ofqualitycontrolstandards 
in premium winemaking-reaches its climax. Barbara Marinacci ; who was Martin Ray's stepdaughter, co· authored with 
her mother , Eleanor Ray, Vineyards in the Sky : The Life of Legendary Winemaker Martin Ray (1993; new edition, 
Mountain Vines Publishing , 2006) . 


PART IIL MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937 ·1976) 
· 14 · 


s spring moved into the 
summer of 1955 , in his 
letters to Maynard 
Amerine , Martin Ray 
initially seemed almost 
oblivious to the evidence 
that his enologist friend's 


1 interest in maintaining 
their former intimacy was 
on a steep decline. During 
most of June and into 


July , as he 'd often done before , MR kept writing to 
him about various topics--occasionally berating 
Maynard whenever he felt he deserved, and might 
even benefit from , this scolding. But he was saying 
less than before about the Wine Quality Control 
Fight that he and Eleanor had been waging since 
April with members of the higher-quality section of 
the commercial wine industry enlisted by Louis 
Gomberg in the new group called the Premium Wine 
Producers of California. 


MR could work up, anyway , other matters to 
involve Maynard , such as asking him to invite to his 


home for dinner-and wine, of course-the lead 
performers in The Teahouse of the August Moon. 
Burgess Meredith and Scott McKay , whom the Rays 
had recently befriended along with their wives (see 
#8 ), would soon be in Sacramento with the troupe 
during its West Coast circuit. But even this 
transaction had caused friction between the two 
friends . When MR thanked "Pelly "-University of 
Washington English Prof. Angelo Pellegrini-for 
having entertained the actors in Seattle , he said , 
"Eleanor and I do so much appreciate your having 
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them at your home and, as you well know, they 
enjoyed themselves and you, completely." But he 
couldn't resist adding further commentary, starting 
with Meredith's report on Maynard and ending with 
his own harsh assessment of physical and mental 
health factors that he felt now ailed the UC Davis 
wine-science professor. 


Amerine seems to have tried hard to give them a fine 
day but he did not impress them sufficiently to stir up 
the same warmth , which after all is a rare thing. We do 
not think Amerine is really well, since his long illness 
just before taking off on his sabbatical (yearlong, 
starting at the end of 19531. He has since had a 
recurrence of the fever and he is very impatient with 
everything around him and talks of his summer lecture 
of one hour each day as if it is a herculean endeavor , 
whereas once he thought nothing of any challenge. 
[Amerine's health-threatening condition appears to 
have been chronic prostatitis.l 
MR's observations and commentary then became 


even more personal-and critical. 
His references to women grow continually more caustic 
and uncalled for and he gathers around him more single 
men of the same tendencies only those older and more 
so developed in all the unfortunate mannerisms of 
bachelors who have not managed to adjust themselves 
to the unnatural lives they lead. We are really quite 
worried over him sometimes. He is bitter about so many 
things it becomes almost impossible to be free with him 
as always we have been these past 20 years . 


(Readers might be reminded that in contexts like this 
one, when MR used the plural pronoun "we" he often 
meant both Elsie , his deceased first wife , and 
Eleanor, his wife since 1951.) 


MR went on to describe Amerine's prior 
impatience and irritation over the road-show actors' 
inability to pin down, several weeks in advance, the 
dates when they'd be able to dine at his home in 
Davis while in Sacramento. But finally Meredith had 
come up with the 4th of July, which had suited 
Amerine fine. However ... 


Maynard never thanked me for the introduction , never 
even mentioned to me the day they had with him, 
merely said , ''We had a very nice time" when 1 asked 
him about it. [MR would often call MA on the tele· 
phone.] Burgess on the other hand was so satisfyingly 
expressive and thanked us for arranging the day for 
him. So it goes with people. I always think of the 
suicide's note: "People are just no damned good!" Of 
course, I do not feel that way. But there are times when 
we see the trend of developments in old friends and 
when we are obliged to take it and in silence, when it 
does seem that life could be made so much better with 
just a little effort. [7 /14/55] 


(It should be noted that in this same time period, and 
earlier, MR had written backbiting remarks about 


Pellegrini to Maynard , too. Such was the customary 
nature of his gossiping , and sometimes ER's as well, 
in letters and in talk. Everyone 's appearance, 
conversation , behavior , and background were 
scrutinized, probably to detect character flaws that 
might cause future problems-and therefore were 
predictable . Even when imbibing great quantities of 
wine and dominating the conversation, MR's eyes and 
ears worked overtime. But while storing away 
various perceptions his brain frequently distorted 
whatever had been picked up , as later accusations 
and outbursts would reveal , perhaps resulting in a 
ruptured relationship.) 


Still, MR had sent appreciative thanks to Amerine , 
adding mention of a proposed new winegrowing 
partnership. 


Talked to Burgess and Scott on the phone day before 
yesterday. They told me about their party with you and 
your conversations. They thanked me again . In a way, 
1 should thank you for this very good friendship because 
you told me you had heard him [BM] on the radio or 
over TV and that you thought he was a good guy. 
Through him we have now reestablished our old 
friendship with John Steinbeck and we have had three 
letters from John since. [This correspondence was 
covered in #13.l Burgess may well get into the wine 
business, yet. He told me he would like to get in with 
me. He might have been just the person I was looking 
for. [See #7.] But as things are going, I don 't think I 
want anyone . We are doing well enough so I can 
manage pretty well myself. Orders are continuing to 
come in by themselves. Last month I had no time to sell 
and we had a damned good month-all from write in 
[customers ' wine purchase orders]. And in the south 
[L.A.] this last week I opened up some more damned 
good accounts. [7/10/55] 
MR would continue to consider the financial and 


social attractions, and the national publicity 
possibilities as well , of partnering with Burgess 
Meredith. (Actually , the origin of the Rays ' inspira· 
tion to create what became the Mount Eden 
Vineyards corporation five years later is traceable to 
this time , with Meredith becoming an early 
member/shareholder .) New attention to Martin Ray 
and his extraordinary wines was being stirred up by 
John Melville 's Guide to California Wines, by MR 's 
rigorous new marketing forays away from Mt. Eden 
when he sold both aged and newly released vintages, 
and by his fierce personal verbal and written combat 
with the wine industry over quality control, which he 
and Eleanor widely publicized through multi· 
duplicated communications with wine retailers and 
connoisseurs, who then shared them with others. 
"Rusty" Ray was becoming an iconic figure among 
urbane wine drinkers disappointed, disillusioned, and 
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NEWS c::. ~ 


Whatever Fortune sends , 
Let me have a Good Store of Wine, 
Sweet Books and Hosts of Friends. 


Welcome, new Tendrils! The University of Cali· 
fornia Bio-Science & Natural Resources Library 
(Berkeley) is a new member/subscriber. Our archive 
of library holdings of the Wayward Tendrils Quarter
!Y has grown to some one dozen institutions. Cheers! 


History of the Wineries of San Diego County 
is the title of Tendril Richard Carrico's illustrated 
19·page booklet (2007) on the wines and wineries of 
this historic winegrowing area of California. Copies 
are available from Richard at rbruio@sbcglobal.net 
$7 postpaid to U.S. address. 


FORGERIES: WINE, NOT BOOKS! 
A couple of issues ago (Vol.17 No.3) Tendril Jack 
Fairchild wrote a short commentary about a Wall 
Street Journal article on the "Thomas Jefferson 
Bottles" scandal. Two fine follow·up articles have 
been brought to our attention, and are must reads. 
"The Jefferson Bottles. How Could One Collector 
Find So Much Rare Fine Wine?" by Patrick R. Keefe, 
in The New Yorker (September 3 & 10, 2007); and 
"Fooling the Experts " by Margaret Rand, in Decanter 
(November 2007). A great book is in the making! 


HOW DID WE FORGET THIS ONE ?!! 
First published in 1936, translated into over sixty 
languages and a classic children 's favorite to this 
day , The Story of Ferdinand the peaceable bull , 
written by Munro Leaf with illustrations by Robert 
Lawson , is a wine story! Ferdinand did not like to 
rumble and tumble with the other bulls, he liked to 
sit in the shade of his favorite cork tree, and quietly 
smell the flowers. See back cover of this issue for an 
illustrative sampling! (For more on corks, read Bob 
Foster 's review this issue of George Taber 's superb 
new work, To Cork or Not to Cork.) 


REWARD!! SAINTSBURY DUST JACKETS!! 
Bibliographer and Tendril Isaac Oelgart needs only 
two editions of George Saintsbury 's Notes on a 
Cellar-Book to complete his collection and allow him 
to proceed with his bibliography of Saintsbury 's 
classic work on wine. He is missing the dust jackets 
for the November 1920 and the 1927 editions. If any 
Tendril has a copy of either (not particularly scarce 
or costly), Isaac is willing to pay a premium price! 
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Contact Isaac at isaacoelgart@gmail.com and know 
you have contributed to the completion of a great 
bibliographic work! 


The Treasures of Bordeaux 
by the revered wine auth ority , Harry Waugh 
[1904-2001] , was produced by Les Amis du Vin under 
the direction of Ron Fonte and Phyllis Stirman, and 
printed in Washington, DC, c1980, in an edition of 
1000 copies. It has lately come to attention. This 11" 
x SW' black·plastic·spiral·bound book "concentrates 
on the wines of the Official Classification of 1855" 
and presents sixty of "The Great Red Wines of 
Bordeaux " in a 2·page·per-chateau format: one page 
has descriptive text, the facing page displays a 
tipped·in label and a postcard view of the chateau. 
The publisher states , "Not all the Chateaux have 
postcards. In addition , a few refused to give 1000 
labels. Therefore we have reproduced those few 
labels ourselves, with the idea that you eventually 
will find the original to make this collector 's book 
complete. " It is now a rather scarce book (why was 
the flimsy spiral binding and card covers used in the 
first place , does anyone know?!). So far, no two 
copies examined have the same labels and/or 
postcards included/missing. Are there any Tendril 
members who were members of Les Amis du Vin 
when the book was published? Can you give us the 
story behind this book? 


Wine in Portugal.: Past and Present 
WiIJ.emaking Expertise is the title of a fascinating 
new book written by Joa.a Paulo Martins and 
published by CTT Correios de Portugal I Post Office 
Collector 's Club , 2006 (Portuguese and English 
language editions). This is a top ·flight book, printed 
on heavy , cream·coloredpaper (no shiny bright white 
in this gem!) and gloriously illustrated throughout in 
color, sepia·tones, and black & white. Included as 
part of the book 's artwork are a number of sets of 
genuine , wine·related Portuguese commemorative 
postage stamps that have been issued over the years. 
It is a grand idea, and a fabulous book. 2500 
numbered copies in English. Available from CTT (45 
euros) email: loiavirtual@ctt.pt. 


Books on Fire: The Destruction 
of.Libraries throughout History by Lucien Polastron 
(Inner Traditions, 2007, 384 pp. $24 .95; reviewed in 
The Economist, 10.27.2007) has been brought to our 
attention by Tendril Nina Wemyss. This book is an 
"enthralling and terrifying," three ·millennia· 
chronicle of the "willful or careless" destruction of 
some of the world's greatest libraries. We can only 
wonder how many invaluable grape growing and 
wine making texts were thus lost forever. 
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PAMPHLET STORAGE?? 
An email from a fellow Tendril asks : "How should I 
store my pamphlet-type materials? Is there a pre
ferred way?" Please allow your Editor to contribute 
some thoughts on this , with a request for Tendril 
responses. Pamphlets , especially those with fragile, 
or aged, paper covers, do not fare well merely 
mingled-in with their larger brothers and sisters , the 
bound books. Often, a collection of pamphlet 
material on a specific subject (a winegrowing region, 
or viticultural bulletins, for example) might be more 
useful if kept together. Depending on the number of 
pamphlets , this can be accomplished easily in a 3-
ring binder and clear "sheet protectors " for each item; 
or in an upright case made specially to hold 
periodicals. Using either of these methods , or even 
filed on the shelf, I find the clear archival "comic 
book" sleeves, with cardboard inserts for support, 
essential for good keeping. (Previously , we were 
reminded that we should never use zip-lock bags to 
store our materials. Books and paper like to breathe; 
there is no breathing in a zip-lock.) Some of my more 
common , 20th century pamphlets are housed in a 
filing cabinet drawer , by author , being careful not to 
crowd , and to use the protective sleeves. For some of 
the very old, fragile, important, or rare items, an 
individually designed clam -shell box or folding cover 
can be made to provide a proper home. Any of these 
systems will work to protect your pamphlets ... just 
don 't throw them willy-nilly on the shelf or stuff 
them into a file drawer[ Tendril thoughts? 


THE WAYWARD. TENDRILS is a not'-for-proftt organization founded 
in 1990 for Wine Boak Collectors. Yearly Mem5ershtp J Subscripttan 
to the WAY.WARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (ISSNJ 551-9460) is $25 
USA and Canada; $30 overseas. Permisston to reprint ts·requested, 
Please address.all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, 
Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. E-m: tendrils@fps.net. 
Editor and Publisher: Gail Unzelman. -


A TALE OF TWO PIRATES 
by Gail Unzelman 


---.:------... s we have noted on several occasions , 
John Carter 's ABC for Book 
Collectors should be considered an 
essential reference book for every 
collector and his library , large or 
small . (I presently use the 7th edition, 


1994, "with corrections, additions ... by Nicolas Bar
ker .") The book's entries are arranged alphabetically , 
with helpful cross-references ; any question or termi
nology about a book is easily found. To wit: 


Pirated Edition, Piracy 
"A term commonly applied (sometimes with , 
sometimes without, legal accuracy ) to an 
edition produced and marketed without the 
authority of, or payment to , the author . Piracy 
has decreased with the development of 
international protection of author's copyright; 
but the ease with which a text can be 
replicated , by computer or photolithography, 
has led to a revival ... " 


Interestingly, two occasions of pirated books 
have recently come to hand-and all the titles are by 
Andre L. Simon (1877-1970) . 


The first , and most flagrant, was a series of 
books published in the 1980s/1990s(?) by P. Shalom 
Publications , Brooklyn , New York. The titles are gilt
stamped on the front covers: All About Burgundy, All 
About Claret, All About Sauternes , and All About 
Champagne. In actuality, the four books are facsimile 
reprints of four titles from the Simon-edited "W0-es 
of the World Pocket Library ," published by The Wme 
and Food Society in London (First Series , 1949-
1950): Burgundy , Claret, Sauternes, and Cham
pagne . All evidence of the original publisher has 
been removed from the title page (along with "The 
Wines of the World Pocket Library " heading), and the 
colophon page included in all books of the series has 
been eliminated. Stamped at the bottom of the title 
page is the name and address of "P. Shalom Pub. 
Inc." The books are rather crudely constructed , and 
the gilt stamping to the front cover is over-sized , 
messy , and garish. (The Champagne book has been 
enlarged from the original , standard 6~ " x 4W' size , 
and measures 7~" x 5" .) 


I had found the Champagne book quite a while 
ago , and took such little note of it that it was never 
even catalogued into our library-so I know not when 
or where I bought it . It was shoved off to live in t~e 
"unimportant book" section. A number of years ago it 
arose from these dreary digs , and caught my atten-







tion. I then recognized it as an unknown reprint of 
Simon 's little book from the Pocket Library. 


A telephone call to the Shalom publishing 
house brought, what I thought to be , either 
completely uninterested , or evasive , replies . Since no 
publication date was indicated in the book , I inquired 
about this. "Ten years or so ago." For whom? 
"Ourselves. " How many copies printed? "Do not 
know. " Are other titles available? "Yes , we have 
Sherry, Sauternes , Burgundy, and Claret." Cost? 
"$10.50 each ." Then , strangely , they asked if I knew 
Andre Simon, and if he knew about Shalom's 
publication of his books . (Andre Simon had died in 
1970!) After receiving the ordered books, I came to 
see why they might be a little concerned about their 
"Pocket Library " publishing venture, and copyright 
infringement. (Sherry was never sent , so do not 
know if it exists ) A recent search of the internet for 
Shalom publications turned up three more Simon 
"works ": AllAboutHock , All About South Africa , and 
All About Wines-all "Temporaril y Unavailable to 
Order ." The first two are obviously reprints of two 
more titles from the Pocket Library , but having no 
further description of All About Wines (and Simon 
wrote no such title), I am left wondering. How far 
did Shalom proceed in these reprints? Do Tendrils 
have other similar titles? 


ANDRE L. SIMON 


BURGUNDY 


TH& I WJHU o• TH& WOII.LD I POCXXT u ...... y 


-.,., " 
g,. ~!A.Jrd-


J40t 11.S..,,.._ 
!B...:J..,.. ~ .1/ , nlH 


ANDRE L. SIMON 


BUR.GUNDY 
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Last September I was alerted to our second 
suspicious character by fellow Tendril John Thorne. 
Available on the internet , he said , was a facsimile 
reprint of Andre Simon 's History of the Wine Trade 
in England. Vol.JI The Progress of the Wine Trade in 
England during the lffh and the 16'11 Centuries , 
originally published in 1907 (London: Wyman & 
Sons) and reprinted (legally) in 1964 (London: 
Holland Press ). This internet paperback copy was 
"printed on demand" and published by Kessinger 


The, 
Histoey . .Of 'The Witte Trade 


' . In 'Enabrui \721 . 


The Prog.rw Of The W'ine 
Trade ln Enghmd During 


The Fifteenth And The 
Si:xtet.~lh Ccnruriet 


I 
Andn: L. 5.lmo.n 


Publishing (Kila , Montana , USA) as part of their 
Legacy Reprint Series. The publisher 's description 
for books of the Legacy Series stated : "This scarce 
antiquarian book is included in our special Legacy 
Reprint Series. In the interest of creating a more 
extensive selection of rare historical book reprints, 
we have chosen to reproduce this title even though it 
may possibly have occasional imperfections such as 
missing and blurred pages ... missing text, poor 
pictures , markings ... and other reproduction issues 
beyond our conttol. Because this work is culturally 
important, we have made it available as a part of our 
commitment to protecting, preserving, and promoting 
the world 's literature. " All good and grand; but they 
should have checked infringement of copyright. On 
their website , under "Copyright Questions," 
Kessinger invites dialog for copyright infringement 
"complaints." Someone must have complained about 
the Simon title, for it was immediately removed from 
the amazon.com listing and from the Kessinger 
website, and is no longer available. Notwith
standing, the firm does provide a valuable service to 
"publish and preserve thousands of rare, scarce , and 
out-of-print books "-several on wine . Their website 
collection of titles is worth a view . 
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IN THE WINE LIBRARY 
by 
Bob Foster 


Romancing the Vine: Life, Love, and Trans
formation in the VineyardsofBarolo by Alan Tarcli. 
Illustrations by Pierflavio Gallina. New York St. 
Martins Press, 2006. 348 pp. Hardback. $25.95. 


" ... best wine book of 2007. .. " 
hen I read a 
press release 
that this 
book had 
won the 
2007 James 
Beard award 


" as the best 
Wine and Spirits Book, I was puzzled. I had never 
heard of the book or seen a single review. I bought a 
copy and was further puzzled because it is a delight 
and deserved waves of praise. 


Tardi, who was a successful restaurant owner in 
New York City, became tired of life there in the post 
9/11 era. He closed his restaurant and moved to 
Castiglione Falletto , a small village in the Barolo 
region. He soon became an accepted member of the 
village and began working as a cellar-rat in one ~f 
the small local vineyards. This is the story of his 
transformation from a lonely New Yorker to a 
member of the village community , who has a deep 
love affair not only with a local woman but also with 
the place and its culture . 


Tardi's narrative covers his day to day life in the 
village while including discussions of the history of 
the region, its wines , the vineyard practices , the l.ocal 
characters, and the special feeling of place and time . 
Thus, the book is continually moving at several 
levels. It is a journal of events but it also teaches the 
reader about tiny details of rural winemaking and 
life in a village where traditions have continued for 
centuries. Moreover, being a chef, the author inter
sperses the text with recipes for the memorable 
dishes he enjoys while in the village. 


There are interesting chapters on special events 
and individuals. His recounting of finding truffles 
and then selling them on the day of the Truffle 
Festival in dark parking lots on side streets (rather 
than the organized sales events) is the best I have 
ever read on this topic. It is a classic. There is 
another chapter on the grappa producer of the region 
that is equally fascinating. . 


Tardi's dealings with the Italian government rn an 
attempt to extend his visa and to obtain recog~tion 
of his Italian citizenship leave the reader shaking a 


head at the complexity and the absurdity of it all. It 
is so bizarre as to be comical. 


But the book ends leaving the reader dangling . 
Tardi is torn between his desire to return to New 
York and his deep love for his Italian girlfriend. The 
issue remains unresolved and everyone is left 
pondering Tardi's choices. 


I was troubled by the fact that while there were 
some drawings of the region at the beginning of 
various sections of the book , and wonderful 
illustrations by Tardi's neighbor and friend , 
Pierflavio Gallina , there were no photographs of any 
of the main characters. But , it turns out that there is 
a website , http://www.alantardi.com that contains , 
among other things , photos of these people who 
played such a role in the author 's story. However, the 
photo of his great love , Ivana , shows only the back of 
her head. One is left with only a verbal description. 
In this regard it should be noted that Tardi is quite 
candid about his relationship with her to the point of 
almost conveying too much information. " ... when I 
am inside her , connected to her like a root drawn 
down into the earth, I look into her eyes and feel I am 
looking through them into her innermost self." 
Whew! Hardly what one expects in a wine book! 


My only serious complaint is that while there is an 
index , it simply omits far too much. At one point the 
author discusses the impact of a Wine Spectator 
rating of a vintage on the price oflocal wines . Before 
writing this review , I wanted to go back and reread 
it. Not a single mention of it in the index. Sigh. 


This book is like a fine wine-there are layers and 
layers of complexity and depth. It deserved the award 
as the best wine book of 2007 . It ought to be in your 
wine book library. Very highly recommended . 


To Cork or Not to Cork. Tradition, Romance, 
Science and the Battle for the Wine Bottle by 
George M. Taber . New York Scribner , 2007. 278 pp. 
Hardback. $25.95. 


" ... reads like a top flight novel..." 


I 
still can remember vividly the great bottles I had 
anticipated to be high points of my wine drinking 
experiences that turned out to be corked: a 1970 


Taylor Fladgate port, a 1959 DRC La Tache in 
magnum , and a 1968 Beaulieu Vineyards Georges de 
Latour Cabernet Sauvignon. Additionally, over the 
years at wine competitions and at the California 
Grapevine tastings , I have encountered , far too o~ten, 
that horrible corky smell that ruined so many wmes . 
So, when this book arrived , I thought , how can some
one spend 278 pages on an issue that is so obvious
abandon corks and go to some other form of closure. 
But having read this book I understand the issue is 
still an open question and that there is no consensus 







amongst winemakers. 
The author begins by looking at the chemical that 


causes corkiness in wine: 2,4,6-trichloroanisole 
(TCA). It is a chemical that is one of the most 
aromatic substances in the world. A trained wine 
taster can smell it in levels as low as one part per 
trillion in a bottle of wine. A single teaspoon of TCA 
can taint the entire annual American wine 
production. 


Taber then proceeds to a detailed historical review 
of the various devices that have been used over the 
centuries to close wine containers and to allow wine 
to age. He explains how the wine industry finally 
settled on cork, and discusses its attributes and 
weaknesses , including TCA and random oxidation(a 
condition that lets in too much air causing flat , 
lackluster bottles). It wasn 't until the 1980s that a 
Swiss researcher identified the chemical TCA and 
found that it was the cause of corkiness in wines. 


Taber shows that astonishingly, the cork 
industry 's response to the problem was to simply 
ignore the issue. Then in the 1980s when Portugal 
was going through a massive social and political 
revolution, most of the cork-producing forests were 
taken from their owners and turned over to local 
labor committees who lacked the skills to properly 
harvest and cure the cork. The incidents of corks 
infested with TCAjumped rapidly. Customers began 
returning bottles to retailers or the wineries 
complaining of cork tainted bottles. Finally the cork 
industry began to take the problem seriously. 


Taber spends most of the rest of the work 
explaining the various efforts to either improve corks 
or find alternative closures. The cork fields have been 
taken back from the socialist styled local committees 
and are in the hands of large companies who have 
spent millions of dollars to eliminate TCA from their 
products. Numerous other closing devices have come 
forward, and the author carefully discusses their pros 
and cons. Interestingly, it appears that white wines 
seem to do better with synthetic closures than reds. 
Reds can take on "reduced" (sulfury) smells when 
bottled with some of these devices. It's a complex 
tale , very well told. 


Taber also notes that there are sources ofTCA (or 
closely related chemicals) that can come from other 
sources in a winery such as wooden storage pallets , 
siding, or even improperly cleaned hoses. Several 
wineries have had to spend considerable amounts of 
money replacing all of these TCA sources as well. 


This is an important work. Every wine lover needs 
to read it to understand the issue and the various 
responses wineries are undertaking. There is a battle 
going on that will determine what wine closure will 
be used in the future. Taber outlines the war , but the 
outcome is still to be determined. 
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The only disappointing aspect of the work is the 
index. It is far less detailed than it should be for a 
work of this importance. For example , winemaker 
Ken Burnap is mentioned in but a single sentence on 
a single page and he is in the index. But noted wine 
writer Dan Berger is in the book but not in the index. 
The author talks about brettanomyces on six or seven 
different pages but the term is not in the index while 
other wine terms are included .. How someone decided 
what went into the index and what did not seems 
unfathomable. 
For such an important and scholarly book to have a 
weak index is a shame and detracts from its role as a 
reference tool. 


Regardless of this flaw, the rest of the work is 
superb. It reads like a top flight novel. It is a must 
buy for any wine lover. Very highly recommended. 


California's Central Coast: The Ultimate Winery 
Guide from Santa Barbara to Paso Robles by Mira 
A. Honeycutt. San Francisco: Chronicle Books , 2007. 
117 pp. Softback. $22.95. It is simple" Don't go wine 
touring in the Central Coast of California without 
this book. It 's that good! ... This is a top notch 
guidebook. Why can't all guidebooks be this good? 
Very highly recommended. 


John Schreiner's Okanagan Wine Tour Guide. 2nd 


ed. Vancouver: Whitecap Books, 2007. 264 pp. Soft
back. $19.95 . This work suffers by comparison to the 
one above. It's not that it's bad, but it's just that it 
could be so much better. No maps, no color photos, no 
sections on places to dine or explore. It's kind of like 
vanilla pudding. It gets the basic job done but is 
seldom exciting or interesting. 


[Bob Foster, a founding member of the Wayward Tendrils in 1990, 
writes a regular wine book review column for the San Diego·based 
California Grapevine. Our sincere thanks to Bob and this 
excellent periodical for their always kind permission to reprint his 
reviews. - Ed.] 


Books are a delightful society. If you go 
into a room filled with books, even without 
taking them down from their shelves, they 
seem to speak to you, to welcome you. 


- William E. Gladstone 
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Anoth er Round from "The Barchives" 
by Brian Rea 


[Our resident Barguru enjoyed a 60·year career in the "adult 
beverage " industry . During that time, in addition to a Barchive of 
tavern jokes and drink recipes, he amassed a formidable collection 
of drink·related books, ephemera, and collectibles . We welcome 
another round! - Ed.] 


NEW AND IMPROVED 


BARTENDER'S MANUAL 
OR 


HOW TO MIX DRINKS 
OF THE 


PRESENT STYLE 


AND 
Containing a valuable list of instructions 


and hints of the autho r in reference 
to attending bar, and also a large list 
of mix-drinks together with a com· 


plete list of bar utensils, wines, 
liquors, ales, mixtures, &c. 


HARRY JOHNSON 
PUBLISHER & PROFESSIONAL BARTENDER 


AND 


INSTRUCTOR OF THE ART HOW TO TEND BAR. 


T
his book was self-published in 1882 by the 
author, who was a competitor of the famous 
author/bartender Jerry Thomas , and their lives 


had quite similar patterns. They both entered the 
drink/saloon trade in the 1840s, worked in San 
Francisco during the Gold Rush , were employed as 
bartenders in a number of other cities (New York , 
Boston , Chicago , New Orleans, Louisville , St . Louis , 
etc. ), had numerous copies of their books published , 
were extremely proud of their bartender skills, and 
both became saloon owners. 


The period they worked as bartenders could be 
considered the formative years of cocktail/mixed 
drink development, and their books no doubt inspired 
other bartenders to improve their job skills , as well 
as create recipes, garnishes, service techniques, and 
quite a few weird drink titles. These two gentlemen 
must be given credit for the golden age , or the half· 
century of saloon success from 1860 to 1910. After 


1910 the various temperance movements began to 
seriously , and negatively , impact the relationship 
between the saloonkeeper and the customer . 


Mr. Thomas ' book was first published in 1862 [see 
Vol.12 #4 ,0ctober 2002], and Mr. Johnson 's book in 
1882. Obviously they both knew each other , worked 
in competitive saloons , constantly marketed their 
capabilities , and over the years developed a rather 
intense rivalr y, each considering himself the more 
professional. Mr. Johnson even claimed he had pub· 
lished an earlier Bartender's Manual in 1862 , while 
employed in San Francisco , and that the book had 
sold 10,000 copies in less than two months. As of this 
date , no such book has surfaced , either in a library, 
private collection , or archive. Interestingly though , 
the title of his 1882 book reads , New And Improved 
Bartender's Manual, so maybe the claimed earlier 
book could have been titled simpl y Bartender 's 
Manual Possible ... or just a marketing gimmick , or a 
pique of jealousy over Mr . Thomas ' earlier book. 


An interesting aspect of Mr. Johnson 's book is that 
it was printed in English and German. It would 
appear that Mr. Johnson , or one of his advisors, 
realized that the second largest group of people 
involved in the saloon trade (after the Americans , 
British and Irish, all English speaking ), were second 
generation Germans and immigrants. The trade was 
not difficult to master , did not involve capital invest· 
ment , and generated an instant cash flow. And there 
were always breweries and distillers that would offer 
financing assistance , for featuring their brands. 


The First Operations Manual for Barkeepers 


T
he most important element of Mr . Johnson 's 
book is that it can be considered to be the first 
barkeeper/saloonkeeper operations manual , and 


the first to list rules and regulations. Mr. Johnson 
was a successful Saloonkeeper (Mr . Thomas was not) , 
and his book provided a structured formula for 
operating a Saloon . 


Johnson 's Introduction followed the format estab· 
lished by earlier authors , with the usual amount of 
modesty in extolling one 's capabilities, to wit: 


A Short Sketch By The Publisher Of 
The Barkeeper 's Manual. 


In presenting this manual to the public, I beg the 
indulgence for making a few remarks in regard to 
myself having been in the Hotel and Saloon 
business , in various capacities since my boyhood , 
studying and practicing the tastes and fancies of 
the public in regard to drinking, and having 
traveled all over this and other countries , I have 
after careful preparation , time and expense , 
compiled this work, which I challenge any party to 
criticize against or find one receipt which is not 
fully and completely prepared. I have been 







employed in some of the most prominent , leading 
and first class Hotels and Saloons in this city as 
well as all other parts of the United States and 
other countries , from which I have the highest 
letters of recommendation, as to my complete 
knowledge of managing a Saloon, and preparing 
drinks of every kind and form. 
This work will clearly show how to prepare , mix , 
and serve every drink known to be desired by the 
public, or at the present day, in style; I have 
prepared every drink in a plain, straight-forward 
manner, that is known all over the world, such as 
popular Mixed Drinks, Cocktails, Punches, Fancy 
drinks , &c. In addition the book will give you the 
entire and complete instructions to be observed in 
tending bar, in regard how to conduct yourself, 
what to do in opening a saloon in the morning , 
how to serve and wait on customers, and all the 
plain details connected with the business , that any 
person contemplating entering the business of 
bartender , has a complete and valuable guide. In 
the work you will also find all the Bar Utensils, 
Liquors, Glass and Silverware you require, the 
different brands of mixtures and beverages you 
will use and how you use them, and also a large 
list of valuable hints to bartenders, how to keep a 
Saloon, in what manner to construct it , and in fact 
every item that is of any use whatever from the 
moment you become a bartender to the require· 
ments of the present day. I have also made it my 
profession for many years to teach and learn the 
art of tending bar to any party having an 
inclination to do so; in the past few years I have 
taught a great number of parties the profession, 
and I can with pride refer to them, as to my fitness 
as an instructor of Bartending. In conclusion, let 
me say , that this work will not only be very 
valuable to the entire profession it is intended for , 
but will prove to great advantage to all families, 
and all the public in general, as a complete guide 
in preparing or mixing drinks; it will contain 
nothing but the most respectable and interesting 
reading. I remain, Your obedient servant 
HARRY JOHNSON 


Amen! 


A
fter . Mr. Johnson's Short Sketch is the Index 
(Table of Contents), where the first 31 items 
are Rules , Hints, or Lists related to the Saloon 


operation, followed by 157 drink recipes , encompas· 
sing most drink categories: . 


Cobblers (wine, sugar , fruit juices , crushed ice) 
Cocktails (spirits, sugar, bitters , ice or water) 
Crustas (spirits, bitters, sugar or syrup, lemon 


juice , ice or water) 
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Fizzes (lemon/lime juice, egg white, sugar, spirits, 
shaved ice, soda/siphon) 


Fixes (sugar , lemon, spirits, ice or water) 
Flips (rum, sugar, beer , egg optional, usually 


served hot) 
Juleps (sugar , spirit , ice or water, mint) 
Noggs (rum, brandy , sugar, milk, nutmeg , hot or 


cold) 
Pousse Cafes (layered various cordials according to 


weight/viscosity) 
Punches (spirits, sugar, lemon or oranges, pine· 


apple , ice or water) 
Sangarees (Madeira, sugar , nutmeg or other 


spices, ice or water) 
Slings (spirits, lemon , sugar, ice or water ) 
Smashes (spirits , sugar, mint, ice or water) 
Sours (sugar , lemon, spirits, ice or water) 
Toddys ( ye olde basic sugar, spirits, ice or water) 


How to Attend Bar 


I
tem No. l. How To Attend Bar - in regard to the 
general appearance of the bartender, and how to 
conduct themselves at all times when on duty, &c. 


The author of this work has after careful 
deliberation compiled the annexed rules connected 
with properly managing a saloon, and would 
suggest the following instructions in regard to 
tending a bar. He has endeavored to the best of his 
ability to state them in a perfectly plain and 
straight-forward manner, and it must be 
understood that in tending bar , the business must 
be carried on in a systematically and proper 
manner, the same as in any other business. 
When serving customers at any time, it is of the 
highest importance for a bartender to be strictly 
polite and attentive in all his ways and doings , and 
especially in his manner of speech, by giving 
prompt answers to all questions , as far as lay in 
his power , be cheerful , have a bright and pleasant 
countenance, and again, it is of very great 
importance to be of a neat , clean, and tidy address , 
as that will prove more to the interest of the 
bartender than any other matter; have a pleasant 
and cheerful word with everyone , as that will also 
draw considerable , with customers, and prove to 
the advantage of the bartender serving them. 
It is also proper that when a party steps up to the 
bar , it is the bartender 's place to set before the 
customer a glass of ice water, then in a polite and 
genteel manner find out what he may desire, and 
if any mixed drinks should be called for , the 
barkeeper's duty is , to mix and prepare them 
above the counter, and let the customer or parties 
see them, and they should be prepared in such a 
quick and scientific way, as to draw attraction; and 
it must also be the bartender 's duty to see that the 
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glasses and everything used with the drinks are 
perfectly clean , the glasses bright and polished up ; 
then , when the customer has finished and left the 
bar , the bartender 's duty is , to clean well and 
thoroughly wipe up the counter, so that it will 
have a good and neat appearance again ; and then , 
if the time should allow the bartender to do so, he 
should clean the glasses used in a well and clean 
manner , so to have them ready again when 
desired ; then , in regard to the bench, which is an 
important branch of managing a bar properly , it is 
the bartender 's utmost duty to have his bench 
cleared up and in good trim at all times , which he 
will find a very good advantage , if done so 
properly , and have everything handy and in good 
shape. 


This sort of makes me want to go back to work , as 
when I started tending bar in the late 1940s, a long , 
long , long time ago , we always placed a glass of water 
in front of the customer before they ordered, and it 
was a very nice touch. 


The bench discussed above is the work bench , or 
underbar below the bar top, or counter, where most 
of the items for making a drink are located. 


Proper Measuring: The Gigger 
No.2. Rules In Reference To A Gigger -


In all my receipts of the various drinks , you will 
find the words "wine glass " as the article to be 
used in mixing drinks; now , the word "wine glass " 
is only proper to be used in compiling those 
receipts , but the only proper article to be used for 
measuring the mixture is a gigger; it is made of 
silver-plated metal, looks like a sherry glass , with 
the exception of not having as long a stem , and is 
more durable , as it is impossible to break it , and is 
used by all first -class bartenders , with the 
exception of those who are first-class experts in 
mixing drinks , and are so active , as to measure 
without any gigger or glass whatever. 


This is probably the first mention of a gigger (read 
jigger). The jigger would allow owner/managers some 
form of portion control of the spirits being poured , 
and result in a more uniform tasting drink. But as 
Mr . Johnson mentions above , if the bartender is a 
first-class expert in mixing drinks , he can still free 
pour. 


Yet , in all the recipes listed in the book, only the 
"wine glass" is listed as the measuring tool , with no 
mention of the gigger . By the way , recipes were listed 
in the maddening non-categorical and/or alphabetical 
sequence. Arrgghh !!!! 


No.21. Instructions relative to Bowels [bowls , 
obviously a typo] containing Punches. [We shall skip 
this section . ..] 


What'll Ya Have?! 
No.23. Instruction In Regard To Finding Out The 
Desire Of The Customers ' Styles Of Drinks , &c. 


The greatest satisfaction to a customer lies with 
the bartender accomplishing this , which is done in 
a ver y slight manner , simpl y by asking what kind 
of drink he desires , and in what manner he desires 
to have it mixed , especially in cocktails , sours , and 
punches ; also it is understood for the bartender to 
ask the party ifhe desires his drink stiff, strong , or 
medium , and must use his own judgement in 
regard to preparing it , and at all times make it his 
special point to stud y the taste of his customers , 
and strictly obey them , and make all drinks to 
their taste . By following this rule , the bartender 
will soon find out that he will gain the esteem and 
respect of his patrons . 


It would be interesting to know the portion 
differences between stiff , strong , and medium. And , 
were different prices charged for them ? 


The Perfect List of Ingredients 
No.30 . List Of Liquors , &c. Required In Saloons


The annexed list of liquors will be found to be 
complete in the different brands , as well as a 
thorough and perfect list of wines , mineral waters , 
syrups , cordials , mixtures , bitters , ales , porters , 
sundries , fruits , etc. , and great care and attention 
has been paid to give them in a precise and plain 
manner . 
LIQUORS-Brandy , different brands if required , 
Rye Whiske y, Bourbon Whiske y, Irish Whiske y, 
Scotch Whiskey , Holland Gin , Old Tom Gin , 
Jamaica Rum , St. Croix Rum , Medford Rum , 
Apple Jack or Brand y, Black Berry , Arrac , Alcohol. 


Hmmm , no Vodka ? Those were the days when the 
average drinker would not consume a spir it he could 
not see or smell , or was tasteless. 


WINES-Champagne , Claret Wines , Rhine and 
Moselle Wines , Madeira , Hungarian Wines (red 
and white ), Sauterne , Sherry , Burgundy , Port 
Wines (red or white ), Bordeaux Wines , California 
Wines , Catawba Wines , Tokay Wines , Spanish 
Wines . 


I gue ss no Mad Dog, Annie Green Springs , Boone 's 
Farm , Muscatel , Thunderbird , and other fine aperitif 
wines were in the market then! It would be 
interesting to be able to determine what California 
wines were being served , as well as the white Port. 


ALES AND PORTERS-Imported Bass Ales in casks 
and bottles , Imp. Guinnesses extra , Stout in cases 
and bottles , Muir & Sons Scotch Ales , Robert 
Younker 's Scotch Ales , Stock Ales , New and Old 







Ales, Porter. ·Lagerbeer. 


Fortunately no light beers. If you wanted one , just 
add ice or water to your regular beer. 


CORDIALS-Absinthe , Benedictine , Chartreuse 
(green and yellow) , Russian Kimmel, Berlin Gilka, 
Curacao (red and white), Annisette , Maraschino , 
Vermouth , Kirschwasser , Danziger Goldwasser , 
Mint Cordial , Creme de Noyau, Vanilla. (These are 
the principal ones used for mixing purposes , and if 
others are required they can be procured.) 


MINERAL WATERS-Belfast Ginger Ale , Domestic 
Ginger Ale, Kissinger Water , Apollinaris Water , 
Congress Water , Imp. Selters Water , Vichy Water , 
Syphon Selters Water , Lemonade And Plain Soda 
Water , Sarsaparilla , Cider , Carbonic Acid Syphon , 
Hathorn Water . 


And we think we presently have too many waters. 
Following the above items there is a list of Syrups , 
Bitters , Fruits, Mixtures , and Sundries , i.e . Segars, 
Tobaccos. 


Necessary Utensils for a First Class Saloon 
No.31. List Of The Utensils In Complete Form Used 
In Saloons , &c. 


In giving the annexed list of the different utensils 
used in the various saloons , it has been the 
author 's object to clearly present them in a plain 
and distinct manner. It must not be understood 
that all those articles hereto annexed must 
absolutely be required in every establishment , but 
are only indispensable in those places where the 
demand will call for them; in other words , the 
most prominent places and first class saloons , and 
in any other place where the business requires it. 


Hold on readers ... 


Liquor Measures-Gallon, Half-gallon, Quart , 
Pint , Half-pint , Gill , Half-gill. Liquor Pump , 
Mallet , Filtering Bag or Paper, Beer and Ale 
Faucets , Brace and Bit , Liquor Gauge , Gimlet , 
Beer and Ale Measures , Bung Starter , Rubber 
Hose for drawing liquor , Liquor Thieves , 
Thermometer , Funnels , Corkscrews , Hot Water 
Kettle , Bar Pitchers, Lemon Squeezers , Beer or 
Ale Vent, Ice Pick , Ice Cooler , Ice Shaver , Ice 
Scoop, Liquor Gigger, Shaker, Long , twisted and 
short Bar Spoons , Julep and Milk Punch 
Strainers , Spice Dish or Castor , Ale Mugs , Cork 
Pullers , Glass and Scrubbing Brush , Corks and 
Stoppers (different sizes) , Cork Press , Champagne 
Faucets for drawing Wine out of bottles , Molasses 
Jugs or Pitchers , Honey or Syrup Pitchers , Lemon 
Knives , Sugar Spoons , Sugar Tongues [typo], Egg 
Beaters , Sugar Pails , Nutmeg Box, Nutmeg 
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Grinder , Cracker Bowls, Sugar Bowls, Punch or 
Tom and Jerry Bow ls , Pepper Boxes, Fruit Dishes, 
Punch Ladles , Duster and Broom, Silver Brush, 
Segar Cutter , Mop Handle and Wringer, Glass 
Towels, Rollers , &c., Spittoons , Fancy Fruit Forks, 
Fancy Segar Plate or Basket, Liquor Labels, Pails 
for waste , &c., Match Boxes and Matches, Comb 
And Brush , Toilet Paper , Whiting for cleaning 
Silver ware, Wrapping Paper for Bottle Goods , 
Toothpicks , Twine , Writing Paper , Envelopes , 
Postal Cards and Stamps, Ink , Mucilage , &c., 
Business Cards , Business Directory, Newspapers, 
Set of Books , Wash Soap , Demijohns (large and 
small ), Bar Bottles , Mixture Bottles , Quart Flasks , 
Pint Flasks , Half-pint flasks , Segar Bags , Julep 
Straws , Sponge , Window Brush , Dust Pan , Shot 
for cleaning bottles , Stepladder , Waiters. 
The following glassware is required: Champagne 
Goblets , Champagne Cocktail Glasses , Cham -
pagne Wine Glasses , John or Tom Collins Glasses, 
Julep or Cobbler Glasses, Claret Wine Glasses, 
Rhine Wine Glasses, Port Wine Glasses, Sherry 
Wine Glasses , Mineral Water Glasses, Absinthe 
Glasses, Cocktail and Sour Glasses , Hot Water 
Glasses, Whiskey Glasses, Pony Brandy Glasses , 
Cordial Glasses, Water Glasses , Hot Apple Toddy 
Glasses , Porter and Beer Glasses , Pony Glasses. 


One has to admit that this!§ an all encompassing 
inventory, and where do you store it all? These were 
the days when whiskey was shipped in barrels, and 
the Saloonkeeper or Bartender had to constantly fill 
and refill bottles , attach labels , and cork same, 
and .. ... sometimes doctor products. And where is the 
hydrometer , a crucial tool for proofing liquor. Also 
noted , where is the Plumbers Helper? 


Possibly in a future article we will review all the 
uses of this formidable list of utensils. And , 
remember, I speak from experience: when I first 
tended bar , the beer barrels were wooden. 
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WINE TALES 
by 


Warren R . Johnso n 


[In this installment of "Wme Tales," our super sleuth of wine 
.iction reports on two titles deserving a spot on our bookshelves . 
Check his Second Harvest website for a fine data base of Novels, 
Mysteries , Romances, Poems, Toasts, Anthologies , and other such 
entertaining works. - Ed.) 


Th e Cup and the Sword by Alice Tisdale Hobart 
[1882- 1967). New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1942. pt ed. 
400 pp. -


[l:j:;~§;~~~i3e= ~ - our generations of a French 
wine family in California seem 
to be the prototype for a 
plethora of fiction books since 
this work was published in 
1942 . However, this novel 
exhibits strength and a height 
to which many later novels do 
not rise. (The Cup and the 
Sword is also the first work by 


a major novelist to use the California wine industry 
as a background .) 


Here, we have the Rambeau family with large 
wineries in both the San Joaquin and Napa valleys , 
dominated by the titular Jean-Philippe Rambeau. In 
truth, this family could have been Italian or Spanish 
just as easily as French. The main character is 
actually the wine business. All four generations rise 
and fall with the prosperity and decline of the family 
enterprise. The novel is set in the years between the 
two world wars, the time of Prohibition , the time of 
making wine for the consumer , then for the Church 
and then again for the public. Jean-Philippe 
(generally known as Philippe or Father) has 
migrated from France, and seeks to duplicate the 
success of French wines here in the rich soils of the 
valleys of California. Though Philippe lives in 
America 50 years, he remains always French and 
wants his extended family to be French . With each 
successive generation, this is harder to achieve . One 
son is living in England , later generations marry 
those of other nationalities, and there are rivalries in 
romance, and unplanned-for children . Though the 
Rambeau family today would be called dysfunctional, 
the novel does not sink to the level of a soap opera. 


The story opens on the expectant note of the 
arrival of Elizabeth, Philippe 's granddaughter, whom 
he and the family have never met. She is the 


daughter of the son in England. The son has 
remarried, moved to France , and sent his daughter to 
be reared in America. Will she be a Rambeau? Will 
she fit into the family? Elizabeth is resentful of being 
sent away from her beloved father and does not take 
immediately to the family. Philippe 's daughter 
Martha is the matron of the household and rules with 
an iron hand (and is the least likable character in the 
novel). Elizabeth becomes the apple of her 
grandfather's eye , as well as a love interest of her 
cousins. The love that twists and turns throughout 
the story, as well as the daily lives of the large 
family, make for intriguing reading . 


Rising above all of this is the wine business , the 
real soul of the family. The grapes , the vineyards and 
the wineries determine all. Alice Hobart is knowl
edgeable and comfortable writing about the wine 
industry. The novel deals with the good years and the 
bad years, the good grapes and the lesser grapes , the 
production of wine for consumption and for the altar . 
Unlike many later works, The Cup and the Sword 
develops the relationships with the other grape 
growers and wineries in both valleys. Whatever the 
nationality, the growers work together to support the 
industry. Later , jealousies develop , competition 
arises, the big growers try to squeeze out the smaller 
growers , and friction grows . But finally, cooperation 
wins for the sake of the entire industry. 


Is this historical fiction? Is there a model for the 
Rambeaus? In hind sight, it is easy to start naming 
the names of those larger entities operating in the 
two valleys. Only one true family name is mentioned 
in the book. Maybe only the nationality is changed to 
protect the innocent. Yet, it is likely best not to go 
down that road but to enjoy the story for what it is
a warm, all too true story of the development of 
California 's grape and wine industry. 


[Editor Note: In 1959 The Cup and the Sword was issued in 
paperback as This Earth is Mine, the title of the movie of the 
same year starring Rock Hudson, Jean Simmons , and Claude 
Rains.) 


"overflows with wine and food. .. " 
Dying on the Vine by Peter King. New York: St. 
Martin's, 1998. 234 pp. 


U
pon arrival, the gourmet detective finds that 
the courtyard is not deserted. There is a man 
leaning against the wheel of an old cart . One 


arm is draped over the wheel (I imagine one foot 
crossed over the other, perhaps a stick of straw in his 
mouth). He eyes the detective. The detective speaks 
to him in French; no response. He tries Spanish; still 
no response . Portuguese , German . Nothing. An old 
dog comes up and nuzzles the man on the leg. The 
arm drops off the wheel , the knees buckle , he slides 







slowly to the ground , never taking his eyes off the 
detective. The man is dead. 


Such is the gourmet detective 's welcome to the 
Willesford Winery in Saint Symphorien, Provence. 
He is immediately a suspect. Posing as a journalist 
writing a story on vineyards owned by British 
investors in southern France , the GD has, 
fortunately , faxed ahead that he would be arriving to 
interview the staff of the winery. Out of the mayhem 
that results from a body being found in the 
court yard , one of the workers announces that he had 
found the man , Emil LaPlace, alive but in great pain, 
outside the caves bordering the vineyard. The worker 
had rushed back to get a cart and had brought Emil 
to the winery. Emil's clothes are torn and blood 
streaked. He must have been attacked by sangliers. 


Sangliers are wild boars , found in Provence. They 
have large tusks, can weigh up to 500 pounds, hunt 
in packs and are considered very dangerous . It is felt 
that they may live in the myriad caves on the 
property. The GD is removed from the suspect list. 
The gourmet detective , who has no other name , is 
actually a food writer and does his detective work in 
restaurants , kitchens and food markets. He has, 
however , been tapped by the Willesford Group in 
London to go to their winery in Provence to discover 
why the company has been receiving unsolicited 
offers of a buyout. Each offer has been rejected but 
then followed by another , larger offer, going beyond 
the value of the property . The offers have been 
coming from the Peregrine Winery , a very small 
winery surrounded by the much larger Willesford 
Winery. Peregrine Winery is registered in Monte 
Carlo , a country which gives no information on their 
registrants . 


As the GD begins his detective work, he en
counters any number of other non-wine events and 
happenings which he tries to follow to their 
conclusion . His reason for being in Provence becomes 
more suspect. The GD simply says he is a free lance 
writer and thinks that each of these stories could find 
a place for him in various magazines. Through-out 
the book, he shows his interest in the foods and 
wines of Provence and describes many luscious 
meals. He encounters the rich and powerful, the 
famous and the infamous. Among these is a man who 
is a dowser. This man has been dowsing on the 
Willesford property. The winery has no lack of water 
for irrigation , no known earth minerals , nothing for 
which one would normally dowse. 


Along the way , the GD falls into a vat of red wine , 
is likely the intended victim by a crossbow , but he 
refuses to relent on his explorations. He meets a 
beautiful woman and together they explore the 
forbidding caves. It is rumored that they contain the 
legendary treasure of the Knights Templar. They 
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attend a party on a large yacht, learn that its owner 
is, among other things, head of a courier company 
which delivers anything, anywhere , in the fastest 
time possible, though the use of well-trained sports 
car drivers and ultralight airplanes. The GD gets 
trapped at the home of this yacht owner with no way 
out. Who is this man? 


Yet, the real question is why does the little winery 
want to buyout the large winery? It makes no sense; 
they presumably do not have the money. Or do they? 
Why are they dowsing on the property? 


Peter King has written eight gourmet detective 
novels to date. They are particularly rich in food and 
murder. Dying on the Vine overflows with wine and 
food. The book is best read on a full stomach to 
inhibit hunger pains . 


Washington Wines and Wineries: 
The Essential Guide 


A Review by Will Brown 


[ Will Brown is a retired physi cian and vintage contributor to the 
WTQ whose love of wine-its production, its history and its 
h"terature-is contagious. He is enjoying the latest chapter in his 
life as winemaker for a small Southern Oregon winery. We 
welcome his latest review . - Ed.) 


here was a time , not so long 
ago, when books about wine 
from the American north· 
west lumped Oregon and 
Washington wineries togeth· 
er, and often included those 
from Idaho and British 
Columbia as well. Today 
there are so many wineries 
in the northwest (well over 


1,000), that lumping is no longer a viable strategy , 
and we will see more books on the wines and wineries 
of the individual states or dominions. This book is of 
the new genre. 


The author, Paul Gregutt , is probably the best 
qualified writer on the wines of Washington because 
he lives in the state , has written previous books on 
the subject, and has been the wine columnist for the 
Seattle Times for a number of years. He is an 
unabashed booster of these wines. 


His book is not one that reads easily from cover to 
cover because it is more of a reference tool than a 
good read. The first few chapters are more accessible 
because they cover the basics, such as the history of 
Washington wines , the current A VAs, the grapes 
being grown , and the author's opinion of what are the 
ten best vineyards. 
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The majority of the text consists of profiles of 
some one hundred wineries the author has selected 
that meet his criteria for inclusion. The basis for 
inclusion is a 100-point rating system that he 
describes in detail , but does not exist elsewhere in 
the wine world. The wineries selected and reviewed 
are probably the best ones, but only represent about 
one fourth of the total number of wineries in the 
state. Unfortunately for the other three fourths they 
will only benefit indirectly from the publication of 
Gregutt's book. The profiles contain significant 
information about the wineries and vary in length 
from one half to two pages. At the conclusion of the 
book there are two interesting chapters , the first on 
the influence of foreign-trained winemakers on the 
Washington industry , and the second on the future 
of the state 's wineries in the big picture of the world 
wine industry. 


My first encounter with Washington wine was 
around 1978 when I discovered Chateau St 
Michelle 's 1975 Cabernet Sauvignon selling for about 
five dollars . I found the quality and value of the wine 
to be exemplary , and bought a lot of it. Today I still 
feel that Washington wines are superb and represent 
great bargains when compared to California wines of 
the same varietals . A few of the Washington wineries 
like Quilceda Creek , Betz Family , and Leonetti have 
reached cult status like their Napa counterparts , and 
are difficult to obtain, but they are still relative 
bargains. The main problem I have found with the 
Washington wines is their limited distribution. For 
residents of Seattle , there is no problem , but even in 
a wine -enlightened region like southern Oregon 
where I live, their availability , aside from Chateau St 
Michelle and Columbia Crest , is limited to a few 
labels in a few quality wine shops. A workable 
strategy for wine lovers and collectors might be to 
read this book, identify a few wineries that appeal to 
them , get on their mailing list and buy current 
releases by phone or internet, providing that they 
live in states where such is possible. 


In summary , I found this book to be very well 
written, insightful and potentially very useful. It 
would have been more informative if there had been 
at least a listing of the other Washington wineries 
along with some minimal information about them. 


I recommend the book highly to all wine lovers , 
but primarily as a reference for those seeking very 
high quality wines that are still relative bargains in 
today 's competitive wine market. 


Paul Gregutt . Washington Wines and Wineries: The 
Essential Gw·de. Berkeley : U.C . Press , 2007 . 328 pp. 
Hardback. $34.95 . 


NOTES FROM A DEPLETED LIBRARY 
by 


Christopher Fielden 


[In his Introduction to Is This the Wine You Ordered , Sir ? The 
Dark Side of the Wine Trade (1989), author Fielden states , "The 
drinking of wine is only part of the whole pleasure. For me 
reading about it is another, and the collection of old wine books on 
the subject is y et another. " In 2003 he donated his 30-year 
collection to the Institute of Masters of Wine; his depleted, y et 
growing once again, horary provides welcome re views for Tendril 
readers. - Ed.] 


HAVING HAD A FALLOW SUMMER , the onset of autumn 
has enabled me to catch up on both vineyards visits 
and on wine reading . Here are some of the fruits of 
the two activities. 


First Big Crush 


G~ve_n the succ~s~ of its wines on world markets , 
1t 1s often difficult to understand just how 
short is the history of quality wine production 


in New Zealand. It is only just over thirty years ago 
that serious commercial plantings were made in 
Marlborough and one of the early pioneers was Allan 
Scott, who worked as a vineyard manager for both of 
the dominant players in the region , Montana and 
Corbans. In 1990, with his wife Cathie, he launched 
his own label , which is now sold around the world. It 
must be hard to judge their reaction when they 
received a letter from a twenty-nine -year-old 
American journalist asking if he could work with 
them for a year and write a book about the 
experience. The result is First Big Crush by Eric 
Arnold, who subsequently went on to work for The 
Wine Spectator . --


For me this is a book written on two different 
levels. Firstly it is a detailed look at a year 's cycle in 
the life of a winery and its vineyards, written by an 
admitted novitiate. He was thrown in at the deep 
end, arriving at the beginning of the harvest. On the 
other level , it is the story of a young American , 
determined to enjoy himself. For anyone who wants 
to get a clear picture of how wine arrives in the 
bottle , from the clearing of vineyard land and the 
planting of vines, to the harvest and vinification , this 
is a fascinating book, enriched by the fact that the 
author has gone beyond the bounds of the winery 
family to seek out information . Such additional 
information as the value of wine competitions (and 
which wines go best with the broad variety of meat 
pies that are dear to each New Zealander's heart) 
give added value. 


On the other hand , this information has to be 
dredged from a mass of reminiscences of the exploits 
of a young, single man in New Zealand, out to live life 
to the full. There is a very helpful glossary at the end 







of the book explaining the meaning of the technical 
wine terms. I would have welcomed another glossary 
explaining many of the words and expressions 
apparently used to describe parts of the anatomy and 
sexual activities . (It is a long time since I was 
twenty-nine and the vocabulary has changed! ) 


This is not a book for the faint· hearted and , if you 
are thinking oflaunching your daughter into a career 
in wine, I suggest that you resist the temptation to 
buy the book. On the other hand , I have no doubt 
that an honest picture has been painted-and I know 
a number of the characters involved . A fascinating , 
but sometimes repellent, read. 


Pinot Pioneers 


D
uring my recent visit to New Zealand , I spent 
a few days in the most southerly wine region 
in the world , Central Otago , home to many 


great Pinot Noirs. Here I met a number of the stars 
of Pinot Pioneers-Tales of Determination and 
Perseverance from Central Otago. Written by local 
journalist Ric Oram , this is the story of a wine region 
created , not by large companies , but by dogged 
individuals determined to produce wine in a region 
dismissed by the experts as being impossible. It is a 
tale of disaster after disaster-whole vineyards 
wiped out by rabbits or frost ; of trial and error , before 
the right varieties and clones were discovered and of 
makeshift vinification , with filtration being carried 
out through silk knickers and vats warmed with 
electric blankets. The area is now having money 
poured into it by magnates and film stars. Twenty· 
five years ago it was teachers , nurses and journalists 
who had a dream. This is the story of this dream 
being, for the most part , fulfilled. 


Wine Atlas of New Zealand 


M
ichael Cooper has , through successive 
editions of The Wines and Vineyards of New 
Zealand, kept readers up to date with the 


rapid developments and expansion of production in 
the country over the past years. In a bid to 
consolidate this information , in 2002 he produced 
Wine Atlas of New Zealand. This is a magnificent 


book complemented by wonderful photographs by 
John McDermott . It profiles all the wine producing 
regions and wineries and contains a mass of 
fascinating historical and statistical information. It 
is a book that I will constantly refer to and I am 
proud to have it on my shelf. However , it does suffer 
from one major disad vantage-life in New Zealand is 
moving too fast for it. Take for example Central 
Otago: he profiles thirty-two different wineries; now 
there are more than eighty different labels on the 
market , with many more on the way. Again, in 
Marlborough there are more than 700 hectares of 
planted vineyards waiting to come into production 
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and a regular stream of growers seeking to get added 
value by selling wine under their own label, rather 
than the grapes they grow to existing wineries. This 
may be the essential book to ha ve on New Zealand 
wine , but it must be used in conjunction with more up 
to date sources of information. 


Burgundy 


R
eturning, closer to home, I recently bought two 
small books on Burgundy and its wmes: Le 
Chemin des Vignes by Claude Chapuis , and 


Histoire du Vin de Bourgogne by Jean-Fram;ois 
Bazin. Claude Chapuis , who teaches French culture 
to foreign students at Dijon University , comes from a 
family who owns a domain in Aloxe·Corton . His 
Vigneron en Bourgogne won the literary prize of 
Chevaliers du Tastevin in 1980. His latest book is 
intriguingly sub- titled "All you haven 't been told so 
far about the wines of Burgundy . " It turns out to be 
an interesting miscellany of pieces apparently 
randomly juxtaposed . Thus we have "A Burgundian 
called Voltaire " followed by "Should we believe in bio· 
dynamics ?" There is also an interesting article on 
that important , but much-neglected, lynch-pin in the 
Burgundian wine-trade , the courtier, or broker. This 
is a dip-into book that contains much surprising 
information. 


Over the past thirty-five years , Jean·Franc;:ois 
Bazin has written a string of books about Burgundy 
and its wines - and also one on the wines of 
California. This is not a straightforward history of 
Burgundy , but rather a random selection of pieces on 
various aspects of this history , but it looks not just at 
the past , but also at the future and he finishes with 
"The 13 revolutions to come ." Here he boldly lays out 
problems that he feels the Burgundian wine-trade 
must face up to. Should it still lay emphasis on the 
cru, as opposed to a brand? How should it see new 
world opposition? How must it deal with the problem 
of excessive yields ? These are all pertinent questions 
posed by someone in the know. Again this is a book 
you can dip into and come out with joyous factual 
nuggets. 


Beaujolais 


Strictly speaking Beaujolais en Dates et en 
Cartes is not a wine book , but rather a book on 
a region where wine provides the life-blood . It is 


a glossy production , comprising historical maps and 
brief articles featuring aspects of life in the 
Beaujolais. Amongst those highlighted are Benoit 
Raclet , who in 1842 perfected his treatment against 
the pyrahs moth which was ravaging the local 
vineyards , and Victor Vermorel , whose company , 
based in Villefranche·sur·Saone , was the leading 
producer of, largely ineffective equipment , in the fight 
against phylloxera. More recent history is the launch 
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of the first Beaujolais Nouveau in 1951. Scarcely an 
essential in the winelover 's library, this book, 
nevertheless , contains much interesting , if mainly 
peripheral , information. 


First Big Crush by Eric Arnold. New York: Scribners, 
2007. $US24. 


Pinot Pioneers by Ric Oram. Auckland: New Holland 
Publishers , 2004. $NZ25. 


WineAtlasofNew Zealandby Michael Cooper.Auck
land: Hodder Moa Beckett , 2002. $NZ125. 


Le Chemin des Vignes by Claude Chapuis. Dijon: 
Editions de Bourgogne, 2006. 14.50 euros. 


Histoire du Vin de Bourgogne by Jean-Frarn;ois 
Bazin. Paris : Editions Jean-Paul Gisserot , 2002 . 
8.50 euros 


Beaujolais en Dates et en Cartes. Lyon: EMCC , 
2003. 15 euros. 


BOOKS & 
BOTTLES 
by 


1-..l~~L.........l:;..;;~:t::i:~..J Fred.t.-fc1'dillin 


SEEING IS BELIEVING 


The Book: The Art ofTerroir. A Portrait of California 
Vineyards. Photographs by George Rose. Text by 
Rod Smith. San Francisco: Chronicle Books , 2007. 
112 pp. Hardback. $25. 


T
wice nominated for the Pulitzer Prize, award
winning photographer George Rose has pro
duced for this book over 80 striking images that 


illustrate the five elements of terroir in California 
vineyards . These photographs provide an under
standing of terroir that words alone cannot convey. 


As for the words by Rod Smith , Rose accurately 
describes them as "a lyrical and illustrative essay on 
the art of terroir." 


The Five Elements of Terroir 
LIGHT THE PHOTO: Sunset at a Sonoma Vineyard. 
THE WORDS: The sun doesn 't make a sound. If space 


were made of air , the rumble of that awesome furnace 
would be deafening even on earth , light- years awa y, 
but since there is no air in the universal vacuum to 
impede the awesome shock waves, the sun 's great din 
goes unheard. 


WATER: THE PHOTO : Snow blankets a Mendocino 
vineyard. THE WORDS: Like air , water is colorless and 
transparent. Yet it can be solid , liquid , or gas . It 
conforms to its container , be it an ocean or a creek 
bed. 


ROCK: THE PHOTO: Calcareous rock in spring at 
Santa Barbara County . THE WORns: The camera 
gives a surprising amount of information about the 
soil in a given place , and tells us something about the 
qualities we might expect to find in wines from each 
specific site. 


AIR : THE PHOTO : Coastal fog approaches an 
Alexander Valley vineyard. THE WORDS: An invisible 
blend of gasses , air is in constant motion yet can only 
be felt when it moves with unusually focused force , 
and can only be seen when something it carries or 
touches gives it form : smoke , water vapor , dust, 
shivering trees , rippling fields, a cat's-paw on the 
river . 


CULTIVATION THE PHOTO: Bird-netting protects a 
Russian River Valley vineyard. THE WORDS: The 
human influence starts with the decision to plant a 
vineyard , and continues through all the countless 
choices that influence how the vines grow and what 
kind of wines they produce. Astute viewers of these 
images will note details like row orientation , vine 
spacing , trellis configuration , pruning style , and 
many other aspec ts of cultivation. 


The Bottles: At last count , Jess Jackson 's wine 
empire had expanded to twenty wineries on four 
continents. His Kendall-Jackson Wine Estates is the 
sponsor of this book. Estate labels that have scored 
particularly well in my San Francisco City College 
wine classes include: Edmeades, Pepi, La Crema , 
Matanzas Creek , Stonestreet , and Tapiz (Argentina) . 
Of course, the flagship is the Kendall-Jackson label. 
The students have given high marks to the Chardon
na y and Cabernet Sauvignon . When I once asked 
Jess Jackson for one of his favorite food-wine 
combinations , he beamed: Herbed chicken with K.J. 
Sauvignon Blanc. Cheers! 







WINE 
IN 


PRINT 
by 


Hudson Cattell 


Wine Across America :A Photograph .ic Road Trip by 
Charles O'Rear and Daphne Larkin. St. Helena , CA 
Wineviews Publishing I Berkeley: Ten Speed Press , 
2007. 224 pp . Hardbound . $35. 


"a stunning portrait' 


T
hree hundred gorgeous color photographs of 
wine country in all 50 states by Charles O'Rear, 
a National Geographic photographer for 25 


years , make this book a stunning portrait of 
America 's wine industry in the first decade of the 21st 
century . The husband and wife team of Chuck O'Rear 
and wine writer Daphne Larkin traveled 80,000 
miles over a period of two years to create this 
splendid 9 x 11 W' book. 


The photographs of wineries, vineyards , land
scapes and people cover six geographic areas of the 
United States : the Northeast, the Pacific Northwest, 
California , the Midwest, the West , and the South. 
Many of the photographs take up a full page and 
there are many two-page spreads. In addition , there 
are other photo features including three pages of 
wine labels , two pages of winery architecture , two 
pages of wine bottles with labels (one from each 
state ), and winery doors with two fold-out pages. The 
nice geographical distribution of photographs , with a 
well-chosen range of subjects, accurately conveys the 
feeling that all 50 states constitute America 's wine 
countr y. 


Each section is prefaced · with a short general 
introduction. The captions are well handled and are 
interesting , informative , and basically accurate. 
Unfortunately , the book is marred by historical 
inaccuracy . A prominent box on page 91 states that 
the first commercial vineyard in the U.S. was in 
Kentucky in 1798; that honor goes to Pierre Legaux 's 
enterprise in Pennsylvania , which furnished the 
vines that were planted in Kentucky . Worse yet, 
there is a two-page "Wine Facts U.S.A. " in the back 
of the book that lists the first winer y in each state. 
More than 25% of these are wrong. In all fairness , the 
authors cannot be completely blamed for this: a foot
note states that the information was reprinted from 
Kev.in Zraly's American Wine Guide. 


This book is obviously a labor of love , and the 
authors are to be commended for producing a very 
attractive book that promotes the wine industry of 
the entire country . 
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The Oxford Compam ·on to Wine. Third Edition. 
Edited by Jancis Robinson. Oxford I NY: Oxford 
University Press , 2006 . 814 pp. Hardbound . $65. 


"indispensable resourcd' 


W
hen a book comes out in a new edition , one 
question that always arises is how much has 
been revised and whether it is worth 


spending the money on the latest one. The first 
edition of Jancis Robinson 's book , publish ed in 1994 , 
had 3,000 entries ; the second edition in 1999 had 
3,650; and this third edition has 3,900. Of the second 
edition entries , according to Robinson , more than 
three-quarters have been changed in some way and 
40% have been changed "quite radically. " 


Oxford University Press was insistent that this 
edition not become heavier or more unwieldy than 
the last one , limiting the size increase in the number 
of pages to not more than 2%. This meant the 
"tightest of editing disciplines " which has had the 
result of making the book a "more concentrated wine 
resource. " For the first time, Robinson has an 
assistant editor , Julia Harding , who passed the 
Master of Wine exam on her first attempt and was 
the top student of her year. She is credited with 
making "huge " improvements in the viticulture and 
enology sections of the book. 


In addition to the tightening up , there have been 
some deletions . The long "fine wine investment " 
appendix is the znd edition has been omitted , as have 
all previous entries on brandy and other forms of 
distillation. Among the 300 or so new entries re those 
on "delestage ," "co-fermentation ," "direct shipping," 
"globalization ," "websites ," and "la crise viticole ," the 
last named being France 's wine crisis of the early 21st 
century. 


"Ice wine " remains an entry , but "icewine" has 
been added to reflect Canada 's version of ice wine. 
"Screw caps " now have their own entry as opposed to 
a reference to "stoppers." 


The first and second editions of The Oxford 
Compam·on to Wine were reviewed in Wine East on 
their release , and as was the case with the first two 
editions , the present one remains an indispensable 
r esource. For anyone who wants to keep up to date 
with the world of wine , there is enough new 
information in this third edition to warrant its 
purchase . Needless to say , this book remains a 
constant temptation to simpl y browse! 


[ Tendril Hudson Cattell is co·editor I publisher of the outstanding 
bi ·monthl y, Wine East : News of Grapes & Wine in Eastern 
America . The above review s appeared in the Nov-Dec 2007 issue . 
Visit their website for publica tion detail s and s ubscription 
information. www.wineeast .com. - Ed.] 
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MARINACCI, cont. from p.2 -


even disgusted with California's mongrelized, lack· 
luster (so·called) varietals. 


When MR wrote to Pellegrini again in August, he 
complained that he was finding it "hard to do any 
work at all ." Much as they craved ardent attention, 
the Rays were increasingly beset by people calling up 
and wanting to visit the winery and vineyards, and of 
course to buy wines directly from them , since it was 
often difficult to obtain them elsewhere. Eager 
visitors who had read Melville 's guidebook might 
daringly drive up the two and a half miles on the 
narrow, winding, unpaved, rutted, rock·strewn 
mountain road-dry and dusty in the summertime , 
muddy and dangerously slippery in the rainy 
season-to arrive unannounced. Most turned out to 
be "professors and professionals-a whole new group 
of wine buyers among this class of people." [8/8/55] 


Often the Rays then felt that these brave souls 
couldn 't be turned away. Sometimes they got so 
carried away with an unexpected rapport with the 
friends of friends or even strangers that the drop-in 
guests were invited to stay for lunch or dinner, or 
even - when an impromptu party might last far into 
the night - to bed down in the redwood cabin below 
the main house. The original dwelling on Mt. Eden, 
it served as a guesthouse now, with its one big room 's 
large picture windows providing gorgeous views of 
the northern reaches of Santa Clara Valley and the 
Diablo Range beyond it, foothills below and beyond 
the mountain, and south San Francisco Bay. 


Usually, though, the Rays managed to deflect 
importunate phone callers by telling them that, 
regretfully, this was an inopportune time to come up 
the mountain - and persuading them instead to drop 
by the Argonaut wine and liquor shop on Saratoga· 
Sunnyvale Road. They were assured that its friendly 
proprietor, Ace Perry , would delight in escorting 
them outside and then pointing up westward, far off 
into the distance, at Martin Ray 's mountaintop 
winery and home visible from that spot . And then at 
the highest altitude they 'd see the long, dark green 
shape of the red wood -forested crest of the Santa Cruz 
Mountains as it now headed northwestwardly , to end 
near San Francisco. (This segment Eleanor Ray 
contrived to call the Chaine d 'Or, attributing the 
picturesque "chain of gold" term to MR' s French· born 
mentor, Paul Masson.) And when Ace ceremoniously 
poured a sample libation for them to taste , they'd all 
raise their glasses to toast the Rays, who'd said they 
would - figuratively at least - return the greeting 
from on high. Then, of course , Ace had a plentiful 
selection of Martin Ray wines on hand to offer them 
for purchase, to take away and store as someday · 
potable keepsakes of this very special occasion. 


A Visitor from France 


I
n mid-summer a social commitment began to 
dominate both MR's and ER 's attentions , 
distracting them from focusing entirely on the 


Wine Quality Fight. It centered on the impending 
arrival of Burgundian wine man Jean Latour 's 
daughter , Christiane-nicknamed "Chris. " Her uncle , 
Louis Latour III, had earlier visited MR in the mid· 
1940s, with his young son, Louis IV, while MR's first 
vineyard on Mt. Eden was still under development. 
And it was Louis who, through Amerine 's help, had 
arranged for MR's noteworthy purchase of new 
Burgundian oak barrels in 1954 (see #7). 


The Rays naturally spotted a fine opportunity for 
indirectly promoting Martin Ray wines , and they 
began to go all-out in sponsoring Mlle. Latour 's trip 
to the West Coast, to include , of course , a stay on Mt. 
Eden. After arriving in the U.S. Chris first visited 
with Latour-connected people on the East Coast. She 
even stayed in the Boston area with Eleanor 's 
Harvard·based son Peter and his wife , Terry (who 
had already met her the year before when visiting 
France) . They reported to the Rays on their 
houseguest's helpfully intended but annoyingly 
slapdash ways, thus forewarning them about what 
they too would likely experience. 


MR and ER devised a busy wine·centered itinerary 
for Chris in California. "Little did she know that she's 
serving such noble ends as propaganda for quality," 
ER wrote her son Barclay in mid-July. Designated as 
Chris 's escort and chauffeur in both the Los Angeles 
and San Francisco Bay areas, he accepted the 
assignment manfully. She 'd arrive in L.A. first, in 
mid·July, and from there drive north with Barclay , to 
stay in Saratoga with the Rays for some days at their 
Mt . Eden home , from which she 'd make forays with 
Barclay into other nearby wine regions. 


Initially MR doubtless hoped for a romance to 
blossom between the two young people, leading 
inevitably to a marriage linking him through his 
adopted son to the Latours ' nobly ancestral Bur· 
gundian winemaking lineage. And the field was 
apparently clear for this now , since Barclay's 
engagement to Maria , a young German law student 
whom he'd met in Pasadena , had recently been 
broken. He had courted her in Germany the previous 
summer , in a whirlwind manner counseled by his 
stepfather , who had even supplied the diamond 
engagement ring - which had once been his first wife 
Elsie 's. (#6) Barclay , who had witnessed the debacle 
that had ensued when Peter brought his bride to Mt. 
Eden during the past holiday period (#8), had begun 
to realize that it might be impossible for him ever to 
marry a woman whom Rusty would judge as 
acceptable-or who herself could countenance his 
cunning interrogations or dominating and demanding 







behavior , which worsened when he was inebriated. 
Therefore , this 23-year-old young man , though oblig· 
ingly undertaking his assignment as Christiane 's 
California escort, was wary about getting too close to 
her , or maybe to any girl-knowing how anxious 
Rusty was for him to marry and start producing 
progeny , in accordance with his master plan for 
establishing a wine dynasty on Mt . Eden. 


The Rays, having appointed themselves Mlle. 
Latour 's social directors , worked feverishly on 
arranging special events for her in both the South· 
land and the Bay Area. Wine writer Robert Balzer 
and gourmet delicatessen proprietor Harold Jurgen· 
sen offered to put on grand dinners in her honor. 
Barclay could introduce Chris to celebrity scientists 
at Caltech in Pasadena, such as Nobel Prize laureate 
Dr. Linus Pauling . Although notably a chemist, he 
was also (among his multiple scientific identities) a 
crystallographer; therefore he 'd become the adviser 
on geologist Barclay's doctoral dissertation on "The 
Crystal Structure of Zunyite." (Several years later, 
LP would become his father-in·law; the very prospect 
had precipitated a new family crisis caused by 
Rusty's patriarchal ban on the marriage.) 


But the most dazzling event by far was the gala 
dinner party hosted by the Rays' new actor friend 
Burgess Meredith. It would feature both Louis 
Latour and Martin Ray wines. Since he 'd been 
immersed in both science and trekking around the 
Great Outdoors throughout his youth, Barclay , as 
Chris 's dinner date , hadn 't a clue about the identity 
of the other guests-all movie stars, directors, and 
producers , plus a few spouses. 


Here's how MR summarized the occasion in a 
letter to Amerine. 


Eleanor wrote all the publicity for the papers that 
covered all the Hollywood entertainment we arranged 
and yesterday Burgess sent us a whole big envelope of 
newspaper stories and photographs which delighted 
her . The dinner Burgess gave [Christiane] turned out to 
be a dinner from midnight to dawn and there were 20 
celebrities there including The Merediths, McKays, 
Tyrone Power , Merle Oberon, the David Selznicks 
[actress Jennifer Jones], Marlon Brando , John English, 
Charlton Heston , and God knows who else. The 
columnists picked up the story and it ran all over the 
country and ended up on the national broadcast of 
international news, so wrote Mrs. Freddy Wildman of 
New York who heard it on her radio there. So it looks 
like we gave the house of Latour some very good 
publicity . Wines drunk were named and those made by 
the La tours were named. Eleanor was afraid they would 
cut them out as commercial but they did not. It has 
been a lot of fun . But now we must get back to work on 
our other work . Sales were last month the largest we 
have ever had. [8/4/55] 
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Later in the month, when writing to the editor of 
California Wineletter, Charles van Kriedt, MR 
declared that it had been "perhaps the greatest wine 
dinner in all California history." [8/30/55] Like his 
wife, he tended toward hyperbole. 


Scheduled to arrive at the Rays' home on Mt . Eden 
in late July, Chris would take a number of excursions 
with Barclay, as arranged by the Rays. A crucial 
destination, of course, had to be UC Davis , where 
Mlle. Latour could meet important professors and 
tour the winemaking research facilities and the 
experimental and archival vineyard collections . 
Inevitably, the Rays tried to involve Maynard in the 
plan , naturally expecting him to host her visit. But a 
significant sour note came into the Rays ' strenuous 
preparations when Amerine acted irritated, 
apparently objecting to MR's take·charge attitude. 
During Amerine 's sabbatical a year earlier, he had 
spent time with the Latour family. Wishing therefore 
to arrange for himself this get·together directly with 
Christiane , he complained to the Rays about not 
having heard from her; instead, he was receiving 
many instructions and requests from Martin . After 
all, he had already established his own personal 
connections with the Latour family! 


MR tried to explain the situation and thus mollify 
him. But he started first with a sly comment, based 
on a recent phone talk with Mlle. Latour : "Maynard , 
she must have her eye on you, the way she spoke of 
you!" 


She hesitated to write to you , although she now very 
well may . You are a young bachelor [MA by then, 
though , was 44] and she is not only an eligible gal but 
she has said that she and her family think you a terrific 
personality and guy. It is one thing to write you or plan 
to write to you at some distant time but when it comes 
right down to doing it, it can well seem to a French gal 
a bit forward. She does very much want to see you. 
[7/10/55] 
Apparently the Rays still held hopes that Maynard 


would someday feel motivated and self-confident 
enough to marry, forsaking the "confirmed bachelor" 
status he was settling into. Surely there was a chance 
for him yet .. . if only he'd meet just the right sort of 
attractive woman! (MR's early depiction of his 
friend 's insecurities vis·a ·vis females is given in #2 , in 
the January 2005 WTQissue.) 


In the end , it had turned out that Maynard 
couldn 't entertain Mlle. Latour at UC Davis after all , 
since he-a privileged member of the celebrated 
Bohemian Club-had signed up for a retreat session 
at the secluded Bohemian Grove that would take 
place during Chris 's remaining available time in the 
San Francisco Bay area. So MR brought Mlle. Latour 
to Davis himself-having persuaded Dr . Albert 
Winkler to show her around the campus and provide 
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a luncheon at his home. This inconvenience furnished 
another occasion for a resentful MR outburst: 


Look at the way you treated the Christiane matter! 
Telling me, her sponsor, that she must contact you, that 
she must contact Guyman [a UCD professor] on whom 
you tried to put her off! And all this after I had written 
you at length explaining our family relationships and 
why she naturally turned to us! You made it necessary 
for me to Drive all the way to Davis to see that she was 
properly entertained there. I said nothing then but I tell 
you now, I could hardly believe it. [7/26/55) 


(As it turned out, Amerine later managed to make up 
for this absence of expected gallantry by dining with 
Chris Latour before her return to France.) 


There were dinner parties galore on Mt. Eden. And 
to fill out some of the days, Barclay took Christiane 
to a few choice wineries. One was Hallcrest, near the 
town of Felton in the Santa Monica Mountains, 
where small amounts of pure Riesling were produced. 
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(Proprietor Chaffee Hall, an attorney , was one of the 
few California vintners MR approved of, though 
recognizing that this "gentleman" winegrower , quite 
unlike himself, rarely if ever did hands-on work in 
field or cellar.) 


To set up visits to Napa and Livermore valleys MR 
had written friendly letters to three of the four 
wineries whose wines, winemaking, and wine 
marketing practices MR had specifically attacked in 
his two April letters to Gomberg, leading to dis
cordant repercussions. (See # 9, 10, 11.) MR had 
made it clear that he himself wouldn't come-which 
doubtless made invitations likelier. Christiane and 
Barclay were graciously received at both Wente and 
Beaulieu. Apparently, though, John Daniel of 
Inglenook declined to respond to MR's overture, since 
in his otherwise friendly letter he had reiterated 
previous charges about wrongly labeled, and 
therefore misleading, Inglenook wines. 


MR wrote Amerine about these receptions , 
probably wanting to reassure his friend that once 
Quality Control came about , peace would surely 
descend on the California wine industry that he had 
recently roiled up. 


Herman Wente could hardly have been nicer to Barclay 
when he took Chris there. And the Marquise [de Pins , 
at Beaulieu] was most hospitable. Time will heal all 
things . Chris has told us of the hatred among the 
Burgundian growers generated by the fight there for 
their Appellation Controlee- which she says they 
fought to the bitter end. [7/26/55] 
A few letters indicate that MR, though impressed 


with Mlle. Latour's surname and family connection, 
was now disillusioned about her potential as a future 
business ally. (He scarcely anticipated, anyway , the 
strong future entry of females into the wine business, 
nor would he have ever believed they could succeed as 
fine winemakers.) Writing to Peter on Chris's last day 
with them, while she and Barclay were off again to 
Napa Valley, he remarked on Chris 's lack of genuine 
interest in wine or winegrowing; according to her, 
such apathy also characterized several young Latour 
boys, in line to take over the Latour enterprise 
someday. "They should be trained, and the interest 
should be developed even by now, " MR remarked , 
disapprovingly. (He likened children to grapevines 
that required explicitly designed pruning and shaping 
so as to achieve satisfactory production at maturity. 
Already he was impatient for the time- in what he 
hoped was not the distant future-when he could 
start instructing and educating as yet unborn 
grandsons about winegrowing.) Then waxing philo
sophical, he commented , "Nothing is really what you 
think it is once you get inside of [a family]. " [8/3/55] 
This had been true enough in his own birth family, 
and clearly Eleanor 's as well; and in the coming year 
he 'd again have to deal with an alarming rebellion 
starting up in his acquired family 's ranks. 


The farewell party put on for Christiane Latour at 
Mt. Eden included Burgess Meredith and visiting 
New York publisher Alfred Knopf. Hostess Eleanor 
kept steering the female guest of honor away from 
the kitchen. Although the young French woman 
always tried to help out, she had proved herself to be, 
as intra-familial correspondence shows, a domestic 
klutz-not to be trusted with fragile wine goblets and 
other prized dishware, and always apt to spill food 
and drink. As MR wrote to Peter right after her 
departure: 


Chris has gone and we have left only the scorched earth! 
There was a final dinner last Sunday for her .... It was 
really a great success but we had to virtually tie Chris 
to her chair. Every time she started to get up I said, 
"No, don't touch the salad plates-Eleanor has no place 







to put them as yet," etc. I could just see her sweeping 
them off the table with all the oil and vinegar going 
onto the rug! (8/4/55] 


The Rays must have sighed with relief when their 
hosting responsibilities ended. But the last dinner 
party did provide a memorable scene that ER could 
recount much later: 


Like Paul Masson, Martin usually dominated most talk 
at his table, possibly out of a sense of responsibility for 
keeping guests entertained. And he definitely resented 
it if someone cut in and tried to take over to any extent. 
(The only one ever to challenge him on this was Burgess 
Meredith .... As an actor he expected to occupy center 
stage and perpetually hold forth . After Martin had been 
talking for just too long, Burgess leaped to his feet and 
shouted, "Shut up! I want to talk!" Martin was stunned 
silly. But he thought it very funny, and let Burgess 
carry on. When this happened I glanced at Alfred 
Knopf, seated opposite Meredith, and he was so 
astonished that his eyeballs actually quivered!) 
[ Vineyards in the SkY, 1st edition, 1993, p. 268] 


Quality Control Gets Turned Over to UC Davis 


D
uring late June and July, while setting up and 
then supervising the social whirl he and 
Eleanor had arranged for Christiane Latour, 


Martin Ray was still negotiating with Louis Gomberg 
and, through him-he thought-with the Premium 
Wine Producers of California. He had also sent ample 
materials about his quality control agitations and 
proposals to Dr. Albert Winkler at UC Davis (see 
#12). The next step seems to have been agreed upon 
during a phone talk with Gomberg. Perhaps by then 
MR was weary of spending so much time and effort 
on the matter, particularly because of the waning 
possibility of getting prominent attention from the 
national press favorable to his grand QC cause (#13). 
It might not be so easy for him now to act upon his 
oft-expressed threat: to widely expose the member 
wineries ' deceptive practices should they reject 
quality control. 


In mid·July Louis Gomberg had sent a note to 
Martin Ray that picked up on MR's prior suggestion 
that Dr. Winkler be summoned to present his ideas to 
the PWP about establishing new QC rules, since 
Amerine had balked at getting involved. (This too 
was presented in #13.) 


Sorry for the delay in these advices. Contact has now 
been made with three of the four wineries concerned 
and they have all concurred in the suggestion that the 
matter be taken up with Dr. Winkler , as we discussed. 
(The fourth is away on a trip and won't be back for 
another 10 days or so but I am quite sure he would be 
inclined to go along with the other three.) Dr. Winkler , 
as you probably know, is regarded as the industry's 
chief advisor on such matters and I believe he would be 
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the logical starting point for initial consideration and 
evaluation of your plan . [7 /15/55] 


The news elicited soon afterwards this letter from 
MR to "My dear Lou": 


I am tremendously gratified that you have brought 
about the successful conclusion of this long and bitter 
fight. Great credit is due you . You have now given the 
growers a face-saving solution and you have placed the 
plan exactly where it should be , in the hands of the 
University .. .. It had been my original suggestion that 
Dr. Amerine should be the man , but, as you say , Dr . 
Winkler !§. regarded as the industry 's chief advisor on 
these matters, and there is no one to whom I would 
rather trust the future of the plan. 
As I have told you, I will withdraw from any direct 
participation in whatever negotiations your group may 
have with the University. It is now all in your hands. 
But the interest of a great number of consumers and 
retailers has been aroused , and I shall not permit this 
interest to die. When you have finally worked out your 
plan they will be ready and anxious to support it as a 
commendable achievement . It is these consumers and 
retailers who must support the higher prices that must 
inevitably come as a triumphant result of a Quality 
Control plan. When your group can give them straight 
unblended authentic varietals they will be willing to pay 
well for them, and you will have gone a long way toward 
meeting any threat of imports. The great European 
growths will always hold their own, but the lesser ones 
will gradually be forced out of our market , which is as 
it should be. 
Again, Lou, my heartfelt congratulations. [7 /17 /55] 


So as things stood now, Maynard Amerine had been 
dropped as a major player in the future quality 
control negotiations with Gomberg's PWP group. 


In a two·part letter that MR sent to Amerine 
toward the end of July there was this long paragraph. 
Obviously he assumed that Maynard had already 
received this Quality Control news from his colleague 
Albert Winkler. 


As you no doubt know, the long and bitter fight to gain 
recognition of Quality Control has been won! Gomberg 
was able to get his [PWP] growers to agree to take up 
the plan for study and consideration at once if I would 
turn the entire matter over to the University at Davis. 
The growers thus have a means of saving face and the 
plan will be in the hands of the University where I had 
all along intended it should be when it came time to 
actually write the plan and adopt means of enforcement. 
I have had a long talk with Dr. Winkler and turned over 
to him the portfolio of material assembled on Quality 
Control, and he has agreed to meet with the Premium 
Wine Growers and work out with them whatever is to 
be agreed upon for improvements required. I think that 
the way it has worked out is best. Perhaps it could 
never have been done in any other way. You and I have 
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turned up too many ill feelings among growers in our 
efforts to expose malpractices [sic] and bring on reform, 
and they would never have accepted either of us as 
direct sponsors of Quality Control , I realize now. But I, 
for one, am happy to have contributed my part. And it 
will be apparent to all who have known your work that 
you have from the first fought for the same principals 
[sic], even though you and I did not work together. Now 
let us both lend Dr. Winkler and the Growers all our 
support wherever we can say a good word for what they 
are undertaking . [7/26/55) 
A week earlier , MR had reported on the current 


conflict between him and Amerine in a letter to 
Boston wine retailer Russell S. Codman, showing he 
still hoped that ultimately his estranged friend would 
be brought back into preparing and instituting a 
viable QC plan. 


An Iced-Over Friendship 


M
artin Ray 's objections to Amerine 's surly 
behavior over . plans being made for 
Christiane Latour's impending visit had 


made just one more source of anger and disaffection 
between the two friends. But something even more 
drastic was going on withAmerine 's connection with 
Martin Ray. In that summertime of 1955, both the 
epistolary chatter and squabbles in the letters from 
MR to Maynard Amerine, whether or not they were 
connected with 1955 Wine Quality Control Fight, 
went mostly unanswered. 


Already in early May Amerine was realizing that 
he needed to separate himself both personally and 
professionally from the unseemly fracas that MR was 
intentionally stirring up. His position at UC Davis 
required maintaining good communications with 
wine industry people--€specially a rapport with 
winemakers who worked with him on research 
projects. He began noticing that the respectful and 
usually friendly enough standing that he had enjoyed 
among such people was disappearing. His own oft
stated goal of getting quality standards finally 
accepted and enacted among the premium wineries 
was inevitably linked up now with Martin Ray's 
current agitations . 


Here was the crux of the dispute between the two 
men: Did the goal, or end - finally introducing 
quality-control rules and enforcement procedures into 
the making and marketing of the wine industry's 
better wines-justify the rough tactics, or means, 
that Martin Ray was now forcefully employing, even 
threatening to blackmail reputations, to bring it all 
about? Amerine thought not. And he kept saying so 
to MR, who refused to consider, let alone 
countenance, that circumspect point of view. 


So at some point during the barrage ofletters from 
MR, Amerine told him over the telephone, that their 


long friendship now had to be suspended. He said he 
felt distraught that the winery people were now 
ostracizing him. Here is how Eleanor Ray in her 
memoir/biography of Martin Ray later told of the 
shocking body blow to the two men's long-enduring 
friendship 


Always in the past Maynard had backed Martin's efforts 
to perfect California 's wines , providing vital moral 
support and technical advice. Now, in the fracas Martin 
had created over trying to induce the "premium" 
wineries to accept quality-control measures , Maynard 
evidently felt that the vintners ' group considered him to 
be in collusion with Martin Ray. So one day Maynard 
telephoned Martin to say that all of them had stopped 
speaking to him. Consequently, he must put their 
relationship "on ice." Martin was thunderstruck , for he 
had not intended to involve Maynard personally in the 
conflict. [ Vineyards in the Sky, 1st edition, 1993, p. 372) 


After that, things could never again be the same 
between them. 


For some reason, MR felt motivated to compose an 
addendum to the letter to Maynard that he sent on 
July 26th (partially quoted in the previous subhead 
section). Typed on a separate page so that it could be 
private and more reproving. At the top MR had 
handwritten "NO COPIES TO ANYONE." 


My conversation with Lou Gomberg and with Dr. 
Winkler today , as covered by my letter to you on that 
subject today , clearly establishes that you have no 
grounds for ideas expressed to me today. [Emphasis 
added to indicate that this surely was the date when 
Amerine declared his intention to put their friendship 
"on ice"; the earlier part of the letter had been written 
beforehand.] Everyone involved knows that you refused 
to support me and if this bothers you[,] you have no one 
to blame but yourself. I told you repeatedly that YQJ! 


should be the one making the fight and I literally 
begged you to alter your stand. Your attitude should 
have been that taken by Dr. Winkler. And I ask you 
again to forget your hurts and support the cause you 
have so long championed. Actually the industry would 
no more have accepted you than me, and for precisely 
the same reasons, and you are naive if you think so. I 
should have realized this just as you should have. But 
you should be proud of all you have done that has 
nettled some of the growers for you were right. I am 
proud of the part I have played , and the feelings of those 
who have opposed me bother me not at all. Actually 
they are turning, slowly perhaps , to a new and healthy 
feeling of respect for me .... However else some may feel 
about you, all respect you. Isn't that better than sticky 
sugar drops? I say that we have both accomplished a 
great deal and I believe it mad for you to say you are 
ruined or that I have in any way altered anyone's 
feelings about you. You are not well, you made a 
mistake and now you are acting like a child, 







exagerating [sic.l the ills of your position , denying the 
friendships which are your most valuable possessions 
and blaming it all upon somebody else ... . 
And now I tell you, Maynard, I shall continue to regard 
you as our dear friend. If you wish to be hostile you 
have turned against the basic philosophy you have 
supported for 20 years and I think you should have rest 
and reconsider . [7 /26/55] 
There 's a curious document in the collection of the 


Amerine-MR/ER correspondence in the Ray Papers 
at UC Davis: the originalletter quoted above. There 
are fold marks, showing it had gone through the mail 
in an envelope. And upon the left margin of this 
letter someone with a pen had set down a succession 
of question and exclamation marks , increasingly in 
multiples (e.g ., !?! and ???)-and identical to ones MA 
had previously made in hand written postcards and 
letters he 'd sent to the Rays. So these were his 
comments on the contents ofMR 's tell-off letter . He 'd 
responded to it only in this way , sending it back to its 
source-for what good would ever come from any 
arguing back against these professional and personal 
attacks? 


And several weeks later , when MR wrote again to 
Dr. Winkler at Gomberg 's behest, delegating to him 
the resolution of the controversial situation he had 
engendered, he made no explicit suggestion of 
enlisting Amerine as well in the work ahead. 


Lou Gomberg has asked me to confirm to you the 
understanding between us relative to the proposed 
Quality Control which his Premium Winegrowers group 
has agreed to consider under your sponsorship . I asked 
Lou to write you a letter inviting you to appear before 
his group for a discussion of your ideas on Quality 
Control. He agreed to do so. It was my idea and 
understanding that this might be the beginning of a 
series of meetings between you as a study of the subject 
proceeded supported by University research and a 
practical considera tion of the position of the growers. 
Lou tells me he would like for his group your opinion 
and evaluation of Quali ty Control as you visualize it. 
My interest in the matter has been turned over to you. 
All of you concerned know the suggestions I have made. 
I purposely confined and limited them because of the 
circumstances involved and to facilitate the agreement 
which we have reached. I wish to make it clear that 
beyond this I intend to support fully whatever you may 
propose , having the fullest confidence that a maximum 
good will be achieved for all. I believe that the Univer
sity is the only logical and qualified authority . I think it 
best that you proceed in the undertaking without 
consultation with me further . And I propose the same to 
the growers . They have my assurance herewith that I 
will accept and support all that agreed between you. 
I presume that any written reports will be available not 
only to the members of Lou's group but to prospective 
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members as well. In such case I would like to receive 
copies of any such reports as I have said that on the day 
Quality Control becomes a reality I will request 
membership in the group accepting it. 
It is my hope that within a year the agreed upon 
controls may be written and accepted, in which case it 
would not be too much to hope for a wide line of 
varietals being available in the market , all under the 
label of QUALITY CONTROL within five years . With this 
in mind I will shortly advise those who have supported 
and followed my efforts to bring this about that it is now 
all in the hands of the University and the growers ... 
and that I have these hopes. I refer to a large group 
both within and without the actual trade. 
Thanking you for your sincere consideration of all 
involved- [8/11/55] 
Finally feeling relieved now of constantly and 


ardently manning his chosen battle post , Martin Ray 
could begin devoting far more attention again to his 
beloved vineyards , where the grapes were fast 
ripening. The sugar and acid in the Pinot Noir grapes 
were ready for initiating the Madame Pinot 
champagne cuvee. 


In a letter to Angelo Pellegrini written three days 
earlier, MR reported how the PWP members had in 
effect denied a place for the eminent UC Davis 
enologist in any discussion or planning for quality 
control. 


Because of Amerine 's stand over the years against the 
very things I have been trying to eliminate , the growers 
specified it must be Dr . Winkler , Amerine 's boss , with 
whom they would work. I fear Maynard has been hurt, 
but I guess he will get over it. [8/8/55] 
MR was also guessing - hoping - that the ice 


treatment that Amerine had applied to their once 
warm friendship could get melted away over time , 
helped by some assiduous letter writing in which he 'd 
try to avoid any mention of the QC battle . 


An Inconvenient and Suspect Intrusion 


The Rays wanted to believe, of course, that 
Maynard's putting their friendship "on ice" 
meant only a temporary hiatus in their intimate 


relations with him ; that when all the brouhaha over 
quality control quieted down , they 'd be back together 
as the old, comfortably familiar threesome . So for the 
remainder of 1955 from time to time they sent 
Amerine regular reports on their activities , asked 
questions , and issued invitations , hoping to 
eventually lure him back into their lair . Following a 
one·pager in August, MR still reined himself in ; his 
letters to MA were limited to two pages each in 
September , October , and November . They may , 
though , have sometimes been accompanied by copies 
made of other people 's letters that praised the Martin 
Ray wines . 
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In September MR's letter contained two para· 
graphs reporting on the ambitious young local 
winemaker , Dan Wheeler , who was farming a vine· 
yard property in the Santa Cruz Mountains , owned 
by Dr. Schermerhorn, Chaffee Hall's physician 
brother-in-law, and who was now bonding his winery . 
MR said he had previously provided Wheeler with 
instructions on proper vine pruning, but it hadn't 
been properly carried out. Also, as a vintner who 
loathed encountering any traces of sulfur in wine and 
refused to use it as a sterilizer and stabilizer, MR 
reported this of Wheeler to Maynard: 


He is a nut on sulphur. And despite his very casual and 
quiet manner he is a very determined character, with a 
wife backing him up who is more determined .... The 
last time he was here he told me our Madame Pinot 
Champagne has too much sulphur in it! Since it could 
not possibly have any detectable amount in it in 
springtime , I challenged him but with no apparent 
success. So I asked him to ask you how small an amount 
you can detect in a wine . [Minuscule amounts of sulfur 
in MR's wines could have come from his having sulfur
dusted immature grapes in springtime to prevent 
mildew, or from his having burned sulfur sticks within 
barrels to sterilize them for reuse , though they 'd be well 
rinsed out.] 
Over the years, MR frequently disparaged the 


wines, practices, and integrity of other vintners, 
whether well established ones or young aspirants. So 
it 's nice to see more generosity of spirit here in his 
encouraging Maynard to meet with Dan Wheeler: "I 
rather believe he will listen to you if you are so 
inclined .. .. I would like very much to see the 
Wheelers make a go of that thing and I hope that you 
can steer them where they need help." [9/9/55] 


In the following month MR's letter to Amerine 
started out with this: 


We had a very good vintage, getting the Pinot Noir and 
Cabernet Sauvignon off with full sugar and high 
acidity. And the Chardonnay , too, seems very good. 
Sales continue splendid and it is all we can do to get the 
orders out , now with Will [MR's nephew] gone. You 
know, he went back into the Army! His brother Jim 
finally got his PhD , I probably told you . [Earlier, before 
he married Eleanor , MR had hoped that these two sons 
of his oldest brother Al (Alpheus) , who as boys and 
young men had periodically worked for him, at both 
Paul Masson and Mt. Eden, would eventually take 
active roles in his winemaking enterprise.] Anyway , 
Barclay is coming home this week end with a friend so 
that we can have a Champagne bottling. 


What he then told Maynard in detail was weirdly 
disquieting. 


But what I am writing you about is a long inspection 
that we have been having. The Inspector just left and I 
thought I should write you about it. As a result of my 


Quality Control activities a special inspector was sent 
down with instructions to tear everything apart and 
find everything possible. They proceeded on the 
assumption that since all the wines made before the 
Kew period were owned by Ray & Company and they 
were sold to a newly formed corporation, Martin Ray, 
Inc. , the latter and present Company has no right to 
Vintage any of them. [These business arrangements , 
initiated by MR in 1949 with the Kew family because of 
Elsie's illness , were discussed in the July and October 
2005 issues of WTQ.] But I was able to establish that 
they were sold in original containers and were not in 
any way treated and so it was I who saved the right to 
vintage them. They found that I am overfilling our 
bottles, as I have always known , and I rather disarmed 
them by writing them a letter on the spot admitting the 
practice as far back as 1936 and giving reasons and 
calling attention that several inspectors have in the 
past discussed this with me . I asked that they let me 
pay a tax on the sales during the life of this 
Corporation, on the few cc's overage shown by 
measuring the actual fill. It comes to perhaps $9. They 
set up a little Chem Lab in the kitchen and ran alcohols 
on all our wines. It cost us a fortune on so many small 
lots . 


No doubt when MR conveyed the next piece of news 
to Maynard he appreciated the irony involved. 


But they could find over 14% in only one wine-the 
Amerine Cuvee of the Pinot Noir 1951 vintage. [This 
wine resulted from Maynard's having undertaken to 
vintage, with novice Peter's assistance , MR's very ripe, 
high-Brix Pinot noir grapes during the Rays ' wedding 
trip that September, as told toward the end of#4.l They 
made a great deal of talk about this, despite the fact 
there was only three barrels of this particular wine. And 
samples were taken to their Chemist in San Francisco 
and today the inspector was at the same subject again. 
He took the card and I had not mentioned your name to 
him in any way . Only I saw him make note of your 
name. Nothing has been said about you or why your 
name is on the card. After all, there is no reason to 
attach any importance to it. But it may arise and I 
wanted you to know that they have the card and have 
made note of your name. I am to have a hearing. They 
say I should have cut the sugar with water! I told them 
I would not discuss it before the hearing. 


He had still more to say that he thought would 
interest Maynard. 


After a long investigation they have been able to find 
nothing to pin on us other than the insignificant tax 
that may be levied on me for overfilling and the three 
barrels of 1951 Pinot Nair which showed 14% alcohol. 
And on the last , I have a previous inspector's word that 
their chemist had never yet found a wine analysed as 
14o/o-he always reports excessive alcohols on table 
wines merely as 13.9 plus . And the inspector changed 







the card to so read in his own handwriting . I still have 
that card! But they trumped up something that may 
cost me about $2,000. They are arbitrarily determining 
that, since Ray & Company made certain of our present 
(pre Kew wines) inventory and it was transfe1Ted to the 
new company, Martin Ray, Inc., this constitutes being 
in the business of buying and selling wines not made by 
us. For this I had no license. And the special stamp tax 
amounts to $250 per year for conducting such a 
business. This, with penalties , amounts to about $2,000! 
MR felt confident now in identifying for Amerine 


the person behind this time-consuming and costly 
intrusion into his cellar and the wines it contained in 
barrels and bottles. 


The inspector told me on the side that his investigation 
came as a result of a letter written by Frank Schoon· 
maker to his friend John Huntington , the Deputy Chief 
of the A&T Unit [Alcohol Tax and Tobacco Dept] in 
Washington! Perhaps knowing this is not worth $2,000 
exactly. But it is always good to know what brings on 
evil acts. Now, in case I am asked to explain what your 
name on the card means , I will say that it was an 
honorary thing-I was not well enough at the time to 
have the vintage, you were visiting us and directed our 
son briefly in the making of that small token vintage. If 
you wish me to say otherwise, I will. [10/23/55] 
(Schoonmaker's officious and venomous letter to 


MR sent earlier, in July , and the latter 's forceful 
reply to it, were covered in #13.) 


It 's intriguing to find the apparent derivation of 
this investigation in a letter that Eleanor wrote to 
her son Peter almost a year later . Dan Wheeler with 
his wife and four children had just visited the Rays 
for dinner on Mt. Eden-finall y departing at 3:30 
a.m. ER first mentioned that Rusty would again be 
buying Chardonnay grapes from Wheeler . 


Next year our own Chardonnay will be coming in 
sufficient quantity . But we're not telling them [the 
Wheelers] they are for our own use , but for a friend. We 
can't have Wheeler telling people in the industry we get 
any grapes from him. 
ER 's comment shows how MR didn 't ever want 


other people-whether vintners , wine writers, or 
customers-to know that some of his wines actually 
were made from grapes that he had not grown, 
despite his claims that they'd originated in his own 
vineyards. Moreover , she then gave an instance of 
why . "Incidentally," she wrote , "it was Wheeler who 
started all that trouble we had over excess alcohol , 
etc." 


The Rays heard from Dan Wheeler that in the 
previous year, when he invited various winery 
owners to his place and given out samplings of wines 
made from his vineyard grapes, Robert Monda vi , who 
had been there, asked to take some Martin Ray wine 
away with him to "analyze. " Having then judged it 
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high in alcohol , and doubtless still angry over MR's 
attacks on Krug 's and other wineries' blended 
varietals, he turned the wine over to Frank Schoon· 
maker, probably knowing he'd do something drastic 
with it. 


. . . and Wheeler says Frankie-the-Schoon [the Rays' 
epithet for Schoonmaker] simply went wild!! This is just 
what he wanted , wrote the gov't. a letter on this , stirred 
up all our trouble . So you see this is how a person can 
cause one hell of a lot of trouble. Wheeler may or may 
not have intended this, but he buddies around with 
Mondavi, Goulet of Almaden .. . and it's my own 
personal opinion that he is no friend of ours , is the kind 
of fellow who is trying to get in good with these more 
established men and wineries by feeding them with 
material they can use about us. [9/5/56] 
No wonder MR often declared that he was singled 


out for persecution from organizations or individuals 
in the wine industry. After all, sometimes paranoidal 
inclinations and ideation can be based on adverse 
real-life experiences. 


Disillusionment Sets In 


N
ow that the responsibility for discussing the 
desirability and logistics of setting up a quality 
control plan was going to be handled by the 


University of California at Davis, in the person of Dr. 
Albert Winkler, MR thought he could relax more in 
the back seat. Still, there was something disquieting 
about what Louis Gomberg had written to him when 
wishing to clarify the circumstances of the 
willingness of members of the Premium Wine 
Producers of California to summon Winkler . 


In mid-August Gomberg sent a rather cautionary, 
and even foreboding, note to MR , letting him know 
that only four winery proprietors or their rep· 
resentatives, not the entire PWP membership, had 
invited Dr. Winkler of UC Davis to present ideas for 
a QC program. 


Dr. Winkler is most welcome to attend and address any 
of the meetings of the Premium Wine Producers of 
California, on the subject of quality control or any other 
subject of his choosing. The group of four wineries (BV, 
Inglenook, Krug and Wente) to which your original 
remarks [i.e., the April and May letters] were addressed 
is the group that confirmed my suggestion that the 
matter be referred to Dr. Winkler for study. I have no 
official connection with these four wineries. Our 
relations have been and are entirely informal, which 
brings me to the second point : The Premium Wine 
Producers of California, as such , has not as yet 
considered your plan , nor has it had any part in any of 
the negotiations up to this time. This is the organization 
of which I am the Secretary-Treasurer. [8/15/55] 
Though no longer in the QC forefront, inevitably 


MR kept wondering about what was currently 
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happening to advance his great cause. When he 
called Dr. Winkler in early autumn and learned that 
he hadn't been asked yet to come to a PWP meeting 
at which he could present his ideas about creating 
and enforcing quality control within the membership 
ranks , thereby to move toward growing, making, and 
marketing better and honestly labeled varietal wines. 
At this , MR concluded that he had been cleverly 
outmaneuvered and hoodwinked by the Premium 
Wine Producers---or, even more likely , the California 
Wine Institute. Not only did it provide the meeting 
place , but it also had become the new organization 's 
sponsor. It was apparent to MR that for all 
Gomberg's clear personal interest in and probable 
approval of his ideas for quality control (per his 
earlier letters to MR and MR's reports on their phone 
conversations), LG himself was basically a hireling; 
he was not empowered to force anything upon the 
membership that they didn't want. 


So by late October , MR was sharing his downright 
suspicions with Angelo Pellegrini. And after giving 
him news about dismal decisions recently made 
among wine producers , he railed against the actions 
of persons in the wine industry who 'd brought about 
the government inspectors' recent intrusion and 
fines-which repeated similar adverse experiences of 
his at Masson years before, and also set down what 
he 'd report to Amerine on the following day. 


The growers double crossed me. After I turned the 
Quality Control portfolio over to Dr. Winkler , they 
stalled and stalled and have done exactly nothing. But 
they have , through the Technical Advisory Committee 
of the Wine Institute voted unanimously to permit 
wines to be vintaged even though they not be 100% of a 
given year, just as varietals can be called whatever 
variety they may use to make up 51% of the wine! They 
think they have me licked, but they haven 't. Shortly I 
shall make a further move. In the mean time , just in 
case you think they are not both malicious and 
determined to fight my efforts for reform , they have 
caused the Government to fall upon me in determined 
search for some cause they can use to bring me to 
grief.. .. The inspector admitted to me he had 
instructions to "Find anything he could that I am doing 
that they can bring against me." What they do not know 
is that they cannot find anything beyond trivia and I 
am able and prepared to hold my own. When I fought 
the growers before they did exactly the same thing and 
it went on for two years. Until we can remove the 
criminal element from our industry , this thing will be 
turned on anyone that opposes them. 
Then MR voiced the same bilious opinions about 


the other wine men he 'd begun expressing much 
earlier to both Julian Street and Maynard 
Amerine-and added a tantalizing condemnatory 
tidbit. 


It is interesting to realize that the public in general 
when viewing our growers think of them as such fine 
men. Little do they know them. These chaps with which 
I am concerned are hard babies and they stop at 
nothing. In my recent research into the history of one of 
them I learned that he had been caught red handed 
putting into one of the best known and most respected 
California brandies he makes a substance forbidden by 
law but which gives it the taste and nose of an older 
spirit. [ER later scribbled something illegible in the 
margin that identified the man.l He was forbidden ever 
again to set foot on a bonded premise. But he got out of 
it and no one ever heard of it. He was the same man 
who had used a deadly poison to preserve his wines and 
was caught at that some years ago. My information 
came from the Government Inspector who had all the 
facts . 
Well , it's a great life , if you don't weaken! [10/22/55] 
One is always apt to wonder to what degree MR's 


persistent paranoia distorted his perception and 
reporting . However, there surely is some factual 
truth in what he had written now to both Amerine 
and Pellegrini, and also told other people at this and 
other times about various industry abuses and 
persecutions. 


Andre L. Simon 


O
n the same day that MR composed the above 
letter to Pellegrini , indicating that he might be 
launching another one of his vehement volleys, 


MR wrote to the influential international wine 
authority Andre Simon , letting him know of the 
stalemate, or rather reversal , in QC progress. 


Our very successful vintage now being over , I can 
answer your welcome letter of September 12, and give 
you a recent report on the status of my Quality Control 
fight. When last I wrote you I felt gratified at having 
turned over all material to Dr. Winkler of the 
University of California, as proposed by leaders of the 
Premium Wine group through Louis Gomberg .... 
However, after all seemed promisingly settled , and I 
wrote Gomberg congratulating him on the part he had 
played in bringing this about, he wrote me on August 
15th a letter clearly exposing the insincerity of the 
group 's leaders, for as you know from copies of my 
previous letters sent you, I at no time addressed my 
industry proposals to them individually but to them as 
a group. 
So you see their move was merely a tactical maneuver 
pulled so as to get me removed from the picture, and 
thus, with pressure off, they could rest assured that the 
matter was sidestepped. They have made no contact 
with Dr. Winkler whatsoever , and thus he has not been 
asked officially to work out any Quality Control plan or 
do anything. 
But you can be sure that I don 't intend to let the matter 







rest here. Shortly I shall give them another blast , if the 
inactivity continues , and send copies to the trade and to 
all individuals on my list interested in fine wine. 
I know you would be interested to hear of the industry 's 
latest effort, through the Wine Institute , to degrade our 
standards . It was proposed that it no longer be 
necessary to have a vintage wine 100% from a given 
year, but allow a small percentage of blend . This 
proposal met with no objections whatsoever , and it was 
given to a sub-committee [the TAC] to work out . Now, 
I suppose , it will become law before long . At this same 
meeting they turned down a suggestion that the 
minimum percentage of varietals in a vintage table 
wine be increased from 51 to 75 percent; the 
subcommittee after discussion reported that the wine 
industry was not ready at this time for such a move. 
Through all the years of California viticultural history 
they are never ready to move forward , but are always 
ready to go backwards- and instantly! [The meeting 
referred to was that of the Wine Institute 's Technical 
Advisory Committee, on 5 August 1955, and MR 
mentioned the same two decisions in his letter to 
Pellegrini.] 
MR now set down what he hoped Andre Simon 


would do , and said why . As progenitor of the Wine 
and Food Society , with multiple active branches in 
various cities, Simon's support of quality control 
measures in an article to be published in a future 
issue of the Wine and Food newsletter might work 
wonders in rousing wine connoisseurs to join MR's 
embattled stance. 


I tell you what goes on here in the hopes that you as 
leader of the largest group of wine enthusiasts in the 
world can make your magazine readers conscious of the 
tremendous pressures being exerted over the years to 
devaluate all label names , standards and practices in 
the California industry. For it is only through public 
education and public demand that our evils will be 
eliminated. Most of our wineries still are run by 
Prohibition 's bootleggers or their descendants , and they 
reflect still the thinking of that era , when the whole 
idea was to get by with all they could. They all drink 
spirits, not wine , and not having an y idea of what a fine 
wine should taste like they assume in their ignorance 
that nobody else can judge , either . [Since MR didn 't 
socialize with other winery owners and winemakers , 
this wholesale assertion, of course, seems absurdly 
unjustifiable.] Their entire efforts are expended in 
making quality claims, spending vast sums to this end . 
And unfortunately they have gotten by with their false 
claims for the most part , for many years. But I am 
greatly encouraged by the great number of people 
interested in learning about wines , today , and really 
believe that we are going to make progress in eliminat
ing these evils , as more and more people become aware 
of the situation , and demand better wines. 
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Some concerted stand must be taken against 
malpractices in the industry , by recognizable groups of 
people . So far , for twenty years , I've never found one 
individual to stand with me in a fight for quality, 
believe it or not . [MR had clearly given up on Amerine 
by now. But also Amerine , as he 'd pointed out to him , 
was not "Qf the industry ."] In the late '30s I hired a 
group oflawyers to fight personally against the proposal 
to allow champagne to be made by the bulk process , but 
lost the fight. Now the law allows them to say 
"Naturally fermented in bulk "! Of course our sparkling 
wine over here should not even be called champagne, I 
always avoided it by merely labeling mine "Extra Dry " 
but soon a law was enacted making it compulsory to 
label any sparkling wine champagne . Gradually, like 
termites, these fellows eat away the meaning of all 
terms, all designations of quality , unless we put on a 
really effective war against them. [10/22/55] 
With or without any help from Andre Simon , 


Martin Ray was going back into the battle for wine 
quality control as its fitting standard bearer. 


[To be continued] 
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[UNDER THE CORK TREE] 


"It was his favorite tree and he would sit in its shade all day and smell the flowers." 


FROM: The Story of Ferdinand (See "News & Notes ," p.3) 
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HOW CALIFORNIA GOT IT$ FIRST GREAT WINE BOOK : 


EDWARD BOSQUI'S GRAPES AND GRAPE VINES OF CALIFORNIA, 1877 


by Marvin Collins 


T
he wind was stripping the last of the leaves from the boulevards of the nation 's Capitol when California 
boomer and professional journalist Charles A. Wetmore invited a fellow reporter to examine some 
remarkable samples of printing freshly arrived from the West Coast. Wetmore hoped that his colleague 


would find the work at hand of sufficient interest to spin off a short story , but the writer from the National 
Republican noted that "the excellence of the enterprise merits more than ordinary notice " and wrote a piece 
paraphrasing everything that his friend had told him. 


The next day the Repubh"can ran the story a dozen column inches, and the day after Wetmore responded with 
a letter to the editor which was published. Soon after , Charles included both the article and the letter in a packet 
of dispatches to his employer, the San Francisco Alta Caliform·a, who printed the story of the samples front and 
center on page one December 9, 1877 , and the letter inside the following day. Below is a transcription of the 
article. 


A Rare Work Of Art. 
Grapes and Grape Vines-of Caliform ·a, Illustrated. 


from the National Republican, Washington D. C. 


We have seen at the office of Charles A. Wetmore , 
correspondent of the Alta Caliform·a, advance 


proof sheets and plates of a rare work of art now in 
the process of publication. It is entitled Grapes and 
Grape Vines of California and is being published 
under the auspices of the California State Vini· 
cultural Association , by Edward Bosqui & Co. of San 
Francisco. Mr. Wetmore , who has , among other 
pursuits outside of journalism , been a devoted friend 
to the vinicultural interests of his State , has been 
requested by the publishers to superintend the work 
of obtaining subscriptions and to make the necessary 
arrangements to afford lovers of art an opportunity to 
subscribe. The excellence of the enterprise merits 
more than ordinary notice. 


The publication has been in part suggested by 
works of a similar character which have appeared in 
Europe in the past quarter century , where they are 
valued both in an utilitarian and aesthetic sense , 


useful to those engaged in the culture of grapes and 
the production of wines , useful to the naturalist , and 
attractive to amateurs in art. Victor Rendu 's Ampel· 
ografie Franc;:aise and the Ampelografie Rhenane 
were devoted to the views of an entire country or 
region . Others were local , relating to single viti
cultural districts. Such works being limited in 
editions, are greatly prized by art collectors as well as 
viniculturalists, and by all who admire the luxurious 
beauty of the grape , when illustrated true to Nature 
in all its wealth of variety in form , cluster , foliage and 
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color. Such a work , illustrating the beauty and 
peculiarities of grape vines propagated in California 
has been also suggested by reason of the fact that all 
the best· known varieties of the world flourish, pro· 
ducing clusters of grapes superior in beauty and size 
to the clusters in their native homes in Germany , 
Hungary , Sicily , Spain and Portugal. By change of 
climate and soil certain peculiarities are developed 
which characterize the vine in California , to illustrate 
which has a value in science as well as art. 


There are growing in California more than 40 
million bearing vines , distributed in districts 
scattered within an area of 700 miles north and 
south, 100 miles east and west , in valleys , plains , on 
foothills and mountains , in rich variegated loam, and 
in dry , gravelly soils. Each of these districts have 
marked characteristics. The varieties cultivated are 
very numerous, beginning with the Mission grape , a 
purple berry , formerly produced in abundance by the 
early Franciscan fathers , and afterward propagated 
extensively , and continuing through a long list of 300 
foreign varieties, introduced by Agostin Haraszthy, 
under the auspices of the State Government, early in 
the history of California 's industry . The grape has 
become a staple production, being certain to yield its 
crop in all years in dry and wet seasons. 


The California State Vinicultural Association , 
some time ago employed an artist , Ms. Hannah 
Millard , to produce, in watercolors , illustrations of 
leading varieties of grapes. This she was instructed 
to do with a view to the attainment of the utmost 
accurncy and truth to nature , and to visit the 
vineyards and the various vine-growing sections of 
the state at the season of the vintage, with special 
instructions to make the paintings on the spot , each 
embracing an entire selected cluster, a portion of the 
wood, and two leaves - the one showing the upper 
and the other the under side. She was directed to 
choose for delineation an average cluster in each 
case , in order that the illustrations might convey no 
false or exaggerated impressions. She devoted herself 
patiently to this work for two years, carefully and 
conscientiously following her instructions. 


The pictures produced are in every case exact 
copies from nature, exhibiting the fruit , stem and 
leaves in their natural size, colors, and with all their 
characteristic marks. Her illustrations do not rep· 
resent exceptionally fine clusters , yet it is a matter of 
much surprise to those who are familiar with the 
same varieties as they are produced in Europe to 
notice that they produce, when propagated in the 
warm soils and sunlight of California , fruit sur
passing both in cluster and berry what is usually 
seen in the regions from whence they were trans· 
planted . 


After this collection had been nearly completed , 


Edward Bosqui and Company , of San Francisco, 
printers and lithographers , undertook at their own 
risk to publish a serial work , giving text descriptions 
of the vine in California and oleograph plates , being 
exact reproductions of the watercolors prepared for 
the vinicultural association. The design of the work is 
very costly, the estimated expense of producing the 
limited edition of 500 copies , with 20 varieties of 
grapes illustrated, being $25 ,000 ; $12,000 have 
already been expended before the use of the first 
number , and only four of the plates are completed , 
and two more nearly completed. Mr. Bosqui was 
fortunate in being able to secure the services of the 
artist , Mr. William Harring , who formerly was 
leading artist in Prang 's chroma establishment. An 
idea of the great labor and difficulty in producing the 
oleographic plates in the highest possible degree of 
art, which has been aimed at , may be conceived by 
mention of some of the details. The drawings are 
made upon stone , which is brought from Bavaria , and 
by a preparation of the surface , the etching is 
accomplished with acid. Each separate color, tint and 
shade requires a separate stone and drawing and a 
separate impression of the plate on the press. We are 
told that the plate illustrating the Johannisberg 
Riesling , a light green grape , is the product of 28 
impressions from as many stones and drawings. To 
produce in this way 500 copies of this one plate 
requires 14,000 impressions , and to complete the 500 
copies of 20 plates will require more than 250,000 . . 
1mpress10ns . 


All this work must be done so carefully that it is a 
work of much time and labor and cannot be hastened 
by employing men to relieve those skilled and in 
charge. Mr. Harring devotes all his time to the 
drawings which he executes himself. He has already 
made 160 drawings in producing the first four 
complete plates and two now incomplete . 


The completed illustrations , of which we have seen 
proofs in the portfolio brought to this city , are of the 
Muscat of Alexandria , Flame Tokay , Johannisberg 
Riesling and Chasselas Rose. An unfinished proof of 
the Mission grape was with the collection. 


The work will appear in ten numbers being issued 
to private subscribers only , two plates with each 
number, the whole to be completed within the next 
twelve to fourteen months . In order to preserve the 
artistic merit of the publication , the edition is to be 
limited and as soon as completed , the stones and 
plates will be destroyed .. o separate numbers will be 
sold. The style of the work in typography will be 
similar to the Art Journal . Each illustration suitable 
for binding with the work , or as will probably be more 
general , for framing as a picture is about 14 by 18 
inches in size. 


The first number will be issued sometime during 







this month , and the two following in December and 
February. After that they will appear as rapidly as 
the work can be completed . The first number will 
contain illustrations of the Mission and J ohannisberg 
varieties with text descriptio ns and prefatory 
remarks . Competent artists who examined the work 
so far as it is completed are quite enthusiastic in its 
praise , and say that nothing of the kind has ever been 
produced , either in this countr y or elsewhere , 
superior or even equal in merit . [Irving M. Scott and 
Virgil Williams wrote: We unhesitatingly pronounce 
the work to be accurate copies of the original water
color drawings , and consider them among the most 
successful efforts of oleographic art ever produced in 
Europe or America. The bloom , the delicate warmth , 
and transparent glow of the natural clusters are 
rendered with wonderful fidelity to nature . ..J 


It is a matter for California to be proud of, that so 
young a state has already resources for producing 
such oleographic plates and the success of the 
enterprise redounds to the credit of the Pacific Coast 
as well as to the daring energy of the publishers." 


The article was a public relations man 's dream . 
Wetmore , who for several years had been champion· 
ing the emerging wine industry of his native state , 
used the occasion of the article to promote not the 
ampelography but the interest that had engendered 
it . He chose the moment as the pulpit from which to 
preach his doctrine of Native Wines . 


"To Editor Washington National Repubh"can: In 
your notice of the work on "Grapes and Grape Vines " 
of California , you paid me the compliment in saying 
that I have been a devoted friend of the vinicultural 
interests of my State. It is true that I have done 
something in the effort to overcome the senseless 
prejudice which Americans have generally against 
native wines ; but nothing practical will be accom· 
plished till American wine-drinkers fairly test the 
merits of California wines by purchasing and con· 
suming the best productions under their honest 
labels. The average production of California wines is 
about nine million gallons annually , and constantly 
increasing, excepting this year , on account of 
exceptional causes. This great quantity is nearly all 
consumed on this side of the Rocky Mountains , only 
limited portion of the best samples being exported ; 
some to Australia and some to Europe .... .It is true 
that only a portion of the California wines are 
suitable without mixing and blending for ordinary 
consumption ; yet this is true of all countries. The 
ordinary California wine is better than the ordinary 
beverage of France or Spain ; but to the public the 
excellent varieties will never be known until the 
prejudice against a native product is overcome ." 


The balance of his letter is in praise and promotion 
of I. Landsberger & Co. Eclipse Extra Drv Cham· 
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pagne , made by his friendArpad Haraszthy, describ· 
ing its lower price and its freedom from added spirits 
and resulting headaches . 


"My advice to wine-drinkers is drink the best 
native wines, pure articles , save money, and save 
headache. Then they may also be sure that the 
quality of wine will rapidly improve , viniculturists 
being so encouraged. " 
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Wet mor e in Washin gt on 


B
y what confluence of events did a thirty -year· 
old reporter bring national attention to a seem· 
ingly esoteric work illustrating and describing 


winegrapes? Wetmore had gone to Washington the 
year before as the national political correspondent for 
the Alta , but had also tucked into his portfolio his 
deep interest in California viticulture. 


In April 1877, he had hosted a luncheon and 
tasting of the still and sparkling wines of San Fran· 
cisco's Isidor Landsberger & Co. at D.C.'s toney 
Wormley's Hotel. His guests were prominent journal· 
ists and wine connoisseurs who listened while 
Charles spoke at length about the burgeoning wine 
business on the Pacific Slope . The afternoon event 
had been covered by both the Evemng Star and the 
Sunday Herald and had established his reputation as 
a wineman of considerable knowledge. He took pains 
in the promotion of Landsberger's Eclipse Cham· 
pagne in the press and to dealers and restaurants, 
which he held up as an article of great achievement. 


Bohemian Club Conn ection 


W
etmore was a founding member of the 
Bohemian Club in San Francisco , chartered 
by and for journalists who despaired of the 


rough and ready post·gold ·rush sensibility that 
passed for West Coast culture in 1872. Within a year 
the rolls expanded to included painters, composers 
and literary men, and Arp ad Haraszthy and Edward 
Bosqui were among those brought into the fold. 


'Arp ad , the son of Agostin Haraszthy , had appren
ticed in sparkling wine at Epernay , and while in 
France had sent an excellent series of letters on 
European winemaking to the Overland Monthly. 
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After great and costly difficulties in producing a 
reliable sparkling product for his father 's Buena 
Vista Vinicultural Association , he finally tamed the 
high sugar non-Burgundian grapes he had to work 
with and released the acclaimed Eclipse Champagne 
through the house of his partner and financial 
backer , commission merchant and wine dealer Isidor 
Landsberger . Haraszthy soon became a prominent 
member of the California State Vinicultural Associa· 
tion set up to fight unfair taxes on alcohol and to 
push for legislation friendly to the industr y. In 1880 
Arp ad became a commissioner and president of the 
State Board of Viticultural Commissioners. 


While Charles Wetmore had an earl y experience 
with wine growing through famil y friend Elias 
Lyman Beard in Mission San Jose , Haraszthy and 
Landsberger would mentor his entree into the 
profession. There can be no doubt that Arpad 's 
European tour and correspondence would be the 
model for Wetmore 's own Letters from France in 
1878 and '79. And there can be no doubt that a 
rising journalist with a nationally recognized name 
would be a great asset to the Vinicultural Association 
in getting the word out about the wonders coming 
from California. Wetmore 's activity in Washington 
was positioning this man of boundless energy for his 
next great step , being named in 1880 as the Chief 
Executive Officer of the State Board of Viticultural 
Commissioners . 


Edward Bosqui 


Fellow Bohemian Edward Bosqui had arrived in 
California in 1850 , finding first employment in 
the banking house of Palmer , Cook & Co., and 


later becoming the agent and secretary of General 
John C. Fremont , who needed assistance in handling 
the large tracts of land he owned throughout the 
West. Returning from a trip East on the account of 
Palmer Cook, Bosqui survived the sinking of the 
paddle steamer Winfield Scott that had struck a 
submerged ledge off Santa Rosa Island of the 
Anacapa Group in December 1853. He recounted in 
his memoir how his cabin-mate groped around in the 
dark for his wig and false teeth , despite Bosqui 's 
urging to flee to the main deck. 


Born in Montreal in 1832 , Bosqui had a life-long 
interest in the arts. He was a skilled water-colorist 
in his own right and an organizer of the San 
Francisco Art Association in 1871 , the year before the 
Bohemian Club was established. He knew almost 
everybody in the San Francisco art scene and 
eventually assembled a large and first rate collection 
of California art . 


Bosqui founded the highly reputed , eponymous 
printing house of Edward Bosqui & Co. in 1863 on 
Leidesdorff Street, the same short venue where Wet-


more would take an office for his vineyard real estate 
business when he returned to San Francisco . Bosqui 
became the pre·eminent San Francisco firm for 
engraving and letterpress printing of the highest 
quality. Many were the posters , prints and tipped-in 
illustrations turned out by his firm , as well as 
pamphlets and finely bound books. Every society 
bride had her invitations done by Bosqui & Co. 


Chromolithography: Harring and Prang 


A
nd what of Mr. Harring of Prang 's Chrom a 
establishment? William Harring worked for 
Prang & Meyer Co. in Boston , where he 


literall y honed his abilities in the finest color printing 
house in the country. Harring was a master of the 
arcane process of turning artwork, through en· 
graving , onto the printed page. When he migrated 
westward to San Francisco in 1876, Bosqui snapped 
him up . The compan y had just added lithography 
and engraved printing to its range of services. It was 
a terrific coupe for Bosqui to garner the services of a 
Prang-qualified engraver and he lost little time in 
exploiting Harring 's oleographic skills. Harring 
remained with Bosqui & Co. into the 1890s . 


Louis Prang was a German wunderkind of the 
printing arts , who , like vintner Charles Krug, had 
had to seek refuge in the United States from the 
Prussian authorities who found his democratic 
activism and socialist beliefs a great threat to the 
Fatherland of 1848. He was born in Breslau in 1824, 
and had learned to dye calico in his fath er 's 
workshop. This expanded into a formal apprentice· 
ship in the engraving arts and work in major printing 
houses in Berlin. It was in 1850 that Louis crossed 
the ocean to settle in Boston where he continued in 
his trade illustrating magazines for Frank Leslie . 
Prang branched out on his own with partner Mr . 
Meyer in 1856, establishing their firm to produce 
color lithographs using the most advanced European 
techniques and machinery. 


Prang 's business house went from strength to 
strength . Soon after the War of the Rebellion , the y 
began issuing chromographic reproductions of famous 
paintings. As the U.S. filled ·in its territor y with new 







states , schools needed new maps , and Prang supplied 
beautiful four-color examples from some of the 
largest presses in the East . About the time that 
Harring had his first stirrings of Westward Ho!, 
Louis Prang cemented his legacy as the Father of the 
American Christmas card. While the tradition of 
exchanging cards instead of long , year-end letters 
had its start in England , Prang gave his cards a very 
American expression in pre-printing interior 
messages and greetings. 


Prang was a prolific writer and educator who 
penned numerous books and manuals for printers 
and artists . His book on color theory went to several 
editions. He also manufactured a line of Prang's 
water colors that became a classroom staple for many 
years. He was a founder of the Dixon Ticonderoga 
pencil and artist 's supply company, and no one 
educated in the United States has escaped the great 
Dixon No.2. The factory was also a school , and 
employees like Harring spread the word of fine 
printing across the land. Prang 's technical manager , 
Sylvester Koehler from Leipzig , was a founder of 
American Art Review and a curator of the Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts. By the time Bosqui sent his 
proofs to Wetmore, Prang 's Chromo was a brand so 
well known that no reader would require further 
explanation. 


Oleography was also known as chromolithography 
or simply chromo. As the article from the Repubh'can 
so well described , an oleograph was a high quality 
color lithograph produced by preparing a separate 
stone for each color or shade desired and printing one 
color in registration over another. A single print 
could require as many as 30 stones. To replicate the 
appearance of an oil painting, the chromo was either 
printed on cloth or the heavy paper was varnished 
and impressed with canvas grain. 


Chromolithography was the most popular method 
of color reproduction until the end of the nineteenth 
century when the development of photomechanical 
processes removed the skilled engraving artist from 
color printing. Each of the older processes could be 
joined to photography to produce fast and faithful 
reproduction when used in conjunction with the other 
great advance of the end of the century: the high 
speed power-driven rotary press. The day of the half 
tone had arrived. 


Hannah Millard 


N
ot to be forgotten is the heroine of our story , 
Miss Hannah Millard , born in New York in 
1827 . She migrated to the Bay Area before 


William Harring and taught drawing in San Jose at 
both the Normal School and the San Jose Institute 
during the years 1870 through at least 1875. As an 
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exhibitor in the rooms of the San Francisco Art 
Association , she was most likely a Bosqui acquaint · 
ance whom he brought to the attention of Haraszthy 
and the vinicultural brotherhood. We know that she 
received the commission to paint the grapes in 1875 
and that it took her two harvest seasons. Here is 
where the mystery thickens. Edan Hughes , in his 
dictionary of early California artists , states that she 
painted 10, not 20, highly detailed oils and water · 
colors to illustrate the varieties of grapes grown in 
California. 


Hannah met the sculptor William Compton Coffin 
in San Jose and married him in 1880, by which time 
they both resided in San Francisco. He was 64, she 
was 53. In the 1880 San Francisco census , Hannah 
is listed as a landscape painter. By 1892 the couple 
had moved to a farm in Lake County , north of 
Sonoma and Napa counties , to remain there until her 
passing November 24, 1900. The trail of sculptor 
Coffin cools after the death of his wife; he may have 
returned to New York at the age of 84. 


There is no doubt of Hannah Millard 's talent or 
that the State Vinicultural Society had well -chosen 
their artist. While I have seen her grape clusters 
only as modern reprints of Harring 's engravings , 
there is a liveliness and tonal transparency that come 
through the pictures ; they look and feel like grapes 
and leaves as much as Audubon 's birds or Cather 
wood's Mayan temples mimic the things they 
represent. More work remains to be done in pulling 
back this talented woman from the shades of history. 


It is not clear if the full set of twenty grape 
varieties was ever finished by either Millard or by 
Bosqui. The ten grape varieties illustrated , in order 
of appearance, are the Mission , Johannisberg Riess
ling, Rose Chasselas , White Muscat of Alexandria, 
Black Hamburgh , Flame Tokay , Zinfandel , Sultana , 
Catawba and Emperor. All the above spellings are as 
used in the book, which was set to Franklin Old Style 
type. The writer of the descriptive text for each 
variety remains anonymous , but shows an obvious , 
even professional , familiarity with the subject. 


That the plates were appreciated in their own day 
is reflected in the report of Australian wineman 
Thomas Hardy regarding his grand tour of American 
and French vineyards in 1883. Hardy and his family 
arrived in San Francisco in June. Charles Wetmore 
arranged for him to meet with some principal 
colleagues around the State , including the major wine 
brokers centered in the City. Hardy was quite 
impressed with the "beautifully executed " framed 
Bosqui grape prints he saw hanging in the 
Montgomery Street office of Kohler & Frohling, and 
noted ruefully , "now out of print and none to be had! " 
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20th Century Facsimile Edition 


S
an Francisco antiquarian bookseller John 
Windle produced an exquisite folio facsimile in 
1980 with 64 pages and ten color plates. The 


plates took twelve to twenty passes per page through 
the San Francisco presses of the Phelps-Schaefer 
Lithe-Graphic Compan y. The binding was executed 
by the Schubert Company in burgundy cloth over 
heavy boards , the spine is embossed morocco. The 
initial proposal was to make 100 copies in binding 
and 200 in portfolio , selling for $1,250 bound and 
$875 in sheets, but the edition was never completed 
and only 65 sets were released (25 bound , the balance 
in portfolio). These rare sets have found appreciative 
homes in institutions and private collections; the 
facsimiles today change hands for two to three 
thousand dollars. 


Windle 's facsimile edition (working from the copy 
owned by the Lilly Library at Indiana University) 
has an Introduction by Kevin Starr , the State 
Librarian, who gives an overview of the firmament of 
Victorian printing and typography in San Francisco 
and Edward Bosqui 's orbit within it. Windle states 
that the Bosqui originals are the rarest of American 
color plate books, with just 12 complete examples 
known to exist. The California State Library at 
Sacramento holds two of the individual plates , which 
have been scanned and can be viewed on line. Mr. 
Windle told me that a colleague had sold an 1877 
original some years back for $75 ,000. 


At the Chicago Booksellers Convention in 1980, 
John Windle told Peter Jovanovich about his project , 
and Jovanovich quickly seized on the idea of issuing 
a mass market edition. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
publishers brought out their nicely done photo
lithography coffee table book in 1981. The page size 
was slightly reduced but Kevin Starr's Introduction 
was retained, complemented by an essay by wine 
historian Leon Adams on the viticultural histories of 
the illustrated vinifera. Copies of this edition are 
floating around the internet priced from $50 to $200. 


I have had the recent opportunity to examine an 
original Bosqui plate , one from the Windle facsimile 
and one from the Harcourt Brace edition, side by 
side-all three of the Golden Chasselas cluster. 
Tendrils editor Gail Unzelman thinks the original 
and the Windle facsimile are definitely a cut above 
the Jovanovich edition as to depth and clarity of the 
paintings. "The grapes almost jump off the page! " I 
concluded that the facsimile had a small color 
variation in the leaves from the original, but that the 
former has the greater "pop ," due to being laid on 
sparkling ivory paper . 


Sidelights 


0 
ne of the most interesting side-stories sur
rounding the making of Grapes and Grape 
Vi'nes pertains to the unsold Bosqui color 


plates that came into the hands of Italian Swiss 
Colony. The company had their logo imprinted on the 
bottom of the sheets and gave them out as keepsakes 
to valued customers. Many of the individual plates 
surviving today are marked Asti , California. How 
and when this transaction took place is unknown; the 
Colony was only a twinkle in Andrea Sbarboro 's eye 
before November 1881. 


A sadder tale by far is told about the fate that 
befell the Windle set hung in the Windows of the 
World Restaurant in New York. They were lost when 
the twin towers went down on September 11, 2001. 


Why Such a Book? 
great question remains: Why was this book 


roduced at all? Kevin Starr , in his Intro
uction to the facsimile reproduction , noted 


that "Bosqui approached printing first and foremost 
as a business ... that business was the first source of 
energy underlying Bosqui's art." Bosqui , in his 1904 
memoir , wrote of the many business enterprises and 
speculations he had engaged in besides the printing 
business. The man clearly wanted to make money , so 
why spend at least $12,000 of a projected $25 ,000 of 
your own capital on a fanciful art book.? The math is 
simple; one could never recover the cost of the project 
even if every last one of the full 500 copies was sold 
for the highest price the market could bear . 


The city of San Francisco had come commercially 
and industrially of age . Grapes and Grape Vines was 
meant to serve as an announcement of arrival: San 
Francisco had become a power in Pacific commerce 
and her printing and other productions could compete 
with the same goods made elsewhere. When the 
magnificent volume was exhibited at Paris in 1878 , 
the Exposition judges had trouble accepting that 
work of such quality could have come from far-flung 
California. 


The State labored under a sense of inferiority to 
the great industrial leaders of the East. Even the 
legislators in Washington considered California as a 
wild and woolly place where young men went to make 
or break their fortunes , and if they were smart would 
eventually return to the bosom of the true America. 
No sitting President had visited the Golden Shore 
until Benjamin Harrison came in 1891. Even then 
the committee of important men appoint ed to fete 
him intended to serve French wines until Charles 
Wetmore raised an unholy ruckus . By 1877 , San 
Francisco was building fast sailing yachts and too-







effective mining machinery. A short dozen years 
later she was selling world class battle cruisers to the 
American and Japanese navies. 


I think Ed· 
ward Bosqui saw 
his Grapes & 
Grape VZ:nes as a 
piece , an irref· 
utable example of ,_. 
the extreme 
quality his shop 
could produce , a 
hedge against the 
future that would 
attract legions of 
potential custom· 
ers. Urged on by 
the viniculturists, 
several among 
them his friends 
and who most 
likely promised to EDWARD BOSQUI 


buy copies for 
themselves , Bos· 
qui found a project truly equal to his talents and saw 
its possibilities laid out before him. At the very least, 
it was the birth announcement of his lithe 
department , and a very loud whelp from the 
California wine ind us try. 


Some Final Thoughts 


C
harles A. Wetmore was just beginning a career 
that would make him the most famous wine 
man in America. He would live another 50 


years (1927) and found , and lose , the great Cresta 
Blanca Winery in Livermore. Arpad Haraszthy 
collapsed on a stormy San Francisco street , umbrella 
in hand , while waiting for the trolley , just days after 
his return from a promising expedition to the Alaska 
gold fields with his brother Bela. He expired on 
November 15, 1900; Eclipse Champagne had pre· 
ceded him in death earlier in the year. Louis Prang 
died suddenly while on vacation in Los Angeles in 
1909, distinguished in his field as no other. Bosqui, 
too, enjoyed a successful career until a trio oflate life 
tragedies . His printing plant was destroyed by fire in 
1893 and rebuilt. In 1897 , fire destroyed his Marin 
County summer retreat and his great art and book 
collection housed within . The biggest blow was 
shared by all of San Francisco equally-his printing 
house was destroyed on April 18, 1906. Edward 
Bosqui died at his Lyon Street home on December 8, 
1917, the last surviving founding member of the 
Bohemian Club . 


Did either Charles or his brother Clarence Wet· 
more ever own a set of Bosqui 's Grapes and Grape 
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Vines? Did Charles pledge himself a subscription to 
the original offering that he had charge of promoting? 
The intriguing possibility of such a set is related by 
John Windle , whose wife was a Stanford classmate 
with Eric and Arel Wente, of the Wente wine family. 
During a recent visit to their home in Livermore , 
John immediately spied a framed Bosqui print on the 
wall and asked Eric if he had any more like it. Eric 
answered that he thought his family had once had ten 
in all and his mother might have some at her house. 


Carl H . Wente had arrived from Germany in 1882, 
and after a three·year employment in Charles Krug's 
St. Helena cellar, he entered the Livermore Valley 
.wine trade in 1885. He was too late to have been a 
charter subscriber to the 1878 Bosqui offering. 
Wetmore had bought his first Livermore acreage in 
1882 and had lived in the valley even after he lost 
control of Cresta Blanca. Brother Clarence lived at 
least part time in the area until Alameda County 
purchased his home·place in 1928. Clarence kept his 
hand in Cresta Blanca business , if only as a 
figurehead, until his passing in May 1936. Schenley 
Distilleries bought the company in 1940 and squeezed 
all the good out of it , finally selling the Cresta Blanca 
name in 1971. The Wente family purchased the 
remains of the Cresta Blanca winery site in 1981 and 
began the restoration of the cellars and the caves. It 
is fascinating to think that the Wente Bosqui prints 
may have surfaced from the great wreckage of the 
house of Cresta Blanca , which would bring my story 
full circle. Or as Jake wistfully answered Brett so 
long ago under the rising Spanish sun, "Isn 't it pretty 
to think so." 
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& NOTES 
NEWS~~ 


Whatever Fortune sends , 
Let me have a Good Store of Wine , 
Sweet Books and Hosts of Friends . 


2008 WINE LITERARY AW ARD 
was presented to Charles L. Sullivan at a gala affair 
in San Francisco , 25 April 2008. To celebrate his 
lifetime contribution to wine writing , we quote the 
award program: "Since his 1978 article on the origins 
of Zinfandel in California appeared in the California 
Historical Journal , Charles Sullivan 's work has 
established him as "the single most important wine 
historian alive today " (Charles Olken). In 1982 
Sullivan published the first scholarly history of a 
California wine region , Like Modern Edens, which 
focused on the Santa Clara Valley and the Santa 
Cruz Mountains. The next year he coauthored Late 
Harvest , a history of wine growing in the Santa Cruz 
Mountains. In 1988 he penned another first , the 
highly acclaimed Napa Wine-A History from Mission 
Days to the Present. His 1998 book Compam ·on to 
California Wine, a historical encyclopedia of the wine 
industry in California , won the Julia Child Award for 
best wine book of the year. In 2003, Zinfandel : A 
History of the Grape and Its Wine won Sullivan the 
Veuve Cliquot Award for best wine book of the year 
and was a James Beard Award finalist. A second 
edition of Napa Wine is due to be released in May 
2008 , and Sullivan is currently working on a three· 
volume , comprehensive history of the California wine 
industry. Wearing his journalistic hat , Sullivan has 
published more than 100 articles on an exhaustive 
range of topics in the field of wine history in such 
publications as Wines and Vines, Wine Spectator , 
Practical Winery and Vineyard , Connoisseur 's Guide 
to California Wine , and The Journal of the American 
Wine Society. [We can proudly add to this list The 
Wayward Tendrils Quarterly!] Charles Sullivan joins 
WLA laureates Hugh Johnson , Robert M. Parker Jr , 
Harry Waugh , Leon D. Adams , Jancis Robinson , 
Gerald Asher , Tom Stevenson , Robert Lawrence 
Balzer , Andrea Robinson , Kevin Zraly , Dan Berger , 
and Karen MacNeil." A round of cheers for Charles , 
a vintage Tendril , and the first wine historian to 
wine this prestigious award! 


Wines of the World Pocket Library: Rum 
Fellow Tendril and Andre Simonophile , John Danza , 
sends this informative note: "I just read the April 
Quarterly , which was excellent as always. I have a 
thought I would like to offer-up regarding the Wines 


of the World Pocket Librar;- , specificall y the Rum 
book. Your article caused me to actually open and 
look at mine , as I really hadn 't spent any time with 
any of these little books after I acquired them. What 
I noticed with the Rum book is that there is an 
advertisement for the United Rum Merchants in 
London. None of the other books of the First Series 
have any commercial information in them. I suspect 
that the Rum book was a completely commercial 
affair set up by Andre Simon to bring some mone y 
into the coffers of the Wine & Food Society , receiving 
underwriting fees from the United Rum Merchants. 
This is probably why the Rum book is missing from 
the contents list of the Series by 1951, as it was a 
one-time offering that was subsequently dropped. I 
have no proof of this , but it is consistent with other 
commercial ventures that Andre got involved with 
throughout his life." John 's speculation is most likel y 
a sound one. One copy of the Rum book that your 
Editor examined had a printed advertisement for 
Lemon Hart & Son, an old-time London rum house ; 
another copy had no ads at all. I would imagine that 
these books were distributed to different rum houses 
for their own ads to be affixed , and for a price , as 
John proposes. 


THE RAZI WINE LIBRARY & MUSEUM 
is proposed as a cultural and educational center to be 
located near Dallas , Texas. In the plans are a wine 
library , a wine history museum , a wine education 
center for wine seminars , a cooking and food 
demonstration center , and a wine garden displaying 
the different varieties of wine grapes. Director John 
Hopkins, MD, writes with excitement about the 
project , and asks all Tendril members with duplicate 
or extra wine books to remember the new library 's 
need for wine books , in any language. For full 
information , please contact John at hopkinsih 
@sbcglobal.net. 


SONG OF THE VINE: A HISTORY OF WINE 
is the title of a superb grape and wine history exhibit 
sponsored by the Cornell University Library , 
Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections , being 
held June through December 2008 in Ithaca . The 
exhibit commemorates the first ten years of Cornell 's 
Eastern Wine & Grape Archive , which seek s to 
preserve wine and grape history by saving documents 
and records of historic value. The event opened June 
6, 2008, with a presentation by Thomas Pinney , "A 
Very Short History of Wine in America ," that 
included a summary of New York State 's contribution 
to U.S. wine history . As we know , Tom Pinne y is the 
author of the landmark tw o-volume work , A Hist ory 
of Wine in America , and several other outstanding 
wine-related publications. Our congra tulation s to 







Cornell-and kindly consider their Eastern Wine & 
Grape Archive when you have materials on wine 
"east of the Rockies " that need a good home! 


Vineyards in the Sky, 2006 
This now "classic" biography/memoir , Vineyards in 
the Sky: The Life of Legendary Vintner Martin Ray 
by Eleanor Ray with Barbara Marinacci (new edition 
published by Mountain Vines Publishing , 2006 ; first 
published in 1993 by Heritage West ), is being offered 
at a big discount! The publisher recently discon· 
tinued operations. Retail price is $24 .95. It is 
available to members and friends of Wayward 
Tendrils at the specially reduced price of $12 per 
copy plus $3 for S&H (or $2 each for more than one 
copy) . California residents : Please add $1 per copy for 
sales tax. Additional discounts available for purchase 
of over 10 copies , for use as gifts or for resale 
purposes. To order single or multiple copies , please 
contact Ken Dawes (Mountain Vines ) at kendawes@ 
com cast.net or 83 l ·684·0522 (phone/fax ). 


CORKSCREW REFERENCE BOOKS 
Long time corkscrew collector Ken Hark (harkx@ 
bellsouth.net) is tidying-up his bookshelf and has 
more than a dozen important Corkscrew reference 
books to offer interested Tendrils . These include I 
Cavatappi by Fantoni & de Sanctis (signed) , Tire 
Bouchons by F. C. Billet , Scandinavian Corkscrews 
by Bernstn & Ekman , French Corkscrew Patents by 
Joe Paradi , 18th Century Corkscrews by Giulian , 
Corkscrews for Collectors by Watney & Babbidge 
(signed ), and several titles each by Don Bull and 
Ferd Peters . Contact him for the full list and 
particulars . He also has a quantity of The Wine 
Circle Journal, going back about 25 years. 


KESSINGER PUBLISHING, AGAIN! 
Warren Johnson writes : "I recall the mention of 
Kessinger Publishing in a previous W ·TQ [See "A 
Tale of Two Pirates " Vol.18 No.l January 2008]. 
That and because Kessinger does so man y wine 
repr~ts , I thought Tendrils might find the following 
of interest - 'A Copyright Swiped '." Check this out ! 
http: //www. targetmarketingmag .com/bcs /enews/full 
Story .bsp ?sid =32029&var=stor y 


A GEM OF A BOOKLET 
Unearthed from a mess y pile of papers on his desk , 
Joe Lynch shares his latest "find ": Ye Olde Port Wine 
House of Dirty Dick. Estabh"shed 1 745. A Legend of 
Bishopsgate from "Household Words" Conducted by 
Charles Dickens. This original 16·page promot10nal 
pamphlet was published in the early 1900s by the 
owners of Dirty Dick 's, the "World Famous Cellar & 
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Vaults , 202-204 , Bishopsgate , London. " The story of 
Dirt y Dick 's life was "told full y some yea rs ago in that 
popular journal Household Word s, under the 
direction of the late Charles Dickens ." His poem The 
Dirtv Old Man (Dirty Dick) begins: "In a dirt y old 
house lived a Dirty Old Man I Soap , towels or brushes 
were not in his plan I For forty long years as the 
neighbours declared I His house never once had been 
cleaned or repaired ... " and goes on for fifteen verses. 
The pamphlet reproduces the poem in full , and gives 
a history of Dirty Dick 's, established in 17 45 by 
Nathaniel Bentley , one of the great characters of the 
City of London. After inheriting a fortune and the 
famil y business, Bentley took an aversion to 
cleanliness, arguing that "IfI wash my hands to·day , 
they will be dirty again tomorrow ." His ambition was 
to limit his daily living expenses to eighteen 
pence .... an eccentricity that began when the woman 
he loved suddenly died on the day that he was due to 
honour her and all their friends at a splendid dinner. 
He was so distressed that he closed the dining room , 
and ordered it to remain closed for the rest of his 
lifetime , leaving all the food to rats , mice and spiders . 
This is a charming piece of promotional ephemera 
(571:, x 4%), illustrated with an old print of Dirty Dick 
"selling spirits fine and old" at Bishopsgate, and 
several other illustrations of the cellars and vaults. 


cont. on p .14-
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WINE TALES 
by 


[In this episode of"Wine Tales, " our super sleuth of wine fiction 
has uncovered another cache of treasures for our pleasure . You 
are invited to investigate his Second Harvest website and its fine 
database of Novels, Mysteries , Romances , Poems, Toasts, 
Anthologies, and other such entertaming works. - Ed.] 


Vintage Tales. Edited by Cyril Ray. London: Century 
Publishing, 1984. 368 pp. 


S
ubtitled An Anthology of Wine and Other 
Intoxications , this book brings together 78 short 
prose and poetry works devoted to wine and 


other beverages. The mostly British authors include 
some of the best names in fiction: Evelyn Waugh, 
Michael Gilbert, Somerset Maugham, Margery 
Allingham, and Robert Louis Stevenson. Known to 
wine and gastronomy readers are , in addition to Cyril 
Ray himself , Julian Jeffs , M.F.K. Fisher and 
Raymond Postgate. 


Each work is identified as to its origin - book, 
newspaper , or magazine. Many of the works are from 
Cyril Ray's own The Compleatimbiher, a series of 12 
volumes published between 1956 and 1971. ( The New 
Compleatimbiberfrom 1986·1992 is a revival. ) The 
Imbibers present numerous works of fact and fiction 
celebrating the pleasures of food and wine. Old 
photographs and drawings-and almost every known 
decorative printing device - were used to illustrate 
these highly recommended volumes. 


Here is a tasting of these Vintage Tales. From a 
1961 Compleat Imbiber comes a story by James 
Cameron , who prescribes drinking only the local 
wines when traveling, whether in South Africa, Tibet 
or New York. A memorable line in his story, Buzzings 
of a Far-Flung Bar Fly, is "I may not know a good 
wine from a marvelous wine , but I can tell a real 
stinker-not that it stops me drinking it; still, I can 
tell." Rosemary Bazley wrote the poem Bottle 
Doggerelw hich ends with the quatrain "Try counting 
bottles I Instead of counting sheep, I For the right 
kind of bottles I Will send you to sleep." 


Brian St. Pierre in Bottling the Bookies writes 
about playing the ponies : "There are many better 
ways of letting mone y slip through your fingers , I 
discovered, one of which was wine---enough of a 
sporting proposition in itself." And, "I prayed as the 
horses left the starting gate but Pete 's Sirah was true 
to type-he uncorked well , opened up immediately 
(even aggressively) , dithered a little in the middle , 


but came through with a very lasting, hearty finish . 
(The price was right , too) ." 


Vintage Talesincludes a story by Viennese Joseph 
Wechsberg , Afternoon at Chateau d'Yquem. Wechs· 
berg , a writer on gastronomy , politics , and travel , 
wrote frequently for The New Yorker magazine. In a 
pre ·dinner conversation , the writer and Monsieur K 
discuss the wines ofYquem. "No matter what some 
people may say about Bordeaux wines , they can 't say 
anything about Yquem .... Yquem is perfection. " For 
Y quern lovers , this story is followed by Godfrey Smith 
The Case of Yquem. The Robert Louis Stevenson 
entry is from his The Silverado Squatters of 1883. 


Cyril Ray 's choices of works make Vintage Tales a 
very delightful book, one that can be picked up and 
randomly delved into-it will be particularly 
appealing to any wine lover. The only fault I find with 
the book is its lack of biographical sketches for the 
contributing authors. Some of the authors are less 
well known than others and information about them 
would have added immeasurably to their writings. 


Dionysus. A Case of Vintage Tales About Wine. 
Collected and Edited with an Introduction by Clifton 
Fadiman. New York McGraw-Hill , 1962. 309 pp. 


C
lifton Fadiman , who died in 1999 at age 95, was 
a gifted anthologist, compiling and editing 
many collections on different subjects ; he also 


wrote or edited a number of other books. He co· 
authored the Lifetime Reading Plan published in 
1960, later revised. Dionysus is a "case" of varied , 
even rare , stories put together for pure enjoyment: 
some are sweet , some are dry , others are sparkling. 
They include humor, science fiction , fantasy, mystery , 
horror, a novella and an excerpt from a novel. 


Three stories of mystery are excellent wine tales. 
The first of these is a case of identity confusion . Lord 
Peter Wimsey is the famed British Inspector of 
mystery writer Dorothy Sayers. In The Bibulous 
Business of a Matter of Taste, two men claim to be 
Peter Wimsey ; or , are there three? Only a blind wine 
tasting can identify the true Wimsey. Another 
mystery story is that of E.C. Bentley , The Unknown 
Peer . Philip Trent must backtrack a missing man by 
drinking wines in the hotels where he has stayed. 
The popularity of this story attests to it having also 
been included in Barry Woelfel's Through a Glass, 
Darkly (reviewed April 2007). The third intriguing 
tale is The Income Tax Mystery by Michael Gilbert . 
As a solicitor , the protagonist of this story is invited 
to join a very select outfit investigating incom e tax 
frauds. How can a wine merchant live a high·style 
life yet seemingly not make any money? His wine 
cellar holds the secret. 


The Jifline Beyond the Worldby Alfred Noyes is an 







incredibly delicious taste of fantasy. The ancient 
German village of Rosenheim is home to the world 's 
most expensive bottle of wine. The Emperor comes 
once a year to drink a thimbleful of this wine ; the 
peasants can do no more than sniff the cork. A newly 
married couple from America are honeymooning in 
Europe and visit this village in order to taste this 
wine. They order it with their dinner . There is an 
uprising in the village , for no one but the Emperor 
tastes this wine ; nor can anyone afford to purchase 
such a bottle. Does this couple get their glass of wine 
with dinner? 


One of the earliest of horror stories, The Cask of 
Amontillado by Edgar Allan Poe , is included here , as 
it was in the Woelfel anthology. In that volume , a 
good discussion was given on the distinction between 
Amontillado and Sherry. In the Fadiman book, a sim
ilar discussion is offered by wine writer H. Warner 
Allen . 


A wine from 1865? Twelve bottles are owned by a 
wealthy man who has married a young woman and 
they have been saved for his 651.h birthday. In G. B. 
Stern 's The 1865, when the birthday arrives , the 
husband believes his wife has taken a lover and he 
knows who it is. He invites both to his birthday 
dinner to taste this wine and to announce that he will 
divorce and allow them to marry. Only one shows up . 
What happens to the last of this wine? 


Editor Fadiman introduces each story with a brief 
sketch of the author , or a quick synopsis of the tale at 
hand. This is a delightful book to sip and savor. 


DIONYSUS 


COLLEC T ED 


& EDITED 


WITH AN 


IN T RODUC T ION 


BY 


CLIFTON FADIMAN 


FROM FRAUD TO TOKAJ TO HOPS 
WINE BOOK REVIEWS 


by 
Christopher Fielden 
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TheBilh.onaire's Vinegar by Benjamin Wallace. New 
York Crown Publishers , 2008 . Cloth. $24.95. 


W
ine fraud has long been one of my interests , 
so I have been awaiting the arrival of The 
Billionaires Vinegar with impatience. If you 


are one of those who enjoy seeing the wealthy making 
fools of themselves, this is certainly the book for you. 
At the heart of the story is a bricked-up cellar of wine 
reputedly discovered in Paris during development of 
the Marais district in the early 1980s. Amongst the 
bottles exposed were first-growth Bordeaux wines 
going back to the 1780s , bearing inscriptions which 
suggested that they might , at one time , have come 
from the personal cellar of Thomas Jefferson . The 
first of these bottles to be exposed to the public eye 
came up for sale at Christie 's in London on December 
5th 1985. It was a bottle of Ch. Lafite 1887 and it was 
bought for £50 ,000 by Kip Forbes , of the American 
publishing family. The figure was , at the time , the 
record price ever paid for a single bottle of wine. 


The man who claimed to have discovered this 
cache of wine was a wealthy German musical 
entrepreneur and wine fanatic who went under the 
name of Hardy Rodenstock. Over the years , he was 
one of a circle of wine collectors , mainly in Europe 
and the United States , hosting ever more prestigious 
tastings , generally of the greatest wines of Bordeaux. 
These tastings were attended by the cream of wine 
critics, and their presence gave validity to the events. 
Whatever anyone else could do, Herr Rodenstock 
could do better. This competition led to spiraling 
prices in the fine wine world. 


In the meantime Rodenstock became a full-time 
dealer in collectible bottles , claiming to source them 
in a variety of places as far apart as Caracas and 
Moscow. 


From the very beginning there had been some 
concerns expressed about the authenticity of the 
Jefferson wines , particularly by the foundation that 
had been established at Monticello in Virginia to 
preserve the memory of Jefferson and the 
considerable amount of Jeffersoniana it collected . At 
some of the tastings, the experts had found certain 
bottles to be unreal , but while there were general 
mutterings , no actual steps were taken to pursue the 
matter until 2004 when a disgruntled oil heir , Bill 
Koch , employed detectives to unravel the Rodenstock 
mystery. What they discovered is the denouement of 
the book. 
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I was never fortunate enough to be invited to an y 
of these mega -tastings , but I do know many of the 
cast who appear in the book and , on one occasion , at 
a wine fair in Beijing , I was offered a cellar of historic 
wines lying in St. Petersburg! This makes The 
Bilh"onaire's Vinegar of great interest to me. I am 
sorry to say that most of the characters do not come 
out in the best of lights ; be they the auctioneers and 
wine merchants who placed publicity and profit 
before due diligence or the ostentatious rich flaunting 
their bottles , in some cases bought not even for 
drinking . but just for show . 


This book is a rattling good read with comic 
interludes , such as the New York wine merchant 
who , whilst bragging about a bottle of 1787 Chateau 
Margaux (which he had on sale for an "entirely 
arbitrary $519,750") to the then-owner of the 
chateau , cracked it and had to settle for an insurance 
payout of $197,625: or of the original bought by the 
Forbes family , which was exposed in a showcase 
under a spotlight, causing the cork to shrink and 
drop into the wine . 


Sadly, I find that the book does not complete the 
story. We learn who Hardy Rodenstock really is , but 
not what happens to him. As I write this , I learn that 
Bill Koch is turning his attention elsewhere, suing a 
New York auction house for supplying him with 
fraudulent wine. There must be a sequel and I am 
sure that it will be just as hard to put down. 


A final thought : is there a lesson to be learnt by 
antiquarian wine-book collectors from this whole 
affair? 


Get Some Yourself by Alastair Riley. 2008. Avail
able from the author for $10 or £6 including postage 
and packaging at: Sauterelle , Trinity Lane , Platte 
Saline , Alderney , Channel Isles GY9 3XZ. 


A
lderney is a small island in the English 
Channel , whose inhabitants fondly describe 
themselves as "two thousand drunkards 


clinging to a rock." \Vhi.lst passing through its 
minuscule airport recently , I was fascinated to find 
for sale Get Some Yourself - A Meandering Route 
into France in Search of the Wines Which We Rarely 
Find! This is a slim , idiosyncratic book written by an 
artist with a passion for wine , which he wishes to 
share . He describes car journeys from the Channel 
Coast ports to some of the lesser-known vineyards of 
the Loire Valley and Burgundy , giving details of the 
roads to follow, the growers to visit and the 
restaurants and hotels where you should seek 
sustenance and a bed. With ever increasing taxes on 
wine here in Britain , I can see that this will appeal to 
those seeking a quick trip to France to fill up their 
trunk with wine . Just how individual this book is 


may be judged from its final paragraph: "Eh bien! ! If 
you have stayed with me then I thank you and 
entrust my secrets with you in the hope that you will 
venture forth on your own next time as you once more 
aim to 'get some yourself. " 


Tokaj-A Compam ·on for the Bibulous Traveller by 
David Copp. Budapes t : PrintXBudavar , 2007 . $22 or 
£10.95 , obtainable from The Wine Appreciation 
Guild , San Francisco. 


O
f all the countries of Eastern Europe , Hungar y 
is the one which seems to have adapted itself 
most quickly to selling its wines in the western 


world , and one author , David Copp, has seen the 
opening for writing about them. Having first gone to 
Budapest to sell advertising in sports stadiums , he 
became fascinated by the wine s that wer e available. 
His first book was on the wines of th e countr y as a 
whole, but now he has produc ed Tokaf-A Compan
ion .... As Hugh Johnson says in the Foreword , "I 
arrived in Tokaj in 1989. It was cold, hungry and 
depressed. Eighteen years later it has a spring in its 
step, and everything to offer the visitor. David Cop_p 
knows the region and its wines well , and his 
Compam·on will make your visit doubly rewarding. " 


Whilst the book might be aimed primarily at the 
visitor to the area (it even gives the times of the best 
trains from Budapest ), it is also a useful work of 
reference and makes enjoyable armchair reading. It 
provides profiles of all the producers in the region 
and of the major vine yards . It is beautifull y 
illustrated and has a series of informative maps , in 
addition to recommending hotels and restaurants. It 
was only quite recently that I discovered the 
vineyards of Tokay ; I wish I had had this book with 
me when I went there. 


Good Beer Guide West Coast USA by Ben McFarland 
and Tom Sandham. Campaign for Real Ale, St . 
Albans and Trafalgar Square Publishers , Chicago , 
2008. $27.95 or £14.99. 


l
am not sure whether this last book is eligible for 
inclusion , but hops do grow on vmes-and have 
wayward tendrils . For many years now, CAMRA 


has been beating the drum in Britain for real ale and 
now they are extending their campaign to th e United 
States with Good Beer Gwde West Coast USA by Ben 
McFarland and Tom Sandham . I must admit that , 
sadly, the expanding micro-brewer y scene in Amer ica 
has largely passed me by, but for thes e two young 
authors "America is 'beervana ', it 's 'brewtopia ', it 's 
beer-drinking heaven , and the West Coast is the King 
Prawn on America 's beer BBQ." This enthusiasm 
pervades th e whole book and ever y bar and brewer y 


cont. on p .14-
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Red, vVlute and Drunk All Over: A Wine-Soaked 
Journey from Grape to Glass by atalie MacLean. 
New York: Bloomsbury , 2007. 304 pp. P.b. $15. 


''. .. some of the best wine writing 
I have seen in some time ... " 


S
ome wine books are dreary , filled with 
information but so stodgy that reading them is 
a chore. On the other hand, books like this one 


entice and charm the reader. They impart lots of 
knowledge in a warm and friendly manner, as if the 
author was telling a story over dinner. This is some 
of the best wine writing I have seen in some time. 


The author , a winner of four James Beard 
Journalism awards , repeatedly captures a scene or 
a personality in just a few words . For example, in 
the chapter talking about biodynamic winemaking 
in France, she aptly describes a vineyard of a 
winemaker who does not use these controversial 
techniques and still uses chemical fertilizers: "Over 
one wall , we see the fields of a neighbor who uses 
chemicals. We pull over to take a close look. The 
earth between the vines is covered with tractor 
marks under a dusting of snow , compressed as 
though one of those evil Star Wars machines has 
rolled through . The blackened vine stumps look like 
victims in a burn unit , sitting up on the hard, white 
hospital beds , reaching with outstretched spindly 
arms for morphine." 


There are chapters on biodynamic winemaking , 
wine families of Sonoma, the intricacies of Cham -
pagne making , the modern battles over wine 
writing , Riedel wine glasses , and even food and wine 
matching . It's a wine range of topics . There is no 
intent to cover all bases ; it appears that the author 
has selected topics that peaked her curiosity. The 
result is an ever-changing focus that never fails to 
charm and inform . 


There is a lengthy chapter covering the 
acrimonious debate between Robert Parker and 
Jancis Robinson over the 2003 Ch. Pavie . He loved 
it. She hated it. The debate rapidly became heated 
and ongoing. In explaining the debate , MacLean 
does a top notch job of analyzing the American 
approach to wine writing as opposed to the 
traditional British approach. (Having long debated 
personally with Parker in the old da ys on the 
Prodigy computer network , the only point I think 
she missed is that , in my opinion , Parker is 
incapable of simpl y disagreeing with someone over 
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a wine. When he disagrees , he seems compelled to 
attack the caliber or the qualifications of the person 
who dares to disagree with him. ) 


In her somewhat skeptical chapter on Riedel 
glasses , she carefully listens to the glass maker 's 
presentation with its emphasis of putting the wine 
onto the region of the tongue that best perceives a 
particular flavor. But then , as an aside , she notes 
that the most recent research on our sense of taste 
has rejected the idea that certain parts of the tongue 
only perceive certain flavors. This is done with wit 
and charm. 


But after all of this praise, I must confess that the 
book left me troubled. There is a wealth of great stuff 
in here , but just try to find it . For example , 
brettanomyces is in the book but just try to figure out 
where. There is absolutely no index. Such a flaw 
renders the book useless as a reference tool. Why go 
to all the trouble to write such great material if you 
are going to make it so inaccessible? I just don 't get 
it. The waste angers me . Shame , shame , shame on 
the person (s) who made the decision to not bother 
with an index . Highl y recommended , with the stated 
reservation. 


Angels, Thieves , and Winemakers by Joseph Mills. 
Winston-Salem , NC: Press 53, 2008. 85 pp . Softback. 


" ... book of wine poetr y. .. " 


This is a first . In all the years I have been 
reading and reviewing wine books , this is the 
first book of wine poetry . The author covers a 


wide range of topics from the use of a wine thief , to 
filtering, to choosing wine in a store. I particularly 
like the short work on botrytis , ending with this 
stanza : 


my shriveled berries 
may result in an unusual sweetness 


to someone discermng enough 
to see beyond 


the mold and wrinkles 
and who chooses 


to press tills, 
my late harvest . 


The Battle for Wine and Love or How I Saved the 
World from Parkerization by Alice Feiring . New 


York: Harcourt , 2008. 271 pp . Cloth. $23. 


" the meamng of the title eludes me ... " 


I
'm lost. While Alice Feiring has written an inter 
esting book , the meaning of the title eludes me. 
While she mentions love interest along the way, 


it hardly seems important enough to be in the title. 
Similarly , while she presents a strong demonstration 
of the fact that substantial numbers of winemakers 
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have changed their styles in a direct attempt to get 
higher scores from wine critic Robert Parker, she 
never takes any concrete steps to change this 
pattern . She decries what is happening to so many 
wines , but the title makes it sound like there has 
been some affirmative change brought about by her 
actions . Sadly , not so. 


There can be little question that Robert Parker 's 
penchant for big , highly extracted , super ripe wines 
with lower acidity has caused a massive change in 
the style of wines made by many producers. Feiring 
carefully chronicles this change and points out with 
glee those producers who have not fallen victim to 
this movement . She also does a top notch job of 
showing the impact of major corporate ownership on 
many vineyards and wineries. She eschews the 
modern use of chemicals and techniques that impair 
quality and terroir . These pa1-ts of the book are 
interesting. 


But within these themes she makes it clear that 
she has written off California wines because of their 
Parkerization. It's too sweeping a conclusion. While 
many California wines have given in to the chasing 
a high score routine , there are scores of producers 
who still make wines in traditional methods that 
don 't strip the wine of style , elegance , or varietal 
character . 


In another section the author makes the startling 
statement that a messy winer y is "always a good 
sign to me : nothing worse than a winery as clean as 
a laboratory ." Huh? Some of the messy wineries 
continually make wines ripe with brettanomyces (a 
term never mentioned in this book) , or volatile 
acidity. She assumes that a clean winery must mean 
over manipulation and other evils . One of the 
cleanest wineries I have ever visited was Penfolds in 
the Barossa . I would hardly call Grange, or any of 
the other Penfolds wines , as deficient or among the 
worst of Australia. This tendency for sweeping and 
often questionable assertions detracts from the 
book's main thesis . Additionally , she has a tendency 
to write in a manner that dismisses anyone who 
does hold her beliefs about the modern st yle of 
wines . 


Feiring 's interview with Robert Parker is classic. 
He quickly becomes very defensive and continues to 
deny his scoring has had any impact on the style of 
modern wines . His denials seem to ring hollow. 
Parker goes on to vent his irritation about the 
conclusion in the book The Emperor of Wine (Elin 
McCoy, 2005) when it noted he was thin skinn ed, 
does not accept criticism , and goes after wine 
writers . Everything he denies is, in my opinion and 
based on my personal experiences [debating wine 
with Parker in the past] , absolutely true . McCoy's 
book was spot on. Parker lacks the ability to say , 


"We will agree to disagree ." [See Red, White and 
Drunk All Over above.] 


Put aside the sweeping over-generalizations by 
Feiring ; concentrate on her centra l themes and you 
will find an interesting , well written , entertaining 
wine book. Even if you adore Parker and his 
approach to wine , you need to read this book to 
contemplate what impact , if any , he has had on the 
wine world. Highly recommended. 


[Bob Foster is a founding member of the Way ward Tendrils and 
long ·time contributor ofb ook review s to the California Grapevin e, 
published six time s a y ear, in San Diego, CA. We appreciate their 
generous permission to reprin t. Th e above appeared in th e 
Apr~a y and th e June /Jul y 2008 iss ues . - Ed .) 


NEWS & NOTES, cont from p .9-


A NOTE ON CONTRIB UTOR COLLINS: Marvin Collins is 
a welcome new voice to the historical literature of 
wine. He has contributed two important studies to 
our Quarterly , "The Man Who Ate & Drank Cali
fornia : Maj . Ben Truman " (Vol.16 No.2, 3), a grand 
picture of the magnanimous California booster and 
his 50-year career in the State 's wine industry: and 
"Portrait of ... a Young Bulldog ... the Rise of Charles 
A. Wetmore " (Vol.16 No .4), an on-going stud y of "the 
most diversely brilliant man to bring his talents to 
the California wine industry in the 1880s." Marvin 
is a passionate , indefatigable researcher-and loves 
to tell a good story . We look forward to his next 
adventure , with our special thanks for his rich 
insight this issue on "California 's First Great Wine 
Book." Cheers! 


FIELDEN cont from p.12 -


(or at least everyone selling good beer ) from Skagway 
to San Diego , by way of 'Sin City ' Las Vegas , is 
lovingly described . There are even suggestions as to 
where you might stay whilst you are on this 
mammoth pub-crawl. This is a million miles away 
from Bud and Miller , but this book opens up an 
alternative and much more attractive world . • 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organrzation 
founded in 1990 for Wine Book Collector s. Yearly Membership I 
Subscription to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (ISSN 
I 552-9460) is $25 USA and Canada ; $30 overseas . Permiss101110 
reprint is requested. Please address all correspondence to THE 
WAYWARD TENDRILS. Box 9023, Santa Rosa , CA. 95405 USA. 
E-m: tendrils@jps.net. Editor and Publ,sher : Gall Unzelman. -







BOOKS & 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMil.lin 


[ We are enjoying Fred McMillin's 18h yea.r of meeting a if'T 
deadline . He has been truly generous in sharing his abundance of 
knowledge about wine and its literature . - Ed.] 


WHO WAS FLUFLUNS? 


The Book: Wine. The 8,000-Year-Old Story of the 
Wine Trade by Thomas Pellechia. New York Avalon/ 
Thunder 's Mouth Press , 2006. 248 pp. Illustrations 
by Anne Kiley. $28. 


T
his is not just a history of the wine trade , but a 
very readable history of wine, particularly for 
the newcomer . I have recommended it to my 


San Francisco City College wine students. The 
following tempting tidbits explain why. 


• "Semele, mother of the Greek god of wine Dionysus , 
was also the mythological mother of the Etruscan 
wine god with the incredible name of Flufluns. " 


• "In the Code of Hammurabi , a Babylonian legal 
document established around 1800 BC, rules that 
governed the wine trade included a simple 
punishment for a fraudulent wine seller: he was to be 
dumped into the river. " 


• "During the 15th century , the French also suffered 
from fluctuations in wine prices and availability. 
Matters got so bad that high prices jeopardized the 
daily wine rations the French knights in the field 
demanded or at least expected. " 


• "About a decade before the famous Boston Tea 
Party , British Customs Agents at Boston Harbor had 
slapped a duty on a shipment of Madeira that arrived 
on a ship named Liberty. The townsfolk rioted in 
response . Within a few days the agents were forced 
to back down. The Libert y was owned by none other 
than John Hancock. " 


• "H. Warner Allen claims that between the 6th and 
2°d centuries BC, well before the advent of the 
printing press , colonies and protectorates doing 
business with Greece were reminded daily of the 
extensive Greek wine export trade by vine and wine 
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symbols , logos , and descriptions imprinted on coins. 
The images and designs used on the coins were 
duplicated for use on wine amphorae and stoppers ." 


T
om Pellechia has penned 248 pages ofwhatyou 
should find to be pure pleasure, whether your 
interest is the romance or the business of wine. 


Each chapter heading carries an appropriate quote 
from a notable wine writer , from the ancient and 
classical to the modern-day Pinney and Parker . His 
text abounds with references to the literature of 
wine , while his four-page Bibliography lists these 
valuable sources. In fact, our author states in his 
Introduction: "The story of the wine trade is to me as 
exciting as any thriller. I hope that by reading this 
book you will be spurred to dig deeper into other 
books, the ones that , taken together , provide the 
complete and glorious history of wine. If you take the 
bait I promise you will be richly rewarded , especially 
if you start your search with my bibliography. " 
Pellechia 's side-bars throughout the book are equally 
captivating and rewarding with unusual bits of wine· 
y information . A favorite, last taste : 


• "At one point during the search for a cure for 
phylloxera , the French Government offered nearly 
half a million francs to anyone who could eradicate 
the disease . Numerous ideas poured in-toad venom , 
exorcism , flooding or burning the vineyards. One 
scheme to import a population of an insect from the 
U.S. that was known to eat phylloxera aphids failed 
when , after arriving from America , the insects 
refused to eat. " 


The Bottles: Since this book deals with the wine 
world , we offer an alphabetical list of such bottles 
that my students felt were Outstanding Values. 


ARGENTINA . Malbec. Bodegas Escorihuela . 
AUSTRALIA. Shiraz. Angove's Vineyard . 
BULGARIA. Merlot. Bulgarian Master Vintners. 
FRANCE . Mouton Cadet. Baron Phil . de Rothschild . 
GERMANY . Riesling. Dr . Pauly·Bergweiler. 
ITALY . Prosecco di Valdobbiadene. Mionetto . 
PORTUGAL . Porto Fino White. Adri. Ramos Pinto. 
SPAIN . Rioja. Cune·Vina Real. 
USA. I'M Rose. I'M Wines . Napa Valley. 
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GORDON JONES- Literary Wine Man 
IN MEMORIAM [1921 - 2008] 


by Gail Unzelman 


I
t was a special pleasure knowing Gordon Jones , a 
truly fine gentleman with far-ranging interests 
and a delirious sense of humor. When the 


Wayward Tendrils was founded in late 1990, Gordon 
became one of our first members. He indicated at the 
time that he (and his wife Dorothy) had been collect· 
ing books on wine for some 35 years and had even 
compiled a checklist of English language wine books. 


He was not quickly swayed by my "gentle 
prodding" to employ one of his many talents and 
write an article or two for the Wayward Tendrils 
Newsletter I Quarterly. One day, in conversation, I 
suggested that I might tour the Jones Library and 
contribute a piece on it as part of the W-T ongoing 
series , "Wine Libraries of the World." During our 
engaging visit , he promised, in turn , to "send in 
something for publication." For nearly ten years he 
fulfilled that promise to the delight and education of 
all Tendril readers. Always entertaining, well 
written , researched and thought-out, Gordon 's 
articles were never one·dimensional .. .far from it . 
Enjoy these vintage tastes . .. 


It's In Our Library Under 'R' 
In his "It 's in Our Library Under 'R"' (Jan 1998, Vol.8 
No.l), the "R" stands for E. H. Rixford and his 
landmark book, The Wme Press and the Cellar 
(1883), the first California book on wine-making . 
Gordon gives us an in-depth study of Rixford , his La 
Questa Vineyard & Winery, and his book. But , since 
the book's original owner was Tomoki Ijichi at 
Fountaingrove Vineyard Co, Sonoma County , we are 
also treated to "the history of Fountaingrove [that] is 
possibly the strangest of any California winery. " 


A Rose is A Rose is A Rose 
Gordon 's subtitle for this July 1998 contribution is 
"Once You Find a Good Title, Stick With It." He 
covers three different books written by Stephen 
Gwynn each entitled Burgundy . While explaining 
the "redundant titles, " he brings into his narration 
the 1930s' Constable Wine Library series , "eight 
modest volumes that changed the direction of vinous 
literature. " Brilliant , it is. 


Everything Old is New Agam 
The feature of this October 1999 column is "a most 
unlikely looking wine book" with the title , The White 
Doe: The Fate of Virginia Dare . An Indian Legendb y 
Sallie Southall Cotten (Philadelphia , 1901). Paul 
Garrett , Virginia Dare wine, the Scuppernong grape , 
and more than a dozen valuable reference sources 
are all fascinating participants. 


Wine Books a la Carte 
Under discussion in the July 2001 issue is cook books 
vs wine books . Gordon asks , "Is it realistic to assume 
that if you like wine books, you like wine? And if you 
like wine, you like food. You have lots of wine books 
and you have some cook books . Some of the cook 
books have recipes that call for wine. Does this make 
the cook book a wine book?" Accepting that there is 
no "easy answer ," he delves into numerous winey 
subjects such as early herbal and medical receipt 
books , and the books of Ward McAllister , Andre 
Simon , Isabel Beeton , Samuel Chamberlain, The 
Browns, Frank Schoonmake1· , and a dash of others. 
Gordon ends the very informative article with that 
delicious quote from Omar Khayyam , "Here with a 
Loaf of Bread beneath the Bough ... ," and then offers , 
"I wonder if the Rubaiyatis a wine book." 


Don't Bring a Brown Bag to Our House 
With this July 2003 contribution , Gordon's facile pen 
again brought heart-felt amusement to all Tendrils 
with his grand tale of the "Wine Expert. " Read , follow 
his lead , and Resign! 


Ancient Wines: Cleopatra, Columella, & the Farmer 
The introduction to Alexander Henderson 's The 
History of Ancient and Mode171 Wines (1824) begins: 
"The invention of wine , like the origin of many other 
important arts , is enveloped in the obscurity of the 
earliest ages of the world . It has generally been 
ascribed to those heroes who contributed most to 
civilize their respective countries ." Thus , Gordon 
sets the stage for a lesson on symposia and the 
ancient wits of wine. (Vol.14 No.2, April 2004) 


Songs of Strangeness 
For his last Wayward Tendrils article (April 2005), 
Gordon pulled from their library shelf another special 
book to share , Ballads of the Wine Mad Town by 
Florence Wobber (San Francisco, 1916). "This book is 
quite possibly unique among wine books , as it was 
written by a young woman who did not drink wine , 
sell wine , make wine , or have anythingwhatsoeverto 
do with wine. She was merely filled with a deep 
desire to write ." He concludes , "Ballads is certainly 
very different from most wine books , and it belongs 
in my wine library ." 







A VISIT WITH THE JONESES 
AND THEIR WINE BOOKS 


by 
Gail Unzelm.an 


mmediately upon entering the 
vestibule of the vintage Cali· 
fornia ·bungalow·style home of 
Gordon and Dorothy Jones , 
books greet you. On your right is 
"Archaeology" and straight 
ahead is "Reference." You are 
guided through two sets of 
massive, columned and carved , 
redwood room dividers to the 


wine library-a warm , inviting retreat near the 
dining room. Here , one wall-floor to ceiling-is 
books: all are neatly shelved by author , with the tall 
books , very sensibly , relegated to the bottom shelf. 
Along the opposite wall are two glass·fronted 
bookcases which proudly hold the older , more special 
books. A large, beautifully crafted oak table occupies 
a commanding presence in the center of the room and 
serves as an all·purpose work station: each corner is 
piled high with books-some waiting to be cata· 
logued, others awaiting shelf space. Along the wall 
that faces the wine library entry , an old upright 
piano-with books piled on and around-dutifully 
obliges as a book depository in addition to a maker of 
music. Over 40 years of collecting has filled this room 
with treasures. 


Gordon Jones is a third·generation San Francis· 
can who "it seems , has always been around books and 
print." For many years he was employed at 
SchwabacherFrey, the large San Francisco printing 
house ; in the mid·1960s he left the firm to start an 
envelope printing company that emphasized graphic 
arts. This enterprise took the Jones family to the 
Glendale area of Southern California for a number of 
years before Gordon decided to leave the corporate 
world in 1970. He and Dorothy moved to the city of 
Napa , in California 's famed Napa Valley wine 
country; here they continue to run their distinctive 
envelope printing company , Gordon Jones & Co.
Envelope Specialists . 


From Printing to Wine 


N
ked if wine , or ~in~ book~, came first , Gordon 
eplied , "the wme. While at Schwabacher 
rey , he was introduced to the wonders of 


wine through several clients , one of which was the 
Wine Institute in San Francisco. These were the 
days when the Wine Institute and its promotional 
arm, the Wine Advisory Board, were producing 
masses of wine literature to promote California wine: 
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posters , recipe booklets , a wine course (with 
diploma) , brochures on how to drink , serve , store 
wine - and Schwabacher·Frey printed them all. 
Frank Schoonmaker ( Complete Wine Book, etc) also 
used the services of the San Francisco printing firm 
to produce his advertising material , both as an 
importer of fine wines and as advertising agent for 
the growing northern California winery , Almaden 
Vineyards & Winery. Schoonmaker introduced Jones 
to wine tasting , and he eagerly participated-from 
in ·office tastings to elaborate affairs at the Palace 
Hotel. 


In 1973 Gordon and a partner ventured into the 
wine business , establishing the San Francisco firm of 
Curtis & Gordon-Wine Merchants . Their aim was to 
carry "only those wines that we liked and that were 
reasonably priced. " Together , Gordon and Dorothy 
combed the State , tasting wines from "Eureka to 
Cucamonga ," to find suitable wines for their select 
shop . Operated primarily as a wine ·by·mail busi· 
ness , Gordon wrote a monthly newsletter--chatty , 
informal , and informative-to accompany the list of 
wine offerings mailed to their nearly 10,000 
customers. At first , Curtis & Gordon carried only 
California wines , but later expanded into some 
premier offerings of fine Burgundy , Bordeaux , port 
and sherry. Sadl y, the business, along with Gordon 's 
"golden prose" newsletter , had only a two-year run. 


In the fall of 1974, as an extension of the wine 
shop , they started the London Wine Bar- "America 's 
first wine bar " -in San Francisco 's upscale financial 
district. It was an immediate success. (Gordon 
recalls that the idea , distinctly innovative in America 
at the time , came to him after reading a Gourmet 
magazine article about the wine bars of London.) 


The Books 


G
ordon and Dorothy Jones have been avidly 
gathering wine books for over 40 years . Their 
peak collecting years were the 1950s through 


the 1980s ; then prices for wanted titles became un
realistic , and the pace slackened. Early on they set 
boundaries for their collection and limited their 
major collecting interest to "pre· 1940 English 
language" wine books. 


In response to "your first wine book?" they agreed , 
after a brief discussion , that Alexis Lichine 's 1951 
book , The Wines of France , was the first wine book 
they had bought. And , it wasn't too long after this 
acquisition , the first hint that he and Dorothy had 
stepped over that delicate line between acquiring 
information and collecting books , came one day while 
they were living in Southern California. Needing 
more space for books , the y cleared the shelves of all 
books, and neatly stacked them on the nearby dining 
room table: the perfect vantage point to readily weed 
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out the un-wanted ones. Of course, there were none 
they could part with. ''We built more bookshelves." 


Through the years most of their purchases were 
made from British booksellers , more often from 
general· antiquarian dealers than specialists. ''We 
had some strange sources, " as they recalled a 
bookseller by the name of John Smith in Glasgow, 
Scotland. They wrote letters to South Africa 
Australia , Italy , France, and Germany inquirin~ 
about wine books. David McGee, legendary antiquar
ian bookseller in San Francisco , was a valued source, 
and so was Yale & Brown in Glendale-both no 
longer around . From Smith in Scotland Dorothy 
bought a copy of Andre Simon 's Bibh'otheca Vinaria 
(the original 1913 edition of only 180 copies): she 
remembers that $13 seemed a reasonable amount to 
spend for Gordon 's birthday. 


True to book·lover format, the Joneses relish the 
countless hours they have spent , and still spend , in 
bookshops: travel is equated to fresh book·hunting 
territory. An over-stocked, cluttered bookshop, with 
its sign indicating used & rare books , extends a 
special invitation to seek out some buried book 
treasure. The venerable wine book collector, Roy 
Brady , mournfully recalled in his 1975 article, "The 
Pleasures of Collecting Wine Books" (reprinted in our 
Newsletter, Vol. l No.2), his "pr udent " but not so "wise" 
collecting experience in a Santa Barbara bookshop: 
he left a box of 19th century California viticultural 
reports so that he could check which titles he already 
owned. Upon returning , list in hand, he found that 
a '1ess prudent and wiser " collector had grabbed 
them up. We now know who that was: "One of my 
best finds ," says Dorothy. 


A visitor to the Jones library immediately notices 
the tidy appearance and the splendid condition of the 
books: modern ones have proper dust jackets , the 
older ones belie their age. Leather bindings, often 
exquisitely tooled , are bright , and upon closer 
examination , the pages show little sign of wear. As 
antiquarian booksellers like to say, these books are 
"tight and clean." 


Gordon and Dorothy, although they run a very 
successful , nation·wide business from their home 
have neither computer , fax machine-nor micro·wave '. 
A card catalogue satisfactorily keeps track of their 
books-whether wine (1000+), archaeology, the print· 
ing arts and fine press, or their present collecting 
love, Western Americana (2500+). In the 1950s and 
'60s they compiled a bibliography-some 3,000 to 
4,000 titles-of pre·l940 English language wine 
books: it was the only bibliographic reference then 
available to them , except for Simon's unwieldy 
Bibh'otheca Vinaria. They presented their bibliogra · 
phy to the University of California for publication , 


but the University could see no use for such a book: 
ahead of their time , once again. 


Favorite Books 


I
n their Eng~sh·only library of wine books , they 
admit to h~vmg one book in German , and another 
m Frensh- Le Commerce des Vins, Reforme 


Recti.fl'e et Epure, written anonymously by C-S- ~ 
1769. It is a lovely little book, handsomely bound in 
mottled calf with an ornate , gilt-decorated spine. 
Gordon found it in a "junk shop " in Southern 
California for $1. Although French, it is cherished. 


An inconspicuous book (very small, perhaps 4" x 
4") in royal·blue cloth , was one of the first books 
pulled off the shelf as a favorite: The Wine Guide; 
being Practical Hints on the Purchase and 
Managemen_t of Foreign Wines; Their History , and a 
Complete Catalogue of All Those in Present Use. 
Written by Frederick C. Mills , and published in 
London in 1861, this little 64·page gem must be quite 
scarce, and as it was given to Gordon by an 
appreciative client, it is also very special. 


Singled out as "a 
Tbe Delights of the Bottle: spirited little book" is 
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The Deh'ghts of the 
Bottle: or, the Com· 
pleat Vintner ... A Mer 
ry Poem (London, 
1 720). Andre Simon, 
in his Bibh.otheca Gas· 
tronomica, credits this 
work and several 


-····- ···-·- ·· ···----- ·· others of similar 
:\ .\i..:rry l'o[ !.t. nature to the poet Ned 


Ward. A thin little 
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Simon included it his 
1961 exhibition of rare 
books on food and 
wine. 


The oldest book in their collection is vintage 1650. 
Walter Charleton "translated, illustrated and ampli· 
fied" Jean Baptiste van Helmont 's Ternary of 
Paradoxes : The Magnetick Cure of Wounds. Nativity 
of Tartar in Wine. Image of God in Man (London). 
Dr . Walter Charleton was also responsible for two 
later titles , Two Discourses: 1. Concerning the 
Different JiVits of Men , 2. Of the Mysteries of Vint· 
ners (1669), and The Vintner's Mystery Display 'd: or 
the Art of the Wine Trade Laid Open ... (cl690 ). All 
three titles , examples of very early English language 
wine books , are quite rare , and should hold a special 
place in any wine book lover 's collection. 


"Another book we like "-also from the 17th 
century-is Vinet um Britanm ·cum : or a Treatise of 







Cider and other Wines ... by John Worlidge , Gentle· 
man (London , 1678). In addition to three superb 
copper plate illustrations, this smallish book has a 
splendid engraved frontispiece showing both the 
crushing and pressing operations used in making 
ciders and wines. Most would agree the engravings 
are worth the price of the book. 


Drunken Barnaby's Four Journeys to the North of 
England , is a treasured book in the Jones library . It 
is a small volume , published in 1716, the 2nd edition 
of Drunken Barnaby. Jim Gabler provides a lengthy 
note on this work in his bibliography , Wine into 
Words: he appreciates Barnaby and his travels. and 
rather fancies his style and his amusing tales. 
Originally written in Latin verse in 1636 (with an 
English translation ca1638), this is one of the earliest 
references for the saying "a good wine needs no 
bush. " Published under the pseudonym Corymbaeus 
-with several editions printed in the 18th century 
-it was not until 1818 that the identity of the 
author , Richard Brathwaite, was known. The book is 
illustrated with an engraved frontis of Barnaby and 
his trusty horse ; later editions are embellished with 
engraved scenes from Barnaby 's travels. 
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As with most wine book lovers , Gordon finds 
particular pleasure in the earlier books: the next 
jewel he pulled from the shelf as "a special book" was 
the 1727, first edition , of The Vineyard: a Treatise ... 
Being Observations made by a Gentleman in m ·s 
Travels. (The frontispiece of a vineyard scene , 
engraved by Fletcher. is exquisite.) Although the 
Dedication to the Earl of Chandos is signed "8.J .", no 
author has ever been named for this very scarce , 
early work written to further wine culture in 
England . Gleaned from his extensive observations of 
European practices , the author provides "Easy and 
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Familiar " methods for vine-growing and wine -making 
in England "to the greatest perfection. " 


Frederick Cosens , a 19th century sherry shipper , 
produced what is now one of the most charming-and 
at the same time , most scarce - books on sherry . 
Sherryana (by F. W. C .) was published in London circa 
1887, and generously decorated with the lively 
drawings of Linley Sambourne. I tis a quaint, oblong 
(7" x 5") cloth covered book , with the front cover 
enriched by a gilded title and drawing of a Jerez 
maiden carrying a jug of Oloroso on her shoulder. 
[NOTE: The WTQ subsequently printed an article on 
Cosens and his books, '"F.W.C.' The First Wine Book 
Collector?" Vol.17 No.4.l 


Between the years 1911 and 1912 Andre Simon 
delivered a series of six lectures to the Wine Trade 
Club, at Vintners' Hall , London , and each were 
subsequently published in limited numbers. The 
titles included The Wine Trade of England Alcohol 
andtheHumanBody; TheArtofDistillation ; TheArt 
of Wine-Making; The Vine and its Frw't ; and The 
Vineyards of the World. The Jones library has what 
is most likely a unique set of these lectures , bound in 
gilt-lettered suede cloth , inscribed by Simon "With 
very kind regards" to fellow wine lover , Saints· 
buryian , and author Ian Campbell. A joy to behold! 


The collection has a copy of Rixford 's The Wine 
Press and the Cellar (San Francisco , 1883), the 
earliest California book on wine making - their copy 
bears the marks of Fountain Grove Winery , an 
historic Sonoma County winery built in the 1890s. 
There is the highly desirable three-volume set of 
Simon 's History of the Wine Trade 1n England 
(London , 1906-09) , splendid in rich , gilt -decorated 
green cloth. A pristine copy of the signed, limited 
edition de luxe (1921) of Saintsbury 's Notes on a 
Cellar-Book sits beside several less rare editions. In 
the glass -fronted case is a fabulous copy- in full , 
elegantly tooled calf-of Sir Edward Barry 's 1775 
classic , Observations Historical, Critical and Medical 
on the Wines of the Ancients . Robert Shannon 's 1805 
A Practical Treatise on Brewing, Distilhng ... Malnng 
of Wines ... , the book Gabler credits with being the 
first detailed account in English of modern wines , 
rests next to its rival for this distinction , Alexander 
Henderson's 1824 A History of Ancient and Modern 
JiTijnes. Works by Vizetelly are present , and Cyrus 
Redding and ... 


In one room , so man y treasures. 
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Vinaceous Correspondents: 
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles 


The Third Article in a Series I Sixteenth Section 
by Barbara Marinacci 


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976) 
-16-


f71his segment continues the complex story (begun in WTQ~ July 2004 issue ) of the longtime relationship , 
1 carried on both in person and in telephone and letter communications, between these two intensely wine


focused men: the Saratoga-based vintner, who took pride in vintaging and marketing only pure varietal wines 
in very limited amounts, and the hardworking , eminent UC Davis enologist, who by the mid-1950s was known 
and respected internationally as a researcher , educator , and wine connoisseur. At this time , because of MR 's 
renewed and national publicity-seeking battle with the Caliform ·a wine industry over ins insistence upon the need 
for quality control measures , Amerine was acutely aware that ins known close connection with MR imperiled ins 
crucial, necessarily amicable dealings with the proprietors and winemakers of much larger and far better known 
wineries-so that he had backed away from their friendsin'p. 


ith the 1955 holiday 
season under way and 
most wine orders 
shipped out or deliv
ered to wine shops and 
private customers , 
Martin and Eleanor 
Ray decided to bring 
the old, tumultuous 
year to an end with 
their own kind of bang. 


What cheer could they now disclose about the status 
of their Wine Quality Control Fight to all those loyal 
retailers and distributors , ardent connoisseurs , and 
wine writers on their mailing list? For the past half
year about two hundred of them had been receiving 
reports aimed at enlisting them in a war against the 
higher end of the California wine ind us try. And to the 
Rays' immense satisfaction , many recipients had 
been cheering MR on in his reactivated war with the 
dozen or so bonded wineries whose proprietors 
claimed to be producing fine wines and labeled them 
accordingly. The real wine aficionados in America , 
though, knew that the industry 's best offerings were 
scarcely good enough , and that only Martin Ray 's 
pure varietals could stand proudly next to the French 
models of perfection. 


The Rays had tried by various means , even a 
veiled blackmail threat , to induce that new group 
calling themselves the Premium Wine Producers of 
California (intended to appear prestigious , but to 
them it was pretentious) to self-impose quality 
standards on their winegrowing and winemaking , 
and to pursue honesty in their wine marketing. But 
it appeared now that all these strenuous efforts of 
theirs had come to naught. However , it was not in 
Martin Ray's nature ever to admit downright defeat 


in his perpetual demand for quality control measures . 
Imbued with missionar y zeal to convert people to his 
high standards in winemaking , he was continuously 
motivated by righteous anger against all those 
vintners guilt y of abundant malpractices that he 
could readily specify (though at times he probabl y 
distorted or possibly just imagined some of them ). 


So what would the Rays mail out ? Whatever it 
would be was bound to go to Amerine. After all , 
toward the close of his October letter to Maynard MR 
had expressed this intention : "Very soon I am going 
to send out another Memo to our mailing list and one 
that may interest you and of which I trust you will 
approve. " [10/23/55] At that point , MR still harbored 
a faint hope of success : that Dr . Winkler might finall y 
bring about the changes that he and Maynard 
Amerine-those two renowned viticultural and 
enological professors at UC Davis-had been 
advocating for years in order to raise the quality of 
California 's better wines . 


In the first week of December , fortuitousl y, a two
page letter arrived from a wine connoisseur in St . 
Louis. ER retyped it on stencils so it could be 
duplicated to provide ample copie s. With the words 
on the letterhead stationer y replicated , its author 
was identified as W. MacLean Johnson , president of 
Webster Publishing Compan y. A one-pager from 
Martin Ray introduced the missive . Above hi s three 
paragraphs was a cautionary message, as if the 
contents were flammable: PERSONAL AND CONFI· 


DENTIAL. Yet by MR's standards the ton e was 
relativel y subdued . 


The attached is a copy of a letter recentl y received from 
a man who is genuinel y interested in and drinks fin e 
wines and who , with his wife and a Stanford scientist , 
visited our vine yards las t summer . He is one of a large 
and growing lis t of impor tan t people from all par ts of 







the country who are placing themselves on record as 
opposed to the mislabeling and legalized blending-out of 
our fine California-grown varietal wines. This letter is 
typical of expressions received constantly by us and it 
indicates clearly enough the soundness of varietal 
growers adopting now self-imposed Quality Control. By 
making only 100% straight varietals and honestly 
labeling them , our firm has established that this 
important and discriminating market will buy and pay 
premium prices for wines comparable to the finest 
imports . But these people have turned away from other 
California wines for the simple reason they are not good 
enough (as stated in another recent letter from a 
famous New York gourmet Wfred Knopf! . 
We have in our California Northcoastal districts some 
magnificent varietal plantings which are now sufficient 
to satisfy the probable immediate demand , should the 
Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon , Chardonnay and white 
Riesling be made and kept unblended in small oak 
cooperage and brought to market properly and free of 
sulphuring, heat and cold treatment , filtering and other 
short·cut·easy·method·but·injurious cellar treatment 
now openly permitted and practiced . 
Every day the buying public is becoming more educated 
and more discriminating as evidenced by the growth in 
the sale of fine imports and by the growth in the sale of 
Martin Ray true varietals . As indicated in the attached 
letter , those who want firie wines are the logical 
purchasers of California varietals . The small group of 
top growers must be encouraged to turn away from 
volume toward quality. And retailers and consumers 
will bring this about by making known to them these 
facts. [12/14155] 
''Mac" Johnson 's letter itself reported in detail to 


Mr. and Mrs. Ray about a recent blind wine tasting 
in which a Martin Ray 1952 Pinot Noir had easily 
bested a French burgundy from the renowned Clos 
des Dues vineyard in Vol.nay. His letter ended: 


You have proven that California wine can equal , or 
excel , Europe's best , provided that it is fermented with 
care and bottled in its pure form , unblended with the 
juice of inferior grape varieties. Now, if people like 
myself and my friends who were here last Wednesday 
are to drink California wines , and to serve them to their 
guests , they will have to be as good as yours. Although 
we are the logical purchasers of California varietals , we 
seldom do so. We know when a wine is top·notch and 
when it isn 't. Most California varietals are not because 
they have lost character through blending with inferior 
wines . The people who make and sell wine , I am 
convinced , simply do not understand their consumers . 
They apparently believe we all buy wines by names or 
labels alone and that we cannot evaluate what is inside 
the bottle. This is a fatal error. This may lead us to buy 
one bottle , but we don't repeat . With a true varietal we 
would become steady customers . [12/1/55] 
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Among recipients targeted for MR 's year·end 
report was Life magazine editor Pollard , who earlier 
in the year had expressed interest in what Martin 
Ray had been stirring up in the wine industry but 
needed more newsworthy drama. MR 's note told him 
of the latest news from the battlefront. 


Am sending along the enclosed to keep you advised that 
I'm still keeping up my fight for Quality of our top wine· 
varietals - and hope you 'll be able to pick up a 
controversial news angle one of these days to break a 
big story , which it certainly deserves . 
Incidentally , the growers recently got the Federal 
Government to crack down on me. They came up here 
and set up a miniature chemical lab , tested anything 
and everything they could find , to harass me. Try as 
they might they couldn 't find anything serious to pin on 
us . We laughed and told them we understood why the y 
were here and that they weren 't personally to blame. 
Privately they admitted to me the source of the inquiry . 
[See the April 2008 WTQ.] So it goes. But every day we 
get more letters such as the enclosed ["Mac" J ohnson 'sl, 
showing the public is not so ignorant or unable to judge 
a wine as growers and dealers seem to think . Who 
wants to buy butter blended 50% with margarine? 
-milk only 50% milk and the rest God knows what ? 
Wine alone remains the crook 's dream , where anything 
goes! [12/17 /55] 
Amerine , of course, would have received the "Mac " 


letter too. But as an inadvertent casualty of MR 's QC 
warfare , and doubtless weary of it all anyway , he 
may have resisted reading any more verbiage coming 
from his erstwhile friend , even if mostly written by 
someone else . Another even longer report would soon 
follow it into his mailbox. 


The Year·End Battle Summary 


B
Y the third week of December, paying little heed 
to Christmas-celebrating preparations, the 
Rays had composed and sent off a more 


ambitious and extensive QC statement-this one 
taking up five pages . Like the ''Mac " letter , it was 
duplicated and sent off for wide distribution to those 
on the Martin Ray Winery 's extensive mailing list . 
Rather likeAmerine 'sMay 13 TAC talk printed up by 
the Wine Institute , this one was declared "Private , 
Confidential , and NOT FOR PUBLICATION"-though 
doubtless MR would have been delighted if someone , 
somewhere , actually published it. 


It is necessary from time to time for all of us to review 
our efforts and accomplishments if we are to see 
ourselves realistically and judge our achievements in 
relation to others or to what they might have been. 
This is intended as a review of the efforts and 
accomplishments of the varietal table·wine growers of 
California since Repeal-with full memory of their pre· 
Prohibition years and the evil effects of the Prohibition 
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period which still plague us . By table-wine growers I 
refer herein only to those growing all or substantially 
all their own grapes and those bottling under their own 
labels and selling in the upper-quality field - the names 
we all know , less than dozen of them. 
The document recapped much of the same 


historical perspective that ER had presented in the 
summaries she had provided in May to magazine 
editors and writers whom the Rays had hoped would 
rise up to join their battle for quality control , as well 
as the arguments that MR had thrust forth in many 
letters. In writing about his winemaking peers he 
declared: 


Publicly they have taken the attitude that the problem 
does not exist. Yet privately , they all know the extent 
and depth of the controversy which if ever fully aired 
must alter entirely the methods and merchandising of 
California varietals . They have taken the attitude that 
we are trying to injure them or their business-some 
[e.g., John Daniel oflnglenookJ have personalized it and 
others [Robert Mondavi of Krug) have likened our 
efforts to actual libel. But the simple truth is, we are 
trying to help California 's top growers exactly where 
they need help and , as one authority in a high place 
[Mrs . Julian Street] has said , "Yours is the only 
defensible position. " We have it straight from Mlle . 
Christiane Latour of the great Burgundian house of 
Louis Latour that the growers in Burgundy fought just 
as furiously against reform and in the formation of their 
Appellation Controlee , whereas now they find it their 
meal ticket. And so it will be here . Some day the top 
growers will realize how their interest can be best 
served and protected . 


(How prescient were these last two sentences of his, 
once the "boutique " wineries began changing the 
winemaking scene!) 


Then came mentions of an unnamed organization 
formed earlier in the year to represent exclusively the 
needs of the better table-wine growers-obviously the 
Premium Wine Producers of California (PWP) ; MR's 
subsequent challenges to them ; and finally the 
seeming conflict resolution when this group asked Dr . 
Winkler of UC Davis to meet with them so as to help 
set up a QC plan. In his last three paragraphs MR 
provided the dismal update. 


But no meeting between the growers and the University 
has ever taken place , as of this date, and no study of the 
subject is under way. Three of the growers concerned 
have said they will be willing to discuss the subject "in 
the late spring " (of 1956). But we learned that last April 
a group of growers indicated they are now aiming at 
blends of75% instead of 51 %-in 10 or 15 years! At this 
rate , it might seem , the industry has no intention of 
ever considering 100%. [It took much longer , for this 
75% ruling finally arrived in 1983, after 28years . And 
even then MR would have denied its value , particularly 


if frequent and stringent inspections weren 't conducted 
in both vineyards and wineries.) Raising the legal uni t 
to 75% would in fact have no effect at all on quality . For 
all purposes the barn door still would be left quite as 
open to malpractice , whether it be held open at a legal 
"loophole degree " of 51% or 75%! It followed, at the 
quarterly meeting of the Technical Advisory Committee 
of the Wine Institute on Augus t 5, 1955, it was actuall y 
proposed by one grower that the minimum percentag e 
of varietals be increased from 51% to 75%. The sub
committee promptly repor ted that the wine industry 
was not ready at this time to reques t an increase in 
percentages of varietals to 75%. This same sub· 
committee did , however , decide to mee t and discuss 
further the proposal that a vintage wine no longer need 
be 100% wine of a given year ! Thus , it would seem tha t 
the industry is never read y to conside r moving forward , 
but is always ready to consider reducing standards! 
In any event , nothing has been done abou t "Qualit y 
Control ," just as nothing was done almost twenty years 
ago by the Wine Institute in the same regard . This 
brings us to the conclusion of the repor t on the effor t 
and progress which has been made to establish Qualit y 
Controls beyond our own vineyard. Despite the fact that 
for some twenty years [beginning during MR's 
ownership of Paul Masson) we have made unblended , 
100% varietals , and been able to sell them at prices two 
and three times higher than those of any other growers 
in California, it still remains impossible to get others to 
renounce the legalized blending privileges and set up a 
system of labeling which would authenticate and 
publicize such wines , and thus establish California as 
able to grow trul y great wines in man y vineyards and 
several districts . 
Once again MR, both disillusioned and angr y, was 


explicitly handing over to retailers and consumers 
themselves , and to activist writers who loved wine , 
the duty to agitate for upgrading the qualit y of 
California 's premium wines . After all , he could make 
his own wines , but he couldn 't alter how other 
wineries made , labeled , and sold their so·called 
varietal wines. 


We turn now to you who are engaged in the trad e and 
especially to you individuals who buy and drink fin e 
wines and respect them for what the y are . You, and 
only you , can bring about some form of self-imposed 
Quality Control , by demanding authen tic 100% 
varietals , properl y grown , labeled and mer chandised . 
[12/20/55] 
It seems , actuall y, that Martin Ray hadn 't yet 


entirely abandoned hope that a few of the better 
vintners might eventuall y be persuaded to join with 
him in establishing quality control in California . 
Even one might help his cause ! Thus shortl y befor e 
Christmas , in tune with the holida y spirit , MR sen t 
a conciliat ory note to Herman Went e, whom he knew 







and liked best in that bunch of growers. He first 
thanked him for having graciously hosted the 
summertime visit from Christiane Latour and her 
escort, MR's adopted son Barclay. Then he explicitly 
invited Herman to join him in introducing wine 
quality control in California , even if the y couldn't get 
a group to back their initial effort. "You are definitely 
a leader ," MR wrote , "and others seeing your example 
will follow, especially when they see our gain in 
prestige as well as higher prices." They 'd put a QC 
stamp across their wine bottles- "and begin 
educating the buying public that the stamp can be 
relied upon to assure getting 100% varietals ." And for 
this favor MR touchingly offered Wente his aid in any 
and every way. "If we could do this , Herman , we 
would be leaving our children a far , far better 
heritage than mere vineyards. And believe me , we 
would be thanked for having brought about a new era 
of better wines out of California." [12/21/55) 


There 's no indication that Martin Ray ever 
received a response to this plea. 


Starting Out in the New Year 


T
he lack of any letters covering the first months 
of 1956 within file folders of correspondence 
between Martin and Eleanor Ray and Maynard 


Amerine, whether carbon copies of theirs to him or 
originals from him to them , indicates that the 
vociferous winegrowing pair living at the top of 
Saratoga 's Mt. Eden deliberately restrained 
themselves. They were holding off on any new 
attempt to revive the much-missed camaraderie with 
their friend in Davis , who had turned down several 
invitations to join them for dinner parties they gave 
during the holiday period. 


There would be occasional references to Amerine , 
though , in the Rays ' letters to other people , as in one 
that ER wrote to her son Peter , when she mentioned 
actor Burgess Meredith 's ardent wish to buy a piece 
of their mountain , since he 'd decided that he too 
wanted to be a winegrower. So Rusty-as Eleanor, 
Peter, and many other people usually called MR (but 
not Amerine)-would create for him a new vineyard , 
within which their new pal "Buzzy " would build a 
vacation home . They had even already settled on the 
site , and MR was eager to move ahead with the hard 
work of clearing away the trees and chaparral , then 
scarifying the ground deeply prior to planting , which 
he wanted to do by the following year. 


So far the deal is not made , as there 's no money or 
agreement or anything definite. But you can be sure 
that Rusty has no intention of involving this quarter 
section up here in any possible arrangement , it must be 
separate , and our wines separate. It 's true that time 
changes the best of plans , and it's surely best to avoid 
complications if it is possible to keep things simple . 
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Remember Amerine and his desperate efforts of recent 
years . "I've got to simplify my life!" he'd end most of his 
scribbled ~essages by saying. [2/5/56) 


(In the coming years , the Rays would have it 
confirmed repeatedly that since "time changes the 
best of plans ," they would have been wise to keep 
steering clear of dire complications that could ensue 
when setting up joint business ventures with others. 
But of course sooner or later such relationships were 
apt to get snarled by MR's perpetual tendency to 
skew, misinterpret , and overreact ; and when 
suspicious , upset , or outraged , he could become 
outlandishly offensive .) 


ER's last statement was decidedly an exag
geration , as a viewing of Maynard 's actual "scribbled 
messages " proves. But having that remembrance of 
Maynard 's occasional remark- whether made in 
person, over the phone, and in notes-aided the Rays 
to explain why he had withdrawn almost totally from 
them. When they had reached out to pull him back 
into their sphere, naturally he had recoiled. Getting 
involved with Martin Ray , and then remaining 
involved , was no way to simplify one 's life . 


Well , that poor fellow , MR and ER reasoned (and 
told others): Maynard had a bothersome , lingering 
infection that sapped his energy and spirits ; was 
spending all too much time nowadays in the 
fellowship of outlandish male friends , eschewing the 
company of women ; had been overworking on all sorts 
of research , teaching , writing , and consulting 
projects ; was hypersensitive over being criticized (as 
MR liked relaying to him) by people he thought were 
his friends-even though he might in private expose 
the tasting errors of these snobs-for being interested 
only in California wines and knowing nothing at all 
about the fine European ones ; and on top of all else 
felt ostracized , even persecuted, by people in the wine 
industry because of his insistence upon adherence to 
quality standards and truth in labeling. That last 
rejection seemed especially due to the assumption 
that he was in league with that cantankerous 
troublemaker Martin Ray, who had again been 
stirring up a big fuss about setting up quality 
control-though Maynard, totally disapproving , had 
nothing whatsoever to do with it ! 


When John Melville revealed how upset he was 
over Amerine 's dismissive review of Guide to 
Caliform ·a Wines in the Autumn issue of Wine & 
Food, MR tried to console him. "You see , John ," he 
wrote, "while I am not a writer there is some 
bitterness in me, too, about the way fate deals with 
some of the things I am devoted to." Then to make 
Melville feel better about the situation , he told of 
rumors he had heard as well as cited his own 
experience . "Never mind what Amerine has said or 
done. He is currently a very bitter man too! He has 
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broken with most of his friends, is under a doctor 's 
care, and recently told me on the telephone that 
practically nobody in the industry will any longer 
speak to him and that he didn't want to hear any 
longer from me either!" 


MR told how Amerine was greatly upset and 
envious that his own book, Table Wines, written with 
Maynard Joslyn, had only sold a measly few copies, 
whereas Melville's had leaped into bestseller lists in 
California. And as a final solace, MR assured Melville 
that "The number of people who read Amerine 's 
review is very small." [3/1 7 /56] 


Correspondence Reactivated 


A
s spring came around, Eleanor began vividly 
recalling the happy time just a year ago when 
Maynard had driven away from a luncheon 


visit , heading down the mountain road in his new 
convertible, carrying away sprays of wild clematis in 
bloom and a nest holding two turquoise bird eggs
the basic ingredients for a dramatic centerpiece for 
his dining table at an upcoming dinner party. 


So she was the first to break the somber epistolary 
silence--or was it a standoff?-between the Rays and 
Amerine. On the 3rd of April she composed another 
of those lighthearted ·seeming letters to "Dear 
Maynard" that consisted of a series of questions. 
Instead of the 10 she had asked him in December , 
she'd more than doubled the number , to 22. The 
questions, which filled two typewritten pages , started 
out thusly , to set the tone: 


l. Do you know when you send someone a letter on 
passionate pink it means spring is in your heart as well 
as in the air , nests of eggs are readying themselves for 
decor on your table, vines are bursting forth , we think 
of you even more than usual , send darting messages by 
ultra·sonic , love you, miss you, and all that sort of 
thing? 


(Probabl y ER had found some pretty pink paper for 
the original; the filed-away carbon copies were 
usually made on standard canary-yellow , second· 
sheet stock.) There followed 21 more numbered 
paragraphs all ending in question marks, ranging 
from a simple ? to triples, even quadruples. Here are 
some samples: 


2. Do you know Jim Beard who 's coming up to lunch 
Friday? ... 
4. Did you ever get a report on the GRAND CRU tizzy I 
put on at a dinner party here some few months ago 
when a couple of so·called gourmets announced to 
eachother [sio-ER often seemed to deliberately 
combine these two words , perhaps of the opinion that 
they should really be joined] across the table that YQ.!! 


knew nothing about foreign wines , only California 
wines???? (Rusty was down in cellar getting bottles so 
he never heard me , but I not only roared like an MGM 


she·lion , but told these fellows off. I recall saying that 
they were mere youngsters in their knowledge of wine , 
alongside of you , and now I don 't suppose we'll ever 
entertain them again up here but does it matter & do I 
care , ha? 


[This actually had been the notorious Thanksgiving 
dinner that MR would later describe in detail when 
writing to Maynard.] 


5. Would you say you had an EXPANSIVE PALATE? 


7. What do you think of Henry Charpentier, and would 
you be flattered or insulted to be invited (as we have 
been) to dinner at his place in January 1959??? 


[During this time period , the famed French chef 
offered specially catered meals in his Redondo Beach 
home in Southern California. Reservations , widely 
sought by gourmets , had to be made several years in 
advance , and the cost was exorbitant. To be invited , 
therefore , was scarcely insulting!] 


11. Could a family have a more wonderful time than 
we 've just had when Barclay and Peter both flew home 
for two weeks of glorious pruning together on the 
mountaintop and celebrating every night with great 
tastings , great drinking, great fun , amidst which we 
frequently toasted you? 


[ER was hoping that Maynard would regret that he 
hadn't been there as well-to be treated like a 
member of this close·knit, wine-focused family , as he 
had often been in the past.] 


12. Did you catch up with Bloeker 's column in which he 
referred to you as "a charming genius with increasingly 
irascible moods"? 
13. Is it true you are carrying on like mad with the 
titillating er wife or a certain er friend? 
14. How do you account for the fact that Rusty 's 5·gal. 
jug of Champagne Cold yeast exhibits a half·inch collar 
of foam in the narrow neck every morning but by 
evening it is gone ; do you think this is related to Bob 
Balzer's becoming a Cambodian monk, or the fact that 
most people die in the night? 


[Balzer, as most older wine buffs know, was a wine 
columnist as well as gourmet-store retailer in the Los 
Angeles area. They first became acquainted when MR 
owned Paul Masson, from 1936 to 1943, and MR later 
claimed he'd been Bob's mentor , steering him toward 
a wine-connected career.] 


15. Speaking of Bob, did you know he has had his head 
shaved and had to beg in the streets of Cambodia for 
whatever scraps of food he got to eat for two weeks in 
order to feel properly humbled , and the Los Angeles 
papers simply went crazy over all this , and Bob's 
grocery manager is about to commit hari kari because 
customers get the idea that he must be going out of 
business because the papers say a Cambodian monk 
takes the vow never to touch gold or any form of 
alcohol? ... 


[It might be commented here that when wine writer 
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Robert Balzer came back to the States a few months 
later from his apprenticeship period as a Buddhist 
monk, before returning to L.A. he stopped first in the 
San Francisco Bay area and went up to Mt. Eden. 
There the Rays cunningly contrived to seduce him 
back into consuming alcohol by serving him a 
delectable succession of wines that he simply could 
not resist. A few Ray letters afterwards recounted 
with glee the event's outcome, since by rescuing Bob 
from Buddhist restrictions they had benefitted wine 
journalism.] 


17. In your opinion is it a justification for celebration 
when you find yourself in the eye of a storm? ... 


[The Rays , who found all sorts of reasons for 
celebrating, naturally felt they were now at the very 
center of a figurative hurricane that they had 
initiated within the wine industry.] 


19. Did you hear that Pelly [Angelo Pellegrini] , flushed 
with the success of his recent blow·up U.e., laudatory 
portrayal] of two ex-bootleggers among other things , 
now announces he is going to write a book on wines , 
and judging from the way he took words about qualit y 
from Rusty 's mouth & put them into Martini's, you 
might say anything at all can happen, and the Wine 
Institute will probably salute with 30 guns and under
write the whole thing? 


[In his just-published book, Americans by Choice, 
Pellegrini had written chapter-length profiles of 
Louis M. Martini and the Mondavi family. The Rays 
were outraged at his glorification of these Italian 
winemakers of his generation and the one preceding 
it-all of whom MR claimed were virtual criminals. 
MR soon thereafter broke off his close friendship with 
the University of Washington's Italian-American 
professor of English-who eventually did publish a 
book on wine, Wine and the Good Life (1965 )---using 
in the title a phrase in praise of the winegrower 's life, 
favored by both Robert Mondavi and Martin Ray.] 


20. Did we tell you we cleared 5 more acres of land 
which we're fencing today, for more Chardonnay and 
Cabernet Sauvignon, and speaking of Chardonnay we 
can't meet orders; have to back-order it, and sales 
pressure on Cabernet is so big we've had to up our price 
to $4 the bottle like the Chardonnay and Pinot Noir and 
also increase its planting; isn't this fascinating to think 
upon even ifwe kill ourselves from overwork and then 
what will people do without wines like these? 


[Here was an early indication that the French white 
Burgundian varietal was starting to gain favor 
among American wine consumers, there by triggering 
increased planting, to finally result in annual 
statistical tracking of its acreage as well as yield in 
tonnage figures by the state 's Dept. of Agriculture , 
which previously had just lumped it among 
miscellaneous white grapes.] 


Eleanor's final question to Maynard was this: 


"Who do you think recently referred to you as 'a man 
of mystery'?" There was barely space enough at the 
bottom of page 2 to type in the closure : "We luv you, 
man of mystery ... " [ 4/3/56) 


Then she and MR waited for a response. 


Wine and 
the Good Life 


A unique , scandalous , and informative boo k 


that tells how to understand and enjoy wines 


by a delightful raconteur and sinner , the 


author of THE UNPREJUDICED PALATE 


by Angelo ·M· Pellegrini 


Putting It All into Words Once More ... 


N
o doubt Eleanor's daring foray into Amerine 's 
postbox encouraged MR to make his own 
epistolary move about a week later. "Dear 


Maynard," MR's letter began. And what followed was 
a lengthy, single·spaced letter that reverted back to 
the gargantuan lengths of many previous long· 
winded epistolary monologues. 


This letter I have been wanting to write for a long time . 
But I have felt it best to let some little time pass and 
now I want to present to you a definite proposition with 
the request simply for positive reaction on your part in 
what ever way you wish it to be between us hereafter. 
By this I mean by your action our friendship can 
continue actively or it can cease to exist. The decision is 
yours . And it is your decision because I have all along 
stated what I want is an active friendship between us. 
I still want it that way. But I do not know how you feel 
about it now and if you wish to not answer this letter I 
will take it as meaning that you do not want our 
friendship. In the latter case I will continue to respect 







both our position and your achievements but I will treat 
you as one hostile should be treated . 
Please understand , I do not attempt to threaten you. [?!] 
For , friendship is not so established . And it is your 
friendship we want . But we have so very man y 
interests , common friends and movements and 
undertakings related , it must be known how we feel 
toward each other. It is not unlike some element forever 
present in vintage . It must be learned if it is good for 
the winemaking or not , and if not it can not be ignored 
but rather dealt with . 
So far as I know, the only serious thing that has come 
between us is related to my interest in Quality Control , 
a thing you did originally assist me with . I did not try to 
force you against your expressed wishes to become 
involved in my efforts once you had made clear to me 
how you felt , you will recall . Those closest to you have 
explained to me their version of just wha t it was about 
all this [that] angered you . On the telephone you made 
untrue charges which you must by now know were 
unfounded . Whatever you ma y think , I am going to tell 
you here my side of the story as it really is and , as I 
have said , I aim to make to you a proposition . Rather 
than to let the latter hang suspended in our 
consideration , I will give you first my proposition . It will 
be my intention to state simply here the things tha t 
may have come to look very complicated. 
I propose that we get together very soon , either at your 
place or at ours , as you wish it , and that we have a 
dinner and some fine wines and conversation with , 
however , no reference whatsoever to Quality Control 
and all that may have come to involve. I further propose 
that the nex t time we meet or at some further meeting 
not distant we both be prepared to talk the entire 
matter over with determination not to get hurt , angered 
or exercised but rather to understand each other fully. 
I pledge myself to answer an y questions you may ask 
and request the same of you . The conversation should 
be conducted toward the end that we would reach an 
agreement on certain basic principals [sicl so that we 
might thereafter engage freel y in conversation that 
might at any time arise out of your work and mine . All 
you need do in answering me is to accept an invitation 
to come down at a time stated by you or ask us up . It 
might be best here at the vineyards . But , you may feel 
otherwise and that will be accepted without question . 
Then MR, with his "proposition " now stated , 


wanted to dip back into histor y and "outline " how his 
commitment to Quality Control had led to 
disagreeable struggles - above all with the organiza· 
tion that he always considered his most powerful and 
determined adversary. 


The idea of Quality Control firs t came to me when I first 
became a grower. It was not then either clear to me 
what I might do, if anything , or how I might go about it . 
It was simpl y an idea . The Wine Institute was activel y 
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soliciting my membership . I have not bothered to look 
up how far back this may have been but it is close on to 
20 years ago now. This fellow Gomberg worked for th e 
institute and he & one or two others finally offered me 
a Vice Presidency and membership on all the important 
committees if I would join. I agreed to this with the 
provision they would do certain things within the 
Institute and this they never were willing to agree to. I 
do not recall now just what things were foremost in my 
mind. But I know tha t I had fought them on what 
manner oflegal description a California Sparkling wine 
should require. I had employed a firm of attorneys to 
appear in opposition to them and I had lost. 
Since MR 's assertion that these celebrator y, 


bubbly wines should not be called Champagne had 
been rejected , most American sparkling-wine pro· 
ducers continued to call their product Champagne ; 
eventually even MR was obliged to do so when at 
Paul Masson he produced several different kinds of 
sparkling wines from Pinot Noir and Chardonna y, 
using la methode champenoise . At the time , though , 
he had labeled them "Extra Dry. " (In recent year s , 
though-almost seven decades later-that pugilistic 
stance taken by Martin Ra y got vindicated when the 
American wine industry , pressured by the European 
Union , was forced to assent to the ruling that such 
wines made in the U .S. should no longer be labeled as 
Champagnes , since that term could rightly apply only 
to sparkling wines made in the Champagne district in 
France.) Meanwhile , on another battlefront , he had 
become the outspoken foe of vintners who either 
combined different grape varieties during vintaging 
or else blended different varietal wines later-yet 
labeled the bottles as if they contained a single fin e 
varietal , thus eligible to fetch a higher price. So MR 
reminded Amerine: 


I also remember I had gone on record as believing tha t 
it should be illegal to blend a varietal wine . My position 
was that a Pinot Nair should be 100% Pinot Nair , 
Cabernet Sauvignon the same and so on, including all 
varietals . From being friendly opposition to the 
Institute I graduall y was forced into a position of 
considering them a group of greed y and ignorant men 
running hog wild . The y forced me [into this belief] by a 
series of acts which have continued to this day. In the 
estimation of the public with which we are here 
concerned the Institu te has destro yed itself because I 
have seen to it that what the y have done has become 
known . 
This last statement displa ys MR 's inflated sense of 


his own potenc y, which ultimatel y , and somehow , 
would enable him to triumph over his foes , even 
destroy them. He then wen t on to tell how the Wine 
Institute for many years had been trying to sabotage 
him by virtuall y forbidding , through financial 
pressure , an y press attention to him and his 
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wines-though surely Amerine had heard from him 
many times of this for-instance. 


I will give you a single example . The magazine Wines 
and Vines came to me with an apology and explanation. 
They could no longer publish anything I wrote or carry 
an advertisement I might wish to buy. The penalty 
would be loss of the subsidy received from or through 
the Institute. I believe this was said to be $1,000 per 
month. And to bring it up to date , now years later I am 
told directly by the Bureau Chief in San Francisco for 
Time Life that the Institute through the placement or 
withdrawal of advertising determines what may be 
carried in the editorial columns or news columns of 
every publication other than Time Life. I have 
personally confirmed this in several instances . Now 
then , as I have said , this has done great damage to the 
Institute in certain quarters . But , I have made capital 
of it. When I speak here of the Institute I speak of the 
[California Wine] Advisory Board as well because , as 
you know , they have in the past been convenient twins 
of a sort . This situation I describe refers also to our 
friendship and its present state of break down. 
Then MR went on to remind Maynard of opinions 


they had held in common. He acknowledged that 
much of what he'd learned over the years about 
current doings in the wine industry had come directly 
from Maynard. Now MR indicated that he had 
recently replaced him with some unnamed insider
informants . 


You have worked with the Institute in much the same 
manner I did at first . That is , you have not agreed with 
all they do nor have you failed to openly take issue with 
them. There is no need for me to try to recall here all 
the conversations we have had . Many times you have 
told me with great pleasure of your disagreements , our 
intentions and theirs. Always we used to see alike on 
these matters. And for many years I knew very little of 
them other than what you told me of their behind the 
scenes workings . Now I have several other active 
sources that keep me fully advised especially with 
specific happenings and the long term intentions they 
have . For , there is coming a day when the Institute will 
not even claim to represent the best interest of the 
better table wine growers. And it is important that I 
keep advised. 
Once again MR underscored Amerine 's own 


vulnerability , caused by his longtime advocacy of 
significantly boosting the quality and of honestly 
labeling the better California wines-along with the 
consequent pairing of the two of them in other 
people 's minds. These had led to the unfortunate 
ostracism that Maynard now suffered , outside of his 
more insulated academia , when mixing with industry 
people-whether winery proprietors , vintners , or 
Wine Institute officials. 


In this correct position you have taken , you have made 


enemies. You have told me ofit man y times , over man y 
years. One of the members of the Institute has told me 
personally that he intended to get rid of you as a factor 
in the industry . He named no others but he made it 
clear that he was not alone . 
Because we were known to be friends , it came about 
that we were looked upon by the Industry as working 
hand and hand together and this was especially true 
within the Institute itself . Lou Gomberg told me this 
with special reference to Quality Control. Last June you 
made a speech before the Technical Advisory committee 
in which you denounced certain practices of members 
and this was at a time when I was bringing pressure on 
the newly formed or forming Qualit y Producers ..... It 
was taken by a group that we were working together 
and when , in one of my letters I stated I was not alone 
in my activities , it was taken by them to mean I referred 
to you. I explained to them that I did not refer to you 
and that I referred to all our retail and consumer 
customers. But the milk was spilt . They had waited for 
years to put their finger on something and some of them 
evidentally [sic] did or said or failed to do whatever it is 
that has so hurt you and for which you blamed me , 
saying that hardly anyone in the industry would any 
longer speak to you. Well , circumstances have been 
influencial [sic] in our relations , it is true enough. But 
it is because of the things we have both done and said 
for some 20 years and especially it is because we have 
always had good friends and strong enemies as all men 
must have if they do things . [Emphasis added.] 
At this point , MR , feeling that the time had come 


to wind up this intense part of his letter to Amerine , 
summarized his current feelings . 


It is out of this that has come many other things in one 
way or another related. I have heard things almost 
continually about you that I know to be untrue. I do not 
know what has been related to you of me but a letter 
such as this can hardly be ignored. After all , I do not 
have to have your friendship . I am making a substantial 
effort because I want it for the sake of the things we are 
commonly devoted to and the pleasure of the friendship 
that comes out of such common interests . It would be 
rather difficult to find another two so completely in 
agreement on the thing we have both devoted all our 
mature life to. 
And then MR launched into one of those usual 


long , gossipy paragraphs to Maynard telling of people 
badmouthing or occasionally praising him (MA) or 
other wine-connected personages. 


James Beard and Helen [Evans] Brown were here at a 
luncheon last Friday. You no doub t know him as the 
writer and her of cook books and now also of Sunset and 
I believe in some manner connected with Lucius Beebe 
and his Nevada paper. Anyway , at the table Helen 
Brown asked me if I thought you knew anything about 
wines . I expressed some surprise bu t told her in no 







uncer t ain terms that I knew damned well that you are 
the foremost authority on wines in the state and told 
her I had never met anyone that knows from personal 
experience and knowledge acquired from drinki ng, 
stud y and research as much about wines. She was 
shaking her head before I finished my statement and 
negatively . She could hardly wai t until she could tell me 
that she did not believe it and that she considered you 
a fraud and that you knew nothing about any wines 
other than California wines . Beard was very interested 
and finall y made a statement which I considered 
intelligent . But we almost had a brawl at the time 
before I talked her down . Beard said that in New York 
Alexis Lichine has hardl y a friend other than himself . 
Yet, he explained , Lichine knows his French wines . He 
told me that Schoonmaker has hardly a friend here or 
abroad . But , he asked me , has Frank not done a good 
publicit y and merchandising job and does he not have 
certain abilities regardless of his failure with money . I 
agreed . He told me tha t in Los Angeles he had heard 
several people speak of me with extreme hostilit y. 
One of the Amerine detractors named by Beard 


was Dr. Marcus Crahan , with whom MR had 
corresponded (see the previous issue ), but later had 
had one of his bitter feuds , which he 'd recounted to 
his guests . "Beard told me ," he reported with 
satisfaction , "that I was not alone for he had had with 
Crahan one of the greatest fights of all times a few 
days ago ." MR then told Maynard that he should 
expect to be both hated and admired-as he himself 
was . And from there he poked anew at the integrity 
of his perennial bete noire , the Wine Institute . 


[Beard] told me of hearing from those who dislike you 
mightily and run down your abilities and hearing also 
great praises for you. He offered the idea that no one 
worth knowing could help but have enemies and did 
well indeed to have any friends . We laughed at that but 
not Helen Brown . Why she has this feeling toward you 
I do not know . But the Wine Institut e tried to prevent 
her coming here with Beard and ifhe had not expressed 
his wish to me personally a few days earlier in Los 
Angeles to come here he would have passed through the 
state without ever seeing our place or us. Additionally , 
I literally snatched the part y out of the hands of the 
Institute after which this Jew baby in San Francisco 
who works for them sen t her regrets . [Note: MR could 
become notoriously , and sometimes crudely, as here , 
anti ·Semitic , verball y and in letters , when he thought 
(at times wrongly) that he was conversing with goys 
with similar prejudices ; he would similarl y vent , with 
differing sets of complaints , about Italian· , Japanese ·, 
and Mexican·Americans , as well as diverse national 
groups , such as the English , depending on his 
disposition at the time.J I had invited her. She had been 
given th e assignment of taking the party about. Helen 
Brown may or ma y not be paid by the Insti tute , I do not 
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know. But he made it very clear that she believes their 
policies good and correct and I told her the facts of th e 
case which she did not accept. 
One can readil y spot here Martin Ra y' s penchant 


for getting into squabbles with tough ·minded , 
articulate women , who would argue with him (either 
unaware of or ignoring ER 's frantic signals to des ist , 
for heaven 's sake ), showing that he hadn 't utterly 
charmed them . As a macho autocrat , MR expected all 
women around him to be physically attractive and 
winsomely pliant - never to assert themselves , let 
alone argue with him , as Helen Evans Brown , a 
much ·published epicure , was now doing. Any females 
that he (and ER too ) approved of tended to be 
described as unthreateningly "little " or "small "
though in reality they might not be diminutive . 
Almost invariably , innate feminists took umbrage at 
MR 's blatant chauvinism . Eleanor , who had quickl y 
learned of his labile mental and emotional condition 
when marrying him , rarely if ever challenged this 
necessary show of alpha-male dominance--€ven 
though before marrying Rust y she 'd been a feminist 
herself , first as the daughter of a prominent 
suffragist (one of the first female legislators in Wash· 
ington state ), then as an accomplished career woman , 
single mother , and book author . (Readers might be 
reminded , too , that this scene took place in the mid· 
1950s , seven years prior to the publication of Bett y 
Friedan 's call ·to ·arms , The Feminine Mystique , and 
the subsequent launching of the assertive Women 's 
Movement , which would peak in the 1970s , when 
MR 's overbearing potency had faded awa y.) 


Now in his letter to Maynard MR deli vered one 
more blast at the Wine Institute . Because it was 
targeting them both for destruction (how much of this 
view was paranoid , how much actual? ), they really 
should mend their break and help each other . 


In this day when publicit y men and women are hired , 
when those who take you about are paid to do the will 
of the great institutions , it would be naive to think the 
Wine Institute is not activel y working all the time to 
destro y me and you too . Now, lets not let them and what 
the y say overshadow th e fact most important : Our 
interests are common . That is the only sound basis for 
any lasting human relationship. 
Maynard might also need now to know that MR's 


modus operandi , including his outspoken attacks on 
the wine industry during the past year , had actuall y 
helped boost his small winer y into an extraordinar y 
success. 


My methods of conducting myself and my busines s have 
been successful financially and otherw ise and never so 
much as in the las t year . Today we are a full thirt y days 
behind on shipments and have achieved again th e 
enviable position of making the largest part of our 
shipments to individual consumer customers while at 
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the same time keeping our wines available at all the 
most important package stores. 


Then MR proudly told Amerine about one of his 
latest wine-promoting triumphs . 


The most elegant and successful tasting of wines ever 
put on in this country [!!] was that staged by Burgess 
[Meredith] in Chicago a few days ago. It was done 
voluntarily by Burgess and the man who controls all the 
fine wine outlets there . It was made a social 
achievement and was attended by some 200 who have 
expressed unpresidented [sicl enthusiasm. No day 
passes we do not get orders and inquiries from all over 
the country . I have not spent a day in sales work since 
last fall . Our mailing list has grown to several hundred 
and all these people are working for Quality Control , 
each in his own small way but most effectively. 


MR went on to indicate that "two of us "-which 
meant when he'd combine with Burgess Meredith as 
a new winegrower on Mt. Eden - would establish 
their own Quality Control plan, since the Premium 
Wine Producers hadn 't, and wouldn 't, do it. Maybe 
Amerine would be willing to come up with the actual 
controls they 'd implement. 


We will announce our beginning before the year is out. 
At first there will be but two ofus. Ifwe can get things 
together between us I would like you to oversee the 
writing of the Controls. If you can not bring yourself to 
do it I will then ask Dr. Winkler. So far as that other 
bunch, the Premium [Wine] Producers, goes I realize 
they never had any intentions to cooperating. In fact, I 
have never heard from them in all these months [phone 
calls and letters to him from Gomberg obviously had 
ceased] and I am beginning to wonder if they really ever 
did get organized and if so what they can possibly find 
to justify their existence. Perhaps they have become a 
subsidiary of the Wine Advisory Board. 
As with his letters of the past, Martin seemed 


reluctant to stop chatting and get to the signing-off 
point. 


We will look forward, then , Maynard to hearing from 
you again. We stopped in Sacramento over night the 
other night while enroute to Reno. That group of which 
I spoke of that gets together up there gave us a great 
dinner which was the biggest event of its sort I ever 
attended. Itmusthave cost a fortune . We left the James 
Beard luncheon table and drove to the Rancho Friday 
afternoon late and then on up to Reno Saturday . The 
weather was beautiful and we got back at ten last night. 
The first toast of the evening at that Reno dinner , after 
the very personal ones, was to the Success of Quality 
Control, made by a member of the [state] Supreme 
Court. There were two MD's, a Corporation and 
Railroad attorney , a Bank President and a group 
totaling 15 that drink all the fine wines that ever go 
into Nevada. I was told this by the principal wholesaler 
of Reno. In passing by Davis we would like to have 


stopped in but I wanted to write you first. 
There was still more to impart. "[Dr . Salvatore] 


Lucia sent us recently an enlargement of a picture he 
took of us when we were last at your house. It came 
out very well." [Note: Unfortunately , the gift photo
graph taken by their mutual friend was unaccount
ably lost. This physician-oenophile, in charge of 
preventive medicine at the UCSF medical center , had 
recently authored a book about the healthful efficacy 
of wine drinking, Wine as Food and Medi'cine (1954), 
and later wrote A History of Wine as Therapy(l963 ).] 


And MR couldn 't resist bragging about his adopted 
son 's latest triumph on the wine front . "Peter just 
gave a talk on wines at Harvard which lasted two 
hours and he showed a great number of slides , about 
two thirds from French and German vineyards and 
one third from our place . He told the story of our fight 
for Quality Control and had a very receptive audience 
who are ordering our wines as a result. He is now 
going to continue this same talk at other groups. 
Eleanor joins me in sending our best." [4/9/56] 


The letter tells a lot about MR's recent activities 
and thinking. But after typing this five-page letter to 
Maynard, the Rays appear to have become uncertain 
about the strategic wisdom of sending it. Before 
sending it off, they should at least wait until they 
received Maynard 's reply to Eleanor's letter-if they 
would ever even get one. The original pages were put 
into the folder that held correspondence with 
Amerine , and on the front page MR had attached a 
small note that simply stated , "NOT SENT ." 


Amerine Responds 


M
aynard didn 't feel obligated to answer that 
long letter from Martin Ray , since he 'd never 
received it . On the other hand , whatever he 


might have said in reply might have been interesting 
and edifying to future readers-though his inevitable 
rejection of the proposed peacemaking tete-a-tete 
would surely have upset MR anew. Amerine 
doubtless was determined never to put himself in a 
position wherein he 'd either fight bitterly with 
Martin further or else be seduced into falling again 
under MR's undeniably charismatic spell. 


Maynard did , however, respond diligently if briefly 
to most of Eleanor's questions--even some imperti· 
nent ones , which he'd accepted with humor. 
Moreover, he had written his letter on the same day 
that MR had composed the one to him that hadn't 
been sent after all. 


Here is much of the entire letter Amerine sent off 
to the Rays. He managed to get the entire succession 
of responses into two paragraphs. (The two slashes 
given here [//] additionally had hyphens through 
them in the original letter, which he 'd done by 
backspacing twice on his typewriter-obviously his 







way of separating his answers to ER 's questions 
without taking up a lot of space.) In his letters, 
Amerine tended toward verbal terseness. 


April 9, 1956 
Dear Eleanor and Martin : Jim Beard I do not know, 
didn't he write a couple of cook books? fl Glad that 
Barclay has decided on the academic life. // No, never 
heard of Grand Cru tizzy. I am rarel y in gossip·ridden 
San Francisco. But thanks for your defense - I have an 
expensive palate. - Present 51 % law is pre WWII but I 
do not know its genesis. // Who is Henri Charpentier? 
I'd not feel flattered. // I am sorry that Melville didn't 
like my review. It was mild. You and he flatter me to 
suggest that I have any influence. I do not now have, 
never did have, and don't aspire to any "influence." 
Anyway, surely 500 W & F members in the USA 
wouldn't buy 4000 copies of his book? II I have only the 
greatest respect for those who are making good wines, 
and ever shall . // Who is Bloeker? Irascible - seldom; 
genius - never; charming - too nice to deny. [//] No 
carryings·on·for years. // Balzer 's story I was told. It 's 
an escape. He doesn't have to stay poor as I understand 
it ... . II "Eye of the storm -celebration? " Too subtle . ... II 
I haven't seen Pellegrini's book and am too broke from 
local and state income taxes to buy. Will read the 
librar y copy. II Man of mystery? No, I just work 
morning, noon and night and I'm seldom seen in the 
fashionable places. // ... 


Then came the final and most telling part of 
Amerine 's letter, which would have been directed 
explicitly at his old friend Martin. Probably feeling 
rather like Candide , MA wished to tend his own 
garden , both real and figurative , retreating from that 
dangerous territory beyond academia-the wine 
industry with its ugly conflicts , which Martin Ray , in 
his quest for quality control , had been exacerbating 
for many years now . 


Your invitation is kind but I must respectfully decline. 
The great commercial world of pressure and profit is for 
other people not me. Having been once bitten fore and 
aft I prefer growing lettuce ; ever so much more fun. I 
admire those who survive but "the ends never justify 
the means ." Stalin should now appreciate this . Yours, 
Maynard AA (4/9/56) 


[Note : The ruthless methods of the Soviet dictator, 
who had died three years earlier , were currently be· 
ing denounced , to considerable world wide fascination , 
by his successor , Nikita Khrushchev , who began the 
slow but relentless "destalinization " process in 
communism 's previous idolatry of the rabid ruler.] 


An expectable refrain in Amerine 's more sociable 
communications with the Rays was this reference to 
ends never justifying the means , for it was this 
disagreement that had split them apart. Be that as it 
may , the very composition and bantering tone of 
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Amerine 's letter indicates that from time to time he 
may have actually regretted that firm decision to 
terminate his special relationship with the Rays. In 
his personal and professional lives few people , if any , 
could ever replace the special bonhomie and 
sometimes quirky intimacy that they had provided ; 
and before Eleanor there had been the incomparable 
Elsie , whom Maynard had known in his youth. True , 
he would know other men , and women too, who had 
a fervent desire to make great wine out of California· 
grown grapes. But none of them would ever have 
quite the same fiercely passionate zealotry as Martin 
Ray, or be as colorfully outrageous. 


Amerine and others might disapprove strongly of 
MR's methods, but for four decades not one of them 
was ever "out there" on the battlements as he was, in 
ways that nobody else dared to be: in fighting that 
perennial bent of the industry toward quantity not 
quality , as well as in making and marketing a ver y 
small volume ofhigh·priced true varietals . Their own 
inching along toward wine quality was thereby made 
easier as gradually far more acreage affine varieties 
would be planted ... and far better , more honestly 
labeled varietal wines would be made , often proving 
to be gratifyingly profitable , just as MR had 
predicted. And with these efforts California finally 
proved itself capable of making world ·class wines , as 
he had been insisting it could , all along. 


This was the last rather personal letter - at least 
among those found in the Rays ' file folder-from 
Amerine that displays the full idiosyncratic style that 
often characterized his earlier writing to his friends 
on Mt . Eden , especially on postcards. From then on , 
from time to time there would be either brief personal 
notes or else businesslike letters dictated to a 
secretary and typed on UC Davis letterhead 
stationery , mostly commenting on wines that MR had 
asked to be tested . 


[ To be con tin uedl 
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JOH N WINDLE PUBLIS HI NG CO. 


is proud to announce its first publication 


GRAPES AND GRAPE VINES 


OF CALIFORNIA 


Originally publis hed by the California State Vinicultural Association 


in 1877 and printed by the renowned San Francisco firm of Edward Bosqui and Co., 


the volu me is of paramount impo rtance both in the canon of literature 


on grapes and vines and in the great tradition of fine printing in San Francisco . 


I ts excellence lies not only in the technically accurate descriptive text 


but equally in the ten beautiful oleographic color plates after watercolors by 


Hannah Millard , the first color illustrations of the grapes of California 


to be published . The book was originally issued in parts for subscribers in a 


very small edition and even at that time few complete sets are 


likely to have been assembled . Of those a significant proportion was to be lost 


or irreparably damaged in the disaster of April 1906. Today only 


six complete and unda maged copies can be located in both public and 


private collections natio nwide. 


T his rarest of all American color-plate ampelog raphies , and 


arguably the finest ever printed in this country, is now being reprinted in 


facsimile with a new introduction by the noted Califo rn ia historian 


Kevin Starr. It is an especial pleasure to reissue this monumental work 


over a cent ury after the first edition by utilizing the expertise 


solely of San Francisco printers and binders as internationall y recognized m the 


mastery of their crafts today as Bosqu i and his colleagues were 


recognized in their time . We believe this achievement to be unparalleled 


in American printing history. 


I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 


In 1980 John Windle announced his Facsimile Reproduction of California 's "rarest and most beautifu l wine book" 
with a 4-page Prospectus , 20" x 14W', that included a stunn ing color image of The Emperor Grape . 


Shown is the front page of the Prospectus (much reduced). 
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A WINE BOOK COLLECTOR'S SOCIETY 


Vinaceous Correspondents: 
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles 


The Third Article in a Series I Seventeenth Section 
by Barbara Marinacci 


P.AllT III. MARTIN RAY ANDMAYN4RDAMERINE(I937·I976) 


October 2008 


rflhis installment concludes the length y portra y al of the relationsm'p between thi s notoriously contentious 
.1. Saratoga-based vintner and the internationall y renowned UC Davis enologist. In their different .ields of 


endeavorbothpromo tedthedevelopmentandimpositionofquaHt y standardsonthosewineriesinCaliforniathat 
made and marketed wines labeled as fine varietals. Many of these, however , were inauthentic or blended with 
lesser varietals, and mostly failed to impress or please true wine connoisseurs , who compared them with the 
classic European models. Besides presenting the connection primarily through their correspondence and 
expanding it through examining other letters and documents produced during their lifetimes , the article has 
provided a Httle·known facet of the lead·up to the ''Wine Revolution " wm·ch began producing wines that gave 
Caliform·a winemaking the recognition that Martin Ray had sought from the time he 'd bought Paul Masson in 
1936, when the Amerine-Ray friendship began. The professional and personal camaraderie between the two men 
went awry in the mid · 1950s over MR's insistent pubhdty-seeking battle against the state's wine industr y, as 
detailed in ear Her WTQ issues. Martin Ray regarded Maynard Amerine as the closest friend he 'd ever had during 
his lifetime. Thisinitselfpresentsa tantaHzingps y chologicalpuzzle , since the twomeninman y ways were polar 
opposites in terms of their personaHties and dispositions . 


Barbara Marinacci thanks Gail Unzelman abundantly for having pubhshed tills series. She also appreciates 
permission granted by Special Collections at the UC Davis Library to use some of the documents now archived 
in the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers ; and by the Princeton University Library for similar permission to utihze 
microfilm access to Martin Ray's letters to JuHan Street , which are in the Dept. of Rare Books and Special 
Collections. At present she is pondering whether to undertake recounting the long story of the Rays ' creation of 
Mt. Eden Vineyards-its ebullient beginnings , the growing interpersonal strife , and then the prolonged Htigious 
aftermath following MR's ouster from corporate control-mostl y told from the Rays 'perspective , based on their 
correspondence and other papers. 


=---·- n the middle of June 1956, two 
months after deep·sixing his long 
letter to Maynard Amerine (see 
the previous WTQ) , Martin Ray 
again sat down at the typewriter 
to compose another five·pager to 


,.,_...._--=...,,I him. This one he 'd send. "We 
· ""- v were happy to get your last letter 


I 


in reply to Eleanor 's. And I intended to write you long 
before this ," he started out. This was a very different 
missive than the unsent one. Carrying on at first as 
if there were no problems between them , MR rambled 
along verbally , telling his longtime friend of what had 
been happening both on his mountain and inside his 
head . Clearl y, he hadn 't entirely abandoned hope that 
after the chill·down Maynard had imposed in mid· 







1955, they could resume their wine-bonded connec· 
tion. He began by telling of recent extremes in his 
own perpetual busyness, which had kept him from 
writing sooner. 


It has been a year such as I have never had before and 
will never have again! I say this because I have never 
worked so hard and never could stand it again. I have 
pushed myself to the very limit , knowing all along that 
I was doing just that. 
He gave a detailed report on much of what had 


been going on in the past months , including the latest 
injury among the many that afflicted this hyper
active , hands-on winegrower over the years. Then he 
devoted two pages to giving a blow-by-blow account of 
happenings during the previous Thanksgiving Day 
get-together , which Maynard had sensibly declined to 
attend. The final offense of the day came when after 
carving the turkey , MR got so occupied with solving 
problems caused by other people-the crowning one 
occurring when a female guest ignored his ban on 
ever allowing their huge dog into the house , which 
produced a major eruption-that when he finally sat 
down at the table he found that his dinner meal , 
containing the entire main course, had already been 
removed and dumped into the kitchen disposal. "I 
said in all my life I had never heard of such terrible 
action of guests! .. . I was reduced to a pulp ," he told 
Maynard , asking , "Now, let me know if you have ever 
had a Thanksgiving like that!" Then he ventured this: 


There are many things I want to talk over with you 
regarding growing and wine making . A surprisingl y 
large number of new things have come up the last year . 
Perhaps the most satisfying is that I have at last been 
able to finish a Chardonnay that has the true nose and 
taste so difficult to get. And I know how I got it and I 
am getting it each year now. My first Chardonnays 
never satisfied me and I was at one time very worried, 
as you know, about the prospects . I will bring you a 
bottle to drink when I come up next time . And I do 
want to come up and see you. There is nothing you need 
feel at all apprehensible about. We won't talk of 
anything we do not mutually wish to discuss . Most of all 
that is now seasoned with time or should be. And we 
still have our mutual interests . [6/15/56] 
It was as if Martin Ray couldn 't bear to end this 


letter , since it gave him the feeling that he was 
almost talking with Maynard once more . But at the 
very bottom of page 5 he finally brought it to a close. 


This is not a very good letter , I am aware. And my 
spelling is poor, too. But I cannot do better for now. I 
wanted to write , though , and keep in touch . It has been 
too long. Eleanor joins me in sending our love. [6/15/56] 
There is no evidence on file that Amerine 


responded to MR's long letter . Silence at the Davis 
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end told the Rays that Maynard was set on keeping 
his distance . After all , he might well fall again under 
MR's potent spell. Still, next year he answered some 
MR questions , and two weeks later sen t a sympa
thetic note after learning that Martin had been badly 
injured when leaping from his truck as it care ened 
out of control down the mountain road after its 
brakes failed . This encouraged MR to write , for him , 
a modest three pages . 


Thanks for your card and expressions . I'm out of the 
woods now, so to speak. For a few days I was sort ofin 
a state of suspended shock, I guess. And after four days 
my ankles and wrists suddenly turned black and blue! 
So violent was the fall and tumble I evidently wrenched 
badly all joints . But I am gett ing back to work again 
now. [3/31/57] 
Probably taking Maynard 's message as a signal 


that he might now be amenable to resuming their 
friendship , MR's letter resembled ones he used to 
write. With clear delight he r ecounted recent 
happenings that might intrigue or amuse Amerine: 
notably Almaden 's and Paul Masson 's hiring of 
completely unqualified people (one of them a German 
he himself had recently employed ) to manage the 
companies ' large-scale vineyard and winer y facility 
expansions into San Benito and Montere y coun ties
regions that MR declared were wholl y wrong for fine 
winegrape growing , although Amerine and Winkler 's 
landmark "heat summation " study , published in 1944 
in Hilgardia , had identified them as promising . (See 
WTQ July 2005 issue .) 


Various technical winemaking questions followed 
about some wines MR was currently working with , 
which MR hoped Maynard would answer "if you can 
do so without any trouble ." If Amerine responded , 
the letter seems missing from the Rays ' files. 
Undoubtedly he would now have avoided commenting 
on the industry trends and personnel that MR had 
gossiped about. He knew well enough by now that 
anything he wrote about such things MR might use 
for some ulterior purpose. Dr. Albert Winkler was 
about to retire as chairman of th e Department of 
Viticulture & Enology , and since Amerine was in the 
best position to follow him , he wanted no complaints 
coming from wine industr y leader s to undermin e his 
bid . He indeed got the place. 


What's in the Rays' Later Letters 


I
ntermittent communications between the Rays 
and Amerine went on. For instance , Eleanor 's 
vivacious report on "The Vintage of 1958" was 


mimeographed and mailed out to numerous people . It 
so delighted a number ofits recipients that the y gave 
or mailed it out to share with others. (It is reprinted 







in a chapter in her memoir/biography Viney ards in 
the Sky.) Obviously Amerine received a copy, for on 
UC Davis letterhead stationery he hand wrote a note 
to the Rays. 


I am glad you had such a fine vintage and such a fine 
time having it. Ours has been long and arduous and is 
just finishing. The northern grapes have been fine but 
in the south San Joaquin it has been disastrous , owing 
to two inches of early rain .... 
There is little other news here : back and forth, work, 
work, work. No time for mischief. 
Yours cordially, Maynard A. [10/17 /58] 
After their close friendship with Amerine ended , 


when talking and writing to their sons , the Rays 
sometimes used him as an example of how brilliant 
people can go badly off-course . In writing this para
graph to Peter , MR delivered a veiled warning , since 
in his opinion his adopted son hadn 't made a healthy 
marriage. ''Maynard is not a well man, " he started 
out , briefly relaying salacious gossip about his private 
life. The succeeding remark , though , was surprisingly 
gentle. 


It is all sad and too bad but I think you will find a good 
proportion of all of us turn toward the queer in one way 
or another as we approach or pass middle age, if our 
lives are not properly balanced with regards work as 
well as association and if there is not a sound and 
satisfying mating . And the more brilliant we are, the 
more it is true . [10/4/57] 
Even more , his comment reflected his and Elea


nor 's extreme dismay over the recent marriage of 
Barclay , Eleanor 's son (and Peter's twin ), to Dr. Linus 
Pauling's daughter. Convinced that Linda was certain 
to ruin his life-and Bare was too naive to realize 
this-for some months the Rays had staged a 
vehement but losing campaign against the engage
ment. Underlying the venom would have been the 
fear that by acquiring a new famil y connection widely 
and deeply devoted to both science and humanistic 
concerns , Barclay would lose his commitment to their 
impassioned , narrow-focused winegrowing life . 
Actually , their ver y behavior accompli shed that by 
totally alienating Barcla y. He would not see his 
mother , brother , or Rusty Ray again for 10 years-no 
longer arriving as a frequent , dependable helper in 
vineyards and cellar. This reduced the heirs to MR's 
wine kingdom to one. 


Over the years both Rays would write often to 
Peter , who after receiving his Harvard PhD , accepted 
a faculty position in botan y at University of 
Michigan. Many of these letters provide information 
about their ongoing lives , with MR giving details 
about weather , visitors , vine yard conditions , and , 
above all , the developing wines-as his letters to 
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Amerine had once done . Such letters would mostly 
cease when Peter moved back to the West Coast in 
1966. The Rays also sent out many other informative, 
strident , or delightfully descriptive personal letters 
and newsletters to a number of persons: new 
acquaintances they wished to enthrall , old friends to 
update (such as publisher Alfred Knopf , who 
occasionally visited them , as did his wife , Blanche ), 
wine writers , retailers and restaurateurs , compelling 
strangers who had contacted them , even a few 
aspiring winegrowers. Above all, a great many letters 
of the Rays reported on the various stages of their 
monumental , full-time involvement in having 
brought Mt. Eden Vineyards (MtEV) into existence. 


From 1959 on , all too much of the Rays ' physical 
and social energy went into the unending challenges 
connected with the winegrowing corporation that 
they had launched with tremendous enthusiasm and 
anticipation of future splendors. For better (it 
initially seemed) and then for worse , the MtEV 
organization 's activities and disputes occupied the 
centerpiece of their very lives. Understandably , in the 
time remaining to him MR fixated on what had gone 
so wrong for him in recent years , and why
identifying a diverse line of malefactors that went 
well beyond his original MtEV adversaries. Thus a 
great many of the Rays ' tendentious letters from 
these years express the intense effort they expended 
in creating , sustaining , and then desperately trying 
to hold onto the wine domain that Martin Ray had 
willed into being on his Mt . Eden . 


The intriguing tale of Martin Ray's role in 
originating and then trying to hold onto MtEV as his 
prime creation-covering its first dozen or more 
years - is far too complex and convoluted to present 
in detail in this publication. Beyond that , under
taking to tell the entire stor y of MtEV's evolution , 
which involved a long , turbulent post-Ray period , 
would take a wine scholar at least several years in 
order to produce a fascinating , book-length tale. The 
work would mean extended stays at UC Davis , 
delving among the Ray Papers and copying numerous 
letters and other documents. It would also entail 
conducting interviews with surviving share-holders 
and numerous attorneys , perusing many litigation 
records and available correspondence , and talking 
with former and current managers. Fortunately for 
the wellbeing of the corporation and its property on 
Mt. Eden , in the early 1980s Jeffrey Patterson and 
Eleanor (Ellie ) Patterson came in to replace chaos 
with order, superb wines , and financial success . 
Almost equally extensive , and indeed mind -boggling , 
would be a separate project: making a narrative using 
the paper trails of other correspondence and litigation 







involving MR in his remaining years, once his conflict 
with MtEV was mostly over. 


[Note that when Mt. Eden Vineyards, Inc. (later to 
be called the MEV Corporation) began marketing its 
wines in the early 1970s, the name-use on the label 
was challenged by Villa Mt. Eden of Napa Valley , 
whose proprietors maintained that wine consumers 
might confuse the two identities (which seemed to 
hold true). The litigation was settled when MEV 
agreed not to abbreviate "Mount" but always to spell 
it out on labels , promotional literature and advertis· 
ing , and legal documents . Thus not long after Martin 
Ray 's time of involvement , the business and the wine 
began using Mount Eden Vineyards as its official 
name.] 
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From: Central Coast Wine Tour: San Francisco to 
Santa Barbara by Richard P. Hinkle (Vintage Image, 1977) 


Starting the Mt. Eden Vineyards Venture 


A
s back-and-forth letters show, Maynard 
Amerine occasionally took part in one facet of 
the saga of Mt. Eden Vineyards , from its start 


to close to the end of Martin Ray's involvement in 
it-appropriately, as a wine tester and taster. (See 
the subhead "Amerine's Connection with Mt. Eden 
Vineyards ," below.) MR began launching his grand 
new scheme in 1959. The news of it probably didn 't 
surprise Maynard. Five years earlier, when on a one
year sabbatical leave in Europe , Martin had written 
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extensively to him about the financial and logistical 
need to expand his Mt. Eden grapegrowing and 
winemaking operations. He 'd asked for Amerine 's 
advice, requested suggestions and connections to 
possible investors , even hinted that his friend would 
make a perfect partner-if this might ever come 
about. 


Then in 1955, a few months after Amerine 
returned to Davis , MR had told him how actor 
Burgess Meredith loved his wines , along with Mt . 
Eden 's scenic views and ambiance , so much that he 
was going to buy a small piece of the mountain in 
which MR owned an entire half-section , or 320 acres. 
He 'd create a vineyard there , in the midst of which 
there 'd be an idyllic vacation home for "Buzzy." But 
then time went by . Meredith couldn 't get pinned 
down to a commitment so that land clearing and 
planting might proceed in a timely way . Instead , he 
flitted in and out of communication . Periodically , in 
impulsive phone calls or notes, he 'd reassure Rusty 
Ray of his ardent desire to join him in winegrowing , 
and blame all the stalling on his business manager . 


By 1958, thoroughly frustrated, MR sought likelier 
prospects for partnerships in expanding vineyard 
properties on Mt. Eden. Compensating socially for the 
lack of close family members , the Rays had begun 
cultivating wine drinkers in the next generation who 
mostly lived nearby-especially a group of young 
physicians and their wives . Gazing out through the 
house's huge picture windows or seated on the 
veranda , guests were enchanted with their convivial 
hosts , the wondrous wine and delectable foods, and 
the splendid view of the wide valley spreading out far 
below the vineyards , where thousands of emerald 
green grape leaves danced in passing breezes . This 
magic spell repeated the one Martin Ray had cast 
over visitors two decades earlier when he owned Paul 
Masson. Now when these well-heeled new friends 
spoke about their ardent desire to somehow share in 
this winegrowing paradise , MR disclosed how they 
might capture this "Good Life" vision . Not 
surprisingly, the plan would also provide the 
financing he needed to expand his own wine business 
and elevate further his reputation for making the 
finest and most expensive of California wines . 


First, MR arranged to sell land for a Chardonna y 
vineyard to a couple who eventually would build a 
house there . Meanwhile , he shared with a few new 
friends his conception of a far more ambitious 
undertaking: a winegrowing corporation to be called 
Mt. Eden Vineyards , Inc.-and they enthused over it. 
The corporation would agree to buy , for $160,000, a 
quarter-section of Mt . Eden land from MR (some of 
which might then be resold to individual owners) . MR 







could obtain a large loan , secured on the property , 
from the Crocker-Citizens National Bank , and this 
would basically underwrite the costs oflaunching the 
qualit y-focused winegrowing enterprise subsumed 
under the Martin Ray Domaine . (He always used the 
French spelling .) 


Serving as the president of Mt . Eden Vineyards 
(MtEV ), MR would exercise monocratic control, 
directing all decisions , actions , and social activities. 
He intended it to be a lifetime position . A few ofMR 's 
closest associates at the time took "founders " roles on 
the board of directors , to assist him with planning 
and then take part in organizational activities and 
even some winegrowing operations. The work would · 
start when gigantic earth-moving equipment carved 
into various chaparral-covered ridge areas that MR 
found suitable for creating new mountain vineyards 
but which required the near-leveling of slopes and 
filling hollows with topsoil. 


Furthermore , MtEV would construct a large wine 
cellar surmounted by a chateau made of poured 
concrete . The latter, given th e name of the traditional 
Burgundian building where wine busine ss and clien t 
entertaining takes place , was where shareholders in 
the large group of socially compatible member
investors would gather on festive occasions. At other 
times the huge living room , large kitchen , and four 
bedrooms and bathrooms could be enjoyably occupied 
by members and their family or friends for brief 
stays . Wines-at first mostly ones produced by MR, 
then MtEV's own vintages-were to be distributed as 
shareholders ' dividends , with more available at 
discount . Once the MtEV cellar got bonded , any 
remaining inventory of wines produced from grapes 
grown in the vineyards would be marketed under the 
Martin Ray label as a domain , but prominently 
identifying MtEV or one of the individually owned 
vineyards on Mt . Eden as the source . (In the next few 
years, MR would sell two more prospective vineyard 
properties to individual Mt . Eden Vine yard members 
-making five in all , counting MR's .) 


What were MR's pr imar y motives in founding 
MtEV? It provided the financial means to greatly 
expand both his vineyards and winemaking opera· 
tions within the protection of a corporate st ructure. 
And certainl y to ha ve a large wine domain featuring 
his name was an ego-boosting dream fulfillment. In 
their outreach communications , though , both Rays 
portrayed the new business entit y primaril y as a 
social organization-and they genuinely wanted it to 
succeed in that way. They felt that people truly 
devoted to wine appreciation and drinking would feel 
privileged indeed to be invited to join this elite group. 
Still , MR's selling routine in persuading people to 
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become shareholders also involved convincing them 
this was a wonderful investment opportunity . (They 
may have somewhat patterned their approach after 
the Taylors ' clubby gatherings at Mayacamas , which 
they knew about, but M tEV would make stakeholders 
out of its members .) 


In launching this and other joint enterprises that 
tapped into other people 's assets and enthusiasm , MR 
drew upon tactics (some possibly shady ) that he 'd 
used in running his own stock brokerage. His 
business entity , Martin Ray Inc. sometimes dabbled 
in real estate transactions , as in assembling financial 
backing from a number of small shareholders when 
buying Paul Masson in 1936. He reasoned that by 
selling land through purchase agreements, not 
through mortgages arranged through banks and 
other lending institutions , he could retain legal 
ownership until the buyers had paid him the full 
price for the property-not outright , but sometime in 
the distant future. In the meantime , he would hold 
onto the title deeds , enabling him virtually to 
continue to control the properties ' uses. 


MR explained to prospective MtEV shareholders 
and other land buyers that newly subdivided property 
known to be changing owners would be assessed at 
considerably a higher rate over the previous one , 
since real estate prices, and market value , in Santa 
Clara Valley were rapidly rising. Because his 
purchase agreements would not report these inter
personal land sales to title companies and the county , 
both he and the buyers could avoid having their 
property taxes appreciably raised. All he had to do 
was show them what was happening to all the 
farmland and orchards familiar to him as a boy 
growing up in the area, and later when he viewed 
them from on high at his mountain homes at Masson 
and on Mt . Eden. They were fast disappearing as the 
burgeoning high·tech industry was on its way to 
creating "Silicon Valley." From the veranda at night , 
instead of looking down upon a few dozen points of 
light coming from the dark valley floor (where MR 
once could identify all the separate farm houses ), 
you 'd now see a bright carpet with random patterns 
of mostly white , gold , and red dots spreading out far 
below them . 


MtEV's articles of incorporation declared share· 
holding memberships would be limited to 25 couples , 
with each set contributing $100 a month for 100 
months , for a total investment of $10 ,000-with 
$250 ,000 the grand total. In addition to receiving 
monthly income from shareholders , the corporation 
would take out a bank loan, secured on MR's 
property , to help finance the high costs of developing 
vineyards and erecting the large concrete chateau 







and cellar. 
The Rays acquired MtEV members by inviting a 


succession of select couples to visit them ; often they 
also later saw them in their homes , to check further 
on their suitability. (People who lived in unclean or 
chaotic households were ruled out.) The Rays told 
couples that their offspring might eventually be able 
to take active roles in managing the MtEV business 
or wine growing end ofMtEV if they proved interested 
and capable. Their letters reveal the extent to which 
prospective members were usually scrutinized prior 
to receiving an invitation to join the MtEV group. 
Those who accepted felt flattered and honored , and 
might then recommend their dear friends , too. 


Though membership was supposed to be conferred 
only on couples, the Rays made one exception with a 
bachelor-oenophile acquaintance who 'd been eager to 
join. MR later greatly regretted this , for he decided 
that Edward Wawszkiewicz , a biochemist who at the 
time hosted a local radio program about wine , was a 
main suspect in having stirred up major problems 
later. 


During this early period, when MtEV was just 
starting out , ER-ever a publicity enthusiast-began 
sending out a steady stream of "Flashes. " These 
winsome newsletters, though seemingly in-group 
communications , were used as a member-recruiting 
tools as well as promotional pieces sent to wine 
writers, retailers, and customers on their large 
mailing list. They first told of MR's ambitious plans 
for new vineyards and the building construction , then 
later of the progress in both . They described at length 
how hard MR was working to carry everything out 
magnificently under his constant quality-attentive , 
supervisory involvement , which often required his 
own extreme physically demanding labors. In
variably , recent exciting dramas got recounted, 
whether they involved extraordinary weather , people , 
wines in the making , or the physical transformations 
happening on Mt. Eden. With great verve ER profiled 
each couple as they joined the group, and she 
delighted in recounting the various celebratory feasts 
that took place on Mt. Eden , where of course 
marvelous , newly available Martin Ray wines were 
presented to great acclaim. 


Both Rays-but especially Eleanor, who had more 
time for it-also wrote many personal letters to the 
shareholding group as well as to its candidates , and 
also described MtEV to others. Here 's a portion of 
what she wrote to their friends John and Lilly 
Esquin . 


Since their cellars aren 't read y, Martin is going to make 
their wines here this year .... Members will get two cases 
of still wine or a case of champagne perennially , plus 
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whatever profit from any wines designated to be sold . 
But the objective is not to make money , but to make the 
finest wine possible . In this way it is more of a club than 
a business . Isn 't that the greatest step forward in the 
history of quality in California wine growing? We're 
thrilled to death . [7/11/60] 
Of course her tone and words were hyperbolic. Yet 


what she then added at the end was surel y 
premonitory . "But of course it is much work for us , on 
top of all our own business ." The sheer entertainment 
of MtEV members-actual and prospective-for the 
Rays was , and always would be , time- and energy· 
consuming work. And as for using the grotesque yet 
common expression "thrilled to death ": it actually 
forecasted MR's eventual fate , since Mt. Eden Vine· 
yards would speed up his decline in a number of 
ways . 


Amerine's Connection with Mt. Eden Vineyards 


The creation of MtEV gave MR new reasons to 
get back in touch with his old friend Maynard. 
During the early 1960s he would even visit him 


several times at UC Davis , where Dr . Amerine served 
as chairman of the Department of Viticulture & 
Enology , between 1957 and 1962. Amerine was 
applying himself , as Winkler had done , to furthering 
the department 's reputation for preparing students 
for future jobs in grapegrowing and wine production. 
It was also increasing its laboratory and technical 
field research, which often called for conducting 
cooperative projects with vineyardists and wineries. 
Even Europeans working in or intending to enter the 
wine industry might come to Davis for special 
training. Times had changed from when Amerine 
complained , not long ago , that few students enrolled 
in courses or took majors in the department , for by 
the late 1950s great interest in wines , and in 
California ones in particular, was starting to surge. 
This nationwide phenomenon , most noticeable in 
urban and suburban areas , encouraged wineries , 
including start-up "boutique " ones , to charge-and 
get-much higher prices for better-quality varietal 
wines. MR was already benefiting from this keen 
interest . But no longer was he a uniquely quality· 
obsessed winegrower , though he mostly failed to 
recognize or acknowledge this. 


In October of 1959 MR wrote Maynard about the 
prospective developments on Mt. Eden. "I don 't know 
if you have heard about it .. . " MR started out. He 
then proceeded to tell of the recent sale of 25 acres 
west of his mountaintop to a Colonel and Mrs. Rawls , 
where a Chardonnay vineyard was to be developed . 
There was still more to disclose . 


We have also sold the quarter-section to the east of us 







which includes 60 acres ofland which will be planted to 
Pinot Noir , Cabernet Sauvignon , Chardonnay and 
White Riesling. This property is being sold to a group of 
25 people who are forming a corporation. On each of 
these properties a modern residence and concrete cellars 
would be built. The Rawls property will have about 10 
acres of vines and the other property, to be known as 
Mt. Eden Vineyards, will have approximately 60 acres 
of vines. 
I have a lOO·month contract to oversee the clearing, 
planting, and development of both properties as well as 
to bring the properties into production, modeled as 
closely as possible after our operations here. 
After giving this news, MR said he had just sent 


up to him samples of two young and different 
Chardonnay wines that were recently fermented and 
bottled. He asked to get both chemically analyzed and 
tasted , and wanted to explain why he was asking this 
favor of him. One batch had been made from grapes 
purchased from Dr. Schermerhorn 's vineyard in the 
Santa Cruz Mountains, because "the Mt. Eden people 
are anxious to have an early vintage-before their 
own grapes can be planted and come into bearing"
and he needed to decide whether they 'd be good 
enough to buy in greater quantity next year. 


If you will be kind enough to have an alcohol, volatile 
and total run on each of the samples sent to you it will 
be much appreciated by all parties concerned. [10/8/59) 
Right away Amerine personally took charge of the 


lab work, for on the following day he handwrote a 
note that provided the results . 


Dear Eleanor and Martin: 
Mr. Root and I ran the analysis of the two wines with 
the following results : 
Ray Schermerhorn 
Total acidity 0. 76 0.84 % as tartaric 
Volatile acidity 0.018 0.032 % as acetic 
PH 3.34 3.30 
Alcohol 13.5 13.0 % by vol. 


Dr. Ingraham also examined the wines for their 
microflora . Only a few yeast cells and a few bacteria 
were noted in the other sample . Its slightly higher 
volatile [acetic acid , therefore vinegarous] would also 
suggest that the grapes were not quite as clean. But this 
is only supposition and the bacteria may drop out and 
0.032 is not a noticeable volatile. The Ray grapes were 
obviously a little riper-less acid, higher pH and 
alcohol. 
The Schermerhorn was too yeasty to taste but the Ray 
sample was very rich in taste .... 
The vintage is over here. Very good reds I feel but the 
hot July wasn't good for the whites. Otherwise busy as 
usual. 
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Hope this is the information you wanted on the wines . 
[10/9/59) 
MR, too, was quick to respond. He clearly relished 


an opportunity to chat a bit with his old friend. 
"Thanks so much for your note and the analyses. I am 
pleasantly surprised with both," he wrote, going on to 
describe the adverse conditions under which both 
grape groups had been picked. He then described how 
the press cakes had been removed twice, broken up, 
and returned to the wine press so that all remaining 
juices could be squeezed out of the pomace for 
distribution into the fermenters - a technique Peter 
had learned when visiting the Burgundian Latours 
during vintage time two years before. 


MR asked about the appropriate usage of the 
terms "thin" and "viscous" in wine terminology. And 
he wanted to know about certain variations 
detectable in wines made from a particular wine· 
grape variety but grown in different locations-which 
would later become important considerations, either 
when choosing particular clones (or selections, really) 
or buying the wines coming from different vineyard 
locations. (And might these differing locations, such 
as the terroirfactor, somehow eventually even alter 
the variety itself?) 


Now, do you think that if grapes from both vineyards 
came in with identical sugar , total and volatile and were 
made into wine under identical conditions they would 
have an approximately same "viscosity"? What I am 
getting at is a subject we have discussed long ago-Do 
vines and their fruit from a given variety long grown 
under not identical conditions tend to differ even if the 
different vines be brought back to identical growing 
conditions? 
Then came a paragraph asking Amerine for advice 


about where he might obtain the best White Riesling 
budwood, as MR was determined to add, after 
planting Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon, and 
Chardonnay, the fourth of the "noble" European 
winegrapes to the Martin Ray Domaine acreage, 
though admittedly he lacked experience with it. But 
the most important thing he asked for was Maynard's 
help in setting up a quality control system. Having 
failed in 1955 to pressure the Premium Wine 
Producers into setting up QC within their group of 
wineries (which had caused Amerine 's rupture with 
him), MR now intended to introduce it within his own 
fast-expanding mountain vineyard domain as well as 
in future wine production there. And so he said this: 


When Mt. Chardonnay and Mt. Eden Vineyards are 
planted and wines are coming to market under all three 
proprietorships, we will all employ on our labels some 
words relative to a quality control. And we want to get 
started now with drawing up the plan and rules we 







have both always been interested in. In this case we will 
simply operate under such rules and invite others to 
join when, as and if they like. But certainly there must 
be a disinterested administration . I would like it to be 
the University and so I am asking you if you would 
appoint someone of your faculty to take on this 
responsibility. The way things are , the circum ·stance 
could not be more favorable for success as initially and 
for at least 100 months to come all authority of the 
growers is in my hands. And it is my desire merely to 
pattern our organization as closely as possible to the 
system of the French , giving effect to local conditions 
and leaving it in the hands of your appointees. 
So, I have asked you about the matter of"viscosity ," the 
best source of White Riesling stock and the matter of 
University participation in an effective measure of 
quality control to be initially supported fully by the 
three growers , as described . And since I do not know 
any of your new professors up there , I will be guided 
entirely by your selection of any that may be interested . 
[10/12/59) 
Shortly after receiving MR's letter, Amerine again 


wrote back, responding to his questions, and 
especially focusing on the issue of setting up an 
appellation combined with quality control: 


Now, as to your quality control program: the people who 
really should be doing these quasi·legal matters is the 
State Department of Agriculture , but they are not 
staffed for this as far as the grape and wine industry is 
concerned, so far as I know. The Federal Government 
has set up specific table·grape quality standards and 
these are widely accepted by the industry . 
You speak of patterning your quality control system to 
the French by which I suppose you mean some sort of 
appellations controlee. These regula ·tions generally 
have the following types of control : (1) types of soil, (2) 
variety (or varieties in many cases) of grapes , (3) 
maxi.mum yield of the grapes , and (4) minimum percent 
of alcohol. It establishes a minim um standard of identity 
and quality ... . 
Someone from the department certainly could meet with 
you and suggest standards such as these which you 
might want to set up . [10/19/59) 
From time to time there was more correspondence 


between the two men during the next seven years. 
But whether or not MR ever received much , if any , 
QC and appellation advice from UC Davis professors, 
he just went ahead and created his own Saratoga 
Appellation-the first designated one-and set up 
specific quality standards in vineyard and wine· 
making practices that he vowed to maintain, albeit on 
his own small scale . Other winemakers noticed 
Martin Ray's bold, independent move , and approved 
(and maybe even envied); among them was Andre 
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Tchelistcheff. But not until 1980 , two decades later 
and several years after MR 's death , did the Bureau of 
Alcohol , Tobacco , and Firearms (BATF) begin to 
confer American Viticultural Area (AV A) statuses on 
circumscribed winegrowing regions , based on a 
tradition of winegrape growing as well as type of soil 
and climate. (The Santa Cruz Mountains A VA would 
be conferred in 1982) But such an "appellation" 
refers to grape origin and winery location. It does not 
specifically limit grape varieties that are grown and 
under what conditions , or concern itself with wine 
quality, unlike the strict French regulations in the 
Appellation d 'origine controlee system, which was 
more what MR had in mind . (However, in his 
Saratoga appellation he would have combined the 
four classic winegrapes grown in the far-flung 
Bordeaux and Burgundy provinces and Germany.) 


In Amerine 's first letter sent to MR in October of 
1959 , responding to the news about MR's having sold 
to other people land on which he 'd create new 
vineyards, he had commented: "Am glad your 
mountain is getting occupied. The company will keep 
you occupied with entertaining I am afraid. " [10/9/59) 
And MR wrote back: 


Oh, yes, relative to your comment that all this 
development here on the mountain may lead to much 
entertaining , we reached the absolute peak of 
endurement [sid about a year ago. Our gate is now 
always locked, we see no one other than by appointment 
and we invite no one but old friends or those that want 
to come sufficiently to put themselves forward in a 
manner not to be resisted! We have gone back to two 
dinners a week and that is enough . We are 55 now and 
ifwe are to reach 100 we must have simplified . Thanks 
again for everything . [10/12/59) 
Martin Ray, however , did not simplify his life 


when he founded Mt. Eden Vineyards . He had begun 
to immeasurably complicate and overstress it-in a 
way only he could have done. 


Creating and Managing Eden 


A
t the Founders Day banquet on Mt. Eden on 
March 26, 1960 (an event audio-recorded for 
the benefit of posterity ), a wine-infused , noisily 


jubilant Martin Ray addressed the assembled 
celebrants in his characteristic voice-rather nasal , 
high ·pitched , and singsong , as numerous people have 
delighted in replicating , especially if they ever held 
grievances. He made it clear to the members there 
that he didn 't subscribe to voting procedures in PTA· 
style meetings where a majority rules. As president 
of MtEV he would make all important decisions, and 
most minor ones. Seven years later , he would 
summarize this explicitly autocratic arrangement in 







a brief document intended for a judge 's consideration , 
titled "The Organization and Deterioration of Mt. 
Eden Vineyards , Inc .": 


It had been agreed among all the original shareholders 
[a.k.a . the "founders "] that Martin Ray would vote all 
the shares and retain full management until such time 
as the debts to him were paid off." [1968 ; undated] 
In the first six years of MtEV's existence , Martin 


Ray seemed to be everywhere at once. Besides 
tending his own vineyard surrounding his and 
Eleanor 's home at the top of the mountain , he 
supervised all stages of work on the four new 
vineyards on Mt . Eden-starting with bulldozing , 
clearing out all vegetation , and soil rearranging , then 
installing deer fencing . He laid out the new vineyards 
as he 'd always done , with redwood stakes pounded 
singly into the ground in rows 10 feet apart in both 
directions , and planted thousands of grapevines next 
to them. Stuck in the belief that his old, accustomed 
ways were best , when planting or replanting 
vineyards MR wouldn 't consider following the wine 
industr y into using differently nuanced trellising 
systems , which had proved effective in simplifying 
both vine care and incr easing yield . Drip lines 
installed across the lowest wires could deliver water 
and nutrients to young vines whose roots hadn 't yet 
burrowed deep into the ground-which could have 
been beneficial in the dry farming that MR basically 
practiced in order to produce smaller , more intensely 
flavored winegrapes. Also , the more constricted vine 
growth in trellising allowed for easier , quicker 
pruning ; canopy management afforded better access 
to dusting or spra ying young vine leaves for mildew 
control and later in regulating optimal sun exposure 
for cluster protection and uniform ripening. In 
trellising, too, grape clusters weren 't as vulnerable to 
bird and varmint attacks from above and below. But 
even though trellising was widely touted as a better 
guarantor of vine health and considerably increased 
grape tonnage per acre (a financial boon with costlier 
fine wine grapes ), MR wouldn 't consider trying a bit of 
it on Mt . Eden. Sometimes he did , however , like to 
experiment with techniques in the vineyard or cellar 
until he got something just right from his perspective 
-and then intended to always keep it that way. 


As for the planting of the vines themselves , in his 
rush to get thousands of them started in the new 
vineyards on Mt . Eden , inst ead of putting in 
phylloxera-resistant rootstock and in the next year 
grafting the chosen grape variety 's budwood onto it , 
MR sometimes took unwise chances , too often 
inserting vine cut tings that would produce their own 
roots . And this was dense , clay-like soil interspersed 
with rocks , not the sandy loam known to be less 
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hospi table to that tiny, underground -living , root
sucking, infection-transmitting insect pest. (And 
indeed phylloxera gained a foothold on Mt. Eden in 
later years. ) 


With the requisite year-round vineyard care , MR 
was doing all that too: both overseeing and taking 
part in such chores as pruning , sulfur-dusting , 
suckering , weeding , trying to prevent cane breakage 
during windstorms-all vine yard handwork. He'd 
mount his Caterpillar tractor and ride through the 
vineyards , disk -churning up the soil and then rolling 
it . Plus in tandem with Peter he directed the time for 
harvesting , the hiring of crews to pick and bring in 
the piled -up grapes in wooden boxes ; the succeeding 
grape crushing and de-stemming done by the 
crusher 's whir ling blades ; the differing consignments 
of pulp and juice from the white or red grapes ; the 
addition of a bubbling brew offermentedjuice started 
earlier with some favorable yeast-but never adding 
doses of the metabisulfite that other vintners used to 
prevent or halt microbial infections. Every four hours , 
throughout the day and night , he 'd go to all the large 
containers holding the fermenting musts from the 
Pinot Noir and Cabernet Sauvignon crushes and 
vigorously push downward with a special wooden 
paddle the thick caps , formed from color- and flavor
releasing grape skins , into the carbon dioxide
emitting , dark red fluid , which sometimes sent up 
geysers. And there were the pressing operations , with 
MR using the old wine press with its wooden side 
slats , clanking back and forth the handle that 
lowered the flat wooden disk at the base of the 
gigantic iron screw onto the bed of crushed grapes . 
Thew hite grapes went in right after the crushing and 
before fermenting , but the red wine-in -the -making 
went in , skins and all, days later-only after the 
saccharometer , lowered frequently down into the 
fermenters , finally showed that the sugar had been 
satisfactorily converted into alcohol. 


MR had named Peter Martin Ray the official 
winemaker for the entire Martin Ray Domaine , not 
just in his own winery. He did this even though his 
adoptive son usually could only spare a few weeks on 
the mountain at vintage time , away from his 
professorship post . So during most of the year , MR 
took the place of this absentee winemaker. He tended 
the wines in casks as they aged-topping them as the 
wine levels dropped through evaporation ; and 
racking , filtering , or fining when necessary before 
bottling them. He also involved himself in the 
complicated procedure of making his trademark dry 
sparkling wines . Increasingly he hired part -time 
workers as "cellar boys" to help with various tasks , 
including labeling and packing ; but as before, Eleanor 







also served as his assistant. 
But this intensive winegrowing-connected work 


was only a portion of the multi-tasking work that MR 
did throughout each year , from 1960 on. Functioning 
as an untrained , ad-hoc architect , he designed precise 
plans for the large cellar that would hold the MtEV 
wines , the chateau to rise above it, and a concrete
slab terrace stretching across the length and one 
width of the building for a total of 150 feet. Then 
serving as the contractor, he arranged for wooden 
wall forms to go up temporarily (to be used again 
elsewhere) to receive the wet cargoes from successive 
processions of cement mixers that slowly ascended 
the narrow mountain road-and hired groups of day 
laborers to be on hand to help with the pours. When 
all the walls of the two-story structure were up , with 
the thick concrete ceiling of the cellar serving as 
flooring for the chateau above it , and a roof finally 
put on, he engaged and supervised the work of 
carpenters , plumbers, and electricians to undertake 
the interior work. By then , it was the mid-1960s. 


Most of the time MR lacked competent backup help 
from Anglo assistants in both the vineyard and 
construction work , for such men didn't last long in his 
demanding yet low-paying employ. Luckily , an 
extended Mexican family stuck around for years and 
performed a wide variety of tasks. Even so, MR 
wouldn't trust them, resented their demand for ever 
higher wages ($3/hour struck him as outrageous) , and 
judged most of their work as inferior or defective. 
(The Rays were incredulous and shocked when some 
of the younger ones, as newly minted Americans, 
enrolled in college or took white-collar jobs . A few 
eventually would become professional winemakers 
and vineyardists themselves.) 


All of these responsibilities and strenuous labors
virtually full-time work for at least three men ; four if 
you counted in the business aspects-were becoming 
too much for any single person to handle with 
equanimity. But after all, MR had insisted on doing 
it all-and not for monetary gain , since he received no 
salary , partly to conserve on the cost of creating his 
Wine Eden. He believed that only he could achieve 
everything necessary in fulfilling his glory-dream of 
having his own dynastic wine realm. And though he 
accomplished extraordinary things, his efforts 
steadily and increasingly were exacting a harsh toll 
on both his mental and physical well-being . Moreover , 
the intensive socializing often expected of the Rays in 
accommodating frequent visits from various MtEV 
members was overtaxing his nervous system. 


Many letters MR wrote in the early MtEV period 
show in detail how increasingly he was building up 
annoyances , prejudices , resentments, suspicions, and 
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extreme dislikes toward particular individuals or 
couples . But MR could glide over negatives whenever 
he wished to put a positive spin on things . So when 
he wrote to Amerine in the spring of 1965, in connec
tion with sending a new set of wines for analysis , he 
told proudly of now having five separate vineyards ; 
even his own was now larger than when Amerine had 
last seen it. Altogether , he was farming some 30 acres 
now , and in a few years might make it twice that 
number . 


I want very much for you to see th ese vineyards , 
Maynard , and our cellars , and what we have done here . 
We started out the same year , and the plans we each 
made we used to share. It would be very rewarding to 
resume conversations about we both have done. 
[4/28/65] 
Maynard never came again to Mt. Eden , so this 


poignant wish was never to be fulfilled. 


Troubles Mount on Mt. Eden 


E
ver since that severely disabling stroke in the 
mid-1930s (he called it a nervous breakdown) 
apparently had permanently damaged certain 


parts of Martin Ray 's brain, he was inclined to erupt 
emotionally , or fixate, distort , fabricate , meddle
guaranteed to make whatever bothered him a whole 
lot worse , and anger or upset others. (This vulner
ability was discussed in the WTQ October 2003 issue 
and reprised later. ) Moreover , whenever inter 
personal stresses, back and other bodily injuries , task 
or financial worries , severe allergies to sulfur and 
pollens, or infections plagued him , he gobbled down 
an assortment of pills to ease pain , insomnia , 
gastrointestinal problems , tension , inflammation , 
anxiety , high blood pressure , breathing problems , 
fury-whatever. These medications were amply 
provided by various physician friends , and were apt 
to be taken in combination with plenty of wine . 
(Strong-willed , though , MR could readily give up his 
beloved wine and other treats whenever he 
periodically put himself on a strict weight -loss diet.) 


Not surprisingly, people on the other side of the 
equation-MtEV member/shareholders-had their 
own valid reasons for disenchantment over how Mt. 
Eden Vineyards seemed to be straying far from initial 
expectations and promises made. In the early 1960s, 
nobody as yet openly challenged MR's autocratic 
regime, and most members seemed happy enough 
just letting him take full charge of all the work to be 
done . But by the mid -1960s the overall mood was 
definitely shifting . The Rays , for instance , restricted 
most members ' use of the chateau . (Part of the reason 
was that too often it had been left in a terrible mess , 
which Eleanor then had to clean up.) 







Since MR always needed and wanted to be 
positioned to control everything and everyone else 
around him, and probably felt tense in group 
situations, he had always refused to join any club or 
association, such as a confrerie of winegrowers , and 
declined even to attend most wine-celebrating 
banquets. But his assumption of the dominant, 
masterly role in Mt. EV now changed all of this. 


As previously described, MR had a long history of 
relationship conflicts-whether the people involved 
were linked with him in business, the wine industry , 
or the workplace , or else socially. Family members 
were never exempt, either. It was highly unlikely , 
then , that he'd change his arbitrary, harshly 
judgmental , and suspicious tendencies in any new . 
venture involving others. His tendency to overreact 
and become insulting and accusatory surfaced as 
early as 1961, ending in total alienation from two of 
the initial MtEV "founders"-one of whom would be 
initially instrumental in MR's ultimate undoing. 


Although he couldn 't tolerate arguments, MR was 
becoming embroiled in too many of them with MtEV 
members whenever his own opinions were challenged 
or contradicted , or a previously trusted friend tried to 
intervene . With his tendency toward paranoia 
expanding, he amplified whatever bothered him 
about other people , and then often assigned sinister 
motives to them. Rather recklessly, he sometimes 
gossiped maliciously , wrote offensive letters , tried to 
turn members against each other . At gatherings 
intended to be pleasantly convivial MR too often got 
inebriated and acted either childish or obnoxious. 
(Drunk is drunk , after all-even when you're imbib· 
ing your own well-crafted wine or the best French 
vintages and costly cognac) 


MR was fast losing his uniquely mesmeric hold 
over people who witnessed his drunk.en behavior or 
directly experienced his attacks and other trans· 
gressions. The Ray Papers contain, intriguingly, a few 
descriptions of such occasions that ER wrote up 
afterward to warn Rusty about the adverse conse· 
quences of these performances, but then (as she 
noted) she didn 't dare show them to him. She realized 
all too late that Elsie, MR's first wife, would never 
have allowed Rusty , let alone encouraged him , to get 
involved with anything like MtEV. Knowing well of 
his extreme vulnerability to nervous stress , 
particularly in group situations, Elsie would have 
prevented such a byzantine entanglement-probably 
guaranteeing that both MR's winemaking career and 
his life trajectory would have ended satisfactorily. 


How could MtEV members not watch MR with 
growing concern about his leadership of the 
corporation in which they were investing money on a 
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monthly basis? Inevitably, when some of them got 
together or talked on the phone they grumbled about 
grievances, exchanged lurid tales, and expressed 
concern about MR's management style, behavior , or 
emotional stability. Also a few were becoming openly 
critical about the annual allotments of MR·made 
wines , some of which they judged disappointing , even 
unsound. The cognoscenti among them were growing 
alarmed at other new wines of his that he'd proudly 
served them. This boded ill for the future, since by 
the mid ·'60s the wine connoisseurs knew well that 
some other California wineries, whether long· 
established or new on the scene, were offering more 
agreeable and uniformly better-made varietal wines. 
When the widely heralded Mt. Eden Vineyards would 
come, soon, into the marketplace, their wines could 
bomb out as a huge embarrassment-and MtEV 
would become a lousy investment. 


Some disenchanted shareholders stopped coming 
around and sending in their monthly dues, having 
decided that MtEV might never pay off, so they'd risk 
by hanging on. Others just never really got involved . 
(Burgess Meredith was among them . MR had 
persuaded him to become a member in lieu of 
purchasing a separate vineyard , but he had never 
showed up for festivities , disappointing those who 
hoped to mix with a show biz celebrity. A lawsuit and 
a countersuit ensued, ending these two men as 
rambunctious, wine·loving pals.) 


So members began bailing out, or else MR bluntly 
told them to depart. (Fifteen of the original 25 had 
ultimately left by 1967.) It became increasingly 
difficult to persuade others to buy their shares , 
though the purchase price was held to the total 
amount they'd invested so far. Besides, the Rays had 
no longer had time or desire to court anyone. They 
bought a few shares for themselves and Peter, and a 
much-trusted member took up two more-even 
though the original setup prohibited any member 
from owning more than one share. And since that 
pattern was broken, MR conveniently allowed and 
indeed encouraged Robert Nikkel-a MtEV member 
who also now owned one of the separate vineyards
to acquire multiple unloaded shares in the explicit 
understanding that he'd always vote all six of them in 
whatever ways MR wanted. (The financing was 
accomplished through RN's lumber corporation; MR 
had told him he didn't want to know how this was 
done.) Bob, however , behind MR's back was already 
associating with a growing group of MtEV mal· 
contents. Perhaps he was fence-sitting so as to 
determine which way a favorable wind was blowing; 
he'd then go in whichever direction seemed best for 
future profits, and not lose the value of his shares. Or 







maybe his motivation was to obtain crucial infor
mation from an unsuspecting Martin Ray that 
eventually would be used against him , to push him 
out of positional control ofMtEV so that he could rule 
the roost. 


The Wine Decline 


From 1960 on, MR spent far too much time and 
effort in developing Mt. Eden Vin~yards and the 
three other new vineyard properties-all part of 


the Martin Ray Domaine-but apparently too little of 
both in the two wine cellars there , his own and MtEV. 


MR's plummeting charisma and respect among 
MtEV shareholders was paralleled by the 
disappointing or even faulty caliber of some of his 
newer wines, indicated that his skills as a 
winegrower were erratic and on the wane . All the 
hard work , social distractions , and growing conflicts 
inevitably had affected MR's winemaking prowess. 
Probably, too, as his age advanced he was losing some 
of his acute tasting ability-though he 'd never been 
particularly objective anyway when j~dging ~sown 
wines as even some of his friends might admit (but 
would ' never dare tell him so). Where was MR's 
vaunted quality control now? members might ask. 


The problem can be discerned from Maynard 
Amerine 's last technical report on four wines that MR 
had sent him for analysis and tasting: three 
Chardonnays (a 1965 and two 1966s), and a 1962 
Pinot Noir. It was given in a dictated and typed, one
page-plus letter. , . 


The first Chardonnay Maynard hadn t cared for. 
"It is far too woody for me and the aftertaste is not as 
clean as one would like." And the analysis was given 
this way : "total acid , 0.74% (as tartaric), volatile 
0.062% (as acetic), pH 3.55, alcohol 12.0% (by vol.), 
extract 2.3, and tannin 0.04%." The 1966 Chardon
nays fared better-the first eliciting "I liked very 
much indeed. It has a fine rich flavor and plenty of 
Chardonnay character." Then he went on. 


The second 1966 Chardonnay I liked less . It is not as 
flowery and fragrant as the previous sample-not as 
distinctively Chardonnay. I can't explain why since the 
wines, analytically , are obviously Siamese twins. 
These three whites were all more or less petillant . I do 
not mind a gassy wine, such as a cheap Vouvray or 
Alsatian white , or even a very gassy Rhine or Moselle , 
when they are to be sold very young and used for 
quaffing at lunch. But a big Chardonnay calls for a fine 
finished wine . It doesn 't need gassiness . I would try 
Millipore filtration if this is a persistent problem . Small 
size Millipore filters can now be purchased for a 
reasonable price and they will insure stability if 
properly used . And they also take care of the cloudiness 
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and gassiness of secondary malo· lactic fermentations in 
the bottle . 
Finally as to the 1962 Pinot noir I found it had a fine 
body but was most difficult to assess because of its 
bitter taste (as if reworked ) and probably a malo· lactic 
that got out of hand. It obviously has some Pinot noir 
quality but the defects outweighed this. I was surprised 
also to see it browning slightly already , though I don 't 
mind that too much . The analysis was : total acid 0.60 , 
volatile 0.067, pH 4.03, alcohol 12.5, extract 3.0, and 
tannin 0.32 . This is a very high tannin but we 
rechecked it . The pH is also very high , indicating a 
complete malo·lactic fermentation. 
At the letter 's end he responded to MR's prior comments 


about how the quality of hitherto highly reputable French 
wines was obviously decreasing . 


I have stopped trying to understand the French 
exporters. I had a very expensive 1935 Clos Vougeot in 
Beverly Hills recently that was at least 50% fake. I don 't 
mind a little fake at $1.50 but not at $10.50. 
Busy like mad just now . [3/29/67] 
This seems to be the last letter that Amerine ever 


sent to Martin Ray. His candid assessments of MR's 
recently vintaged wines were symptomatic of sorely 
troublesome problems fast accruing up on Mt. Eden
only one of which was the quality of the winemaking . 
And there MR could have used just the right sort of 
help. So it is both ironic and sad to consider that 
during the 1960s MR twice had the chance to take on 
young men as assistant resident winemakers. He 
turned them down , in turn , rather rudely. They were 
Warren Winiarski , in the early 1960s , who wanted to 
come West , with his family , from his university 
position and become MR's apprentice ; and Richard 
(Dick) Graff several years later , when MtEV share
holders tried to force MR to accept him an assistant . 
Both within a decade had become masters of the art , 
and notable prize winners in the famous Judgment of 
Paris of 1976. That highly publicized event proved to 
the world that California could produce wines as good 
as Europe 's-which of course Martin Ray had 
stubbornly maintained ever since the mid-1930 _s. 
(Fortunately for his ego , perhaps , this event came six 
months after his death.) 


Furthermore, another man well qualified to be 
MR's best successor and his equally talented wife 
were early MtEV members for a time , as well as 
owners of the Cabernet Sauvignon vineyard that MR 
had planted for them. But when MR began 
distrusting Jack Davies and then expelled him from 
MtEV he and Jamie sold their property to another 
memb~r. Moving on to Napa Valley , the Davies 
bought the historic but badly rundown Schramsberg 
winery , and through determination , hard labor , 







adroit networking , and skill turned it into a prime 
sparkling-wine producer. Sometimes they admitted 
that the y might never have gone into winegrowing at 
all had the y never met Martin Ray and been 
converted to his vision of the Good Life. 


Any of these men would have been capable of 
ultimately supplanting MR as the CEO of Mt. Eden 
Vine yards and eventually of the MR domain itself. 
But in his dynast y-building plan MR had alread y 
chosen a different successor : Peter , to whom he 
turned over , in 1958, many winemaking responsibili
ties at vintage time , calling him the Martin Ray 
winer y's winemaker . But he himself had to work with 
the wines as the y progressed all along from aging in 
cask into bottling , since PMR was back East and bus y 
throughout the year with his own universit y career as 
educator and researcher-rarely in residence at Mt. 
Eden except at vintage time . Even when PMR moved 
to the San Francisco Bay area in the fall of 1966, 
winegrowing for him always remained an avocation , 
taking second place to his professional work as a 
plant physiologist . Nor would he ever be a savvy 
businessman with adroit social skills who would 
understand the need for an excellent knowledge of 
the fast-changing wine industr y ... or the obsessive , 
impassioned , wholly dedicated winegrower MR hoped 
he 'd eventuall y become-in his own image . 


MR's focus on imprinting his own identity on the 
future , achieving immortality through his lifework , is 
detectable in the occasional letters he was still 
writing to Maynard , which retained some of their 
form er intimacy. (Some letters from Amerine to 
which he responded evidently didn 't get preserved in 
the Rays ' files , probabl y because in the years before 
home copier machines were available they were 
forwarded to someone else to read and never got 
returned.) As in earlier years, MR would report on 
what was happening on Mt . Eden , or on the thoughts 
that recentl y had been going through his head , and 
then express his hopes for the future . 


I was about to tell you you should not work so hard ! But 
then came the thought , I have never in my life worked 
so hard. And I was reading in Time the story about the 
famed surgeon down Texas way who has done 10,000 
heart surgeries, works until 12 every night , goes to work 
at 5 A.M.! He says work never hur ts anyone! I guess it 
must be true ... ! Anyway, we have a magnificent 
Domaine built up here now. The vineyards are beautiful 
and the wines encourage us to "carry on." Peter will 
take over the planning and managemen t when he gets 
here and it will make Eleanor and me feel a real 
security with a couple more generations beyond us 
provided! [5/27 /65] 
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In his next letter MR told Maynard, "It is very 
good to be again in touch with you and having your 
help as of old!" Then he said he wished he 'd joined 
them on MtEVs "Founders ' Day" celebration , when 
6·year·old Martin, PMR's first son and MR's name· 
sake grandson , regaled the group of 40 wine-happy 
people by strumming Eleanor 's guitar and singing. 


He says he is going to be a winemaker . We shall see. 
But all this would bring joy to Elsie's heart- to know 
that life here goes on even as long ago but now with 
security for the foreseeable future and perhaps beyond! 
I tell you all this because you know so well how very 
hard Elsie and I worked for so long and Eleanor is 
working just as hard now! [6/24/65] 
But in spite of all his strenuous efforts for 40 


years , MR's vision of his personal perpetuity ascend· 
ing through a strongly committed wine growing famil y 
vine would fail to bear fruit. 


Disastrous Discord 


B
Y late 1966, as various letters show , MR began 
to sense that a "conspirac y" was forming 
against his rule and contrived a tactic to 


combat it. He told Bob Nikkel of his intention to sell 
his ownership of both the Martin Ray winery and all 
his remaining property to the Mt. Eden Vineyards 
corporation-in exchange for a sufficient number of 
newl y issued shares that would guarantee his and his 
heirs ' control over it forevermore . Basically , then , it 
would become primarily a family-owned entity with 
a set of minor shareholders . Nikkel surely saw this as 
a bad omen for his own six-shares investment in 
MtEV as well as the "Mt . Cabernet" vineyard he had 
bought from Jack Davies. He joined and then 
spearheaded a covert effort to organize enough 
dissidents to end MR's corporate hegemony. In April 
of 1967 he co-hosted an unofficial shareholders ' 
meeting in the San Francisco home of an original 
"founder "-a psychiatrist who , insulted by MR, had 
left the social MtEV group as early as 1961 but 
refused ever to sell his share . Present were other 
disgruntled MtEV members , a young lawyer named 
Conger Fawcett who had agreed to represent them , 
and a few couples who knew little about the 
discontent but were invited so they might contribute 
their votes or proxies in any future showdown . 


When MR found out about the meeting , he was 
furious . Back·and·forth arguments and seeming 
conciliations went on with Nikkel acting as go· 
between . Then when he called for an annual meeting 
to take place on Mt . Eden in May of 1967, where he 
would announce his decision , as president-dictator , to 
alter the financial structure ofMtEV , the rebel group 
withFawcett's help obtained an injunction forbidding 







it to take place . 
Now an outraged MR really had something to 


complain about. Certainly , however , he didn't disclose 
any of these or other amplifying problems in letters to 
Amerine , as he would have done in the earlier years. 
His main confidant now was MtEV's first founding 
member: Dr. Ralph Isaac , a physician living in 
Portland , Oregon-a sensible, decent, seemingly 
unflappable man who somehow managed to remain 
loyal to MR right to the bitter end. The collection of 
their correspondence is especially valuable in 
providing detailed overviews of the deterioration and 
destruction over time of the Rays ' relationships with 
most MtEV shareholders-particularly, of course , 
with those who had stirred up dissension , then 
directed its legal ramifications and financial 
consequences. Their attorney, Fawcett , was always 
depicted as a clever and fiendishly relentless foe. 


The rebellion against Martin Ray 's rule of Mt. 
Eden Vineyards reached its zenith on January 2, 
1968, in the corporate takeover staged at an annual 
meeting held in San Jose, not at Mt. Eden , as it 
always had been before. Then and there, the majority 
of shareholders present and the proxies assigned to 
them voted MR out of the presidency. (MR later 
claimed that they both lacked a quorum present and 
had insufficient votes to do this legally.) Though 
invited to remain on the board of directors, he and 
Eleanor walked irately out of the room, and in the 
following days hired a lawyer and began to launch an 
all-out war against the MtEV corporation. Several 
other members who supported them and hadn't 
attended the meeting also removed themselves from 
the organization and let their monthly payments 
lapse. Meanwhile, letters and phone calls went back 
and forth between them and the Rays. Other 
shareholders stayed on the sidelines, confused and 
upset, not knowing which side to back and hoping 
their investments wouldn't tank. MR and ER had a 
long struggle ahead of them. 


Peter Ray had moved to California in the fall of 
1966, just as the crisis in MtEV management began 
surfacing. He had joined the biology faculty at the 
new UC Santa Cruz campus-little more than a half
hour drive across the mountains from Saratoga. 
Several years later , he would move again, to become 
a professor at nearby Stanford University. 
Meanwhile, his twin brother, Barclay Kamb , had 
reentered the family circle, as had their sister , 
Barbara or "Bobo." Both came with their spouses and 
children on occasional visits. Eleanor was always 
happy to see them , but tension was inevitable not 
only because of the long-going MtEV crisis , but also 
because her children 's prior ugly conflicts with MR 
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were never forgotten or forgiven, and could never be 
resolved. 


And as for Peter 's proximity now, it actually 
offered little dependable relief to MR. Earlier , he had 
questioned the wisdom of his parents ' enthusiastic 
plan to start Mt. Eden Vineyards, and now his 
skepticism and warnings had proven apt. Also, 
although for 15 years MR wanted his adopted son to 
live nearby and share many more of the year-round 
responsibilities in winegrowing , new causes for 
turmoil between them kept erupting. PMR saw and 
did things quite differently than MR, and had sought 
ways to work things out reasonably with the 
dissident MtEV shareholders. But compromise was 
never a way in which Martin Ray intended to 
operate. Nor would he ever willingly agree to allow 
anyone other than himself, even his own son and 
heir , to really run things on Mt. Eden-in spite of 
frequent previous and sometimes current assurances 
otherwise. 


The Rays sought to protect their ownership of the 
MtEV property, because by no means had MtEV paid 
them completely for the land itself , let alone the 
combined costs of the vineyard creation and chateau 
building , or their own considerable labors there. So 
they moved from their own home on the very top of 
Mt. Eden to occupy the big house initially intended 
for MtEV members' use. On the next level below their 
original home , it commanded a similarly spectacular 
view of Santa Clara Valley. Though the Rays were 
living on ostensible MtEV land and in its chateau, 
MR still, after all , held title to the place. The 
corporate renegades soon took over the Rays ' vacated 
house above , as well as the redwood cabin that MR 
had built as his first home on his mountain. For a few 
years , Dick Graff and his brother periodically stayed 
up there, functioning as resident winegrowers. 


Meanwhile, the two warring camps fought each 
other in various stages of litigation. One involved 
deciding who really owned and could farm particular 
vineyards. MR would become enraged when noticing 
MtEV's imperfect or negligent care of the two 
vineyards purchased by individual members (though 
one wasn 't fully paid for). And they were trespassing 
on his own vineyard property when staying up at his 
abandoned houses. He sometimes tried to block entry 
either by putting a chain across the main road , 
obstructing the property entrance, or calling the 
sheriff to evict MtEV workers as trespassers . The 
MtEV dissidents persisted anyway-pruning vines 
and harvesting the grapes to make wine in MR's 
former cellar. Sometimes , to the Rays ' disgust or 
amazement, they even threw large , lavish parties , 
bringing guests up the mountain in vans . The Rays 







were delighted when they heard how these disloyal 
MtEV members had formed factions and now 
squabbled nastily among themselves , to the extent 
that blows were exchanged. 


Throughout the constant contention and stress, 
MR continued to farm several of the vineyards, 
usually making wine from their grapes. However , 
with ownership of the various properties as yet 
undetermined by a court decision, both sides were 
reluctant to shoulder the financial responsibilities 
connected with them , such as paying the accumulat· 
ing bills for labor and the property taxes. The Rays' 
entire perspective on the MtEV members had become 
furiously embittered , as reflected in a 1968 document 
that MR had composed when requesting that the 
court award him a receivership during one the early 
round of disputes with MtEV dissidents, who had 
accused MR of fraud. In it he declared that MtEV 
owed him and his wife at least $300 ,000. Moreover , as 
he put it, in caps -


THERE HAD ALWAYS BEEN GREAT TALK AMONG THE 
SHAREHOLDERS AS TO HOW ANXIOUS THEY WERE TO 
TAKE PART IN ALL THE WORK. BUT ALL THEY EVER 
JOINED IN WAS EATING AND DRINKING-AND GOD 
KNOWS THEY WERE ADEPT AT THAT! EVEN HERE , 
THEY EXPECTED US TO DO ALL THE WORK. THEY WERE 
ALL TAKERS, WE THE GIVERS. OF THE GREAT FEAST 
DAYS WE PROVIDED FOR THEM NONE EVER COST LESS 
THAN $50 PER PLATE, AND THEY WERE GIVEN FREE OF 
CHARGE. AND SHAREHOLDERS HA VE RECEIVED 12 
CASES OF WINE [EACH] WORTH A TOTAL OF $2000 X 25 
or $50,000, THESE GOING TO ALL THOSE WHO LATER 
DEFAULTED ON THEIR FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS, AS 
WELL. ... 
AS TO FUTHERING INTEREST IN OUR WINES , NOT ONE 
SHAREHOLDER OF ALL THE SOME 40 COUPLES WHO 
HA VE OWNED SHARES HAS EVER SOLD ONE CASE OF 
WINE EITHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY. THIS HAS 
BEEN A ONE·WAY PROPOSITION FOR ALL OF THEM . WE 
DID ALL THE WORK , FURNISHED ALL THE 
ENTERTAINMENT FOR THEM AND THEIR FRIENDS , 
FURNISHED THE FACILITIES, CLEANED UP AFTER 
THEM, JUST AS WE SUPPLIED ALL THE CREDIT AND 
MOST OF THE MONEY FOR CONSTRUCTION AND 
DEVELOPMENT-MORE THAN ALL THE REST OF THEM 
PUT TOGETHER-AND WERE PAID NOTHING . 
For five years , from 1967 on, a relentless series of 


legal skirmishes involved meetings with and 
communications between lawyers (with Fawcett 
always representing MtEV) , scheduled court appear 
ances, and taking depositions of many of the 
shareholders . Suits and countersuits proliferated , 
initiated by both parties in the conflict. Sometimes it 
would appear that a resolution was close , only to fail. 
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All this activity required the Rays to hire and then 
inform a succession of lawyers , each in turn disap· 
pointing them - and all at considerable cost. Perusing 
only a residual portion of the legal papers can be an 
exhausting and mind-numbing ordeal. It is 
fascinating, though , to read the Rays' own comments 
in letters and other papers about the latest conflicts , 
guesses about different people 's motives behind the 
opposition 's persistence (with the primary villain 's 
identity changing over time) , and reports on 
Fawcett 's latest shrewd moves . (The Rays would 
actually end up admiring Conger , convinced that if 
he 'd been their attorney , he would quickly have won 
their cause for them.) 


Exasperated and exhausted over the never·ending 
battles , MR finally decided to end it all by declaring 
his intention to buy up all the dissident members' 
shares at the total amount of money they had 
invested, and to assume the bank loan secured by 
MtEV in 1960 to develop the new winegrowing 
business. Initially confident he'd be able to do both, 
he courted a number of potential buyers. But the MR 
reputation for incessant lawsuits , snarled land 
ownership statuses , chicanery, and big debts caught 
up with him. As the deadline approached , he even 
tried to persuade the Seagram corporation to buy his 
winery and vineyard, though over the years he had 
ridiculed everything its managers had done at the 
Paul Masson property ever since he 'd sold it in 1943. 
(One Ray letter to them even proposed doing massive 
earth-moving to totally fill in the upper part of the 
narrow canyon , to join the two halves of Table 
Mountain.) 


Nearing the conclusion of his conflict with the 
detractors who had seized control over MtEV , MR 
was more than ready to recognize the magnitude of 
his mistake in believing in the success of a group 
made up of friendly people who loved wine and 
admired him. As he wrote to the Piersigs , who had 
been among the MtEV members who had backed the 
Rays up to the end of their fight: 


You can imagine how absolutely frustrating it is , to 
have everything we have built up over all these years 
jeopardized to the point of utter destruction . Of course 
this destruction is not an isolated case in the wine 
industry . Every single grQ!m_ that has ever been formed 
in winegrowing here in California has disintegrated in 
the same way , from trouble·makers in the group . I 
thought ours would be the exception. But just when we 
were coming into the very peak of our development and 
success the inevitable schemers blew up the whole 
achievement . [11/11/71) 
He also might have admitted that he too had fallen 


prey, if on a smaller scale , to the failing of all too 







many ambitious winery kingpins in the past , who 
thought that they would succeed magnificently in 
their winegrowing mission by going really BIG in 
their vineyard expansions-heretofore an abiding 
historical theme of his. 


So despite MR's best but desperate efforts , he 
failed to secure sufficient funds by bringing in either 
new investors or a total buyout. MtEV obtained a 
court judgment against him , which led to a sheriffs 
sale of the original core ofMR 's property on Mt. Eden 
-the 93 acres around the mountaintop , including the 
two houses and the large vineyard. When the parcel 
was auctioned off in December of 1971, the MtEV 
corporation, making the only bid , acquired it at the 
bargain price of $100 ,000 . This basically paid off their 
judgment against the Rays , so that no money passed 
hands. MR, at least for now , could hold onto the 
former MtEV property with its chateau , wine cellar , 
and Chardonnay vineyard . However , he was already 
involved in other precarious deals concerning his land 
and his need for money. 


Left B ehind i.n New Times 


D
uring much of this continuously stressful 
period over MtEV control and ownership, 
Eleanor somehow managed to function gamely 


as MR's frequent mouthpiece and defender. She also 
sent out cheerful letters and news releases about 
Martin Ray wines to people who might know nothing 
at all about the Rays ' severe problems - as if taking 
welcome respites from near-incessant troubles and 
torment. Now and again, when she'd find reasons to 
bring Maynard Amerine 's name into her corres 
pondence, she 'd express MR 's perpetual trust in his 
wine judgment. An example of this occurs in her 
letter to a Mr . Olcott , who had written MR about 
turning the growing vogue of public tastings into a 
way to make ordinary wine drinkers the real arbiters 
of the best wines. 


Must tell you MR is absolutely horrified at the idea that 
mere amateur wine buyers should have any voice in 
rating the quality of wines, as suggested in some 
proposed panel of "experts and laymen"! It is more 
absurd than proposing amateurs to judge the relative 
points of dogs at a Dog Show! The truth is that very few 
exist in this country capable of judging the quality of a 
wine. And even these are necessarily governed in their 
public statements by their business and/or political 
connections. Dr. Maynard Amerine has one of the finest 
palates in the country-in fact, were we faced with a 
million-dollar decision on a wine he definitely is the one 
and only one Martin Ray would consider for any opinion 
beyond his own expert palate . 
Here was another chance , too , for a Ray comment 


on the professional bind that they maintained had 
made Amerine subservient to the Wine Institute 's 
dictates and also forced him to cater to the big 
wineries supporting it , along with much of the 
research work done by the Department of Viticulture 
and Enology at Davis. 


But politically his University of California viticulture 
and enology departments are very much dependent 
upon the indulgence of the Wine Institute-so you can 
depend on it that Dr. Amerine would safeguard his 
every pronouncement to keep within bounds set by 
Wine Institute policy. 
The Rays had always urged novice wine drinkers 


not to believe and follow whatever wine writers told 
them they should like or prefer , but to familiarize 
themselves , directly and often , with wines them -
selves , especially the great ones. So ER had fun with 


_ a recent Wine Institute ad . 
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Any intelligent layman must discount a considerable 
percentage of what he reads in books or articles on wine 
as well as in any published charts ; and learn to chart 
his own "taste course" by drinking the world's accepted 
top wines continually so as to educate his palate and 
acquire a basis for judging lesser wines. There is no 
short cut to becoming a "Wine Expert ," despite the Wine 
Institute 's much-advertised claim "YOU TOO CAN 
BECOME A WINE EXPERT , FOR ONLY $1"! [4/28/68] 
By then , a mania for wine tasting , wine tourism , 


and acquiring wine connoisseurship was starting to 
spread across the nation. But MR, stripped now of his 
grand Domaine dream and fighting to hold onto his 
mountain , was losing his quality edge . He didn 't seem 
to realize that a Wine Revolution was arriving ... and 
that he had no longer occupied the foremost place in 
any vanguard. He had always proclaimed to visitors 
and to letter or newsletter recipients that he held 
much higher standards than other winemakers and 
winery proprietors. Yet still holding himself aloof , as 
if contact with his peers might contaminate his high 
ideals , MR now seemed somehow stuck back in the 
Dark Ages of winegrowing. 


Actually , even while embodying his chosen role as 
wine purist and quality control agitator , he might 
have benefited from far more and closer contact with 
various facets of, and people within , the wine 
industry. From the very start of his career as a 
winegrower he had handicapped his winemaking 
enterprise by refusing to associate with most other 
growers and winemakers. Out of principle he also 
didn't subscribe to publications that presented the 
latest marketing news or research and technological 
reports , such as Wines and Vines (partly because it 
was subsidized by the hated Wine Institute). 


Before 1955 , of course , MR's association with 







Amerine had at least kept him fairly well informed of 
recent developments that might apply to his own 
limited ·production operation. But after the friendship 
breach and especially after starting MtEV, MR had 
little time to learn about what other wineries were 
doing experimentally , with success. These activities 
were presented and discussed at Technical Advisory 
Committee meetings at the Wine Institute in San 
Francisco, as well as among vintners , and between 
them and UC Davis researchers . MR, though , seemed 
to think he already knew almost everything worth 
knowing about winegrowing . Nor would he benefit 
from learning about other vintners ' innovations , 
which he would regard as suspect anyway , devised for 
getting more wine to market earlier and more 
cheaply . And he ridiculed the new practice of cold 
fermentation of white wines - maintaining that 
during the fermenting stage , high temperatures not 
only sterilized the must but also intensified the 
flavor as cooking does with many vegetables and 
fruits.' (And of course he didn 't employ sulfite for its 
antimicrobial effects.) 


Meanwhile , MR's premium-wine competitors with· 
in California 's wine industry were continuously 
improving the overall quality of their wines. They h'.1d 
been partly pushed into their own better quality 
controls by a new generation of idealistic wine· 
makers , who followed MR's small-scale winery model 
(now assigned the sobriquet "boutique ") yet were 
likely to pay far more attention than he eve: did to 
research into improving aspects of grapegrowmg and 
winemaking , and then applying them. 


On his own, Martin Ray had functioned for years , 
with Elsie 's and then Eleanor 's crucial help , as a 
visionary leader of the opposition to mass-produced , 
commercialized wine . As an eloquent maverick-host , 
his oddly magnetic charisma , combined with his 
potent, pure varietal wines , had creat~d converts to 
his visions of the winegrower 's Good Life. In the late 
'60s and early 1970s his wines were still being sought 
after as rarities and challenges. Often difficult to 
obtain they were often collectors ' items (and still 
are)-~ostly bought and kept for display and 
bragging , not for drinking. . 


The current "cult" wineries producmg small 
quantities of astoundingly pricey wines hark back to 
Martin Ray 's years of exemplifying the small
production winery that commands in~ense r~spe_ct, 
even awe. Many of the notable boutique wmenes 
have been started by or feature vintners-women as 
well as men (a phenomenon that would have amazed 
MR)-who are just as passionate and committed as 
MR had been . But they are open to applying current 
scientific and practical findings to the growing of 
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grapes and the making of wine. Usually , unlike MR, 
they have taken formal academic courses in enology 
and viticulture. And they rarely try to command 
everything and everyone around them , and instead 
rely on expert teamwork in order to succeed in the 
highly competitive wine marketplace. 


Departures and Successions on Mt. Eden 


A
fter the ignominious .defeat of his o~ce glori~us 
vision of commanding a mountamtop wme 
kingdom , MR faced ever-worsening financial 


circumstances. His physical and emotional health 
continued to decline. From the late 1960s and up to 
mid 1970s, most of his letters, and some of ER's, 
reflect frantic and misguided efforts to raise money . 
Wine sales could scarcely cancel out escalating debts 
and to pay accrued attorney and court costs as well as 
living expenses and taxes. Although the conflict over 
MtEV ended in late 1971, another large collection of 
litigation records had already begun building up . 
They were the inevitable results of MR's hastily 
contriving new land purchase agreements , and even 
some title transfers, that he undertook to supply 
needed cash or to protect him from property seizures 
over accumulating debts and delinquent taxes. 
Sometimes he resold some property even though he 
hadn't closed out the previous deal after turning 
against the buyer for whatever reasons . 


Not surprisingly, such murky arrangements kept 
backfiring on him , resulting in an unbelievable 
number of actual or threatened lawsuits. Later , it 
would take years to make sense of and resolve the 
snarled up ownership records and boundary lines for 
all the fragments of MR's former half-section ofland 
that he kept disposing of-invariably to people he 
soon mistrusted , then bitterly fought with . At one 
point, MR even sold off the winery business and his 
inventory of wines to a physician. But soon he locked 
the entry gate and padlocked the cellar to prevent the 
man from entering the winery to remove and start 
selling some of the wines he'd supposedly bought. MR 
even sold the whole "Chateau parcel" itself-some 30 
acres including its three-acre Chardonnay vineyard 
-to~ man who lived back East , on the condition that 
he and Eleanor could remain living there during their 
lifetimes. But when he was denied a contract to farm 
the vineyard , he watched it go moribund as it went 
unpruned , unplowed , unsulfured-and unloved , with 
any grapes produced hardly worth harvesting. 


For a few years in the '70s MR continued to make 
wine in the chateau 's cellar , but it was mostly an 
erratic , half -hearted effort. Periodically he feuded 
with Peter , first over PMR 's attempts to mend 
relations with MtEV , then when he tried , several 







times, to rescue the operations of the Martin Ray 
winery itself when MR was legally forbidden even to 
enter the cellar but refused to adhere to the ruling. 
Months would go by without contact between them , 
so once again Eleanor was bereft of a child. 


'--£reat 
Winemaker£ 


efCalifornia 


Conversations with 
ROBERT BENSON 


Foreword by 
ANDRE TCHWSTCHEFF 


CAPRA PRESS 
1977 


Santa Barbara 


[Martin Ray leads the parade, pp.19-31] 


In 1975 and 1976 Robert Benson interviewed 28 
notable vintners for his Great Winemakers of 
Caliform·a (Capra Press, 1977). Martin Ray is the 
first subject in the book. No longer actively making 
wine and in badly failing health , he still managed to 
be as zealously articulate as ever about his 
painstaking craft as ever he had been during his 
almost 40 years of practicing it. Benson 's "conversa· 
tion" captures much of MR's feisty spirit and strong 
opinions, along with statements about his own 
approaches to vineyard and cellar care. Benson later 
told ER that he found Martin to be the most 
compelling of all the vintners he 'd talked with. The 
dying lion still roared. 


Living and working far from Saratoga, Maynard 
Amerine often circulated elsewhere, in different 
places and among different sets of people connected 
with the California wine industry. Retiring from UC 
Davis in 197 4, he settled first in Sonoma, then in 
Napa Valley , and for some years was a scientific 
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adviser to the Wine Institute. So doubtless he heard 
from a number of people about the increasing 
dissatisfaction among the MtEV members during the 
later 1960s , the legal tussles , and even the dismal 
final years of Martin Ray 's life. He might even have 
felt a tinge of compassion. After all, he had once 
known MR well , over the two decades of their 
friendship , in all his contradictions-egregious faults 
as well as admirable and endearing qualities. 


When Martin Ray died January 26, 1976, of 
multiple myeloma , his widow inherited only debts 
and litigation (which PMR quickly began to address 
and solve). Perhaps Maynard Amerine sent a 
condolence note to Eleanor after Martin 's death. If so, 
it isn 't among the notes she saved as memorable. But 
later in that year he responded on a postcard to ER's 
"newsy letter ." Probably she had sent him a note that 
accompanied the newsletter she 'd just produced , 
telling of how her son had taken MR's place in 
conducting the vintage activities on Mt. Eden. 
(There 's no copy on file of what she wrote to him. ) It 
seems she also had expressed in the wish to see 
Maynard again (as she was doing with other friends 
of the past that MR had alienated ). If she 'd hoped to 
talk with him about the old times , certainly his brief 
message dispelled that fond dream . 


The past seems so long ago. Hard to recall wha t really 
happened . But perhaps to just remember entre nous . 
A good holiday season. - Maynard A. 
Following MR's death a new winemaking corporate 


entity , Martin Ray Vineyards , was established , with 
Peter Martin Ray as president. Following many of 
MR's practices but at first buying most winegrapes 
from Carneros and Sonoma valley , it prospered for a 
time , but eventually fell afoul of internal feuding 
between partners-which unseated Peter from a 
controlling position as president , as MR had been 
before him. After this ouster in the early 1980s the 
MRV operation departed from Mt. Eden , and little 
wine was made beyond that time. The business use of 
Martin Ray 's name and the remaining wine inventory 
were bought from the failed corporation in the early 
1990s by Courtney Benham . Eventuall y this new 
Martin Ray Winery settled down at Sonoma County 's 
historic Martini & Prati winery , in the San ta Rosa 
area-far from the Santa Cruz Mountains that 
Martin Ray had so loved. But his name , at least , 
endures elsewhere in connection with qualit y 
winemaking . 


Over time , ER and PMR worked with lawyers and 
several property owners so that eventually the so· 
called Chateau parcel of 30 acres and another , larger 
part of MR's former mountain were returned to 
family ownership . During the late 1970s Pe ter Ray 







and his twin brother , Barclay Kamb, had begun a 
winegrape·farmingpartnership , separate from MRV, 
that managed the three acres of Chardonnay in front 
of the chateau and developed 10 acres of vineyards 
within a lower section of Mt. Eden. The business 
continues today , producing Cabernet Sauvignon , 
Pinot Noir, and Chardonnay varieties. Some wine is 
made for family use, but most of the grapes are sold. 


Vine1ards 
in the Sky 


., 
Eleanor Ray 


will> 


Barbara Marinacci 


Foreword by Na!han Chroman 


HERITAGE WEST BOOKS 
Stockton , Callfornla 


(1°1 edition, 1993] 


Maynard Amerine would never reenter Eleanor 's 
social life. In 1990, this author began assisting her 
mother by editing, reinserting discarded chapters, 
and adding new material to the manuscript of 
Vineyards in the Sky before arranging to get it 
published. She wrote to Maynard Amerine at his 
home in Sonoma and asked to interview him-hoping 
to clarify certain things about MR by getting his 
perspective. This was his typed reply: 


I have your letter of July 20 regarding your project on 
Martin Ray. I am sorry I cannot get involved with 
anything about Martin Ray . For your information this 
is not the first time that I have found it necessary to 
decline to be interviewed about his career or his 
vineyards or wines . [8/1/90] 
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Probably then finding this rather br~sque, he 
added below, by pen , "Regards to your mother." 


When the Martin Ray memoir/biography was 
published several years later, a copy was sent to 
Amerine. An acknowledgment came on notepaper 
with his name printed at the top. 


Dear Eleanor and Barbara: 
Thank you for sending me a copy of ''Vineyards in the 
Sky ... " I have carefully read it cover to cover during a 
quiet holiday season. 
As you know I never believed that the ends justify the 
means and I still don't . 
My best wishes for your health and happiness . 
Yours cordially and faithfully , 
Maynard Amerine [1/5/93] 
Clearly he hadn 't forgotten the basic cause of his 


ruptured friendship with Martin Ray almost four 
decades earlier, and once again he justified it. But as 
more years went by, Alzheimer's disease began 
dimming his mind , so that any memories of their 
relationship must have disappeared entirely. May· 
nard Amerine died in March 1998. Eleanor Ray out· 
lived him by two years, passing away in April 2000, 
at the age of 96. By then, she too had forgotten 
entirely what that entire past furor over wine quality 
control was all.about. 


After Eleanor's death , MR's ashes, along with 
those of his two wives , were scattered in the 
Chardonnay vineyard below the chateau and wine 
cellar that he had originally built for Mount Eden 
Vineyards. And as for that quality-focused enterprise: 
still based at the top of Mt. Eden, it is truly Martin 
Ray's best winemaking legacy. Surviving a series of 
internal management conflicts after MR's time and a 
bankruptcy threat, it was finally brought into a 
prosperous, expanding condition after Jeffrey and 
Eleanor Patterson arrived there in the early 1980s. 
Had MR not lost control of the corporation years 
earlier, the winegrowing corporation probably would 
not have survived. The Wine Revolution 's market· 
place required a management approach that MR 
didn't possess or believe in. 


The story of Martin Ray and his sustained fight for 
wine quality is worth remembering ... and then 
recounting to anyone who naively believes that fine 
and even great varietal wines have always been made 
in California, and that they were available 
throughout the nation and elsewhere in the world. 
And that is exactly how MR kept proclaiming
indeed, demanding-it should be. 
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A Discourse on the Instituti on of Wine Research in the State of Calif ornia 


with Reflections on the Early Workers and Notes on Rel ated Topics, 


by a Gentleman Residing in a Viticultural Region of the State, 


Charles L. Sullivan 


[Tius in-depth study - which we resisted titling "Reds & Whites for the Blue & Gold"-by noted wine historian and vintage 
Tendril Charles Sulh'van focuses on the pioneer win em en of the Um'versity of Caliform·a, covering the period 1868 to 1918. 
In this series, the works and con tnhu tions to the h'tera ture of wine of such Pre-Prohibition luminaries as Eugene W Hilgard, 
Frederic T Bioletti ; and Edmund H Twight will be explored. A quick glance at the Bibliography of Publications by the 
Faculty , Staff , and Students of the University of California , 1876-1980 , on Grapes , Wines , and Related Subjects (compiled 
by Maynard A . Amerine and Herman Phaff, Berkeley: UC. Press , 1986) will reveal the vast number of works by these 
industrious winemen . We are pleased to pr esen t the first installment. - Ed.] 


The College of Agriculture 
he founding fathers of 
the State of California 
wrote its first Consti
tution at Monterey in 
1849. This document 
charged future state 
legislatures to "encour· 
age the promotion of 
intellectual, scientific , 
moral and agricultural 
improvement. " And "as 
soon as it may be" the 
legislature was to create 
a state university. It 


took almost twenty years for them to do so. It was a 
twisting road that finally led to the University of 
California charter in 1868 . 


In 1853 the American Home Missionary Society 
founded a private boys' school in Oakland. Two years 
later this tiny institution became The College of 
California , a non-d enominational Christian school 
with a stat e charter. The area that was to become the 
town of Berkeley came into the picture in 1857 when 
the directors of the college made an attempt to 
purchase the huge Orrin Simmons ranch about four 
miles north of Oakland. The sale went through in 
1860. The idea was to establish a campus removed 
from the temptations offered by downtown Oakland. 


But financial pressures made this move impossible. 
The federal government 's passage of the Morrill 


Act in 1862 gave financial encouragement to the 
states to establish what came to be known as '1and 
grant colleges. " Such institutions were "to teach such 
branches oflearning as are related to agriculture and 
the mechanic arts .... " In 1866 California technically 
qualified for the federal largess by establishing , on 
paper , a college that met the Morrill standards. 
Negotiations between state officials and the directors 
of the College of California led the directors of the 
college to offer its Oakland facility and the un· 
developed land in Berkeley to the state for what 
would become the new state school. But the transfer 
was conditional. The agreement required the state to 
create a "complete university ," teaching the humani· 
ties , agriculture, mining , and the mechanical arts. In 
M rch 1868 , at the next session of the legislature , a 
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bill became law that created the University of 
California and granted its charter. As dictated, the 
new institution would have the aforementioned 
colleges. 


It was understood that the university would 
eventually be located on the Berkeley property. But 
for the time being classes were to be conducted in 
Oakland. Instruction began at the old College of 
California site in September 1869 with about forty 
students in attendance. During the next four years 
the Oakland campus offered classes in agriculture
related sciences such as botany and chemistry. 
Finally in 1873 instruction was moved out in the 
country to Berkeley. 


Three years earlier the university administration 
had announced that the newly established 
Agricultural Department would act as a station 
where agricultural tests and experiments would take 
place. When classes moved to Berkeley the university 
president reiterated this intention. Momentarily 
jumping forward in time we should take notice of the 
1887 Federal Hatch Act which provided subsidies for 
the creation of such agricultural stations. But it is 
generally understood that California's was the 
nation's first , attached to the university's College of 
Agriculture and dating from the seventies. At 
Berkeley the head of the College was also the 
director of the Experiment Station. Legally they were 
separate entities , but in fact they were inseparable. 


In the early years at Berkeley the organization of 
instruction in agricultural science was treated as a 
fairly unified program ; eventually separate depart
ments such as entomology and horticulture were 
established. By 1895 there were eight full-time 
instructors offering fifteen courses, but most of the 
faculty time was devoted to experimentation and 
surveys rather than instruction. Classes often had no 
more than two or three students. But by 1910 the 
faculty of the college had almost tripled in number . 
A sampling of the courses clearly suggests a marked 
increase in instructional diversity and sophistication 
-Sugar Technology, Soil Chemistry, Applied Dietet
ics, Plant Breeding , Pomology , Viticulture . Shortly 
after the turn of the century the head of the college 
was complaining about high class numbers. 


Before Hilgard 


T
he origins of the University of California 's great 
success in the field of viticulture and enology 
can be found in the work done in those 


disciplines at the College of Agriculture in the early 
years on the Berkeley campus. That Eugene Hilgard 
came to Berkeley in 1874 to head the college is the 
key to the early direction and emphasis in this field. 
The circumstances that led to Hilgard 's invitation to 
leave his post at the University of Michigan and 


come to California were directly tied to a struggle 
over educational philosophy that led to the dismissal 
of his predecessor. 


The first to lead the university 's College of 
Agriculture was Ezra S. Carr. He came to California 
in 1869 from the University of Wisconsin , where he 
had taught agricultural science and geology. In 1870 
he began giving classes in agricultural science. Even 
before the campus was moved to Berkeley he was a 
strong advocate for the establishment of an agri
culture experiment station there. In 1871 he pro
moted the state 's first Farmers ' Institute at the 
Oakland campus, the beginning of what came to be 
called "extension" work. Henry Durant was the 
University's first president. When he retired in 1872 
the job went to Daniel Coit Gilman, a brilliant 
geographer and outspoken advocate of a progressive 
approach to higher education. 


When instruction moved to Berkeley in 1873 the 
most important building on the new campus was the 
College of Agriculture , a striking, exuberantly Vic
torian structure. It still stands today across from 
Sather Tower. The agricultural theme of its origins 
can be seen in the ornamental relief panels on the 
building: sheaves of wheat , several varieties of fruit , 
and bunches of grapes. The building soon became 
home to most of the University 's departments, and its 
name changed to South Hall. For Professor Carr the 
change of name and the close and inadequate 
quarters allotted to his department at South Hall 
were symptomatic of the short shrift he believed 
agriculture was getting from the University 
administration. 


In his report of 1873 President Gilman pointed 
with pride to the progress planned for agriculture at 
Berkeley. "A fine estate has been provided, well 
adapted to the establishment of an experiment 
station in agriculture ." The next year work began at 
the northwest sector of the campus for agricultural 
use where forty acres were laid out for experimental 
planting. An orchard and a vineyard were planted in 
the winter of 1874-75 , the latter with seventy-three 
varieties of grapes. 


In 1873 political matters began to intrude into the 
management of the College of Agriculture. The 
Patrons of Husbandry, better known as the Granger 
movement , had been founded in 1867 to protect the 
American farmer. The Panic of 1873 and the 
subsequent national depression helped put the 
California Grangers in a powerful position in the 
state legislature. An important part of the Granger 
program here was the democratization of the political 
institutions affecting education in agriculture and the 
mechanical arts. In regard to the University this 
meant that the Board of Regents should be elected, 
not appointed. The Grangers also wanted to break 







the College of Agriculture away from the University 
and create an agricultural college that would treat its 
subjects primarily from a vocational point of view, 
unencumbered by academic departments concerned 
primarily with history , literature and philosophy. 
The issue became a matter of popular interest , 
played up by the Bay Area press. Some newspapers 
pictured President Gilman as a medieval scholar , 
totally out of step with the practical needs of the 
people of the state . Others pictured the Grangers as 
advocates of an agricultural education based on 
subjects like plowing technique , blacksmithing , and 
butter making , rather than botany , soil science and 
horticulture . 


The tension between the advocates of these two 
approaches was a natural outcome of the Morrill Act 
and the funds it produced . California 's approach was 
to combine the academic with the practical. The 
University administration had no intension of 
allowing the College of Agriculture to become a 
farmers ' vocational school , and neither would a 
majority of the regents. The college 's graduates 
would be well grounded in the agricultural sciences. 


In December 1873 President Gilman learned from 
one of the regents that Professor Carr intended to 
drum up outside pressure on the regents "to let him 
have his own way. " The next spring Gilman wrote 
that he was convinced that the "Farmers Grange was 
trying to capture the University .... " He then decided 
to get rid of Carr , who had claimed that the 
University colleges had "fostered a spirit of caste ... 
aristocratic rather than democratic in their 
tendencies ." On April 8 Gilman decided he had had 
enough . In a closed session with the regents he 
submitted his resignation. They would have none of 
it and requested Carr 's resignation . Carr refused and 
on August 11 they voted to fire him "in view of his 
incompetence and unfitness .... " 


Gilman stayed on a few more months , but left 
after he was offered the presidency of the soon·to·be· 
founded Johns Hopkins University . Before he left he 
added several scholarly luminaries to the university 
faculty. One was a renowned soil scientist and 
agronomist at the University of Michigan, who 
became Berk eley's new Professor of Agriculture. 


The New Professor 


E
ugene W. Hilgard had been born in Germany in 
1833 but grew up near East St. Louis, Illinois. 
There his father , also a scholar , prepared him 


for an academic life in the sciences . At the age of 
sixteen the boy went to Europe to stud y and received 
his doctorate in chemistry at the age of twent y. 


He then traveled to Spain to work on a project 
analyzing soils. There he met the young woman who 
would become his wife , Jesusa Alexandrina Bella , the 
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daughter of a Spanish army colonel. In 1855 Hilgard 
was hired to be the Mississippi state geologist and in 
1860 hurriedly returned to Madrid to claim his bride , 
just ahead of the secession crisis and the Civil War. 
Formally exempted from Confederate conscription , 
he was soon appointed Professor of Chemistry and 
Agricultural Chemistry at the state university , a 
position he held until 1873. During these years he 
and his wife had three children , Eugene (b.1866), 
Louise (b.1871 ), and Alice (b .1872). 


Hilgard , his wife, and the three children suffered 
from almost continuous health problems , a fact that 
moved him in 1873 to accept a professorship in 
geology and natural history at the Universit y of 
Michigan. But his wife disliked the climate there 
almost as much as she hated that of Mississippi. 


Daniel Gilman had begun his correspondence with 
Hilgard in 1871. It is clear that after he took over the 
presidency at Berkeley , Hilgard 's name was foremost 
in his mind to replace Ezra Carr. Faculty members 
Joseph and John Le Conte heartily supported Gil· 
man 's choice. They both had distinguished academic 
backgrounds in science , and as southerners were 
aware of Hilgard's success at Mississippi. 


A few days after Carr was fired Hilgard arrived in 
Oakland, but we do not have copies of the 
correspondence that got him there . He stayed in the 
Bay Area for almost two months getting a picture of 
the world he might enter with his family. In October 
1874, the regents offered him the job of Professor of 
Agriculture, at $300 per month in gold coin . He 
accepted and wrote his wife , "We definitely go to 
California." His entire trip is recorded in delightful 
detail in almost daily letters to his wife , often in a 
sort of clever "Spanglish ." (He enjoyed seeing "los 
orchards y viii.as," and , "Sabado voy a Frisco .... ") In 
a letter to his brother he hoped "to get rid of my 
remaining malaria on the Pacific Slope ." 


What Hilgard found in his numerous trips around 
the San Francisco Bay Area was a Mediterranean 
climate , dry and healthful for his family , with a 
moderating effect from the ocean outside the bay. He 
did wonder about the university site at Berkeley as 
an agricultural station after he had seen the summer 
fogs in the East Bay . But in the coastal valleys 
around the bay-Sonoma , Napa , Santa Clara-he 
found a wonderful land of orchards and vineyards. It 
was a paradise compared to the hot and humid lands 
he was leaving. 


He also discovered an urban/rural community in 
northern California that exhibited a sharp under· 
standing of the issues facing agriculture. And 
everywhere he saw evidence of a keen interest in the 
scientific and technical side of agriculture. He was 
delighted by what he read in the press. In San 
Francisco there were the California Farmer and the 
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Pacific Rural Press, the likes of which were rare in 
the east . Even the daily press was up on agricultural 
matters , particularly the San Francisco Alta 
California. Out in the country almost every com -
munity of any size had a weekly , sometimes daily , 
newspaper serving its rural readership. Here was a 
communication infrastructure that could act as a 
useful extension of his work at the university . 


Hilgard also found a California econom y in 
shambles . While the national depression had taken 
off in 1873 , the Golden State had been in trouble 
since 1870. The completion of the transcontinental 
railroad in 1869 had brought a flood of new goods 
hauled in by rail . The inflated land prices of the late 
sixties had collapsed . And what had traditionally 
been a labor shortage was now a glut . 


Agriculture in California suffered as much or more 
than it did in the east. The farmer here was 
burdened by a previous overextension of credit with 
the concomitant debt . Like most American farmers, 
those in California had overextended their productive 
capacity in relationship to demand. The result was 
rock bottom prices. Like almost all agriculturally 
based endeavors , California 's young and quite small 
wine industry suffered mightily through the mid· 
seventies. Looking back in later years at what he had 
seen when he arrived here , Hilgard remarked that in 
some places it was more profitable to turn the hogs 
into the vineyards than to harvest the grapes , often 
at less than ten dollars per ton. But he also observed 
with satisfaction that those wine producers who 
placed more emphasis on high quality than on 
quantity were more likely to have survived. 


In fact , few Americans , certainly not Hilgard , 
really understood the ups and downs of the national 
business cycle. He, like many others , laid the blame 
for the California wine industry 's woes on too much 
poor wine . And he later believed that the upswing in 
wine and grape prices at the end of the decade was 
"the result of steady improvement in the quality of 
the wine marketed .... " Later events would modify his 
views on this point . 


Wine and viticulture were not close to being the 
new professor 's chief concerns when he viewed the 
tasks that faced him in the spring of 1875 . His little 
department was still in cramped quarters at South 
Hall . There was not one regular student in the 
college yet, but he did give lecture courses that 
spring in botany and mineralogy. He also went to 
work developing a full course of instruction in 
agricultural sciences that he hoped to have in place 
for the 1878·79 school year. His main concern was 
having the Agricultural Experiment Station officially 
recognized by the university administration. This he 
accomplished later in the year . Of course , he was 
appointed its director. 


He took over a portion of the basement at South 
Hall to act as the station 's laboratory ; in a few years 
this space was to become the site of his enological 
experiments . His first official task was a stud y of the 
effects of deep and shallow plowing on cereal crops , 
employing various fertilizers. Meanwhile , the orchard 
and vineyard planted in 1873·74 was doing well in 
the capable hand s of W. G. Klee. But Hilgard later 
wrote that real experimental work in the vine yard 
did not begin until 1878 . His analysis of the soils in 
Santa Clara Valley was published in 1877 ; in it there 
were specific references to viticultural possibilities in 
this region at the foot of the great bay . 


Hilgard made a spec ial effort to gain the 
confidence of agricultural leaders and of farmer s in 
general , who, for the most part , had taken umbrage 
at Carr 's removal. The public had been led to believe 
that under the new professor students in agriculture 
would never get their hands dirty , that their only 
experience would be in the classroom. This was far 
from the case in years to come. Hilgard was ready 
and willing to inject practical field work into future 
courses . EdwardJ . Wickson , Hilgard 's close friend for 
thirty-five years and his successor as dean of the 
College of Agriculture , later remembered his winning 
over these political critics as being "the first and 
easiest of his victories ." He specifically remembered 
Hilgard 's appearance at a hostile Farmers Institute 
in 1876. His talk was on California soil , to which he 
devoted a half hour without using a technical term . 
He won these men over and fielded their questions 
readily and confidently. An old Carr supporter leaned 
over to Wickson , the editor of the popular Pacific 
Rural Press , and whispered , "My God , that man 
really knows something. " In the years to come 
Hilgard would go head and toe with leaders of the 
state 's wine industry. But he never lost the respect of 
the men and women who grew the state 's crops. 


We know for certain from his correspondence that 
Hilgard did not come to Berkeley with his eyes set on 
viticulture and wine as an area for intense and 
special focus. But by the mid-eighties it was , and 
ever yone involved at the university or in the wine 
industr y knew it. Let's look at the origins of that 
focus and intensity . 


As a boy in Illinois Eugene knew winegrowing . 
Theodore Hilgard , his father , was a man of letters , 
who also made wine from native grapes , which he 
called "Hilgardsberger. " He even attempted to grow 
vinifera vines. And Hilgard was well acquainted with 
the phylloxera root louse , which he had seen at work 
as a boy , and which he had come to know well from 
his study of the soils of the South , where the bug was 
at home . We shall see that the phylloxera soon 
became Hilgard 's personal bete noir after his arrival 
in Berkele y. 







It is also clear from his correspondence that 
during his six years in Europe he had developed a 
taste for good wine. And by 1875·76 he proved he had 
a thorough know ledge of the world of wine when he 
wrote the entries on ''Vine Culture" and 'Wines and 
Wine -Making " for Johnson's New Um·versal Cyclo· 
pedia (New York , 1876-1878, 4 vols .). These pieces 
were wide ranging, even including sections on Peru 
and New Zealand. They were accurate and 
interesting. Concerning California wines he had little 
good to write in these pages , except that they were 
sure to improve when good European wine varieties 
replaced the ubiquitous Mission grape in the state's 
vineyards. 


It is also clear that he understood the excellent 
potential here for winegrowing from his knowledge of 
the Mediterranean climate dominant in the state 's 
coastal valleys and from his early examinations of 
some of their soils. He made this knowledge clear in 
a lengthy article for the U. S. Agricultural 
Commissioner , which he wrote in 1878: "The 
Agriculture and Soils of California" with a section on 
"Grape Culture and Wine-Making." Here he softened 
his generalized criticism of California wines, 
probably as a result of an event I shall discuss 
shortly . He thought the state 's best wines were quite 
good and he gave special praise to a new variety that 
he was probably soon informed was not spelled 
''Yinfandel." He also argued that place and proper 
variety were crucial to the Golden State 's future as a 
source of fine wines. The places in the state to which 
he gave special praise were the Sonoma, Napa and 
Santa Clara valleys , and the Sierra foothills. 


Although they were hardly aware of it, the 
California vineyardists' most threatening problem in 
the mid ·seventies was the phylloxera root louse. The 
pest had certainly been introduced to the state many 
years earlier than when it was positively identified in 
Sonoma in 1873. It had come from east of the Rockies 
in importations of vines in the 1850s. But the bug 's 
spread in California had been slow and remained so 
until the 1890s. 


Hilgard already knew of the phylloxera threat in 
France , which was well publicized but little 
understood there in the early seventies. After he 
learned of the Sonoma infestation he visited that 
county in October 1875 where he was shown several 
dying vineyards. The condition he saw reminded him 
of vinifera vines he had handled that were "precisely 
so circumstanced ... when my father ... attempted 
the culture of Rhenish grapes in Southern Illinois ." 
What bothered him most in Sonoma and Napa was 
the general lack of concern among most vineyardists . 
In November he registered his own concern in a 
forceful talk at the convention of the State Vini
cultural Association, which was published as a 
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University bulletin the following year (see illus below). 
At this point the professor , like his French 


counterparts, was not well focused on a remedy. The 
hope of all was to find a way to save an infested 
vineyard by eradicating the pest. Chemicals , 
particularly carbon bisulfide , seemed to offer the 
most obvious answer. Hilgard at first placed much 
hope in this approach, but within a few years he and 
most observers came to realize that chemicals were 
not reliable and were too costly. In his 1875 speech he 
discussed the need to protect new vines when they 
were planted. But given the economic conditions of 
the moment there was little popular interest in this 
problem. Nevertheless , at this very early date he 
suggested that the very vulnerable vinifera varieties 
might be grafted onto native American rootstock . In 
1879 he wrote that "grafting the European grape 
varieties onto resistant American stocks is a great 
preventative to be universally recommended .... " 
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Hilgard's 1875 "Lecture on the Phylloxera , "published in 1876, 
was the "first systematic report in California on the newly 


discovered disease " [Amerine] 


Many , perhaps most, of the California wines Hil
gard had tasted in his first years here were of poor 
quality . His letters resound with complaints about 
wines served at the best hotels in San Francisco 
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which had not gone through proper fermentation or Historicall y , Hilgard 's most significant indust ry 
were infe cted with volatile acidit y. But an event in contact was with M. Theo Kearney , a land developer 
1878 seems to have modified and softened his in the Fresno area since 1869. By the mid-seventies 
generalizations from then on. In July the organizers he had several agricultural projects moving and 
of the annual exhibition of the Mechanics Institute in asked Hilgard for an analysis of Fresno soils , with an 
San Francisco approached the professor to serve on eye on viticulture. Kearney was encouraged by the 
the committee examining the wines on display. His professor 's research and over the years maintained a 
positive response led to his appointment as its close and amicable relationship with th e Colleg e of 
chairman. The experience allowed him to evaluate Agriculture . In 1879 he asked Hilgard to sit on his 
some of the best of California 's table wines , and he corporation 's Board of Directors with an option on its 
liked them . shares. When Kearney died in 1906 , a bachelor , he 
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professor 's Call for better Price per M .... .. .. . 1211 Price per 100 .... .. .. .. ... 13 It WaS not long before 
grapes for better wines. In Me~::!.::,:;";"~~·'.~~';;" rr, c• ,.., . . ..... .. . . iao Hilgard and Rising were 
the Santa Clara Valley it AIKO. ll miLorl nnml,,rr of cnLLh,., 11f lho Ohnm, .. .... '"" " " " ' - l' innL ' """ "· f :toi r- traveling together to make 
Was Charles Lefranc for his ott.o Hlnnnh n. P t!l.it. 0 1n,11ah11\ , All1111Ul.t1 U,1t1,uil11•l, ~forROllll !l, O mMII Ut 111,rnur , M"uu i,•t , pre sen ta tions at wine 


'r<'intmi or 1tfolo, Vo llu llln no h1•, Ko1l1lt kni, N'uit , ,rnd mnn J olh tir fnnn,Y L11ltl1• v,~ri ulit •'!', 


emphasis On proper aging Oultluf!" of o,,\ i uary •lnu vnr lul h~ , L from f 2 t., ,u.o f" " M. All " ""'" '" frum producers ' COnferenCeS. 
of his wines before their ho•ILhy ri n• • 011,l cnrufu ll y pock,•,l. "' " 'h~h. 18 iuuho, " " ' " """ i.erml11nl '""'' · Hilgard also cultivated a 


t7 Fu r ·lhu m nro ohoiOI" VBriuUc11 only otlrl 7 or,1tJnt cnu bo fl lie d , 1\1111 p rlm•11 cn11 11(1 


release , and Henry Naglee _i,1.1 . .. " • n """ 11 • • 11""· · good relationship with the 
for his brandy . When this J. H. DRUMMOND , Board of Regents , from 
Civil War general learned whom he had received fairly 
that Hilgard loved good DUNFILLAN, GLEN ELLEN, solid support since his 
Cognac , he sent him a case SONOMA COUNTY, CAL. appointment , at least where 
ofhisproductdistilledfrom dollars were not concerned. 


- From the Sa}l Francisco Merchant 23 October 1885 - hi uld 
Pinot Noir. Until Naglee This relations 'p wo 
died in 1886 Hilgard considered this San Jose brandy come in handy in the years to come when the college 
producer to be California 's best. came under fire from the leader ship of th e state 's 







wine industry , a lively battle I shall describe soon . 
One of his most important ties was to John T. Doyle, 
a famed lawyer and one of the original regents. In a 
few years Doyle would become one of the most 
important independent winegrowers in California. 


The professor also reached out to the press, a 
sound policy since many newspapers had opposed the 
sacking of Ezra Carr . When Hilgard needed press 
support in the eighties , the groundwork he had laid 
in the seventies paid dividends, particularly among 
wine country newspapers in the Napa and Santa 
Clara valleys . 


Probably the most important historical develop· 
ment that sharpened Hilgard's focus on viticulture 
and wine was the upturn in the economy in the late 
seventies and its effects on California 's tiny wine 
industry. For wine men the salutary break came in 
1877 when several California dealers and inde· 
pendent producers began receiving an unusual rush 
of orders from the East Coast. The cause was twofold. 
In France the rapid spread ofphylloxera was taking 
its toll on the availability of standard table wines for 
export to America. And the U.S . economy was finally 
turning around. By 1878 there was talk of boom 
times coming. In the wine world it was more than 
talk. All over the coastal counties of California heavy 
vineyard planting was taking place. The fever even 
spread to the Central Valley. By 1879 in California 
there was a virtual land rush to acquire potential 
vineyard property . In Napa alone at least three 
thousand new acres of vines were planted between 
1879 and 1880, nearly doubling the previous acreage. 
The same was true of upper Sonoma County and the 
west side of the Santa Clara Valley. 


Hilgard now saw a powerful connection between 
the state's physical potential , which he had extolled 
in his 1878 government report, and the market 
potential for California wines, which had been 
lacking since he first came here in 1874. By 1879 the 
phylloxera menace and the low quality of so much 
California wine moved the new professor to forceful 
action. The threat to the health of the state's 
vineyards in the years to come had to be met, and the 
demand for California wine had to be buttressed by 
a secure reputation for sound and dependable 
quality. He was determined that the College of 
Agriculture and the Experiment Station support 
these goals. 


[Continued next issue) 
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SOURCES 
• For the title of this article , the author wishes to 
acknowledge , with grateful thanks , that noted specialist in 
the history of American wine known for the brisk brevity 
of his narrative exposition. 


Amerine , Maynard A. "Hilgard and California Viticulture ." 
Hilgardia, Vol.33 No.1, July 1962. Berkeley: University 
of California. 23 pp. 


In the Appendix: "A Bibliography of Hilgard 's Published 
Works on Viticulture ," Amerine lists 42 Bulletins for the 
U.C. College of Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment 
Station, from 1884 to 1896; 5 University of California 
Viticultural Reports , 1883-1896 ; and 17 "Other Publications 
with Material on Viticulture ," 1860-1890. 


Amerine , Maynard A. and Phaff , Herman. B1hh'ography of 
Publications by the Faculty, Staff, and Students of the 
Um'versityofCaliform·a , 1876-1980 , on Grapes, Wines, 
& Related Subjects. Berkeley: UC Press , 1986. 244 pp. 


Johnson 's New Universal Cyclopedia. New York: A. J . 
Johnson & Son. 1876-1878. 4 vols. 


Hilgard 's essays on ''Vine Culture" (pp.1161-63) and "Wines 
and Wine Making " (pp .1449-51) appeared in Volume 4, 
published in 1878. 


Slate, Frederick. Biographical Memoir of Eugene 
Waldemar Hilgard 1833-1916. Washington , DC: 
National Academy of Sciences, 1919. 155 pp. 
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"1ft?e 
& NOTES NEWS"'~ 


Whatever Fortune sends , 
Let me ha ve a Good Store of Wine, 
Sweet Books and Hosts of Friends . 


ANTHOLOGY ADDENDUM 
An excellent addition to our Wine Anthology Reading 
List , as introduced by Warren Johnson in his 'Wine 
Tales " column (Vol.17 #2 , Vol.18 #3), is Eat , Drink , 
and Be Buriedby Members of the Mystery Writers of 
America , edited , with an Introduction by Rex Stout 
(New York Viking Press, 1956). Three of the "20 
superlative stories " are vintage wine treats , including 
"Red Wine" by Lawrence Blochman , first published in 
1930. Blochman said in 1956 , '"Red Wine ' is my most 
widely kn own short stor y. It has been reprinted in a 
dozen countries ... and anthologized repeatedly , 
telecast twice , and broadcast five times , the first time 
in 1942-with Rex Stout playing the role of Detective 
Paul Vernier. "The Friends of Pietro " by James 
Kirch and "The Telltale Bottle " by Eller y Queen 
round out the sampling. 


viaLibri.net 
is a new library search page, sponsored by Oak Knoll 
Press (publisher and seller of ''books on books"). This 
new ''book mega-search engine caters specificall y to 
collectors searching for bibliographical information 
about rare or antiquarian books." It currently 
searches more than 70 library databases worldwide 
(university , national, research & special collections ), 
and includes multi-national catalogues (WorldCat , 
COPAC, Google Books) , National Union Catalogues , 
plus online booksellers . 


U.C. PRESS is COMMITTED ! 
A recent issue of the Los Angeles Times and related 
newspapers featured a good-news article , "U.C. Pours 
Out the Titles [on wines and spirits] ". Under the 
management of Blake Edgar , acquisitions edi tor in 
charge of the Wine Book Division , U.C . Press is 
committed to producing "a broad exploration of wine 
for an audience that is educated and curious. " One of 
the new titles to look for this Fall is Notes on a 
Cellar-Book by George Saintsbury , edited and 
annotated by Thomas Pinney. Also noteworthy is the 
"2008 UC Press Online Book Sale" that runs until 
October 31st. Under the subject of Wine & Viticulture 
are listed some 30 titles at great ly reduced prices. 
Seewww .ucpress .edu/books/sale for the complete list. 


A Vintner and a Bon Vivant: 
Correspondence Bet ween C. W Berry and E. V 
Lucas , edit ed by Robert Sokan (Bloomington , IL : 
Scarlet Ibis Press , 1992. 36 pp), is a special book that 
has escaped most wine book lists and bibliographies. 
Printed in an edition of only 75 copies , on water 
marked mould-made paper and bound in French 
marbl ed paper with a gilt-lettered cloth spine , it is a 
lovely , superbly designed book , and the last to come 
from the fine press of Robert Sokan and Robert D. 
Weigel. We meet the two correspondents in the 3-
page Introduction ; excerpts from th eir letters , dating 
from 1923 to 1938, fill the remaining pages . Charles 
Walter Berry (1873-1941) , of the esteemed Berr y 
Bros . London wine firm , and the author of several 
notable and collectible books on wine , is well-known 
to Wayward Tendril members. E. V. Lucas (1868-
1938), a prolific author of over one hund re d volumes , 
was also a director and president of the Methuen 
Publishing Co. Lucas "was much in demand as a 
speaker , was a bon vivan t, and under the tutelage of 
Berry , he became an expert on wine " [Introduc tion]. 
This is delicious reading! 


WTQ Supplement 
The 20-page Supplement included with this issue is 
the final installment of Tendril Barbara Marinacci's 
long-running , popular series ''Vinaceous Correspond
ents : Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oeno
philes " (begun Vol.13 #2 April 1993). We have met a 
number of the icons of wine literature (Frank 
Schoonmaker , Julian Street, Maynard Amerine , 
Alfred Knopf , John Melville , Angelo Pellegrini , and 
others ) during this revealing , highly documented 
saga on the life of California vintner Martin Ray . We 
send our heartiest thanks to Barbara for these years 
of fascinating, and educational , reading. Cheers! 


WINE LIBRARIANS ASSOCIATION 
The WLA is a group closely related to the Wayward 
Tendrils , as each is dedicated to preserving the 
histor y of wine and its literature . Thirt y members of 
the Association recently convened for a two-day 
meeting at Cornell Universit y, Geneva & Ithaca , in 
the Finger Lakes wine region of New York. The 
minutes of the meeting are posted on their website , 
and are worth checking out : man y valuable tips on 
internet searches for wine and wine book informa· 
tion. http:/ /winelibrarians.wordpr ess .com. Also of 
great Tendril interest is "Song of the Vine: A Histor y 
of Wine ," Cornell University Librar y's exhibit in 
celebration of the 10 th Anniversar y of its Eas tern 
Wine & Grape Archive . If you cannot see it in person 
(it runs through Januar y 16, 2009) , you can view it 
online: rmc.librar y .cornell .edu/ewga . Enjoy ! 







BUMSTEAD'S BIBLIOGRAPHY 
The Mystery of The Two Georges 


by Gail Unzelman 


[Tendril Unzelman loves list s, bibliographies, catalogues , and all 
information about books and their authors. When this unusual, 
uncommon , and almost unknown (never cited or referred to) 
bibliography came to hand, the hunt was afoot! - Ed.) 


SPECIMEN OF 


A BIBLIOGRAPHY 
OF 


OLD BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS 
ILLUSTRATIVE OF 


THE MUG, GLASS, BOTTLE, 


THE LOVING CUP , 


AND 


THE SOCIAL PIPE. 
INTERSPERSED WITH TITLES 


OF CURIOUS OLD BOOKS , 
ON HEALTH AND LONG LIFE. 


WITH ILLUSTRATIVE FRAGMENTS, 
IN PROSE AND VERSE ; 


Spiced with Anecdotes of Celebrated Tapers. 
Compiled by me, 


G.B. 


DISS : 
PRINTED FOR THE COMPILER, BY LUSHER BROTHERS 


1885 . 


George Bumstead and George Smith 


T
he compiler "G. B." of Specimen of a Bibh ·og
raphy, is George Bumstead. In his Preface
dated 25 October 1884, Diss (where it was 


published)-he reflectively presents the book: 
The basis of the following Bibliography was taken 
from the Auction Catalogue of the late Mr. George 
Smith's interesting and important library. The 
distiller of the original "Old Tom Gin ," was for a 
period of twenty-five years an indefatigable 
collector of everything illustrative of the business 
in which he was for many years so extensively 
engaged . . . collecting almost every old Book, 
Pamphlet , and Broadside ... illustrative of Distil-
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ling and Gin , nearly all the old Books on Wine ... 
London Taverns, Drinking Customs and Usages , 
&c. For nearly twenty years he was assisted by 
myself in forming his collection ... calling at my 
shop in High Holborn regularly four or five days a 
week ... a pair of his beautiful riding-horses to be 
seen standing opposite my door. On my removal 
to King William Street , Strand, I often met him at 
the [nearby] Auction Rooms of Messrs Sotheby , 
Wilkinson, and Hodge. He was one of my most 
constant, agreeable, and valued customers , ever 
communicating to me the fruits of his extensive 
reading, and great and varied knowledge of old 
literature. I owe to him pleasing recollections of a 
long life, passed in a congenial occupation; the 
knowledge of which was acquired by degrees, and 
stored up in a head which seldom forgot the title of 
an old book , or anecdote once read or quoted to me. 


Bum.stead 's personal interest in and broad know ledge 
of the subject results in a captivating , well-written 
book. He divides it into three sections: Bibliography 
(64 pp); Sketch of the History of Intoxicating Liquors 
(pp 65-110); and The Vine , and Wine ... with Convivial 
and Joyous Anecdotes (pp 111-144). He heads every 
page of the book with a pithy proverb. 


The Bibliography 
"Sir, he hath never fed of the dainties that are bred in a book." 


- Shakespeare. 


M
r. Bumstead introduces the bibliography 
section with a few bookish quotes , then 
states, "I have , as a rule , given only first 


editions" and notes "all the books were printed in 
London, unless otherwise described. " He finds no 
need to explain the unusual, non-bibliographical 
arrangement of the almost-600 entries-listed, for 
the most part, alphabetically by title, though some 
entries are listed under the author surname; titles 
beginning with "A," "An," "The" are so catalogued. 
Bumstead 's intention, it seems, was an entertaining , 
yet erudite , presentation of many little-known titles 
and "curious old books" on the art of good living, and 
not a proper, comprehensive bibliographic tool. 
(Hence the title: Specimen of a Bibliography?) Most 
entries are brief; many are "annotated" with 
appropriate quotations from early sources, some 
identified, some not. (A favorite is George Herbert 
[1593-1633], English metaphysical poet , orator , and 
Anglican priest , who is quoted throughout the book.) 


A sampling of entries: 
A BROWN DOZEN DRUNKARDS (ah-ass Drink-hards) 


Whipt and Shipt to the Isle of Gulls. 4to . 1648. 
"Plato told drunken and angry men to behold themselves in a 
glass ." 


-~------
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A VADEMECUMFORMALT·WORMS; or, A Guide to Good· 
Fellows ... A Description of the Manners and 
Customs of the Most Eminent Publick Houses, in 
... London and Westminster. Numerous woodcut;softhe 
Signs. N.D. [no date] 


BACCHUS BO UNTIE; describing the de bonnaire d utie of 
his bountiful godhead, by Philip Foulface of Ale· 
ford, 4to. 1594. 
''You must not drink out of one cup and look at another." 


DELIGHTS OF THE BOTTLE, A Merry Poem. 1720. 
"Have you bread & wine? Sing and be merry." 


FOORD , EDWARD. Wine and Women , 12mo. 1647. 
"Old wine and an old friend are good provisions." - George 
Herbert . 


THE DREADFUL CHARACTER of a Drunkard, or the 
odious and beastly Sin of Drunkenness. 8vo. 1667. 
"The world makes men drunk, as much as wine doth." 


THE JUICE OF THE GRAPE; or, Wine preferable to 
Water. 8vo. 1724. 
"Good wine needeth no bush ." 


Wayward Tendrils familiar with the renowned 
library of Andre L. Simon, as recorded in his three 
Bibh'othecas-Vinaria (1913), Bacchica (1927, 1932), 
and Gastronomica (1953)- might recognize the above 
sampling of obscure , early works. One wonders if our 
esteemed Simon used Bumstead's Specimen as an 
early guide to his collecting. His library contained an 
appreciable number of the works listed by Bumstead; 
and Simon's Vinaria tells us he owned a copy of the 
book. It might be coincidence, but where else could 
have Simon learned of all these titles. 


High - Holborn , 


FROM: VADEMECUMFORMALT·WORMS 


Geor ge Bumst ead, Bookseller 


G
eorge Bumstead (1817-1890) was born in Diss, 
an historic market town in the W aveney 
Valley on the Norfolk/ Suffolk border, some 60 


miles northeast of London. He spent his adult life as 
a London bookseller, enjoying "curious, eccentric, and 
rare books," with a specialty in "Occult Works." In 
the late 1840s and into the '50s we find his bookshop 
located at 205, High Holborn, Holborn - one of the 
oldest second -hand bookselling localities in London, 
dating back to the mid-16th century. It was from 
this district that some of the first book catalogues 
were issued, in the mid · l 700s. 


Later on, George Bumstead moved his establish· 
ment to King William Street , Strand-a celebrated 
course of second-hand bookshops. He was described 
as being "distinctly an 'old-book' seller , for he rarely 
bought anything printed after 1800" [Roberts , 1895]. 
Furthermore, "he was always somewhat eccentric, 
and his eccentricities increased with age. His 
Specimen of a Bibh'ography ... comprises a good deal 
of curious matter, strung together with very little art 
or connection" [Dobell , 1891/1906]. 


Nearby was the prestigious firm of Sotheby , 
Wilkinson & Hodge, which at the time , was the 
"doyen" of London auctioneers, with a history of over 
150 years. Roberts reports that in the mid-19th 
century "nearly every important library was sold at 
Sotheby 's." In these premises bookseller Bumstead 
and book collector Smith spent many a pleasant day . 
And here , Smith's library was sold. [Companion 
Reading: See article in WTQ Vol.17 No.4 on the Great Sale 
of the Library ofF . W. Cosens.l 


Bumstead retained his ties with Diss-he might 
have had a country home there , or nearby in 
Norwich, where he died at 73 years of age in 1890. 
His familial connection to Diss likely explains why he 
chose to have his Bibh'ography (and several other 
works) printed in Diss, by the Lusher Bros., rather 
than by a London printer closer to his business. The 
Diss company was a quality printing house; an early 
20th century advertisement for the Lusher Co. 
acknowledged "this well-known Printing House that 
has, ever since its inception , been noted for the 
quality of its productions ... that carry 'just that little 
more in quality and style that makes all the 
difference ."' Bum.stead 's book shows that quality , 
with fine section-heading vignettes and decorative 
initials throughout. 


George Smith, Distiller 


I
n his Preface, George Bumstead was sincerely 
honored to acknowledge the "late Mr. George 
Smith ... distiller of the original Old Tom Gin ... 


indefatigable collector of everything illustrative of the 
business in which he was for many years so 
extensively engaged," and whose "interesting and 
important library" was the basis of the Bibliography. 
Smith left a legacy in Old Tom Gin and in his curious 
collection of books, but little else is known about him. 
He is not listed in Roberts' history of London's "book· 
hunters," but a "George Smith , Distiller" is included 
in Bernard Quaritch 's book , Contributions Towards 
a Dictionary of Engh'sh Book-Collectors. .. (London , 
1892). Quaritch states this collection was dispersed 
in 1867. But is this our George Smith? If so, and the 
date is correct, why the time lapse of some 17 years 
between the Sotheby Sale of Smith 's library and 







Bum.stead 's Bibh·ography? Also of interest , and un· 
answered : was he related to George Smith , author of 
several early 18th century works on distillation? [See 
Gabler, p.346.l 


Old Tom Gin 


E
qually perplexing are the dates surrounding 
Distiller Smith 's "creation, " Old Tom Gin , a 
lightly sweetened version of the classic London 


Dry Gin. Several references state it was "quite 
popular in 18th.century England. " Not knowing when 
our George Smith was born, died, or first distilled Old 
Tom Gin-but assuming he might have died ca 
1860s , the date his library was sold-this reference to 
its popularity in the 1700s suggests another distiller . 
Two quaint stories were found for the name Old Tom 
Gin neither associated with George Smith. The first 
com'es from what is stated to be the first example of 
a beverage vending machine . In the 1700s some 
English pubs displayed a wooden plaque shaped like 
a black cat (an "Old Tom") on their outside wall. 
Thirsty passers-by would deposit a penny in the cat's 
mouth and place their lips around a small tube 
between the cat 's legs . The bartender inside would 
then pour a shot of Gin through the tube and into the 
customer's waiting mouth. ("Cat 's Water " became a 
common slang term for "Old Tom " or "Gin.") A 
second explanation for Old Tom Gin comes from a 
correspondence printed in the 28 March 1868 issue of 
the scholarly periodical, Notes & Queries ("a medium 
of inter-communication for literary men, artists, 
antiquaries , genealogists, &c."): " ... Upon the very 
highest authority, 'Old Tom ' takes its name from Old 
Tom Chamberlain , a relative and partner of Hodges 
the Distiller , whose Distillery was at the early part of 
the present century [1800s] situated on Millbank. 
Hodges managed the commercial part of the 
business Old Tom superintended the distillery , and 
the mancl'acture of the compounds for which the firm 
was almost as celebrated as for its Gin. He had a 
small laboratory where he compounded the necessary 
ingredients, and where he always had a small supply 
of superior Gin , flavoured in a peculiar way. When an 
ordinary customer came to give his orders , he was 
simply treated to a glass of ordinary Gin. But a 
desirable customer was invited into Old Tom's 
sanctum and treated to a glass of 'his particular .' The 
fame of this gradually spread; and when a customer 
was asked what he would have , 'A glass of Old Tom' 
soon became such a regular reply that the firm 
decided on manufacturing that especial good quality 
Gin , giving it the name of its originator , 'Old Tom_."' 
Don 't know where our George Smith fits into all this . 


A modern-day note : George Saintsbury , in his 
historied Notes on a Cellar-Book (London , 1920), 
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included a chapter on "Spirits-Brandy , Rum, and 
Gin ," with these worthy thoughts: " ... No doubt there 
is some bad gin .... But when good, it is a good 
creature always . I used generally to keep three kinds 
of it-'Old Tom ,' the sweeter and heavier variety ; 
'unsweetened London ,' which seems to me the best 
gin -of-all-work ; and 'Plymouth ,' the most delicate in 
flavour and perhaps the wholesomest . Some gins , 
though I do not want to scandal their makers , strike 
me as over-flowery in taste. " (Today , Old-Tom·st yle 
Gin is but a curiosity item, made only by a few 
British disti llers .) 


History of Intoxic ating Liquors 
an d The Vine & Wine Anecdotes 


F
or the Historical portion of his book , and the 
Anecdotes, the learned compiler says , "I have 
not referred to many well-known works , but 


have rather sought out fragments from a variety of 
sources , myself merely adding the connecting links, 
and weaving them into one harmonious whole ." 


Following his long and detailed "account of the 
introduction and use of intoxicating liquors ," Bum· 
stead concludes his essay with a beseeching plea for 
temperance , "as we notice the consequences of 
indulgence in these insidious poisons . Fortunate , 
indeed , for mankind , if the history could truly 
terminate with an account of their introduction ... but 
a dismal picture remains to be exhibited of the effects 
of excessive indulgence. " 


He concludes his book on an upbeat literary note , 
with "Convivial and Joyous Anecdotes" on the vine , 
grapes, and wine gathered from classical poets, 
philosophers, writers - many taken from the books 
listed in the Bibliography section. [See NOTE at end.l 


WINE 
What cannot wine perform? It brings to light 
The secret soul; it bids the coward fight; 
Gives being to our hopes , and from our hearts 
Drives the dull sorrow and inspires new arts . 
Is there a wretch whom bumpers have not taught 
A flow of words and loftiness of thought? 
Even in the oppressive grasp of poverty 
It can enlarge and bid the soul be free . 


- Francis ' Horace . 


A Final Mystery or Two 


M
y copy of Bumstead is in a lovely contem· 
porary binding of red calf and deep -red · 
patterned marbled boards; the spine is 


lavishly decorated in gilt , with the title BUMSTEAD'S 


BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE MUG, BOTTLE, ETC . stamped in 
gilt between raised bands. Bound-in are the original 
printed wrappers , inscribed on the front cover "J. G. 
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Godwin, With the Compilers Respectful Compli
ments." The printed front wrapper reads: 


SPECIMEN 
OF 


A BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
A FRAGMENT. 


125 Copies issued for private distribution. 


NOTICE: In consequence of illness of the 
Compiler, lasting ten weeks, the printing of the 
work has been suspended. 1250 copies of the 
first 150 pages , together with 23 reams of 
Double Crown Paper, and the Manuscript 
sufficient to form a volume of 400 or 450 pages, 
will be offered for Sale in one lot, at the Auction 
Rooms of Mssrs Hodgson, Chancery Lane, 
London, sometime in October or November next. 


1884. 


Rarity? 


This notice indicates that only 125 copies of the 
finished and paper-bound 144-pagemanuscript 
were issued and given to friends-thus explain


ing the book's obscurity and rarity. (A search located 
only 12 copies in libraries worldwide.) The remainder 
of the copies and the 400-plus manuscript pages were 
sold at auction, and most likely never published. 
Hopefully the lot resides in a university archive 
somewhere . 


Provenance? 


W
e know from the inscription on the front 
wrapper that J. G. Godwin was the first 
owner of this book. Godwin is listed in an 


early London survey as a pocket-book maker at 290, 
High Holborn [a business neighbor of Bumstead]. 
May I propose that this same copy of Bumstead's 
Specimen ofa Bibh"ographywas also in the library of 
Andre Simon. Not conclusive, but here are the scraps 
of evidence . In 2003 Bloomsbury Book Auctions sold 
the "John Lyle Collection" which featured many 
books from Simon's "matchless" library (Lyle had 
been involved in the disposal of this library following 
Simon's death in 1970). Lot 294, including a copy of 
Burnstead [sicl Specimen of a Bibliography of Old 
Books ... was purchased by antiquarian bookseller, 
Ben Kinmont. The auction catalogue describes the 


book: "Presentation copy from the Author , original 
printed wrappers bound in , contemporary half mor
occo, gilt, t.e.g." In 2004, not aware of the Kinmont/ 
Bloomsbury connection, I purchased this scarcely 
known book from Kinmont. (In the "usual " wine 
bibliographies , I could find only three references to it: 
Simon Bibliotheca Vinaria , A. W. Noling Beverage 
Literature: A Bibh "ography (Metuchen , N.J. ,1971), 
and Amerine & Singleton , A List of Bibliographies ... 
on Grapes, Wines, and Related Subjects (Berkeley , 
1971) with the annotation, "Includes many little
known titles.") Although immediately intrigued with 
this new acquisition , it would take me almost three 
years to launch an investigation into Bumstead and 
his book. Although no Simon bookplate is present , I 
feel this book was in his library and he used it as a 
guide for his collecting of drink-related material. 


But a lingering mystery will be why Simon did not 
recall this book in his two autobiographies and gave 
it only a simple listing-with no annotation of the 
wondrous titles it presented-in Bibliotheca Vinaria. 


NOTE: Several copies ofBumstead 's Bibliographywere 
compared in libraries both in the U.S. and in 
England, and all ended "abruptly" at page 144, the 
last line printed of "The Tavern Dancing Girl" ending 
in a semi-colon. And Dobell's Catalogue verifies , "The 
present work is incomplete , but contains all that was 
printed." Today, with the wonders of the Internet, 
Bumstead's Specimen of a Bibliography can be 
viewed and downloaded: go to http://books.google.com 
and type in the title! 


SOURCES~~~~~~~~~ 
Bumstead, George. Apology for an Old Bookselle1·. Diss : 


Lusher Bros. for Private Circulation , 1882. 13 pp. 
Dobell , Bertram. Catalogue of a Collection of Privately 


Printed Books , Compiled & Annotated by Bertram 
Dobell. London: Published by the Author at His 
Bookstore, 1891/1906. 
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Words, Street Phrases, and Fast Expressions of High 
and Low Society. Elibron Classics, 2005. Facsimile of 
the edition published in London , 1869. 305 pp . 


Juniper , William. The True Drunkard's Dehght ... A 
Collection of Brave and JiVitty Things from English 
Verse and Prose ... in Gratitude for Bacchus ' Bounty ... 
London: Unicorn Press , 1933 . 375 pp. 


Quaritch , Bernard. Contributions Towards a Dictionary of 
English Book·Collectors ... London : Bernard Quaritch , 
1892. Reprinted 1968, New York: Burt Franklin . 


Roberts , William. The Book·Hunter in London . Historical 
and Other Studies of Collectors and Collecting. Chicago : 
A.C. McGlurg & Co., 1895 . 333 pp. 







Wilson , C. Anne . Water of Life. A Jnstory of Wine· 
Distilhng and Spirits 500 BC - AD 2000 . Totnes , GB: 
Prospect Books , 2006 . 310 pp . 


With sincerest thanks to Tendril Nick Hodgson (for re · 
minding me of the Bloomsbury connection) ; to Reference 
Librarians Bo Simons (Sonoma Co. Wine Library) , John 
Skarstad (Special Collections , UC Davis Shields Library ), 
and Mart y Schlabach (Cornell University Library , 
Geneva); and to Robert A. Gilbert (writer, lecturer , and 
antiquarian bookseller who is a leading authority on the 
history of the publishing of occult litera ture in Victorian 
England) . 


VINE-DRESSING IN INDIANA 
by Bruce L. Johnson 


[Bruce Johnson retired as library director of the Indiana Historical 
Society in 2003. Previously, he served as director of hbraries for 
the Cahfornia Historical Society in San Francisco. In retiremen t 
he enjoys editing two philatelic newsletters , one of which, 
Enophilatelica, is for the Wine on Stamps Stud y Group of the 
American Topical Association. Anyone interested in grapes & wine 
and postage stamps can contact him : inclvbruce l@vahoo. com. -
Ed.] 


That wine making in the United States has one of 
its primary roots deep into the soil of Indiana 
may come as a surprise to many people. The 


seldom -told story begins in the late 18th century when 
John James Dufour (1763-1827) came to America 
from the district of Vevey, Canton de Vaud, in 
Switzerland , intent on finding appropriate land for a 
colony of "vine-dressers." Dufour came from a grape
growing family and , from the age of 14, he "made the 
culture of the grape , of its natural history , and of all 
that was connected with it , [his] most serious 
stud y"-all in preparation for growing wine grapes in 
the New World. It took him 20 years. 


After living in Kentucky for several years, in June 
1802 Dufour and a small group of enterprising 
settlers purchased 2,560 acres of land for a new 
settlement to the north, across the Ohio River. They 
named their village New Switzerland. Located in the 
future Switzerland County of southern Indiana , 
between Indian and Plum creeks, the colonists 
successfully transformed the hilly countryside into 
terraced vineyards that produced as much as 12,000 
gallons of wine annually . 
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Dufour and his brother , Jean Daniel Dufour, laid 
out the town of Vevay in 1813 , naming it for their 
homeland , though inexplicably spelling it differentl y. 
Besides wine, the settlers made various brandies , 
whiskies, and beers. The shipping of these products , 
along with tobacco and hay , from the docks in Vevay 
made the town a principal shipping point along the 
Ohio River. 


In 2001 , Indiana University Press published 
Indiana Wine: A History by James L. and John J. 
Butler , a wonderful and detailed history to com
memorate the state 's wine bicentennial. The Butlers ' 
research reveals the history of John James Dufour 's 
ground-breaking book , which has one of those 
deliciously long 19th century titles : The American 
Vine-Dresser's Guide, Being a Treatise on the 
Cultivation of the Vz'ne, and the Process of Wine 
Making, Adapted to the Soil and Climate of the 
United States. Dufour believed that a book on this 
subject would help make citizens in his adopted 
country familiar with grape culture and wine making . 


THE 


AMERICAN 


VINE-DRESSER'S GUIDE, 
BEING A TREATISE 


ON TJu: 


C\lLTlV.l\.TlON OF 'l'R.Y. VlJ'i'B, 


'1'lDl l'JlOOJISS (U" WDl'J: KA.KIX<i J 


ADAPTED TO THE SOIL .L~D CUMAT:t! 


OJ' TJ[S 


UNITED STATES: 


7011.lln .a.t.Y e•· IW'lUULa.,O,, .&.MD wow AX .uiurc.u, C1TlZL"I, 
COL1Tf.&T0& OFTJilZ fl>f.r7aOW JIU.C~900It., .6Yll TOR. TIU, 


l.,.£ST TWUTr rtva l"U.U. oecu•l.r.D llf TR..I.T LINt: u, 
•o,ucu~ VULST Ill &.bTDCllr, .ur.o arow Oll TU 


•OaDr&li o,owo, l(£,il. nv£Y, DC:OL&JC..A. 


Th•n u.id lbJI tree. to the nne, come tho~ &nr\ reiru over us : 
A.nd I.he ,i.ne u.id unto them, ahould 1 leave my wine, which chCCI• 
eth God :wld ma..g., a.nd so to be promoted OYer the t.rea, 


.Jwd.ra,, (:,. a.. a ill: 13 ... ,. 


C!Uncfnna:tl! 
PR.INTEO BYE . J, BROWNE, 


.£T 'Z'~ ,Ellfl'O&l'OM. o•.FlCL 


To gather information he could use in his book, 
Dufour had his brother , John Francis Dufour , 
publisher of the Vevay newspaper , print and dis
tribute a circular in early 1825-a piece of printed 
ephemera that today is extremely rare. The circular 
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posed questions about the domestic production of 
grapes and wine: 


• had grape growing been attempted where the 
reader lived? 
• what kinds of native grapes grew locally and 
what were their characteristics? 
• were wines and brandies popular and how much 
did they cost? 
• was the local soil suitable for grapes? 
• were the aTea's farmers inclined to grow grapes? 


With the experience he brought to the task , and 
armed with his local research based upon the 
circular , DufoUT wrote his book in less than a year. 
S.J. Browne published it in Cincinnati in 1826. Today 
we have no idea how many copies Browne printed or 
how well the book sold, but when Dufour died the 
next year, 205 copies remained in his home, and two 
Kentucky book dealers held another 180 copies , 
which may suggest a press run of between 400 and 
500 copies. 


DufoUT's treatise is a fascinating personal account 
of the viticultural misfortunes of this pioneer Indiana 
winemaker . The writing is often in "broken " English , 
however , and somewhat awkward , as Dufour was not 
a native English speaker. He provides the reader 
with a useful summary of the history of grapes and 
wine in Europe. He then summarizes his own experi· 
ences in Kentucky and Indiana , and gives a "plug" for 
his own favorite , the Cape Grape, which, because of 
its "perfect " flowers, he assumed was European . 


Dufour notes that growing techniques used in 
America must be different than those used in EUTope 
to succeed. He describes diseases and pests that he 
observed in American vineyards. He writes about soil 
nutrients and the use offertilizers, which places him 
years ahead of his time. 


Dufour also pioneered in the United States the 
important technique of what he called "belting"
today called "girdling"-that was intended to increase 
grape production. After experimenting on a pear tree , 
Dufour applied the technique to grape vines, and 
others emulated his practice using "belting " instru· 
ments fabricated in Cincinnati. 


In their book on Indiana Wine, the Butlers note 
that Dufour did not receive credit for his experiments 
in this area. In fact , in General Viticulture , published 
in 1962 by the University of California Press , the 
author and professor A. J. Winkler, states that "the 
earliest record of girdling in the United States 
appears in the report of the state horticulturist of 
Massachusetts for the year 1887." 


The American Vine-Dresser 's Guide was the first 
of several works characterized by a preference for Old 
World vines, transplanted to the New World. Dufour 


thought that the failure of Americans to cultivate 
them reflected their ignorance of European viti
cultural practice. Ironically , whatever success the 
Vevay settlement had , Dufour attributed to the Cape 
Grape , which he thought was of European origin. As 
it turned out, however , the Cape Grape is of Ameri· 
can origin and is also known as the Alexander. 


Present-day viticulturists successfully apply much 
of the advice that DufoUT imparts in his book: ideas 
that laid the ground-work for today 's Indiana wine 
industry. Modern wineries can be found in all areas 
of the state-45 at the most recent count-from Lake 
Michigan Winery in Whiting to the north, to River 
City Winery in New Albany along the Ohio (see: 
www.indianawines.org). 


EDITOR NOTE : For further reading on Dufour 's treatis e, called 
one of the "most accurate accounts of early 19'h century grape 
growing in the U .S.," see the following WTQ articles: 


"Wine in America: Twelve Historic Texts " by Thomas 
Pinney . Vol.4 #1 (1994) pp .13· 16. 


"Early U.S . Wine Titles and the Wine Book Collector. 
Part II" by Gail Unzelman . Vol.9#2 (1999) pp.15-18 . 


Reprint editions: 2000 (Vol.10#4) , 2002 (Vol.12#1) , and 
2003 (Vol.13 #4). 


··-s· 
\: .. • ..... 


--· ;tUJi., ·- ___ .. -.~':f:,-:., 


Scan of the original 1825 circular [reduced] 
Courtesy Indiana Historical Society 
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BOOKS & 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMilli.n, 


with Small-Winery Vintner, Leon Sobon 


[For this "Books & Bottles" report, Fred Mc brings fellow Tendril 
Leon Sobon to his book table. Leon Sobon is a dedicated pioneer 
of the renaissance of fine winegrowing in California's "Gold 
Country ." The recently pubhshed Shenandoah Valley and 
Amador Wine Country by Kimberley Wooten & R. Scott Baxter 
(Arcadia Pubhshing, 2008 *") features a number of well-captioned 
photographs iJJustrating the historic wine contributions of the 
Sobon family. For more on the Sobons and Amador County 
winegrowing, the 1994 book (with Index) by Eric Costa, Old Vines. 
A History of Wine-growing in Amador County (Jackson, CA: 
Cenotto Pubhcations) 1s highly recommended. - Ed.] 


THINK SMALL 


The Book: Winezy Technology & Operations. A 
Handbook for Small Wineries by Dr. Y air Magalit. 
2°d edition, revised. (l"t ed. published in 1990). San 
Francisco: Wine Appreciation Guild, 2005. 230 pp. 
Paperback. $25. 


D
r. Margalit was born and educated in Israel 
with a Ph.D. in the field of Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance. He was a visiting research pro


fessor at the University of California-Davis, in both 
the chemistry and enology departments. His profes· 
sional shift to wine began when he was asked to be 
the winemaker for a new winery in Israel. His book 
is a fine, concise summary of the essentials of the 
craft. It begins with three detailed flow charts 
showing all the steps from the Vineyard to the Bottle. 
My wine tasting students have found the contents to 
be of keen interest. 


My co-author for this column, Leon Sobon, also 
switched careers. Originally a research scientist in 
the Silicon Valley , he later changed to winegrowing, 
founding (with his wife , Shirley) Shenandoah Vine· 
yards Winery in 1977. Calling on his 31 years of 
experience as a small-winery vintner, I've asked him 
to comment on some of the interesting topics raised 
by Dr. Margalit. 


The Vineyard 
Yair Margalit (YM): Leafremoval over the cluster of 
grapes increases light exposure and produces a 
higher grape quality. 
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Leon Sobon (LS) : We routinely remove leaves on all 
our trellised vines. On east-west rows we pull leaves 
on the north (shadier) side and on north-south rows 
we pull leaves on the east (morning) side. The 
increase in color is the most obvious change, and with 
color comes flavor. 


Harvesting 
YM: Free-run juice is that which runs out of the vat 
under the natural weight of the grapes. In general, 
better quality wine is made from free-run juice than 
from juice pressed from the crushed grapes. 
LS: We have experimented with keeping the pressed 
juice separate from the free·run. We found it better 
to press lightly and combine the free·run with the 
pressed juice. 


Starting Fermentation 
YM: "Natural" yeast is found on grapes and will start 
fermentation spontaneously. However, through 
research about 150 species of yeast were developed, 
which generally are superior to "natural" yeast. 
LS: I prefer to call "natural" yeast "wild" yeast since 
the world "natural" infers that purchased yeasts are 
synthetic, which is not true. 


End of Fermentation 
YM: The term residual sugar refers to the amount of 
sugar left after fermentation is over. In very dry table 
wines it is 0.2 to 0.3%. 
LS: Let's consider Chardonnay, Cabernet Sa uvignon, 
and Zinfandel. 


Chardonnay-Inexpensive Chardonnay is almost 
always made somewhat sweet, 0.4-0.7% residual 
sugar, since the public loves it. Expensive Chardon· 
nay is usually 0.2- 0.3%. 


Cabernet Sauvignon-Same practice as with 
Chardonnay. 


Zinfandel-Zins are all over the place. However, 
most of the expensive Zins are usually dry (0.2% or 
less). Yet some $30 Napa Zinfandels are 0.8%. 


I prefer about 0.2% for all three. 


After Fermentation 
YM: Racking is another word for decanting, meaning 
transfer of liquid above the solid sediments in a 
container, such as a barrel. It clears the wine and 
aerates it. The main principle in racking is simple: as 
little as possible. 
LS: I have not had problems from too much racking. 
We sometimes rack a young tannic wine 4 to 5 times 
a year to hasten ageing. Our typical racking schedule 
is 2-3 per year. If wine is not racked enough, 
bacterial or sulfur problems can develop. 


The Bottled Wine 
YM: It is important to mention that light might 
damage the wine, especially red wines. Wines 
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intended to age for a long time are bottled in deep 
green or brown bottles. 
LS: In the winery the wine is never exposed to light. 
However, living room "wine racks" often produce bad 
wine! 


The Bottles: Leon Sobon has two wineries, 
Shenandoah Vineyards and Sobon Estate. Here are 
my student-panel rankings of four recently tasted 
wines: 


1 •1 (Super, 94 score!)- Zinfandel, Sobon Estate, 
Amador Co., 2004. $18. 


2°d-Zinfandel, Sobon Estate, Amador Co., Rocky 
Top Vineyard, 2005. $18. 


3rd (Very Good) - Cabernet Sauvignon, Sobon 
Estate , Amador Co., 2003. $15. 


4th (Good) - Zinfandel , Shenandoah Vineyards, 
Amador Co., 2004. $10. 


** EDITOR NOTE: Your editor, truly bothered by the Jack ofan 
index in yet another Arcadia publication , has compiled one for 
this book, and will be happy to send a copy to any interested 


Thn~~•R•E•VI._E•W._._._._._iiii 


by Orley Ashenfelter 


[This 1s the first contribution to our Quarterlv by Tendril and 
Princeton Universityd1stingwshed Professor of Economics , Orley 
Ashenfelter. His book of consideration has caused much excite· 
ment in the wine book world- see also Christopher Fielden's 
review last issue-and we welcome Orley's look at this incredible 
affair. - Ed.] 


The Billionaire's Vinegar: The Mystery of the 
World's Most Expensive Bottle of Wine by Benjamin 
Wallace. New York: Crown Publishers, 2008. Cloth. 
$24.95. 


" ... truly n·veting book ... " 


0 
n December 5, 1985, in bidding that lasted one 
minute and thirty-nine seconds, Christie 's
London sold to Malcolm Forbes a single bottle 


of 1787 Chateau Lafite for £105,000 (then $155,000). 
Once owned by Thomas Jefferson , it was hoped the 
bottle would be in the Forbes Museum on Fifth 
Avenue by nightfall for the opening of a special 
exhibit devoted to America's 3rd President. Much to 
Malcolm Forbes' disappointment, the wine did not 
make it that night. Having become the most 
expensive bottle of wine in the world , the required 
cultural export license could not be procured in time! 


This is the set-piece that begins Benjamin 
Wallace 's truly riveting book, Billionaires Vinegar. 


Of course, the wine was a fake. And the creator of the 
fake, former German Schlager music act manager , 
Hardy Rodenstock, proceeded to sell millions of 
dollars of similar wines during the next 20 years. 
How the market for the fakes developed, and how 
billionaire William Koch caused it to unravel , forms 
the core of Wallace's mystery story . 


Wallace's book has been optioned by a group 
associated with actor Will Smith and parts of it are 
written using flashbacks in a way that really is 
cinematic . For anyone familiar with the wine world , 
the book will provide extraordinary enjoyment more 
or less as beach material . But this book has even 
greater potential to cross over to a mainstream 
audience than George Taber 's 2005 book, Judgment 
of Paris (of which two movies are being made!) 


James Lassiter, one of the movie's producers told 
Variety that "for me , the movie is the unraveling of a 
mystery that comes down to a guy who punked the 
wine world." According to the Urban Dictionary, 
''being punked" is "a way to describe someone ripping 
you off, as in HAHAHA I punked both of you." And I 
think Lassiter has it just right . Quite literally every
one was punked: Marvin Shanken, who publishes the 
Wine Spectator , actually bought a half bottle of 
Rodenstock 's wine for $30,000. Michael Broadbent, 
the distinguished Christie 's department head , 
certified the original bottle as genuine and thus set 
the stage for millions of dollars of sales on the private 
market . And Robert Parker 's praise ofRodenstock in 
his influential Wine Advocate pushed Rodenstock 's 
business into high gear . 


But Hardy Rodenstock made one bad mistake 
when he punked William Koch. Koch-who collects 
everything from models of winning boats in the 
America 's Cup (he won it with his own boat in 1992) 
to the gun that shot Jesse James-put his formidable 
resources to work unraveling the mystery. The first 
thing Koch's team of investigators learned is that 
Rodenstock's real name in Meinhard Gerke , and that 
his biography was highly fictionalized. They also 
learned that the initials "ThJ " that were engraved on 
the bottles must have been put there with a modern 
dentist's drill , contrary to the claims of a now retired 
Christie 's engraving expert. 


The story of faked wines is far from over , however. 
For one thing, it remains unclear precisely how the 
wines Rodenstock sold were created. As Dennis 
Foley, who published the now defunct rare wine 
magazine, Rarities, said to me in an email, " Hardy 
has been found near the cookie jar, but he has not 
actually been caught with his hand in it!" Tests on 
Koch's bottles for Cesium-137, a radioactive element 
that did not exist in the atmosphere before the 
hydrogen bomb test of 1952, do not reveal any 
indication that the wines in his bottles are younger 







than the 1952 vintage. Foley speculates that 
Rodenstock may have simply found some older wines 
without labels or markings . A dentist's drill bit is 
then applied and voila., a 1787 Lafite is created. 


In some ways the most interesting aspect of this 
story is how people want so much to believe in 
things , and thus they do. That is really the take· 
away message of the book, and Wallace has done a 
lovely job of presenting it. 


EDITOR NOTE: Soon after submitting the above review , 
Orley sent a note saying he had just returned from 
the annual meeting of the American Association of 
Wine Economists at Portland , OR, wher e the most 
amazing paper was presented by Robin Goldstein , 
food critic , who had examined the Wine Spectator 
"Grand Awards Program. " Their naughtiness has 
been brought to light! Check out the website of the 
AAWE for the full story .. .it is incredible! www.wine· 
economics.org . Tendrils not familiar with the AA WE 
should find their website , activities , and Journal of 
Wine Economics of great interest . Recommended. 


m~ 
WINE IN PRINT -~ 
by Hudson Cattell II= 


[The follo wing re vie w appe ared in the May/ June issu e of Wine 
East. Our thanks to Hud son for his al ways generous permi ssion 
to reprin t his wine book reviews. S ee "New s & No tes " for Hudson 
Catt eJJ's lat est win e writ ing a ward . - Ed.] 


Sotheby's Wine Encyclopedia-4th edition, revised 
by Tom Stevenson. London New York: Darling Kin· 
dersley , 2007. 664 pp . Cloth. $50 U.S. 


" ... little need to acquire this one' 


W
hen the previous edition was reviewed in the 
November· December 2006 issue of Wine 
East , it was noted that the coverage of the 


East was more extensive than in other oversize 
reference books that cover the world of wine in a 
single volume. This remains true in the 2007 edition: 
the Atlantic Northeast has 10 pages , other Eastern 
states 5, and Nova Scotia , Ontario and Quebec 
together about 1112. There are , however , only very 
minor scattered changes or additions to Eastern 
entries in this new edition . In his Introduction , 
Stevenson noted that he did not have the budget for 
a major revision and therefore no additional pages in 
which to expand. 


One of the reasons for th e greater coverage of the 
East has been Stevenson 's familiarity with the re
gion. The 2008 edition of his annual Wi'ne Report has 
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many pages devoted to the East , and is re com -
mended over this latest edition of the Encyclopedia. 
As for the rest of the world, if you have the last 
edition , there is little need to acquire this one . • 


IN THE WINE LIBRARY 
with Bob Foster 


Bordeaux I Burgundy: A Vintage Rivalry by Jean
Robert Pitte, translated by M. B. De Bevoise . 
Berkeley: U.C. Press , 2008. 246 pp. Cloth. $24.95 . 


" ... a very scholarly and detailed chronicle' 


M
any American wine lovers simply think of 
Burgundy as the source for Pinot Nair-based 
wines and Bordeaux as the source for 


Cabernet or Merlot-based wines. But there are far 
greater differences between the two regions. There is 
a rivalry that goes back centuries and remains as 
strong today as the famed Boston and New York 
rivalries in American baseball. 


The author , a professor of geography and 
President of the University of Paris IV-Sorbonne , 
has written a detailed work covering all the nuances 
of this fierce rivalry . He compares and analyzes 
everything from the cultural differences to the wine 
making differences . He carefully shows where the 
regions have taken similar paths and where they 
have widely diverged. It is a very scholarly and 
detailed chronicle. 


But it was written for a French audience and 
merely translated into English. The author assumes 
the reader has a detailed knowledge of French geog
raphy, history , and wine culture , including the rival
ries amongst the various writers , producers , and 
commentators . In reading this book , many of the 
author 's asides and comments are simply lost on the 
average American reader. Time after time I had to 
turn to an internet search to clarify some of the 
topics , and even then I am not sure if I fully grasped 
all of the author 's comments. Many of the numerous 
footnotes are in French , which is another impediment 
to fully understanding the author 's point. 


Assuming the average non-French reader under
stands only part of the author 's detailed comments , 
this is still a book that every lover of Bordeaux or 
Burgundy should read. The rivalr y is intense , long 
lived and will obviously continue for centuries. 
Understanding this rivalry can only help add to a 
wine lover 's appreciation of the wines of each area. 
Highly recommended with stated reser vations . • 


[Bob's re view was reprinted from th e A ug/Sep t 2008 California 
Grap evin e.] 
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WINE TALES 
by 


Warren R. Johnson 


Was , alas ! our super sleuth of wine tales has announced he is 
winding down his bookshop business to pursue another career. His 
inventory of wine books is being offered at reduced pri ces, so 
investigate Warrens Second Harvest Books website for a fine 
selection of Novels, Mysteries, Romance s, Poems, Toasts, 
Antholog-ies, and other wine related works. - Ed.] 


Vintage Murder by Ngaio Marsh. London: G. Bles , 
1937 ; New York: Pyramid Books , 1973. 


N
gaio Marsh (1895-1982) has been linked in the 
same sentence with the best women mystery 
writers of the early 20th century: "The Queens 


of Crime"-Agatha Christie , Margery Allingham, 
and Dorothy Sayers. Over almost a fifty-year span , 
from 1934 to 1982, Marsh wrote 32 internationally 
acclaimed , classic English detective novels, as well as 
several plays , and many short stories. She was also 
a noted theatrical producer and many of her 
mysteries involve theaters and actors. She was born 
and educated in Christchurch, New Zealand, but 
from age 28 on, divided her time between Great 
Britain and New Zealand . Interestingly, only four of 
her novels are set in New Zealand , the rest in 
England. Her first name , Ngaio , is a Maori word, 
meaning "Reflections on the Water, " and was chosen 
by her uncle, whose grandfather was an early colonist 
in New Zealand. 


The protagonist in Marsh 's books is British 
Inspector Roderick Alleyn. He is assisted by 
Inspector Fox, who loves to quote Shakespeare. Like 
Sayers ' Lord Peter Wimsey, Alleyn has a noble 
background; but instead of becoming a diplomat, he 
joined the police force after returning from service in 
World War I. 


In Vintage Murder , Alleyn is traveling in New 
Zealand incognito for health reasons (which are never 
fully explained). He sends letters back to England 
which enlighten the reader about the progress of the 
current case. In this instance , Alleyn meets up with 
a touring theater troupe that quickly encounters a 
real· life drama and more killing than anything 
they 've ever staged. It is the leading lady's birthday 
and her husband , the producer, works up a surprise 
for her party. Hanging in the fly area above the stage 
is a large jeroboam of Champagne , which is rigged to 
lower onto a bed of ferns and colored lights in front of 
the lady's place setting. Something goes awry and the 
jeroboam instead lands on her husband 's head , 
causing instant death . 


[vintage paperback edition of 1973, well-read] 


Alleyn is dragged into the case unwillingly by the 
local police , who come to learn that Alleyn is the 
author of a police-training text book they use . This 
puts Alleyn on a pedestal , and this case becomes 
training ground for the local constables . Only with 
time does the troupe come to know that he is actually 
an Inspector. 


Inspector Alleyn goes on stage , back stage and 
above the stage to determine who the culprit might 
be. He learns that the leading lady has a lover in the 
troupe , that there is a strange will left by the 
producer , and that a local Maori has a keen interest 
in the troupe. But who would have done this 
dastardly deed and why? Alleyn must uncork this 
mystery and uncover the villain. 


The Juggler by Ian Kennedy Martin London: Heine· 
mann, 1985 . 171pp. 


I
an Kennedy Martin (born 1936) is a British 
television scriptwriter, best known for his creation 
of the popular 1970s ' police drama series , The 


Sweeney, which ran for three years and produced a 
couple of spinoffs. He has continued to write over 300 
police and detective dramas for the BBC, as well as 
about ten novels . Interestingly , most of the Internet 







biographical sites do not list his books and , if they do, 
they do not list The Juggler , apparently his last book. 


This fact is a travesty , as the ending of this book is 
stunning , particularly for wine lovers. However , back 
to the beginning. This British author has set The 
Juggler at a wine estate in California and herein lies 
the only real fault with the book. Apparently , Martin 
has not spent much time in America , as some of his 
vocabulary and references are off the mark. The story 
is that of a crazed old scientist who performs a 
juggling act with nine green balls at a wine tasting. 
Six weeks later , he is dead, drowned in the Pacific 
Ocean off Southern California 's Redondo Beach . 


John Dolan is a former student of this scientist , 
Leon Markovicz. John is a wine writer running a 
lucrative scam with downtown Los Angeles liquor 
stores. Shortly after Markovicz ' death, he is 
mysteriously offered $50,000 for his class notes , and 
Markovicz ' widow turns up terrified in the middle of 
the night . He travels to M.I .T.'s Department of 
Biological Sciences , to his ex-wife 's house in Napa , to 
the scene of his ex-wife's brutal murder in a canning 
factory , and finally to a beach camp site. 


John must discover what this is all about. Why are 
his notes so important? Why these murders? John 
becomes the new juggler trying to make sense out of 
all the balls that are dropping. He is trapped at the 
beach in a no -way-out container . Science becomes an 
answer . In fact, only wine lovers can provide the real 


answers .• 


"I could blame my sister-in-Jaw ... " 
A LETTER FROM J OHN DANZA 


Dear Editor Gail: 


T
he review of the book Vintage Tales in the July 
2008 W-T Quarterlv immediately brought me 
back to how I became interested in wine book 


collecting. It wasn 't because of this book , but another 
very much like it. I thought I would relate the story 
to you in case you thought other Tendrils might be 
interested. 


It was Christmas 2000 , and my sister-in-law gave 
me a little book for a present . The book was Wine 
Memories: Writers on the Pleasures of Wine, edited 
by Sara Nickles (San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 
2000. 142 pp.) Like Vintage Tales, this book is an 
accumulation of short excerpts, with wine as the 
theme , from many different authors ' works. Many 
famous authors are represented, the vast majority of 
whom are not typically associated with wine writing 
-including Ernest Hemingway , Truman Capote , 
John Steinbeck , and Norman Mailer . However , the 
excerpt that seized me was from George Saintsbury 's 
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Notes on a Cellar-Book: 
"With an unnamed Haut Sauterne of '7 4, bottled 
by one of the oldest Edinburgh merchants , but 
bought at somebody 's sale , I have specially fond 
associations. It was a very rich wine , being about 
thirty years old when I first had it ; in fact , it was 
too rich for some tastes . But once there came to 
'the grey metropolis ' a Finnish lady-a most 
perfect representative of non-Aryan beauty and 
anythingarian charm-to whom not only all men , 
but what is more wonderful , most women , fell 
captive the moment they saw her . She was dining 
with us once , and confided to me , with a rather 
piteous moue , that , in this country , champagne 
was 'so dreadfully dry .' Fortunately I had 
remembered beforehand that the warlocks and 
witches of the North like sweet things ; and had 
provided a bottle of this very Sauterne , of which I 
had a few left. She purred over it like one of 
Freya's own cats (let it be observed that I do not 
think Freya was a Finnish goddess) , and I prom
ised her that I would keep the rest for her. But 
alas! She left Edinburgh in a short time , and after 
no long one I heard that she was dead. The wine 
lost half its flavour. " 
This paragraph from Saints bury really took me in! 


Here was more than the typical technical writing 
about the qualities and property of wine. This para
graph contained the essence of wine as a communal , 
social entity. Wine was the vehicle that brought two 
people together , an interaction driven by the wine. It 
was this kind of wine writing I wanted more of. 


I was hooked. I immediately did some research 
into who George Saints bury was , which led me to The 
Saints bury Club and Andre Simon. After looking into 
the writing of Andre, I decided that he and a few of 
his contemporaries (Maurice Healy , Francis Berry, 
&c) would be my special collecting interest. This also 
led me to joining the International Wine & Food 
Society and researching the history of that 
organization . 


I guess I could blame my sister-in-law for the 
thousands of dollars I've spent on my obsession , but 
I won 't do it . I have enjoyed every minute of it and 
the relationships it has spawned. This includes you 
and the other Tendrils! 


Thanks for listening to my story. 
JOHN DANZA (Naperville , IL) 


[As John mentioned in his Jetter, his book collecting passion 
centers around Andr e Simon . We have enjoyed several articles in 
our Quarterl v by John, including "Inscribed Andr e Simon Books" 
(Vol.14 #4), "Andre Simon and the Star Chamber Dinner Accounts " 
N ol.15 #3), "The Importance of Ephem era " (Vol.15 #4) and "The 
Perfect Wme Book " Nol.17 #J). We anticipate with plea sure his 
futur e, pr omised, thoughts . - Ed.) 







WINE LIBRARIANS ASSOCIATION AWARD 


The first Wine Librarians Association Award for wine writing excellence was 
given to Hudson Cattell and Linda Jones McKee, Wine East I L & H 
Photojournalism, at the September conference of the WLA, held at Cornell 
University, Geneva & Ithaca , NY [see "News & Notes"]. Tendrils Marty 
Schlabach (Cornell librarian and host for the meeting) , Bo Simons and Gail 
Unzelman (officers of the Association) , presented the plaque: 


"IN RECOGNITION OF THE MANY YEARS OF DEDICATION 


·- AND OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS 


IN THE AREAS OF 


GRAPE AND WINE JOURNALISM , 


PUBLISHING , AND HISTORY 


GIVEN WITH MUCH GRATITUDE 


BY THE 


WINE LIBRARIANS ASSOCIATION 


ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR MEETING 


SEPTEMBER 15TH AND 16TH, 2008 


AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY'S 


NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 


IN GENEVA, NY." 


Upon accepting , Hudson reviewed for the group his history of "covering the beat of wine , 


east of the Rockies": "L & H Photojournalism was started by Lee Stauffer in 1976. When 


she married Eric Miller (Chaddsford Winer y, Pennsylvania) in 1979, Linda Jones McKee 


was hired to help me with our educational accounts and in 1980 bought Lee 's partnership 


interest in the business . Linda and I started the magazine Wine East in 1981. We've both 


done everything connected with the business , but over the years I have been doing more 


of the writing and Linda has done more of the production of the magazine .... She has been 


more involved in national and international wine judging than I have , and I have been 


more involved in Eastern wine history than she has . We will both be handling the Eastern 


section in Wines & Vines . [Wine East was recently sold to W & V.] We are continuing 


business as L & H Photojournalism ... and are planning to continue publishing books or 


monographs about the Eastern wine industry , the first of which may well be that long 


delayed history book now about 90% complete. " 


Kudos to Hudson and Linda! 





